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PREFACE
The Call for Papers for the 18th ICNACI International Cartographic Conference, ICC 97, was met with a very good response. Thus, almost five
hundred proposals for presentations to the Conference were submitted to the
Scientific Programme Committee for review. The Organisers decided to include
144 oral presentations divided into 24 sessions in the programme as well as a
special lunch session for oral presentations of papers prepared by seven
ICNACI travel awardees. Moreover 8 poster sessions each including presentations of some 25 papers complete the scientific conference programme.
The review of submitted papers has been carried out by members of the
Scientific Programme Committee. Committee members also helped organising
the oral and poster sessions. I gratefully acknowledge the help rendered by the
following members of the Committee: Wolter Amberg, Ulla Ehrensvard, Curt
Freden, Margareta Ihse, Liqui Meng, U/f Sandgren, Mats Soderberg, Kennert
Torleg~rd and Anders Ostman. Grateful acknowledgement is also due to Alan
McEachren, Andrew Tatham and Bengt Rystedtfor assisting in paper review.
Special thanks are extended to all authors contributing to the Scientific Programme of ICC 97. Due to the large amount of papers it has been necessary to
divide the Proceedings into four volumes . The papers presented in the Proceedings offer a comprehensive review on contemporary cartographic
research and development. The Proceedings will hopefully promote discussion
and contribute to progress of cartography.
Finally, the Scientific Programme Committee would like to extend a sincere
acknowledgement to the Chairpersons of the Plenary Sessions for accepting
this important task for the realisation of the 18th International Cartographic
Conference.

Lars Ottoson
Chairman Scientific Programme Committee
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VOLUME "RUSSIA AND SPACE" OF NATIONAL ATLAS
OF RUSSIA
Victor V.Sveshnikov,Yuri P.Kienko,Vladimir V.Kiselev,
Valentina I. Ryabchikova, Valentina I. Somova
State Scientific-Research and Production Center "Priroda".
Russia, Russla.Moscow, 109316. Volgogradsky pr .. 45. fax (095)
177-81-94
In the latest time there is a tendency to create atlases of space images

over territories of separate countries and their large regions. Such
publications were made in Canada. China. Libya. Germany. Syria and
USA. Air survey and remote sensing data were applied in the national
atlases of different countries printed during latest 15-20 years. Space
images are placed on the covers. front pages of parts and separate
pages of atlases. They illustrate meteorological phenomena. urban
structure of Cities. landscapes of countries or its regions etc. The space
remote sensing data are presented in the atlases as the independent
images. either as a mosaic picture of the country territory. or they
occupy the whole part.
For National Atlas of Russia. which is being prepared now. we
decided to include special volume "Russia and space" . The necessity of
creation of such volume is argumented by the fact that in Russia
nowadays there is a lack of general englobing publications. which
reflect the history of space investigations in our country. modem level
of space survey and the wide range of remote sensing data application.
The volume "Russia and space" being big independent cartographic
publication also must be an organical supplement to other volumes of
National Atlas of Russia.
The volume "Russia and space" of the National Atlas of Russia must:
- provide modem. rather full and various information on Russian
investigations in space to wide circles of readers in Russia and abroad;
- show and estimate the possibilities of space information application
for theoretic. methodic and practical works.
- give an integrated picture of the country coverage by space images;
- present the face of Russia and its different landscapes from space;
. call the attention of speCialists from different branches of national
economy to practical trends of space photodata application.
For most effective realization of the goaled assignment. we will use the
space data acquired by Russian unmanned satellites "RESOURCE-Fl"
and "RESOURCE-F2" and also by manned space crafts and long-time
orbital platforms.
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after a few seconds by the controlling mechanism unless the information is increased
by further information or by repetition. In case of further repetition and elaboration, the
information is transported to the long term memory, where the linguistic information
creates a propositonal text basis and the pictorial spatial information creates an
analogous picture basis. The separated information processing of linguistic and
pictorial information causes a double encoding of information that is presentable
linguistically as well as pictorially. Double encoding improves the ability to remember
information. Equivalent linguistic and pictorial information is formed to mental models
in a subsequent integration process. Mental models are constructions that create the
relationships between individual information units. The creation of mental models
highly depends on the presented media [7]. These mental models are connected to
existing knowledge by contact points. The more knowledge and contact points exist,
the better the mental model can be integrated into the long term memory .
A further cognitive aspect that has to be reflected is the purpose the media is used for.
Media may have different functions in a learning system. Their potential application
includes to present information and to create mental models (cognitive function) or to
motivate the user (motivational function). According to their possible application, the
media have to be designed and applied:
a) Cognitive fun ction. The cognitive fblnction has to be subdivided in the functions of
demonstration, putting in context and construction [11,12].
Function of demonstration: Media for demonstration should help the user to ge~ a
suitable "picture", a correct and complete idea of a phenomenon.
Function of "putting in context": Media with this function should help the user to
put the information in a greater context.
Function of construction: Media with the function of construction should help the
user to create complex mental models. They should inform about elements, their
relations and cooperation.
b) Motivational function: Media with motivational function should arouse the user's
interest and attention.
2.2 Learning theories
In educational science different theories for teaching knowledge exist. These are
behaviorism, instructional design, cognitive psychology and constructivism [4,10].
Behaviorism
Behaviorism is based on the idea that a particular stimulus is followed by a particular
behavior. These stimulus-behavior-pattern can be accustomed especially in case of
reward for the behavior. Learning works according to the same principles in
behavioristical concepts . Therefore, behavioristical learning strategies divide the
material in small units and fo llow a strict ask and answer scheme. Correct answers
reward and influence the learning process in a positive way. Drill and practice as well
as tutorial learning systems fo llow these principles.
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Instructional design
Instructional design goes beyond the behavioristic idea of stimulus-behavior-pattern
and organizes the teaching process as a sequence of instructions. These instructions are
based on the defined learning objective and the students ' motivation and prior
knowledge. The single instructions are:
to gain attention and to motivate
to establish relations to prior knowledge
to inform about the learning objective
to support the learning process by tips, help, corrections and examples
to connect new knowledge with already existing knowledge
- to practice the new knowledge
to test and communicate the learning success
to show further learning possibilities
Cognitive psychology
In contrary to behaviorism and instructional design which deal with the external
learning conditions, cognitive psychology is interested in the internal presentation of
knowledge. According to cognitive psychology, knowledge acquisition occurs in a
permanent exchange with our environment. In this process, existing· cognitive
structures are modified and extended. According to this point of view, learning can be
successfully only if the person deals in an active way with the learning subject. To
realize this objective, cognitive psychology has developed learning environments, the
so-called micro worlds, that allow learning by exploration or problem solving.
Constructivism
Constructivism is an extension to cognitive psychology. It postulates that knowledge
generated in a cognition process depends on the person who is doing this process and
also on the context in which knowledge is created. Therefore, constructivism adds a
further aspect to the idea of cognitive psychology. It claims that knowledge must be
learned in contexts that are similar to the contexts in which the knowledge is applied.
Moreover, it is not sufficient to present knowledge in a single context only but in a
multitude of different contexts. Hypertext and hypermedia provide a suitable learning
environment for this approach. They realize a network structured knowledge base with
multiple information units that are connected via hyperlinks.
The application of the different learning theories is determined by the type of
knowledge and the cognitive learning goal. Behavioristic approaches are suitable, if
only facts are to be taught which the students should reproduce. Alternatively,
cognitive approaches can support more complex learning goals like understanding,
applicating or abstracting.

3. Cognitive and didactic aspects for the design of a computer based GIS
learning system
A GIS learning system comprises different interrelated components that influence the
design of the system. The components are:
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the learning subject with learning goal and learning Strategy,
the learning person with his characteristics,
the program itself with structure, concept of interaction, media and interface design,
and
the computer envi ronment.
For the design of a GIS learning system, all these criteria are to be considered, defined
and realized. The fo llowing chapter will not discuss all these components but will
specify only those which are related to the cognitive and didac tic aspects mentioned
above. The foc us is on the media design as well as on the learning subject, the learning
goal and the learning strategy.
A learning system designed to introduce GIS has to meet several requirements. It has
to teach terms and facts such as raster and vec tor data, and complex methods like
buffering, generalization or raster-vector conversion. Further, it has to teach skills like
generating a digital database as well as the idea for which purpose and how GIS can be
used. These complex task a GIS learning system has to fulfil require proper media and
learning strategies which support the teaching process.
3. 1 Media design
Media are the information carriers in the GIS learning system. Therefore, their design
and application must support the learner and his information processing. The human
cogniti ve process mentioned above infer three important principles for the application
of media in a GIS learning system. These are:
Considera tion of the limited cognitive processing capacity of the short term memolY
The short term memory has a limited capacity of keeping only seven information units
simultaneously. In the case this information units are extended by repetition or
elaboration they are directed to the long term memory, otherwise they are forgotten. As
a consequence of this limitation, the learning person should not be overloaded with
information. This is particularly important when presenting different types of media
(text, pictures, sound) simultaneously or when using dynamic presentations (animation
or video) that transmit a lot of information within very short time. In general, the
media design should maintain simplicity and concentrate on the essential.
Differentiating the information in visual and auditive media may avoid an overload of
one sense.
Support of double encoding of info rmation
Double encoding of information, which means storing information in memory in
pictorial and in textual form, supports the learning person to create an extensive
knowledge base. Therefore, GIS knowledge has to be depicted in a GIS learning
system as text and as picture if possible. The combination of text and pictures is
especially important fo r beginners as they still have to perform the double encoding
process. On the other hand, advanced learners often prefer pure text with fewer
pictu res because they already have accomplished the double encoding process and can
refer to this information.
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Influence on the creation of mental models by suitable media
Mental models are constructions of single information units and their relations. The
creation of these models is highly influenced by the applied media. Pictorial media
such as maps, graphs and diagrams should be used to present information on spatial or
formal structures, for example structure of relational or hierarchical databases.
Dynamic presentations, like animation or film, are capable of showing processes like
digitizing. Textual presentations should be used as written or spoken text to introduce
terms and facts, to produce logical relations, and to give explanations.

The particular task medium performs in a GIS learning system is another important
aspec t that demands consideration. The design and application of media have to follow
the different functions.
To transmit a correct idea of an object or phenomenon, for example a GIS working
station, the media should provide a realistic picture of it. Photographs and realistic
graphical presentations can fulfil this demonstration function.
On the other hand, if the learner should create a complex mental model (construction
function), e.g. of GIS-methods like overlay, buffering or generalization, the learning
person needs well prepared presentations that show the different components and their
relationships. Media used in this manner should firstly provide an overview on the
larger context and secondly inform about more detailed aspects. They should also
combine pictorial and textual elements and offer help for interpretation. Spoken or
written text like "look at", "compare" or by signs like arrows, boxes or blinking objects
can direct the interpretation.
Media may also be used to put information into a greater context (function of putting
in context) . In a GIS learning system, this type of media should be used to show
learners the superior subject of the topic they are working on (e.g. the topic "raster
data" as part of the subject "data in a GIS") as well as further related topics and
subtopics. They may provide an additional overview about the learners' position within
the entire learning system. For this reason, suitable medi a are diagrams which present
knowledge structure and the learners' position . In addition, media can also improve the
learning process by creating points of contact to former knowledge in the long term
memory. For example text or pictures can inform on GIS related topics, such as
application fields or similar subjects in data processing.
In case media have the function of motivation, they do not need to present relevant
information but they have to raise the learner' s interest. Motivating media are pictorial
presentations as they are more attracting than text. Dynamic presentations, like
animation or film, draw the learner's attention as well. They are stimuli in perception
and cause self-acting reflexes in eye movement. Sound, as spoken comments like "well
done" or as music can further enhance the attractivity of the GIS learning system
because it addresses the learner' s emotion.
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3.2 Learning strategies
The learning theories behaviorism, instructional design, cogmtlve psychology and
constructivism contemplate learning from different points of view [4,12]. Behaviorism
and instructional design are concerned with the external part of the learning process.
They examine how the learning process has to be organized. Cognitive psychology and
constructivism are concerned with the internal part of the learning process and
examine how knowledge is created in the human mind. Both groups have to be
considered when designing the learning strategy for a GIS learning program.

As mentioned above, media design takes into account the aspired learning objective.
This is also true for the design of a learning strategy. In a GIS learning system different
types of knowledge have to be taught: terms, facts, methods, skills and concepts. These
knowledge types have different levels of complexity. For learning terms and simple
facts, we have to acquire only one single unit of information. In contrast, for learning
methods, skills or concepts we have to acquire various single information units and
their interrelations. Obviously, the different types of knowledge and also learning
objectives require different forms of teaching. Thus, in a GIS learning system, the
different learning theories are to be combined and applied according to the learning
objective.
Cognitive psychology postulates learning by dealing in an active way with the subject.
This form of teaching supports higher ranked learning goals like understanding
concepts, applying methods or employing skills in a good manner. Therefore, a
learning system for introducing GIS should realize this concept when higher ranked
learning objectives are affordable. It should offer micro worlds with GIS functionality
where the learning person may create, manipulate and analyze a GIS database. The
learning person must have the option to do things in the GIS learning system and to see
the consequences. The learner's active doing can be stimulated by given problems the
learners have to solve. For example the learner could define the best location for a new
shopping center. In contrast, if GIS terms and facts are to be introduced, behavioristic
learning methods are suitable in GIS learning systems . The information is presented
and the learning person has to be tested subsequently.
Micro worlds and behaviori stic methods must be complemented by hypertext or
hypermedia to put the single information units in various contexts, as postulated by
constructivism. Hypertext models knowledge in the form of a web. Therefore, it is
similar to the knowledge presentation in human mind and supports "web learning", the
creation and extension of an information web with nodes and links [6] . In a GIS
learning system, the structure of a hypertext database needs to be (loly-hierarchical to
present all the various knowledge relations. For example the topic'"':ras ter data" may
include relations to hardware, to application fields, to data quality, to remote sensing,
or to vector data. A critical point in hypertext structured learning systems is the
navigation through the knowledge base. The user of a hypertext system does not know
which information is included in the system. This poses a problem for beginners in
particular as they are completely new to the subject. As a consequence, the hypertext
learning system must offer navigation support. This navigation support has to consider
the user's profile as well as the information units already covered. In the GIS learning
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system the navigation support should be able to differentiate between learners of
different levels of expertise. This includes operators who use GIS in special application
fields , students who must be introduced in GIS and managers who should get an
overview about GIS. The navigation support should also be able to "remember"
learning units already mastered and to propose individual learning tours.
Finally, instructional design may provide the macro structure of the GIS learning
system. It defines the single steps the learning person has to go through to reach the
learning objective. Important steps are acquisition of knowl edge by the mentioned GIS
micro worlds, behavioristic methods and hypertext as well as proofing the knowledge,
communicate the success of learning and creating the following learning steps.

4. Conclusion
Modern computer technologies should be used in a GIS learning system to realize
cognitive and didactic objectives mentioned above. Multimedia can support the design
of suitable media. Computers as highly interactive working instruments should realize
working environments which go beyond a computer based book. They may create
hyperstructured micro worlds where the learning person can deal actively and
successfully with the learning subject.
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ABSTRACT
After an extreme natural event, there are compelling economic reasons for assessing
the amount of damage to the built environment. In the wake of Hurricane Andrew,
conditions caused by its destructive winds made damage assessment extremely
difficult. It was a formidable task to map the degrees of damage. During both the
response and recovery stages of this catastrophe, a unique assortment of methods for
data collection and a variety of types of automated cartography, including geographic
information systems (GIS), were employed to produce damage assessment maps
appropriate for differing time periods after the storm. For successful damage
assessment, two main approaches , aerial assessment and ground surveys, must be
combined with pre-storm georeferenced land use records. Collaboration between
local, state and federal emergency managers and GIS facilities and contributions from
commercial vendors were of paramount importance in these efforts. A relatively low
technology GIS born out of the need to assess the wreckage in Florida City, FL,
developed a program which emerged as a prototype for Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) site specific damage assessment mapping.

1. INTRODUCTION
Hurricane Andrew swept through the southern tip of Florida in 1992 to become the
costliest U.S . natural disaster on record at that time with an estimated $30 billion in
damages (National Research Council, 1994, 1) making it a mega-disaster. Findings
from interviews with over 80 disaster managers from local, state and federal levels of
government who responded after this storm form the basis for this paper along with
observations and interviews conducted in the Miami Disaster Field Office (DFO)
within two weeks of Andrew and funded by the Natural Hazards Research
Applications and Information Center in Boulder, CO. At the State and federal levels
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of government, the extent of the destruction from this storm delayed understanding of
the magnitude of this extreme event, slowing the enactment of a Presidential disaster
declaration. Understanding of the massive scale of damage began to dawn at these
higher levels of government when aerial photos and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) images were available. Throughout the response and recovery
periods following Hurricane Andrew, agencies and organizations at all three levels of
government launched a number of efforts to measure and map Andrew's effects on
both the natural and the built environments.
1.1 A Critical Crisis Map
On the ground, at the local scene, officials realized they must rapidly quantify and
report the degree of damage to the President to be considered for a Presidential
Disaster Declaration that would allot federal funds to Florida under the Federal
Response Plan (FRP). All of Dade County's police helicopters became unserviceable
when wind collapsed their storage hanger at Tamiami Airport upon them. Using grid
maps, the Dade County Police, cooperating with the Dade County Office of Computer
Services and Information Systems (OCSIS), for the most part, walked the County to
record on grid maps the storm damage because vehicles could not pass on the debrisblocked streets. The resulting damage assessment map, at a scale of 1" = 2,736', had
point data added for the locations of emergency facilities and served as an invaluable
crisis map for emergency responders operating out of the Miami Disaster Field Office.
Figure 1 is a reduced copy of a large portion of this crisis mapl. Successful damage
assessment rests on having available in the response period georeferenced databases
built before the natural hazard event. The Dade County OCSIS had been perfecting
data for a base map of the County for six years. The availability of an accurate base
map made the rapid design of this crisis/damage assessment map possible; to speed its
production hand coloring was applied to the GIS base map.
2. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
Soon after these first street level damage data were mapped, numerous other damage
assessments originated, but basically two scales were involved: gross aerial overviews
and detailed site specific ground surveys. Data and approaches from these two
perspectives combined with land use records were employed to produce damage
assessment maps essential for six main purposes of significant economic importance:
1) for legal proof that damages warranting a Presidential Disaster Declaration existed ;
2) to establish eligibility of National Flood Insurance Program members for insurance
payments; 3) to verify damages to privately held property in order to establish
eligibility for financial aid from the American Red Cross, FEMA , the Small Business
1 A crisis map is defined as "any creative , on-the-spot mapping used to control
the physical agent or its effects." Dymon, Ute J. and Nancy L. Winter. 1992. Mapping a
Technological Disaster. In Natural and Technological Disasters: Causes, Effects and
Preventive Measures. Pennsylvnaia Academy of Science, Easton, PA. 425-439.
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Administration and other federal funding programs and for settlement of private
insurance claims; 4) for calculations in planning of debris removal; 5) for building a
new County tax base; and 6) to investigate the physical properties of the hurricane.
2.1 Ground Surveys for Damage Assessment
Assessment of damages at street level was complicated by all of the barriers to road
travel. Roughly 30 helicopters operated in the air above Dade County before Andrew;
after the storm, the number increased to 300. Almost every vital damage assessment
task involved use of helicopters to get to ground locations.
2.1.a Assessing Flood Damage
A tsunami-like surge of water floods coastal areas during a hurricane, and inland
waterways can flood from copious rainfall. Before Hurricane Andrew, the National
Weather Service's Sea, Lake and Overland Surge from Hurricanes (SLOSH) Model
was applied to produce inundation maps which predict the extent of flooding for
hurricanes of differing strengths. After Andrew, the US Geological Survey
(USGS) immediately conducted ground surveys to measure the extent of flooding.
Overlay of the inundation maps with the USGS post-event surge maps reveals the
accuracy of the SLOSH Model predictions compared very favorably with the actual
flooding. National Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMS), whose databases have been
digitized for 880 hazard prone areas in the U.S. (Grezda, 1996,23) were applied to
identify which homes were in compliance with the National Flood Insurance Program
regulations. In Dade County, 3,000 homes damaged from flooding were identified as
being below the Basic Flood Elevation (BFE) and could not be rebuilt without being
elevated above it . The cartographic efforts in this damage assessment resulted in
support for mitigation measures during reconstruction.
2.1.b American Red Cross Damage Assessment
Funding to families for American Red Cross disaster relief is guided by a traditional
method of door to door damage assessment in which two-person teams write data onto
a form that holds 14 addresses 2 . It was obvious to Red Cross assessors from the start
that the task of recording all the damage could not be accomplished within the
response period. After three weeks, the ARC ceased trying to record any more data
and approved funding for families based on an incomplete map of the addresses that
had been surveyed, proceeding to do individual site assessments as necessary. None of
these data were georeferenced. Data from the incomplete American Red Cross
damage assessment could not be employed with other damage assessment databases
for GIS analysis operations without this essential georeferencing.

2Telephone interview with Nicholas Peake, ARC damage assessment coordinator
during Hurricane Andrew, December 20, 1996.
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2.1.c. FEMA Damage Assessment Mapping Prototype Developed
When Andrew struck, no provision existed in the Federal Response Plan for
geographic information systems to be applied for mapping needs during disaster
response. Despite this, at least five GIS were implemented in FEMA response after
Hurricane Andrew. Two atypical GIS events occurred. For the first time in FEMA's
history, a GIS was incorporated into FEMA's operations when a Miami computer
company, Digital Matrix Services, Inc. (DMS), offered FEMA one month of free
mapping to meet immediate needs on site at the Disaster Field Office. In its first
attempt to conduct damage assessment mapping, DMS employed 400 aerial photos
at 1" = 800' that were scan digitized at a resolution of 300 dpi and geo-rectified. Made
into a mosaic, these images were only adequate for identifying the most severe
damage patterns. DMS learned that building damage cannot be quantified without
data from the street level; a structure can appear relatively damage free from the air,
but ground level observation reveals a completely gutted shell whose contents were
blown completely off the site to become street debris .
Meanwhile, in South Dade County, a unique computer system was born in ravaged
Florida City. Emergency managers from nearby countieshad brought in a highly
gifted computer programmer and software developer from Key West who made up a
homegrown GIS out of Maclntosh computers and donated software. Termed by one
FEMA Senior Technical Adviser as "".an amazing ad-hoc accumulation of
resources" , a DMS Vice President described this Florida City GIS in this fashion:
"With no fanfare and hardly any recognition, a jewel of a GIS came to
life in the midst of the rubble of Florida City. Volunteers from Lee and
Monroe Counties as well as Charleston, SC (remember Hugo?) amassed
a bunch of Maclntoshes, a scanner and a plotter and proceeded to
'invent' a GIS. Within two days of the storm's passing, they had scanned
plat maps, created parcel level databases and begun amassing damage
assessment files for each structure in the city" (Welebny, 1992, 7).
By the end of the response period, the only completed damage assessment was the one
this GIS team conducted from street level field observations in Florida City
FEMA tasked DMS with developing a prototype ground level damage assessment
system using Florida City as a model. The resulting maps show an inset photo of a
house with a form for statistics about the site before the storm with spaces for
recording "after" post-storm statistics later. DMS secured the individual house photos
by driving slowly from site to site in a "geo-van" equipped with a Global Positioning
System unit that georeferenced each photO as it was taken. But how do you
accomplish such damage assessment mapping when everything is destroyed and
streets are not even discernible, let alone passable? DMS verified that adequate and
accurate "after damage" photos are obtainable from under 100' in the air. By tying one
of its staff members with a camera to the skids of a helicopter and Hying under 100' to
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take photos of individual houses georeferenced by a GPS unit aboard the aircraft,
DMS secured adequate photos without dri ving the demolished streets.
2. 1.d. Dade County Damage Assessment Fo rms New Tax Base
The most enduring and economically essential site specific damage assess ment effort
after Hurricane Andrew was conducted for more than a year by the Dade County
Building and Zoning Department visiting each site. Combining tax assess ment and
damage verification permi tted the County to restructure its tax base to the reali ties of
the post-Andrew conditions. Likewise, in Florida City a whole new tax base was
constructed from the damage assessment data collected by the GIS group there to get
the City operating again and to provide documentation to the State of the need for
fin ancial ass istance to Florida City.
2.2 Aerial D amage Assessments
A number of disaster managers were frustrated by knowing that images from the
national system of U. S. satellites existed but were not available fo r use because they
were class ified for national security reasons .Although in every case, aerial damage
assessment did not prove efficacious for site specific inform ation, aerial images were
extremely important for calculation of debris removal amounts, for application of
business data to establish the scope of economic losses to the business communi ty and
for basic research into hurricane wind patterns ..
2.2.a Debris Removal
After a mega-disaster, nothing can move until debris removal is achieved. This vital
task was assigned to the US Army Corps of Engineers (COE). In cooperation wi th a
number of Dade County Departments and commercial trucking companies, the COE
accomplished this mission by combining aerial images from photographic overflights
and from interferometric synthetic aperture radar with street sampling, damage ground
surveys and Census data on housing units and types of units. To calculate how many
cubic yards of debris waited to be removed, the chief tool used was a series of aerial
photos taken a number of weeks. These aerials were used for heads-up digiti zing into
a Florida Power and Light Company database of addresses including street
centerlines; some Dade County data was also added.To delineate subdi visions on the
map that resul ted, polygons were combined. No photogrammetric processing took
place; the parcels per subdivision were counted . To calculate how many dump trucks
of debris each parcel contained, three whole parcels were sampled, and dump truck
contents were figured in cubic yards. This scientifically designed measurement system
enabled the Corps of Engineers to prevent fraudulent over-calculations by contrac tors.
The magnitude of this task is revealed in the first estimation of total amounts or
millions of cubic yards (mcy) to be removed, a total of 40 mcy. The application of
aerial images for measurements allowed calculation of reliable estimates, reducing the
total to a still formidable 18-20 mcy.
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2.2.b Role of Business Data
A Dun and Bradstreet GIS existing in the offices of the Presidential Task Force at the
DFO was applied to overlay parcels onto aerials taken during Air Force overflights. A
resulting damage base map was then overlaid with a map of business locations in
Dade County to produce Figure 3 showing the locations of businesses in relation to
severe damage.
2.2.c NOAA Wind Damage Assessment
The American Meteorological Society combined ground observations with aerials of
the direction of treefall to validate a theory that there is a "second wind" effect in a
hurricane which in the case of Hurricane Andrew was much stronger than the first
wind (Wakimoto and Black, 1994, 190). This finding was verified by precisely
aligning the radar images of the hurricane's eyewall, available from radar data
recorded for Miami and Key West, onto a map of the treefall damage vectors.

3. CONCLUSIONS
Damage assessment is one of the most pressing problems disaster managers
face. Both aerial and ground survey data are needed to solve the dilemmas of
damage verification. FEMA recently announced that a reliable system of
damage assessment has been developed which provides damage estimates based
on correlation of aerial images with databases FEMA now maintains to rapidly
give the President accurate estimates of damage after an extrem e event.
Improvements in information technology and remote sensing images combined
with georeferencing of local data should enhance future damage assessments.
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UNIFORM, RELIABLE MAP DATA SETS FOR
THE BALTIC SEA REGION
(MapBSR Project)
Heli Ursin-livanainen
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P.O. Box 84
FIN-0052 1 Helsinki, Finland
Fax +35820541 5454
E-mail: heli.ursin@nls.fi

Abstract
The National Land Survey (NLS) has various digital mapping projects in areas in Finland's vicinity, particularly in areas bordering on Finland. The NLS is working together
in these projects with surveying authorities and users of small-scale digital data in
Nordic countries, the Russian Federation and the countries of the Baltic Sea drainage
area. The following provides an overview of the GIS projects in which the NLS of
Finland is participating and some experiences gained from them.

1

MapBSR Project

I .1 Background
Important areas where GI technology is providing new oppOltunities include critical
trans-national areas, such as the Baltic Sea region, which require different kinds of information to be brought together.
The Vision and Strategies around the Baltic Sea (V ASAB) 20 I 0 project was initiated in
1992 by the Baltic region Ministers of Physical Planning. At the conference held in
Karlskrona, Sweden, it was stated that a coordinated map data system should be created
covering the entire Baltic Sea Region with basic geographic information. Since 1992
there has been two international seminars (Gavle 1994 and Helsinki 1995), wh ich further identified the need for such a cartographic database. At the seminar held in Helsink i (Apri l 1995) it was agreed that National Land Survey of Finland wi ll coordinate
the creation of the database. The participants of the project are the National Mapping
Agencies of the countries around the Baltic Sea (The Russian Federation, Eston ia,
Latvia, Lithuania, BelalUs, Ukraine, Poland, the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic,
Germany, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland).
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1.2 General information
The purpose of the MapBSR project is to provide basic map data sets for the Baltic Sea
drainage area and the countries in its sphere of influence in the nominal scale of I: I
million. The elements included in the database are boundaries, hydrography, transport,
settlements, geographical names, elevation, nature and land use. The MapBSR Project
will provide the first uniform, reliable map data sets for the Baltic Sea drainage area
and the countries within its sphere of influence.
When completed, the database will form a base map for geographic information systems (GIS), in which any kind of data item can be located and represented, as long its
coordinates are known. Different kinds of thematic information can therefore be added
to the database, such as statistics on population density or data on water quality.
The National Mapping Agencies of each of the participating countries will produce the
map elements for the areas of their respective countries. These will then be combined
into one cartographic database.
Use will be made of other national land survey GIS projects under way in the same
area, such as Nordic Map Database, Barents GIT Project and GIS Sever Project.

1.3 Project area
The project's coordinator is the National Land Survey of Finland . The participants in
the creation of the map data sets in the Baltic Sea Region (MapBSR Project) are the
National Mapping Agencies of the countries around the Baltic Sea.
The project area is:
• Countries as whole:
Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Poland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Estonia, Belarus and Ukraine .
• The administrative units that intersect the Baltic Sea drainage area in:
The Russian Federation:
Murmansk, Karelia, Leningrad, Arkhangelsk, Pskov, Novgorod,
Tver, Smolensk, Kaliningrad and Vologda oblasts
Germany:
Schleswig-Holstein, Mecklenburg-Vorpomrnern, Hamburg, Berlin,
Brandenburg and Regierungsbezirk Dresden in Sachsen
The Czech Republic:
North-bohemian, East-bohemian and North-moravian regions
The Slovak Republic.
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1.4 Data contents and timetable

MapBSR data will be produced by groups of themes so that ready parts can be published and di stributed when ready. The first two themes, which are under construction
at the moment, are hydrography and boundaries .

1. 4.1 Data contents
Groups

Primary

Secondary

A. Boundaries
I. State boundary
2. County boundary
3. Municipality boundary
4. Boundary of territorial waters

B. Hydrography
I . Coast line (sea)
2. Lake
3. River
4. Canal
5. Glacier

I . Drainage

I . Road

I . Airlines
2. Ship/ferry lines
3. Heliport

areas and subareas

C. Transport
2. Railway

3. Airport
4. Port

D. Settlem ent
I. Population centre

E. Geographical names
I. Names

F. Elevati on
I . Contour line
2. Altitude points
3. Depth contour line

I . Digital elevation model

G. Nature

I. Nationa l parks /
restricted areas
H. Land use
I. Forest
2. Marsh
3. Etc.
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1.4.2 Timetable

Phase 1:
Phase 2:
Pbase 3:
Phase 4.
Phase 5.
Phase 6.
Phase 7.

Specifications
Hydrograpby
Boundaries
Transport
Settlements
Geograpbical names
Elevation
Nature
Land use

ready for phase 2
under construction (1997)
under construction (1997)
1998
1998
1998
1999
1999
1999

National databases will be prepared to ARC/INFO format as seamless coverages and
updating will be done at regular basis when the database is ready. Copyright of tbe database is owned by the participating NMAs. The business-policy will be agreed on before tbe first copy of the data-set will be released.

2

Other projects

2. 1 Nordic Map Database 1:2 million
The Nordic Map Database is a joint project of the National Mapping Agencies of the
Nordic countries. The database covers the whole of the Scandinavian countries, i.e.
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, the Faroe Islands, Greenland, Svalbard
and the Jan Mayen Island.
Tbe elements in the database are: contour line (heigbt, depth), height point, settlement,
road, railway, airport, forest, lava-area, river, lake, coastline (sea), coastline during low
tide, administrative boundaries, glacier, spring, national and nature park, polar circle,
grid and geographical names.
The data was collected mainly in 1992 and 1993 . The source for data was mostl y
graphic maps, which had to be digitised and finall y edited on a screen of a computer.
Sweden was the coordinator of the project and also took care of the unifying of the data
into one complete map database over the whole project area.
The Nordic Map database was completed in 1995 and the first version of it is on sale.
The vector data of the original database has also been incorporated in a 1:2 million
Nordic raster atlas (CD-ROM) in collaboration with the Danish National Survey and
Cadastre. It is available in national languages of the project countries.
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2.2 Barents GIT Project
Geographic Information Technology within the Barents Region (phase I) is the first
step of the main programme called "GIT within the Barents Region". It will be a complementary and an integrated part of both the Barents Programme activity called Information Technology and the Barents Interreg II Programme activity called Transport
and communications. The project activities are covering the counties of Lapland in
Finland, Finnmark, Norland and Troms in Norway, Norrbotten in Sweden, Arkangelsk,
Murmansk and the Republic of Karelia in Russia.
The project will produce a homogeneous and reliable geographic data base
BARENTS 1000, based on map scale 1:1 000 000. The BARENTS 1000 will be made
available for the public sector authorities, private organisations and the general public
both within, as well as outside the Barents Region. Furthermore the project will increase and strengthen the technical resources and competence in Geographic Information Technology and establish co-operation between the participating National Land
Surveying and Mapping Agencies and the Committees for Land Recourses and Land
Surveying of the Regional Adminstrations in the Russian part of the Barents Region.
These immediate objectives wi ll serve the long term objective of the project by creating
prerequisites for the joint use of geographic infOlmation.
The first financing decisions have been made and the project is expected to start during
the year 1997. The length of the project is two years.

2.3 GIS Sever
The GIS-Sever project is a joint effort with the surveying authorities of the Russian
Federation to produce a uniform geographic information system spanning Finland's
eastern border in scales of I: I 000 000 and 1:200 000. The system is patterned after the
Nordic Map Database.
At present, the Russian associates are working on a program to convert their digital
information so that their map elements can be combined with the Finnish database. The
project involves converting the Russian digital information to the Arc/Info form at.

3

Experiences

When maki ng transboundary databases, the major question is how to obtain the same
kind of data from the different sides of the borders. The data comes from various
sources - in the case of MapBSR from many National Mapping Agencies - that have
created the data for their own purposes. The original data may also exist in different
nominal sca les in the participating countries. The task in the MapBSR Project is to render these databases into one uniform database .
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In the beginning of the project the existence of the potential MapBSR data had to be
investicated. It was found out that in most of the countries is the Baltic Sea Region existed databases covering the respective countries, but at various nominal scales.
The second task was the creation of the feature, quality and data model for the
MapBSR database. In that the specifications have to be presented in such a way that all
participants understand and are able to follow them when creating the database. The
same level of generalisation on whole project area is important: besides producing too
generalised data, one should not do "better" than asked for.
State boundaries are a critical point: two databases have to be fitted together. It is evident that the state boundaries some differences exist, when there are two different producers. Difficulties is edge matching at the state boundaries may also result from differences in the scales of the source maps or numeric data. The same applies for other
kinds of data also. If larger differences, the supplier has to be contacted to find out if
part of data is incorrect. Sometimes there may not be an error, but a special case in a
country that does not exist elsewhere.
The data to be used for MapBSR database exists in national reference systems, so the
data has to be transformed into a common spatial reference system. It was found necessary to keep the data in one database at the data collection phase, so the datum and
ellipsoid is WGS84 and the coordinate system is geographical coordinates in degrees
(longitude and latitude). The idea is that projection transformations can be made later
when needed.
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METHODOLOGIES FOR EVALUATING USER ATTITUDES
TOWARDS AND INTERACTIONS WITH INNOVATIVE
DIGITAL ATLAS PRODUCTS
C Peter Keller and Ian 1. O ' Connell
Department of Geography, University of Victoria
Victoria, V8W 3P5, British Columbia, Canada
e-mail: pkeller@office.geog.uvic.ca

Introduction
This paper reviews direct and indirect data gathering techniques to evaluate user-interaction
and user-satisfaction with digital atlas products. The advent of computers and associated
advances in computer cartography, digital data visualization, multi-media and digital
information transfer have opened hitherto unthinkable opportunities for innovative atlas
design. Quite a number of digital atlas products have begun to appear on the market. They
range from diskettes containing electronic facsimiles of the traditional analog atlas to
sophisticated multi-media products offering analytical query capabilities taking advantage
of hypertext and animation, the latter delivered on CD-ROMs or via the World Wide Web.
The status quo of the traditional paper atlas is challenged by a research community eager to
embrace new technologies. In most cases, the research agenda is visionary but technology
driven. With a few exceptions, the new research agenda has not seen it necessary to consult
the atlas users' attitudes towards and expectations of traditional and/or innovative digital atlas
products (Keller, 1995; Keller and Hocking, 1993, Hocking and Keller, 1993a). The
assumptions are made that atlas users are ready for change, and that they share our visions
and enthusiasm for digital innovations. Keller and Hocking (1993) have cautioned against
such an "expert driven " approach where the user has little if any say. They note that atlas
innovation should not proceed without associated market research to identify directions of
success or failure .
Thi s paper explores suitability of software evaluation methodologies for measuring atlas
users' interactions with and reactions to innovative digital atlas products. Focus of the review
is on suitability of evaluation techniques to help advance our understanding of how best to
package and deliver atlas information using digital tec hnology, including integration of atlas
information analysis and query capabilities. The objective of the paper is to identify
methodologies and criteria by which to measure the success or fai lure of a digital atlas,
hopefully leading to eventual identification of meaningful guidelines and recommendations
for future digital atlas design.
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Software Review Methodologies
Two sub-disciplines in Computer Sciences concern themselves with the review of interaction
between software and the end-user, namely 'Human-Computer Interaction' (HCI) and
' Usability Engineering ' (UI) . These two sub-disciplines are not mutually exclusive, with
substantial overlap between them. Both sub-disciplines concern themselves with satisfaction
and ' user-friendliness' of software. A problem recognized in the literature is that the term
' user-friendly' is ill-defined and subjective. Recognizing the inherent subjectivity of this
term, software user-interface professionals have developed other names. Nielsen (1993)
identifies amongst others the terms 'computer-human interaction' (CHI), 'human-computer
interaction' (HC!), ' user-centred design' (UCD), 'man-machine interface' (MMI), 'humanmachine interface' (HMI), 'operator-machine interface' (OMI), 'user-interface design'
(UID), 'human factors' (HFs) and ergonomics.
Irrespective of terminology, the focus of both the human-computer interaction and usability
engineering literature is on what the user can do with software, how the user interacts with
software, and how satisfied the user is with the interaction experience. The assumptions are
made that the software works and that programming bugs have been identified and cOITected.
Methodologies developed by these two sub-disciplines, therefore, address two principle
questions:
What goals can be achieved by interacting with a software product?
How successful is the software at achieving these goals?
The literature identifies two stages when software evaluation is conducted (Preece et al.
1994).
' Formative Evaluation' refers to usability evaluation during the software
development stage. Evaluation that takes place after a product is completed is called
'Summative Evaluation'. The bulk of all the usability literature focuses on formative
evaluation. The literature on summative evaluation often focuses on whether a product fits
a certain 'house-style'. The release of a new analytical module for a vendor's GIS product,
for example, may undergo summative evaluation to ensure that it looks, drives and feels the
same as other modules in the vendor's GIS.
Despite the prevalence of formative usability evaluation techniques for use in the software
design process, and despite the focus on house-style testing of summative usability
evaluation techniques, it may be possible to employ variants of a combination of these
techniques to evaluate user-interaction and user-satisfaction with digital atlas software.
Before discussing the various formative and summative usability evaluation techniques, it
is necessary first to define usability.
Usability
Software usability is a multidimensional phenomenon. Nielsen (1993) identifies five key
dimensions that combine to form software usability . They are:
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learnability
errors

efficiency
satisfaction.

memorability;

Learnability refers to how easy it is to learn to use and interact with a software product.
Some argue that learnability is one of the easier usability attributes to measure. Users can
be timed as to how long it takes them to initiate an assigned task. The shorter the average
time required, the better the learnability. The research design may include comparison
between average times required to initiate a task by 'expert' users and 'novice ' users, giving
an indication of ' learning curve'. The research design may also include comparison of times
required by an individual to initiate a task on one software product vs. another, yielding
insight into relative usability and competitiveness. Learnability is a yardstick of the
intuitiveness and logic of the software interface.
5/Jiciencv measures the length of time it takes a software product to complete a task after the
necessary command has been initiated. It should not be confused with time required to
initiate the task, that is ' Iearnability' . Measuring absolute and relative efficiency is straightforward. Efficiency can be measured by specifying specific jobs, thereafter timing how long
it takes for these jobs to be completed by the software under review , and by competing
software products. Efficiency should be measured under different workloads and the
relationship between workload and time required to complete the job should be graphed and
analysed.
Memorability refers to how memorable a system is. Here one tries to measure how long.it
takes a user once again to become proficient on a system after a prolonged break from using
it. Memorability is an especially important usability measure for casual use software where
large blocks of time may elapse between software usage, notably software developed for the
home market. Memorability is another yardstick of how logical and intuitive the software is.

Er.r.a..u are defined as actions that do not accomplish the desired goal. It is possible to
integrate automated tracking systems into a software product to count the number of errors
and to identify what steps caused them. Experiments need to be designed to measure the
number of possible errors that can be made when trying to complete a defined task. The
latter will give an indication of how foolproof it is to complete a task. The fewer errors it
is possible to make in a system when trying to reach a goal, the more usable it is.
Satisfaction with software is perhaps the most subjective of all the measures that make up
usability. It is a measure that combines all other measures of usability with personal
preference. This dimension of usability is given most attention in the software review
process since it is this measure that ultimately determines success. This is true especially for
software products used on a discretionary basis notably in home computing. Satisfaction is
difficult to measure objectively and consistently. An indirect yardstick by which to measure
satisfaction is to use sales figures. Nielsen (1993) notes that sales figures are perhaps the
most indicative measure of satisfaction. We disagree with this observation since number of
sales are directly influenced by marketing and sales strategies. We are not convinced that
a best selling package is necessarily the best or most satisfying package . The most common
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attempt at a more direct measurement of satisfaction is by means of a questionnaire survey
soliciting answers that can be ranked or have a semantic differential scale. The problem with
questionnaires is that they usually have to be short to maximise response rates.
Questionnaires allow for indirect and direct comparison of satisfaction between competing
systems.
The five components of usability identified above all are important when evaluating digital
atlas products. Beyond giving satisfaction, navigating a digital atlas should be easy to learn
and memorize, error free and computationally efficient. The challenge becomes that of
finding an evaluation methodology that summarizes all the various components of usability.
Methodologies for Measuring Usability
Neither the human-computer interaction nor the usability engineering literature has identified
golden rules or a single methodology by which to measure usability. Instead, a number of
methodological options are talked about. They include:
monitoring and observation
predictive evaluation

interpretative evaluation
discount usability evaluation

Monitoring and Observation: This form of usability evaluation involves observation and
monitOling how a user interacts with a software product. This evaluation is usually done at
the formative evaluation stage. At the outset of product development, software developers
set usability goals through the use of pre-specified metrics. An example may be that it can
not take more than two "pop-down windows" and four "mouse clicks" to activate a
procedure. Once the software prototype has been developed, data about how a user uses the
mouse, keyboard, instructional notes, etc. when navigating the software are recorded in a
laboratory environment either directly by remote video or by an experimenter taking notes.
The observed interactions with the software to achieve a specified task subsequently are
compared against the original usability goals. The prototype thereafter is successively
refined until acceptable interaction efficiencies are met. More detail about this form of
benchmark usability engineering is given by Preece et al. (1994) and Whiteside et al. (1988).
lntemretative Evaluation: This methodology is based on ethnography and participant
observation. Data are collected in an informal setting where users are participators in the
evaluation process rather than being experimented on. The usual format is for software users
and developers to work together on the evaluation. Software users will talk aloud during
their interaction with a software product about their interactional experiences, with the
software developer taking notes. User and expert may engage in dialogue about interactional
steps and problems encountered at any time during the evaluation process.
Predictive Eyaluation: Predictive evaluation is where experts unfamiliar with a software
product are hired to try and predict what sorts of problems users will encounter with a
particular product. This evaluation technique therefore does not employ users as part of the
evaluation process. Aspects of usage are expert predicted instead of user observed . Three
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methodologies for predictive evaluation are identified in the literature. They are:
• expert reviews

• heuristic evaluation

• cognitive walkthrough

Expert reviews involve experts predicting and simulating the behaviour of less experienced
or novice users, u'ying to predict problems and bottlenecks they may encounter with
usability, An example of an expert review of a text processing system is by Hammond et al.
(1984). Problems identified with the expert review process are that experts tend to have
strong views and biases which invaJiably are reflected in their exercise of simulating novice
behaviour, and that the behaviour of novices is easily under- or over-estimated by experts,
Heuristic evaluation involves experts reviewing software adhering to a set of heuristic
guidelines, Nielsen and Molich (1990) and Nielsen (1992) identify a number of heuristic
rules including ' use of simple and natural dialogue', 'speak the users' language' , 'provide
feedback', and 'provide good error messages', Each software window, menu, command, and
flow between screens is expert evaluated against the heuristic rules (guidelines), Nielsen
(1993) completed a study which demonstrated that the heuristic evaluation procedure
generally was more successful at finding problems than usability testing, but that usability
testing found some problems not illuminated by the heuristic predictive evaluation.
Nielsen 's study also revealed that the more experts evaluated the software usability, the more
problems were discovered, but that for cost-effectiveness, five experts found over 75% of
all problems ,
Cognitive walkthrough is more commonly undertaken at the formative evaluation phase,
(Preece et aI., 1994). Blue prints of a software design or mock-up screens aJ'e shown to
experts who walk through given tasks noting and reviewing their actions while attempting
to predict how intended users would behave and react. Borrowed from psychology (Polson
et ai, 1992), this review process tends to focus around particular and well defined key
questions. A cognitive walkthrough often is performed by large softwaJ'e companies at an
early stage to make sure that a new product conforms to in-house standards, A deviation of
the cognitive walkthrough is IBM 's pluralist walkthrough (Bias, 1990).

A problem with all types of predictive evaluation is that they rely on experts. Especially in
small companies it may be difficult to find in-house experts not already involved in the
project, and there may be reluctance to bring in outside experts for feaJ' of security breach .
Discount Uwbility Evaluation : This method was developed by Nielsen (1989) for small
companies with limited resources. It combines empirical software testing with heuristic
evaluation . It involves the identification and setting up of typical software interaction
scenarios which subsequently are run and tested using an informal think aloud method .
Having passed the initial think aloud tests, a heuristic evaluation guideline scenario may be
applied to verify results.
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Comparison of Evaluation Techniques
Little has been published comparing the various software usability evaluation techniques
noted above. What has been published appears to use Nielsen ' s (1992) heuristics as a base.
An interesting article is by Desurvive et al. (1991) who compare heuristic and cognitive
walkthroughs to empirical laboratory testing. This article also compares usability results
obtained from human-factors experts, non-experts and the software engineers who designed
the system under evaluation. The paper concludes that cognitive walkthroughs and heuristic
evaluation procedures produce different usability evaluation results, and that software
engineers, human-factor experts and non-experts identify different amounts and types of
usability problems. A paper by Karat et al. (1992) also compares empirical testing with
walkthrough methods . They question the benefit-cost of walkthrough usability evaluation
and note that group evaluation tends to identify more usability problems than individual
walkthroughs . They recommend empirical testing, all things being equal, and that if used,
walkthrough evaluation should be conducted early in the software development process in
order to allow for possible alternative design in case of poor usability rating. A study by
Jeffries et al. (1991) offers a detailed comparison by human-factor specialists of heuristic
evaluation, software guidelines, cognitive walkthrough and usability testing on commercial
software plior to final release. The study concludes that heuristic evaluation performed best.

Software Usability Evaluation and Atlas Review
Most traditional paper atlases have been conceived, designed and produced by editorial
teams with relatively little, if any, formal formative or summative review. This can be
blamed, in part, on the fact that most atlases are subsidized ventures that get produced to very
tight budgets . Funds simply have not been available to pay for formative and summative
reviews, never mind the cost of having to pay to implement recommendations of design and
and editorial changes arising out of the review processes. The established tradition is for
atlas teams to produce what they judge to be the best possible product within the constraints
imposed on them, and to face judgement in a peer review process subsequent to publication.
Hocking and Keller (1993b) have analysed the peer review process focusing on state and
provincial atlas reviews. Peer review tends to be by recognized experts. The standard
review tends to focus on five criteria, namely thematic content description and analysis,
presentation descliption and analysis, and general comments often including mention of price
and overall satisfaction.
Two questions beckon:
is the conventional review process sufficient for digital atlases? and
can we Jearn from software usability methodologies developed in computer sciences?
We argue that the conventional review process is not sufficient since it ignores a formative
review process, since it relies predominantly on expert judgements ignoring end-user input,
and since its focus is predominantly on contents and cartographic design ignoring software
dimensions such as learnability, efficiency, memorability, elTors and end-user satisfaction.
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The sub-disciplines of human-computer interaction and usability engineering have identified
and evaluated a number of methodologies for evaluating the latter criteria as well as
identifying three evaluation groups, users (non-experts), human-factor (user-interface)
specialists and software engineers. The literature suggests that comparative evaluation of the
different methodologies and evaluation groups has failed to identify a single best usability
evaluation strategy. Reading the literature, one is left to conclude that each evaluation
methodology and evaluation group has its own strength, and that a prudent software usability
evaluation strategy is to combine a number of different evaluation methodologies at both , the
formative and summative stage, using a combination of experts and non-experts.
We advocate that digital atlas software needs to undergo the traditional peer and expert
review process to evaluate thematic contents and cartographic design, as well as undergoing
formative and summative usability evaluation procedures as suggested by the sub-disciplines
of human-computer interaction and usability engineering to ensure excellence in usability.
Beyond these two review processes, additional review questions need to be formulated and
asked focusing primarily on methods of data access and methods of data browsing.
Questions need to focus on what type of search engine and what types of searches are
supported by the atlas, and how information is catalogued and made accessible? Geographic
information is complex since it can be referenced by attribute, location and time (Sinton,
1978). A digital atlas ideally should facilita~ access to geographic information through each
or any possible combination of these three dimensions of the data. Atlas information should,
for example, be searchable by name, feature, theme, location, regional context, and time .
Review criteria and questions need to be formulated and asked addressing these digi~l
geographic data access issues.

Summary
Creative cartographers love the challenge of conceptualizing and designing new and
innovative cartography products. This is natural because we derive joy, excitement and
prestige out of creating something innovative, and because technological advances are
teasing us to use them. The risk is, however, that in the strive for innovation we may focus
too much on " how can I take advantage of the latest techno-gimmick?" and "how can I
represent it different?" at the expense of "what should I show?" and "how can I show it and
make it accessible most effectively to meet the customer's needs?". Do we really know
what the expectations are of the digital atlas user of tomorrow? Do we know what criteria
the digital atlas user will use to compare one of our products against another?
The design and production of any new atlas is an expensive undertaking and failure to find
a market for the eventual atlas can lead to huge losses and reluctance on behalf of funding
agencies to support future atlas initiatives. Prudence would dictate, therefore, that the atlas
user 's reaction to and interaction with innovative atlas products be consulted when
conceptualizing the next generation of atlas products, and that formative and summative
software usability evaluation procedures be established. The validity of the argument that
budgets and operational constraints will not allow for these review processes can not be
denied . However, a funding agency that supports an innovative digital atlas proposal without
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insisting on pre-design market research and a rigorous formative and summative evaluation
process could be accused of investing in a high risk venture - a risk that few funding agencies
are willing to take these days .
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Abstract
A coUaborative assignment was designed for a graduate cartography class to encourage
students to work and learn together and to share knowledge. It was intended to break
away from the alI too typical assignment in which students are competing for grades. It
was purposely the first assignment in the class; it was to set the tone for work throughout
the semester. The exercise was on "presentation cartography" and required each student
to prepare his or her own set of materials in the form of a Microsoft PowerPoint
presentation, overheads, and slides. Various technical skills had to be utilized to complete
the work. Members of the class, however, were responsible for assisting one another as
needed and to be sure their teammates were acquiring any needed skills and knowledge.
The final report on the work was to be presented in sections, with only one member of
each team (5-6 people) presenting a section. Everyone had to be ready to present any
section, however, because they would not know who would present until I caIled on
someone. The major portion of the grade was for the entire team and was based on the
one person's presentation of each section. A small additional part of the grade was an
individual one and independent of the group grade. Part of that additional grade was
influenced by comments on one another's performance in carrying out the exercise. Being
a good learner was as virtuous as being a good contributor of knowledge in this peer
evaluation.
The caliber of products from the assignment was surprisingly high, students enjoyed the
exercise, and teamwork and sharing continued throughout the entire class. Most
important of all, those who began with less technical knowledge than others quickly
gained satisfying competence and those who shared their knowledge were rewarded by
being able to be helpful. Classmates' evaluations rewarded both the willing learners and
the willing teachers, roles that shifted somewhat on different parts of the exercise.
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Introduction
The tenns "active learning" and "collaborative learning" are becoming increasingly
common in the vocabulary of educators. Neither is an invention of the 1990s, but the
attention being paid to these concepts is helping many of us to rethink how we teach and
how effectively students learn.
"Active learning," as the term suggests, refers to participation of the student or other
recipient of infonnation in activity that requires "doing." It is generally contrasted with
passively listening to a lecture and is promoted as a more effective way to teach. One
cannot actively carry out a task without engaging the mind. Occupying a seat during a
lecture, on the other hand, is no guarantee of intellectual engagement. Traditionally,
laboratory exercises, written papers, and homework problems have been common vehicles
of active learning. Asking students in mid-lecture to write down notes on how they would
answer a question, asking them to sketch or calculate a result, or giving brief quizzes are
other highly effective and increasingly-used methods for active learning that directly
complement lecture content.
"Collaborative learning" refers to students working together in the learning process. A
related term, cooperative learning, is often employed and more strongly connotes the
interdependence of the participants. Whatever the label, the idea is to bolster the learning
of all involved by interaction between participants. In American higher education in
general, common practice has been non-collaborative assignments that are completed by
individual students. This practice leads students to see classmates as competitors rather
than cooperators. At its worst, students horde their knowledge and avoid sharing it with
others. At best, it simply does not encourage constructive interaction that could allow
classmates to practice effective extension of the teacher function beyond the instructor in
the course. Collaborative assignments might be a group project in which one product is
produced by a team of students, round table discussion by small groups in the class with
the best of all ideas shared with the whole class, or a quiz in which only one member of
each predefined study group is allowed to answer the questions and the whole group
reeeives that person's grade. Collaboration may also occur informally when students
themselves join with classmates to study together; the camaraderie as well as pooled
knowledge is highly effective in helping students to learn.
The effectiveness of collaborative, or cooperative, work is quite clear. A meta-analysis by
Qin, Johnson, and Johnson (1995) of 46 research articles on cooperative learning
concluded that cooperating is effective for all age groups and for all types of problem
solving. Although meta-analysis is itself subject to criticism for drawing conclusions from
collections of articles that vary on such dimensions as quality, numbers of subjects, and
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specific questions asked, it is hard to argue that the results of the 46 studies point to
anything but effectiveness for the general concept of student cooperation in instruction
and learning.
The notion of individuals working without input, assistance, and critique of peers is
antithetical to the environment of the cartographic work world in which large and complex
projects must be completed cooperatively. A topographic map, for example, is seldom
even attributable to specific makers because large numbers of people have contributed. In
fac t, the collaborative nature of the topographic mapping enterprise has put it almost
exclusively within the purview of government, where resources, including teams of people,
can be assembled.
Collaborative exercises are appropriate in cartography education, and they come in many
forms. They are good not only for students but for the discipline, which needs
professionals who have had the opportunity to hone their collaborative skills as well as
their individual skills and knowledge. Furthermore, students are likely to know more as
individuals when they have been engaged in collaborative learning.
Cartography instructors, like many other educators, are making efforts to revise the way in
which assignments are given. The opportunities go well beyond traditional methods, and
there are ways of approaching some of the negative characteristics of traditional
collaborative projects. I will describe an exercise in one of my classes as an example of a
contemporary collaborative learning experience.

The Presentation Mapping Assignment
In an effort to build a sense of collaboration among students in a recent graduate class, I
assigned a project that had students work in two teams. I had originally envisioned the
entire class working together, but class size exceeded expectations and was too large to
form a single unit. Assignment to the two teams was made by me, as the instructor, to
avoid excessive homogeneity within the groups. Members within each team were required
to be supportive of one another and were required to meet together. Students could freely
interact across teams as well. The two groups were to be graded on a set scale, meaning
that it was performance, not relative performance, that was to be the basis of grades (there
would be no "winning" or "losing" team).

Students were to develop their skills with presentation graphics, and they were to use
appropriate computer hardware and software to produce several products in three media.
They were to produce electronic frames ("slides") in Microsoft PowerPoint, a presentation
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graphics computer program; they were to make overhead transparencies; and they were to
prepare traditional hard-copy slides. They had to include at least the following materials
in their collection of products: word slides that would support the flow of a presentation,
a map from a mapping program, a screen-captured map or image from a program that
would not support direct transfer into Powerpoint, an image downloaded from the
Internet, and a scanned image not feasibly captured by some other method. They were
welcome to use a single image, say the map downloaded from the Internet, in the
PowerPoint presentation, on an overhead, and as a slide if they wished.
The ultimate goal of the exercise was to develop their presentation design skills, and
another was to increase their technical skills in using computers flexibly , a necessary
prerequisite to later activities in the class. Collaboration was a means to those ends. As
an added incentive to the production of fine products, the presentation in class was to be
followed by one to which the entire department was invited. To complement the showing
of materials, they were to develop instructions that could be used by others wishing to do
similar things.

Addressing Common Problems of Collaborative Assignments
With various features of the assignment we addressed some of the common problems
encountered with "group projects." These problems, in fact, often discourage instructors
from incorporating group work.
One is uneven contributions by members of a team. It is impossible for the instructor to
know first-hand who does the work when most of it is done outside the classroom . To
address this problem, provision was built into the exercise right from the beginning for
evaluation of one another by team mates. The instructions stated clearly not only that they
would be required to comment on their own and one another's roles but that it was, in
part, a requirement because of the need for those who worked to be rewarded
appropriately. A small part of the grade, after all, was to be assigned to individuals. In
addition to roles in carrying out the project, they were to comment on the quality of the
part of the presentation given by that individual.
Peer evaluation causes another problem and by anticipating it, it could be addressed.
Team members do not come evenly endowed with past experience and knowledge. It is
impossible for everyone to have the opportunity to "shine" as a person helping others and
"leading" in the dissemination of knowledge. Students were instructed that their
evaluation should include the team member's attitude and willingness to learn. In fact,
they were to include at least four dimensions in their evaluation: helpfulness to others,
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improvement of skills, attitude, and presentation quality. It was made clear that
constructively receiving help was as virtuous as giving it. While they were to make an
effort to pass on any knowledge they learned to someone else, there were obvious
limitations to the opportunities for that, and being a good learner could make up for such
lack of opportunity. Addressing this teaching/learning issue was extremely important
because there is a tendency in classes involving technological expertise for the gap
between the well-prepared and less-prepared students to widen rather than close as the
more knowledgeable students continue to learn and gain confidence while the less
knowledgeable fall further behind and confirm their feelings of inadequacy. Learning
should be the goal of a course, not satisfaction in the level of knowledge one takes to the
course in first place; assigning value to being a good learner is at least as important as
giving credit to those in a position of being helpful.
Another problem in many group exercises is that not all members of a team have an equal
opportunity to produce. Had I said the team could assign among themselves the sections
of the exercise, individual students would not have gained experience with the range of
technology involved. Students who alreaqy knew how to do something may have been
the ones to carry out those parts, in which case neither they (who already knew how) nor
their classmates (who still would not have learned how) would have benefited. In this
assignment, however, every individual student had to produce his or her own products in
every category. They all had to learn to use the film recorder, they all had to learn to use
PowerPoint, they all had to find something of interest on the Internet, and they all had to
design. In so doing, they all increased their skills in being able to deal with computers
flexibly and they had end products of their own design. Only in limited ways did they
make use of economies of scale, such as one person tending the production of a batch of
slides or sharing a design for word slides to give coherence to the team's presentation. I
saw little if any evidence, however, that they divided tasks in a way that was detrimental to
individual learning.
Incentive to cooperate is another important component in collaborative projects. Had
students all been graded individually such incentive would have been absent. Cooperative
spirit was encouraged by requiring that the project culminate in a joint class presentation,
with only one student from each team presenting (his or her own) work in a category on
presentation day. In other words, one student would present the slide of a downloaded
Internet image (and give an explanation), another would show effective overheads, yet
another would show off his or her PowerPoint material, and so on. The assignment stated
clearly, however, that they would not know until called upon which part or parts they
would present; hence, they all had to be prepared for all parts. They were called upon by
me, as the course instructor, and I constructed the presenter list just before class using
random numbers. That way any biases on my part could not enter in and I would be fair
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to everyone. Because the number of parts exceeded the number of team members,
everyone knew they would be called on at least once and that they could be called on
again, keeping everyone alert throughout the process. There was also, of course, active
participation throughout the presentation because each student made notes for the peer
evaluation.

Evidence of Success
Students obviously enjoyed carrying out the exercise, and some commented even while it
was in progress that they were glad they were doing it. They did not comment on the
collaboration (negatively or positively), which was a good sign. In a sense it was meant to
be transparent. The intent of the project was to use collaboration for learning, not as an
end in itself. They were obviously aware of the collaborative component but, from all
appearances at least, the focus was appropriately on achievement.
There was no shortage of willingness to help one another and no shortage of willingness
to be helped. As someone interested in the skills they were developing and always in need
of developing my own, I found myself as a collaborative member as well, albeit not
fulfilling the assignment in the complete way in which the students were. Individuals with
certain skills were scheduling demos during the lab hours, and discoveries were quickly
passed on to other class members.
The products presented by students at the end of the project were impressive. Both teams
did very well in explaining what they had done and in showing their products effectively.
Perhaps most important, there was a team atmosphere and camaraderie in the class that
contrasted with some of the offerings of similar classes in the past. No one was "left in the
dust," as can so easily happen in a graduate level course in which there are students with
widely varying levels of past experience with technology and design.
Interestingly enough, the peer comments were even more helpful than I had anticipated.
They played an important role in my being able to provide feedback on an individual basis
and to give praise or constructive comments. No one complained about having that
responsibility, and all students turned in their comments promptly at the end of the
exercise.
The presentation to the department drew a respectable number of observers given the
constraints on the time at which we could schedule it. The knowledge and skills acquired
by the students seems to have spread at least somewhat among their peers. The written
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instructions developed by the two teams were a clear record and reminder of such
processes as downloading images and operating the scanner and film recorder.

Caveats and Shortcomings
The observations that suggest a successful exercise were not, of course, wholly due to the
design of the assignment. The personality of the class contributed heavily. Telling them
they should collaborate may have been like telling ducks to go and swim. Students in this
particular class seemed to be prone to collaborate anyway. If nothing else, however, it
gave them explicit permission to carry on collaboratively.
Although the peer evaluations were constructive, there was some complaining about
unequal efforts. In one sense that was good; I could then take the uneven efforts into
account in the small individual portion of the grade and also give feedback to the student.
But it also revealed that the exercise did not completely erase differences in efforts and
that in the future some guidance might be given on how to deal with such problems among
themselves.
Final products, as well, were not all even in quality. In a few cases, it appeared that peers
could have been more watchful and critical of a teammate's product and prevented some
of the problems that were still present at presentation time.
The form for the presentation meant that a lot of interesting products were not included in
the team grade. Products were sufficiently interesting to all of us in the class that we
spent considerable additional time showing them all informally and commenting and
discussing. That seemed to be a reasonable way to handle it, but maybe next time
provision for seeing all products could be built into the exercise from the beginning. It
gave a sort of chaotic tone at the end that was not intended as we tried to fit our
examination of the additional products into way too little time.
Although the exercise established a collaborative tone that pervaded the whole semester,
there was some evidence that later activities could have used more explicit collaborative
design. In the final weeks, students were performing some highly challenging tasks, and
although the willingness to help one another was still there, there was a tendency to be
wrapped up in one's own project. Incentives for collaboration might best be renewed in
later key activities.
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Finally, one has to acknowledge that the graduate status of this class meant that its
members were a highly select group. Not only class personality, but class level was
working in favor of the fine products and the collaborative learning that took place.

Conclusion

Whatever the shortfalls, the exercise in general seemed to work very well. The
collaborative component helped students to learn, and I believe it was productive in
developing interpersonal skills (good listeningllearning as well as assisting skills) within a
professional milieu. Even though class personality probably contributed as much to the
success of the exercise as anything in the design of the exercise itself, it was a very
positive experience. Giving responsibility to students for one another seems to benefit
everyone.

Reference:
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Abstract
In pursuing automated generalization to transform data from a cartographic or GIS master
database to multiple-purpose output, many algorithms and approaches have been
proposed by various authors to replace tedious and inconsistent manual drawing. Among
them, the most satisfactory solutions follow generalization rules rather than just produce
mathematical approximations of the geometric representations of features. Successful
implementation of generalization tools, therefore, should comply with cartographic
principles and generalization rules. Scattered guidelines and instructions can be found in
mapping organizations or text books. But; they are usually too general and leave plenty
room for variations made by cartographers. This makes manual generalization subjective
and operator-dependent. Automated generalization, however, requires rules to be
explicitly defined before being implemented into a computer system.

I
I

Deriving generalization rules is an experience of understanding the art and science of
representing geographic reality by cartographic means and the fundamental activities in
transfonning the representations of the reality from higher to lower levels of detail. This
paper discusses some main areas of generalization rules. Taking aggregation as an
example generalization operation, the presented rules address two key aspects: 1) the
characteristics of features to be preserved in generalization; 2) distinctive rules to
generalize man-made features and natural features. Some rules are commonly known;
others have to be extracted from hidden knowledge embedded in traditional sources maps and cartographers ' minds. The derived rules are used to guide the implementation
of generalization tools in ARC/INFO system at ESRI. This presentation is to share our
experience and outcome in resolving practical problems in modern cartography.
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Main Areas of Generalization Rules
The core objectives of generalization are to perfOim spatial data transfonnation and to
produce reduced representations of reality. Spatial data transfom1ation requires the
preservation of data integrity and accuracy; while data representation needs to meet
cartographic specifications. The following discussion on generalization rules, therefore,
focuses on the two corresponding areas, that is, the rules of spatial data transfonnation
and the rules of producing reduced representations.

Rules of Spatial Data Transformation
It is critical that the process of extracting and generalizing spatial data for a desired
output ensures data integrity and a proper level of accuracy. The major aspects of the
rules that guide this process include: relevance of extracted data and classification,
positional accuracy, spatial relationship, feature characteristics, and derivation of
attributes.

Extraction of relevant data and classification:
Data transfonnation from one source to a reduced set is a selective process. It is usually
constrained by the map purpose, that is a special theme, and / or a reduced map scale.
Therefore, the selected map content, map area, and new feature classifications should be
relevant and best address the map theme at the desired map scale. The publications of
USGS DLG data specifications (USGS, 1990; USGS, 1989) are good examples of
definitions of map content and feature classes for scale changes of topographic maps.
Requirements of positional accuracy:
Generalization often involves the alteration of feature geometry, it is important that the
positional changes (horizontal and veltical) are within certain tolerances for proper use of
the resulting maps , especially for measurement purposes. Accuracy standards similar to
"For maps on publication scales larger than 1:20,000, not more than 10 percent of the
points tested shall be in error by more than 1/30 inch, measured on the publication scale;
for maps on publication scales of 1:20,000 or smaller, 1/50 inch" (Thompson, 1987), can
be found in most national mapping organizations. But, well defined procedures and rules
to assess the accuracy of generalized data still remain research topics, although some
efforts have been made (Jaakkola, 1994) to evaluate generalization result.
Spatial relationships:
To ensure data integrity in generalization, it is essential to maintain spatial relationships
which include relative feature positions and feature importance (priorities) for conflict
resolutions. For example, a pond on the nOith side of a road should stay on that side after
generalization; a simplified coastal line should not display a significant change in
water/land boundaries which may cause navigation problems; two adjacent houses
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(sharing a wall) should remain adjacent, not overlapped or separated. If features are in
conflict, displacement of features should be based on feature importance orders , for
example, "hydrographic lines, railways, main roads, minor roads, buildings, limits of
vegetation" (Keates, 1989).

Feature characteristics:
Generalization should emphasize on preserving feature characteristics, such as the shape
of linear features (Wang, 1996; Visvalingam and Williamson, 1995) and network patterns
(Mackaness , 1995). Feature characteristics can be described by its size (length and area) ,
shape, orientation, group pattern, and so on . An example rule is:
In simplification of areas, "the measured area of the simplified outline should
remain the same as the area of the original" , (Swiss Society of Cartography, 1987) .
Figure 1 illustrates this rule in case of building simplification - preserving size.

Figure 1:

Building outline simplification - preserving arw.

Another common requirement is that when collapsing buildings to a point representation;
and the point, for example a school symbol, should be placed with the original feature
orientation. In this case, further rules are needed to determine feature orientation.

Derivation offeature attributes:
If a reduced database is to be created, the integration of geographic attributes will be a
major issue. During generalization, feature type may be changed, for example from area
to line or point; features are regrouped to f0l111 higher level of feature classes, for instance
areas of various types of trees become forest. Certain rules should define the ways of
carrying and deriving new attributes for generalized features . Commonly, the new
attributes can be "calculated" by the total of the original contributing features, the
average, the most dominant, the maximum, and other statistic methods.
Rules of Producing Reduced Representations
The main reason of cartographic generalization is the competition of map space at a given
scale. The amount of information and the level of detail that can be represented are
constrained by the limited graphic space. Efficient conununication and interpretation of
mapped infonnation depend on carefully chosen feature resolutions and well-designed
symbology.
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Cartographic rules:
Cartographic clarity is the essential concern of generalization. The readability of a map
to map audience can be affected by the following cartographic factors :
Minimum symbol spacing (or separation distance);
Minimum feature size (point size, line width, and area size);
Relevant feature density;
Emphasis of important features;
Visual balance (the use of colors , the ratio of black and white, etc.)
Cartographic generalization should satisfy all these specifications . A map should best use
the available map space and display as much as possible information. However, a map
with over-crowded symbolization would result in difficulties in interpreting feature
locations and relationships . It is easy to list the above factors and make general rules, for
example, a feature smaller than certain size should be omitted. But additional rules are
needed to differentiate special cases, which include isolated features as landmarks, small
features that fom1 a group, and other complicated situations. The following example
statement addresses this kind of rules:
For a map of 1:5000 scale, "show fenced/walled areas larger than 1500 square
meters or where it denotes a landmark" (Lands Department of Hong Kong, 1996).

It specifies a minimum size tolerance for general inclusion of fenced/walled areas and a
special emphasis on landmark features which may not qualify for inclusion in size.

Rules for various feature classes:
Generalization rules also vary with mapped features, for example man-made feature vs.
natural features ; rural features vs. urban features ; permanent features vs. temporary
features. These features require different map resolutions and graphic representations.
Feature-based rules, therefore, are necessary. In tenns of map feature resolutions, the
minimwn size of generalized cultural features or man-made features (houses, for
example) may be smaller than that of envirolll1ental features (marsh areas) . The
following example statements address this kind of rules :
For a map of 1:5000 scale, "minimum size of cultivated land to be shown is 800
square meters"; "buildings smaller than 40 square meters are not shown"; "show
beach larger than 5000 square meters" (Lands Department of Hong Kong , 1996).
In case of feature conflict caused by scale reduction, a relatively pen11anent feature (river)
permits a smaller displacement distance than a temporary feature (road). Also, different
rules may apply in thematic maps for the purpose of emphasizing a particular theme.
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Future research will expand the above discussion in depth and further define the missing
rules. The following section uses a particular generalization operation, that is
aggregation, as an example to present a set of rules that guide the development of
generalization tools .

Specific Rules for Aggregation
In order to develop the computer-assisted generalization tools in ESRI's products, as
described in a separate paper (Lee, 1996), it is necessary to define explicit rules for each
generalization operation. To illustrate the process of deriving these rules, a particular
generalization operation -- aggregation is discussed below .
Aggregation is the process of combing features in close proximity or adjacent features
into a new area feature, for example fonning a built-up area from a cluster of buildings;
or joining patches of crop fields into a large agricultural area (see Figure 2). Some
general rules exist either in mapping specifications or in literature. Missing and more
concrete rules need to be derived from different means and sources.

Figure 2:

Illustration of' feature aggregation.

Aggregation Rules
Aggregation can be applied to all feature types, that is point, linear, and area features.
The following rules are defined either for obvious general reasons or for special cases:
Aggregation should take place where a group of features fon11S a cluster, where a cluster
is defined as a group of features in which each feature is within a tolerance distance to at
least one other feature in the group .
An aggregated boundary should be fonned by points laying on the outer boundary of the
cluster. If an inner space is equal to or greater than a specified size, a hole should be
fonned unless specified otherwise.
An aggregated area should be equal to or greater than the minimum size tolerance. If not,
exaggeration should be perfonned to those which have significant importance to the final
map ; or elimination should be applied unless specified otherwise.
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If an aggregated feature is large enough in size, but part of the area is too narrow , that is

the line spacing within the area boundary itself becomes too small, then it should be
widened to satisfy the minimum spacing criteria, if space allows .
If a cluster is passed by a part of other feature, an option should be provided to allow a
constrained aggregation, that is to aggregate the features on each side of the passing
feature separately (see Figure 3).

A: Non-constrained aggregation

B: Constrained aggregation

Figure 3: Example of building aggregation with and without constraints (roads).
If two clusters are touching at one point, options should be provided to allow widening of

the connection or disconnecting the two clusters .
Man-made features or administrative boundaries tend to have orthogonal corners which
should be preserved in aggregation. Of course, in this case, the aggregated result could
be very sensitive to the definition of "orthogonal". A corner within certain range of near
90 degree angles can be considered orthogonal.
Aggregation requires minimum two features in a cluster, except point features which
requires minimum three points . Isolated single features should be kept in the result for
possible further generalization applying different rules.
Implications in Digital Cartography

The above rules were defined based on not only the traditional principles of map design
and generalization, but also new situations in digital approach . In manual generalization,
it is perhaps enough to say "group the buildings into built-up areas ". It is, then, up to the
cartographer to draw the area boundaries properly -- no single point connections between
areas, no overlapping, no "too small" or "too narrow" cases are created. He or she
naturally will not produce unpleasant results as a program could. However, the digital
means of map-making does exactly what a program is told to do. Therefore, building
precise rules is a critical need that has come into digital caltography. Some of these rules
were never necessary to appear as explicit statements in manual map production guide
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books; other rules that define parameters and conditions are specifically important for
computational processes. The effort of deriving generalization rules is to translate a
cartographer's perception of mapped features and the actions he or she takes in
generalization into words. This is not a trivial task.

Implementation Based on Rules
Once the rules are made, they become the guidelines to the development of generalization
tools. Each rule may imply step in program using a computational method or algorithm,
a check of conditions and decision-making, a parameter that requires user input, an option
that should be provided to user, and so on.

a

A command for polygon (area) aggregation is currently being added to the ARC/INFO
product. According to the defined rules, a computational algorithm has been developed
to find polygonal features in a cluster based on a user-specified tolerance. Conditions are
checked for hole retention, orthogonality, and connections between areas; decisions are
then made based on the defined rules. The cluster distance tolerance is a main control
parameter. The option to allow holes with a user-defilled minimum hole size, and the
choice of preserving orthogonality are all made as user-definable input parameters. New
feature classes are allowed to be created as aggregated results. The inclusion of
constrained polygon aggregation and attributes derivation are all in further development
plans. They are actually achievable using existing ARC/INFO geo-processing tools, for
example, constrained polygon aggregation can be done with a combination of region
buffering, feature overlay, clipping, and other techniques.
Rules of other generalization operations - simplification, typification , collapse,
refinement, exaggeration , displacement, and so on, are also being defined in a similar
way. The main point is that the more complete the rules are, the more successful a digital
generalization system could be by following these rules.

Conclusions
Making rules explicit is a challenging effort of interpreting human knowledge and
experience. What's presented in this paper is not a complete set of rules, even for
aggregation, but rather an example of the nature and the components of generalization
rules for digital implementation . It is possible that some commonly acceptable rules are
established globally as a frame work and special rules that vary across applications and
cultures are derived individually or locally as supplemental guidelines. The fOlmalization
of generalization rules should make the automation of generalization more achievable and
the generalized results more consistent and promising.
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Abstract
Three years have passed since the fu-st publication of Digital Map Data by the
Geographical Survey Institute (GSI), Ministry of Construction, Japan.
sales continue to increase.

Publication

However, reasons for their use were not cleared till

recently. This paper attempts to report how the data of computer mapping is utilized.
Digital Map Data and topographical paper maps are not used for the same purposes .
Likewise, users of Digital Map Data are different to those from users of paper maps.
For example, 1: 10,000 topographical maps of the Hyougoken-Nanbu area, the disaster
struck area of the Hyougoken-Nanbu earthquake was on the Top 10 list of paper map
publication.

On the other hand, there were no striking trends concerning sales of

Digital Map Data.
Topographic paper maps are vital to relief activities in disaster struck areas but
recently, there is an increasing interest in use of Digital Map Data for disaster
management in the field of GIS .

1. Introduction
8 types of Digital Map Data were published in March 1998 (Table 1). The
increase in number of sales owe to the increase in areas of publication (Table 2).
However, there seems to be a trend in an increase in the number of users as well as
increase in its purposes . However the ratio of uses are different according to different
types of data.
The most published type of data in 1996 was 10000 (Integration) data where
approximately 30 floppies per area were published. Despite the numbers published
for the 50m Grid (Elevation) data was greater, its publication only amounted to
approximately 6.5 floppies per area.
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Table 1 Data Series and Type
Update
Data Publication
Type
Date
Jun-93 about every 5 years
vector
10000 (Integration)
Jun-93 every year
25000 (Administrative boundary vector
Dec-96 every year
200000 (Administrati ve boundllll vector
Jun-93 no update of data
50m Grid (Elevation)
raster
250m Grid (Elevation)
Feb-94 no update of data
raster
lkm Grid (Elevation)
raster
Sep-94 no update of data
Sep-94 no update of data
lkm Grid (Average Elevation)
raster

Table 2 Series of Digital Map Data
Series of data
10000 (Integration)
25000 (Administrative boundary)
50m Grid (Elevation)
250m Grid (Elevation)
Ikrn Grid (Elevation)
I krn Grid (Average Elevation)
200000(Administrative boundary)
total

1994
4,026
2,49 1
3,513
695
-

10,725

1995
7,075
2,343
5,276
3,689
103
84

1996
6,543
3,231
14,069
4,788
202
103

-

18,570

total
17,644
8,065
22,858
9,172
305
187
0

-

28,936

-

2. Types of Users
Major users of Digital Map Data are from the private sector (Table 3) but depending
on the data, percentage of users differ. With regards to national and regional
govemment sector, use of elevation data is frequent. However use for educational
pW"jJose exceeds uses by govemment sector in evelY type of data. There is a large use
of coarse grid data by individuals. This has to do with the fast that data is veIY
expensive to acquire.
T abl e 3. RatlO 0 fC lIstomer to Sales according to different types of Digital Map Data
types of consume
regional educational
public
national
sector
sector
govenunenl goverrunent
<pr'M
types of data
<pr'''r
10000 (Intcl!.ration)
1.4
0.2
5.5
6.4
25000 (Administrative boundary)
0.7
0.4
13.0
4.7
50m Grid (Elevation)
0.4
2.7
6.3
5.7
250m Grid (Elevation)
0.6
8.9
6.0
2.9
Ikm Grid (Elevation)
3.8
17.7
6.3
2.5
-Ikm Grid (Average Elevation)
5.4
5.4
29 .7
S. I I
N.B. Sa les at bookstores are onllluttes from St.lI .SIICS. Stat istics ,Ire III 0Yo.

private
sector
85.5
8 1.0

-~

... ~

--i?4
-10 .5

individual
1.0
0.4
0.9

-~~
___2.:!l

IO.K
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3. Purposes for use
Results reflect characteristics of data fonnat. All types of data are used with
equivalent importance for educational purposes.
Elevation data is used for
topological analysis. 10000 (Integration) data is used for marketing and facility
management.
TableA Types of lAta and PtJ

~s for US<!
adminislnltio education

....

~m.

tion
25000 Adrninistrati\'c Boun
sOm Grid (Elcnlion
250m Grid (Elevation
Ikm Grid Elev ation
1krn Grid A\'cr eEIe\'ation
10000 Inl

subtota l

• .4

15.4
25
10.9
4.4
3.6
6.6

and r~arc

faCility
regional
managemc huming

"u

topography media

anal

9.9

11.7
21.7

7.6
1.9
0.4
0.6

39.7
46 .4

1.5
3.6

21.9

2.0

5.9
3.6
2.9

2'.0
2'.7

1.1
1.1

I.'

SIS

30

11.2
265
23.6

13.2
10.7
19.6

ma rketing

na\'leation
1.9
06
09
5.2
1.5
2.9
3.6
0.0
2.3

0.4
6.3
1.3
4.2

I.'

information oth"
~r\'IU

15.6
1.9

0.'
0.2
0.0
0.0
3.6

7.7
2.0
12.4
3.2

11.5
30.9
36.3
2'.5

1.5

29.4

3.6
'.6

25.0
30.7

4. Comparison topographic paper map
Digital map data only have part of the infollnation from topographical paper maps.
However data of 10000 (Integration) data and 1:10,000 topographical paper maps are
similar a comparison of this data was made (Table 5).
Analog maps concentrate on disaster struck area of the Hyougoken-Nanbu
earthquake, whilst majority of Digital Maps concentrate in the Tokyo Metropolitan area.
The reason to this is due to difference in use of data. Analog maps were bought soon
after the earthquake in order to use for relief activities. Digital Map data, on the other
hand, were bought some time after the earthquake in order to ana lyze the disaster struck
area. For example, for research on evacuation routes from the most disaster struck
area.
Table 5 Compare Paper Map with Digital Map
Paper Map
Digital Map
Map Name
sheet
Map Name sheet
San-nomiya
4,324 Sinjyuku
99
Nishinomiya
87
4,192 Sibuya
Ashiya
4,070 Nihonbashi
87
Nagata
4,06 1 Ikebukuro
79
Sendai-Eki
71
3,523 Shinbashi
Minatogawa
3, 187 San-nomiya
66
3,053 Ashiya
65
Mayasan
Rokkou-Isrand
2,987 Veno
63
Kabutoyama
2,649 Setagaya
62
Port-Is rand
2,559 Jiyugaoka
61
Sinagawa
61
N.B. Net area IS Hanshlll Eal1h quarke area.
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5. Conclusion
The users of Digital Map Data are different to those users of analog maps. For
example, in 1995 Hyougoken-Nanbu Earthquake occurred and this resulted in 1:10,000
topographical maps of Hyougoken-Nanbu the disaster struck area of the earthquake to
be on the Top 10 list of analog map publication. It is assumed that they were used for
relief activities and disaster prevention.
However, the publication of 10000
(Integration) data in Digital Map data centered afOWld the Tokyo Metropolitan area.
From this, it is clear to conclude that users of digital data are different to those who use
topographical paper maps.
A similar trend can be identified with 1:25,000
topographical paper maps . The main purpose of publication of topographical maps lie
in the use for tourism, for example, around the Japanese Alps. The other areas
published are the main metropolitan areas , including the Hyougoken-Nanbu
earthquake disaster struck area. These topographical paper maps are widely used
whilst publication sales of Digital Map Data in the same scale centers around the
disaster struck area of the Hyougoken-Nanbu earthquake and other hazard struck areas.
Types of Digital Map Data continue to increase. In APlil 1998, 2 new types of
data will commence its publication. One of them, the Digital Map 2500 (Spatial Data
Framework) is fundamental for GIS system. The other, Digital Map 25000 (Map
lmage) is used as background information of the GIS system. It is hoped that
publication of these data will increase the use of GIS systems within Japan .
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ABSTRACT
The Geographical Survey Institute, Japan made "Acti ve Fault Map in Urban Area"
which delineates position of active faults around urban area. The scale of these maps is
1:25,000 and they cover major urbanized area and cities in 45 map sheets. They are the
most detailed maps on the position of active faults in Japan. The maps show active
fault traces and their directions of movement as well as classificati on of landforms
related to judgment of acti ve fa ults. The specificati ons and symbols of these maps as
well as the process for preparing the maps are explained in this paper. The aim and the
role of these maps in earthquake disaster mitigation measures are also discussed.

1. Introduction
After 1995 Hyogoken-nanbu earthqu ake (the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake
Disaster) which killed more than six thousand people and was caused by movement of
faults just under th e ground of urbani zed area, the danger of ac tive faults near
urbani zed area has become widely recogni zed. An acti ve fault is a fault which is
judged to move again in future with intervals of a thousand to several ten thousand
years from landforms showing repeated movements in recent several hundred thousand
years. Intensive surveys on ac ti ve faults are now carried out in Japan as a national
project to evaluate risks of earthquakes and thus to miti gate hazards.
Geographi c Department of the Geographical Survey Institute (GS I) has carried out
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geographic surveys and research works about neotectonic landfo rms. The existence
and locati on of acti ve fa ults can at first be surveyed by investigating landforms. With
this background, the Geographic Department decided to make and publish maps
describing the locations of acti ve faults and other neotectonic landfo rms around urban
area at very detailed scale of 1:25,000. As the survey of acti ve fa ults requi res much
expert skills and knowledge, the survey work was carried out under collaborati on with
expert researchers at uni versities who are regarded as representati ves in this research
field. The map was named "Acti ve Fault Map in Urban Area."
There already exist a book which shows active faults in whole Japan comprehensively.
The book "Acti ve Faults in Japan," first published in 1980 and the revised edition in
199 1, uses 1:200,000 topographic maps as base maps. Much detailed info rmation
about the location of active faults especially aro und urban area has been required for
disaster mitigation planning and for detailed inves tigati on such as trenching of each
active fa ul t. Responding to the requirement, the GS I made "Acti ve Fault Map in Urban
Area" and by adopting the scale of 1:25,000, the positional accuracy are greatl y
improved compared with "Acti ve Faults in Japan."

2. Contents of the map - Map specifications and symbols
This map expresses not only neotectonic landforms such as active faults but also other
landforms made in Late Quaternary such as terraces or allu vial lowlands.
Acti ve fa ults are grouped into fo ur classes by their forms and reliability of locations;
namely "Active Fault Trace," "Active Fault Trace (site indistinct)," "Acti ve Flexure"
and "Acti ve Fault Trace (concealed)." These traces are draw n in red solid , broken or
dotted lines respecti vely with some auxiliary symbols when necessary. But "Acti ve
Flexure" needs to be expressed with their width. Therefore we adopted an areal
representat ion with small red dots pattern and arrows show ing the downward direction
of the flexure. In addition to these classes, the landform fea tures which cannot be
specified as active fau lts clearly under present conditions are grouped as "Pres umed
Active Fault" and th ey are expressed in black broken line.
Terraces are grouped into three classes by their fo rmative peri od; namely " Higher
Terrace," "Middle Terrace" and "Lower Terrace." These terraces are painted in orange
color using dot screen. Deeper color is used for hi gher terraces. The newest landfor ms
which were formed in recent thousands years are classified as "Allu vial Lowland,"
"Fan" and "Filled-up La nd or Reclaimed Land." These landforms are pain ted in green
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color. Dot pattern is used for "Fan" and line pattern is used for "Filled-up Land or
Reclaimed Land."
"Active Fault Map in Urban Area" is printed in five colors. Base topographic map is
expressed in one color (gray). Two colors (red and black) are used for active faults etc.
and other two colors (orange and green) are used for landform classification. The area
expressed in one map sheet is 10 minutes in latitude and 15 minutes in longitude. This
corresponds to four map sheets of 1:25,000 Topographic Maps published by the GSI.
The Active Fault Map is printed on paper of the size of 788mm X 109 1mm.
Up to now , 45 map sheets in total of the Active Fault Map in Urban Area are published
for the area of three large urban areas in Japan, the Metropolitan area, Cyukyo area,
Kinki area, and special big cities which are designated by a government ordinance. The
maps cover about 15,000 km 2 in total.

3. Process of preparation of the map
A committee for preparation of Active Fault Map in Urban Area composed of 16
researchers at uni versities and staff of the GSI was organized. The committee held
several meetings to discuss map specifications including adopting criteria of active
faults and representation as map symbols of each fe ature, areas to be covered by the
maps, ass ignment of survey area to each researcher, and results of survey. Intensive
cross-check was done among researchers . Fi nal results of checking were adopted and
delineated on the map . As these maps have a characteristic of research result, the
names of researchers in charge of respective map sheet is printed on the map.
The maps were made through aerial photo interpretation . Reference materials and
research papers are also used. Aerial photos in 1940's and 1960's on a scale of
1: 10,000 were used for the survey. The reason of using such old aerial photos is to
observe original landforms before development activity. Due to artificial land
development, it is becoming hard especially in urban areas of Japan to identify natural
landforms created by fault movements . With these large scale photographs,
geomorphologic features of ac tive faults were newly discovered in some places.

4. Concerns before publication and responses to the maps after publication
Because these maps provide information on potential risks of earthquake hazards,
cautious consideration was necessary before publishing them to the open public. In
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order to avoid misunderstanding on the contents of the maps, brief explanation on the
characteristics of the map is printed at lower right corner of each map sheet as
"Attention in use." It explains that on ly the positions of active fau lt traces are shown in
the map and it is not shown when each active fault moved in the past and will move in
future. Therefore, the earthquake occurrence risk of each ac tive fa ult cannot be
understood from these maps . More detailed investigations on the activeness, history
and other characteristics of each fa ult are necessary to evaluate the risk of the
earthquake occurrence. This evaluation is still very difficult at the present level of
science and technology. Furthermore not only information on active faults but also on
peripheral ground such as structures are needed to evaluate the strength of ground
motion caused by an earthquake.
The Active Fault Maps in Urban Area were published in October, 1996. The maps
caught much attention of general public and were sold well as such maps meant for
professional use. The responses to these maps were rather positive. Most inquiries on
the maps to the GSI were aski ng where the maps were sold and whether there was an
active fault map covering a certain town or city. We hope the maps wou ld contribute to
raising awareness of potential earthquake risks among citizens and be useful for
disaster mitigation planning.
The investigation concerning active fault is now being executed by several
governmental organizations in Japan. We hope the Active Fault Maps in Urban Area
are used effectively in these active fau lt investigation projects.
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Abstract
The Global Map is aggregation of fundamental geospatial data sets for integrating
spatia lly related data. They are crucial datasets for ana lysis of global environmental
iss ues. A National Mapping Organization (NMO) has the spatial information on its
own country. Thus NMOs should be responsible for the development of the global
geographic datasets such as G lobal Map in order to contribute understanding of g lobal
environment. But some NMOs does not have digital data and others can not open the
data to the public because of national security reasons. However at least NMOs could
support to develop consistent and verified Global Map. This paper describes the
concept of the Global Map and shows an example of collaboration on accuracy
verification of globa l DEM dataset.

Introduction
The Global Mapping Concept calls for every national and all concerned
organizations to work together to develop and provide easy and open access to global
geographic information. This global information wou ld be provided at a scale of
I: I ,000,000 or with a ground resolution of about one kilometer to the widest possible
user commun ity in order to facilitate the implementation of global agreements and
conventions for environmental protection as well as the mitigation of natural disasters,
and to encourage economic growth with in the context of susta inab le development.
The idea of Global Mapping, including the estab lishment of an international body
for G lobal Mapping, was first conceived by the Ministry of Construction and the
Geographical Survey Institute (GSI) of Japan in 1992 as one of the measures of the
Ministry for coping with global issues. Examination of the feas ibility of the concept
of this Global Mapping effort as a distributed network of contributors is important as
we seek to employ existing g lobal or regional data development projects to assist in the
creation of the first phase of a consistent, verified Global Map.
In 1996 the International Steering Conunittee for Global Mapping (ISCGM) was
established for implementation of the Global Mapping! )·Z). ISCGM participants come
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from NMOs, international organizations, academic institutions, and non-governmental
organizations. GSI as the secretariat of ISCGM continues activities to facilitate the
development of the Global Map such as organizing the interregional seminar 3) with the
United Nations Department for Development Support and Management Services and
the Univers ity of California, Santa Barbara, appealing at the United Nations Regional
Cartographic Conferences and so on.
This paper consists of two main parts. The first part mentions about the concept
that the Global Map is global spatial data framework (GSDF) and the Global Mapping
should be developed based on global spatial data infrastructure (GSDI). The second
part shows accuracy validation of global dataset focused on digital elevation model
under the international collaboration as a case study.

Global Mapping
Recently concept of a spatial data framework is getting popular in mapping
community. This is because geographic data is recognized as important contents
which support information and network society, and the framework is core dataset to
integrate various geographic contents. The Global Map is a kind of framework
datasets as to contribute global environmental issues.
A global spatial data framework (GSDF) is aggregation of fundamental datasets
for integration of spatially related data and used in different applications. The
framework contents are topography, land use / land cover, coastal line, drainage system,
transportation networks, administrative boundaries and so on. As shown in Fig. 1-4,
the framework converts non-geo referenced dataset such as statistical data, in site
observation data and remote sensing data into geospatial dataset, and integrate them.
The each framework dataset, itself, is also useful dataset for multi-purposes.
In situ Observation data
(precipitation, COl, NOx, etc.)

Socia_economic stIJ lis lica l diJt~
(Census, Food/En ergy consumption, etc .)

Socio-economic
geospatial data

D

Indirect g eo r. t. rence

Physical
geospafial data

[)
Direct georeference
and Interpolation

•. g. II dmln lslrlltive boundaries

Fig.- l Framework and Statistical Data

Fig.-2 Framework and In situ Observation Data
r ___~ n_a!l!.s_e~ -''!~ ~~f~e.!~'!.t_~P'p-'ig~!i'!'!s.._

extensive remote sensing image
(AVHRR, etc.)

Geospatial data

o

Geometric co"sction

e.g. coastlines

Fig. -3 Framework and Remote Sensi ng Data
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Fig.-4 Framework for Data Integration
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Fig.-6 Converting Information into Knowledge
Physical data (C02 ,
NOx, meteorological
data, ...J
(Real World)
Productivity Estimation
Biodiversity
Global Warming
Famine Forecast
Decision Maker (UN, Government, NGOs)

Environmental Protection, Mitigation of Natural
Disasters and Economic Growth within the Context
of Sustainable Develo ment

Fig.-7 Converting Knowledge into Wisdom
By integration of geospatial data, we could convert that data into information, into
knowledge and into wisdom (see Fig. 5-7).
For the implementation of the Global Map as GSDF, GSDI that includes not only
GSDF but also institutional framework, funding, assistance, PR activities,
collaboration with other comrnunites, and so on, is indispensable.

Accuracy Validation
GSDF has already been developed under international collaborations 2). 3) (see
Table-I) . Some of them do not have consistent accuracy or are developed from old
data sources. The relations among dataset development are shown in Fig.-8 . Even
framework datasets are complexly related with each other. Errors in a framework
dataset affect many other global data sets developed on the framework.
This
propagation of error is a significant problem associated with "framework. "
For example the Digital Chart of the World (DCW), the most detailed
cartographic dataset covering the entire globe, is a fundamental dataset and used for
multi-purposes in the community of global change research. Formal documents say
that DCW datum is based on World Geodetic System 84 (WGS-84) 4) . But according
to our verification, DCW is not based on WGS-84 but local geodetic datum at least for
Japan 5). So far geodetic datum of other countries are unknown.
Most of NMOs have higher accuracy spatial information which can be used for
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validation of framework though sometimes they have them as not digital data but paper
maps. The dataset or paper maps may be treated as classified due to different reasons
but they could help to validate global datasets without releasing the classified
information. In the subsequent sections we show a simple and easy method to
validate global DEM without special equipment.
Table-l Existing Global Framework Datasets
Project I Dataset Name (Organizer)

Theme
Topography

GTOP030(USGS-EDC), GLOBE(NOAA-NGDC),
DTEDO(NIMA)

Land Use I Land Cover

IGBP-DISCOVER(USGS-EDC), CORINE(EEA),
AFRICOVER(F AO)

Coastal line, Drainage
System, Transportation
Networks

DCW(NIMA)

Administrative Boundaries

(CIESIN), (ACASIAN)

Others

City Lights(NOAA-NGDC), Demography(NCGIA)
Vegetation Index(USGS-EDC)

Fig.-8 Examples of Datasets ' Relationship

Accuracy Verification ofDEM
Global 30 Arc-Second Elevation Data Set (GTOP030) is developed by EROS
Data Center, USGS with other collaborating organizations such as UNEP/GRID,
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NASA, USAID, GSI, etc. and open to the public though the Internet 6) . GTOP03 0 is
the highest resolution DEM dataset covering all over the world. The reso lution is 30
arc-second (approximately I km on the ground). The data sources are mainly DCW
and DTED (hereinafter, compi led DEM from DCW and DTED are called DCW-DEM
and DTED-DEM respectively). DTED, resolution of which is 3 arc-second and
covers two thirds of the world, was developed by US National Imagery and Mapping
Agency (formerly called Defense Mapping Agency) 7) but it is not open to the public.
Formal documents mention the accuracy of DCW and DTED 4). 7) . However the
accuracy of GTOP030 which compiled from those datasets has not well-reported yet.
In case of Japan, detailed digital elevation model has already been developed by
GSI; thus GSI verified DCW-DEM by comparing them. The standard deviation of
discrepancy between two datasets covering all Japan is 89m 5) .
If a country dose not have detailed DEM up to now, they can not verify DEM in
detail. But if they have medium scale topographic maps, it is possible to verify the
DEM in a conventional way. We verified DEM in two small areas of Kenya, which
consisted of DCW-DEM and DTED-DEM.

Method of Study
Two areas were selected as test sites over the area covered by I :50,000 scale
topographic maps in Kenya so as to include different topographic types, different
sources of GTOP030. Details of the areas are described in Table-2.
Table-2 Characteristics of test sites
Type of
Latitude of
Topography
N-W comer

Map Name

Longitude of
N-W comer

Kinangop

36· 40 ' E

0· 40'S

Hill

DCW

Yelele

34· 40 ' E

3· 05'N

River bas in

DTED

Data Origin

At first, 15 second interval grid was drawn on a transparency sheet with a size
corresponding to each map sheet. Then 20 by 20 point area, which is corresponding
to 10 by 10 points of GTOP030, was selected from each map and the nearest lower
contour elevation of the grid points were read in order to avoid confusion of data
reading. Since the contour interval is 20m in I :50,000 scale maps in Kenya, expected
mean error between the elevations of the grid point and the contour line is 10m which
will be considered in ana lyzing stage. Finally, DCW-DEM data of the test sites were
compared by the data read from maps and the result was analyzed statistically. The
reason of adopting 15 second interval grid is to study aspect and slope comparison in
future analysis stages.
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Data Capture and AnaJysis
(1) Kinangop

Kinangop area is rather flat highland of around 3000m elevation. There is a steep
convex at the north edge of the test site. The original DEM was created from DCW.
Figure-9 and 10 show the 3-D surface of DCW-DEM and DEM read from the
topographic map respectively.

._----....

8
E1

~

El
Fig.-9

Fig.- IO

DCW-DEM

Topographic Map

By comparing these two figures, it, is clear that the steep peak of north edge does
not appear in DCW-DEM. Therefore, it can -be said that DCW-DEM created from
DCW does not reflect fine details of topography. The average error in this site is 56.4m.
The standard deviation of error is l42.0m. The maximum error is -574m.
(2) Yelele
Yelele area is a slope from 900m to 1,300m. Figure-II and 12 show the 3-D
surface of DCW-DEM and DEM read from topographic map respectively

~

EJ
Fig.-II

DTED-DEM

Fig.-12

Topographic Map

The eastern part is higher than western part on topographic map. On the
contrary, south-western part is highest on DTED-DEM. It seems that there remains
long wavelength biased error on DTED-DEM instead of constant error.
The average error in this site is on ly -6.9m. The standard deviation of error is
104.8m. The maximum error is 331 m.
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The accuracy of Yelele area is rather high compared with Kinangop area. This
may come from that DEM of Yelele site was created from DTED while DEM of
Kinangop site was created from DCW, or that Yelele is rather flat area than Kinangop.
In order to clarify the reason more samples are needed.

Conclusion
This verification study is still on a early stage. We will continue a study about
verification of GTOP030 on not only elevation but also aspect, slope and effect of
datum difference of Kenya and Japan.
For the time being global geographic datasets may be developed by a certain
organization or some organizations under cooperation. Gathering validation reports,
for example mentioned above, convert existing global geographic dataset into verified
Global Map. They also give us useful information for refinement of dataset.
Integration of small efforts by NMOs leads us to great results. These network
activities are truly one of GSDI. Any NMOs can do it. It is a start to act locally and
think globally for contributing to global enviromental issues.
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Abstract
This paper considers the trends of cadastral developments on the basis of historical
review of cadastral maps. We suggest three phases of cadastral emphasis pertaining to
law and cadastral measurement, information management, and land management and
land policy. In particular, we focus on linkages between information system(IS) and
information technology(IT). It also suggests steering of land information system in the
context ofland policy, stemming from different parts ofland related activities.

I Introduction
Cadastres and cadastral surveys are concerned with land, law and people. A cadastre
is a general, systematic and up-to-date register containing information about land
parcels including details of their area, value and ownership. Strictly speaking, the
purpose of the cadastre is to ascertain the location, size, type, and use of real property
and to record data pertaining to land value and ownership . Land records have been a
great concern to all governments from ancient to modern society. The institution of
land policy and its execution may, to a large extent, have depended upon the
effectiveness of the land registration as we preferably called the making and keeping of
land records (p.F.Dale, 1991). A review of past cadastral and cartographic progress
allows us to grip the history of maps and mapping technology.
The technique of representing land property on a map was known and was used to a
limited extent in ancient countries. The description of land boundaries and land rights
led to the advent of cadastral maps. It might have been thought that the cadastral map
was such a powerful instrument of social and political control and a tool of land
taxation, an important source of revenue in a state. Today, the current technological
upheaval can be called the Electronic Transition after the physical agent for coding,
storing and transmitting geographic data processed by the digital computer. Other
related innovations of modern electronic technology such as orbiting satellites, fiber
optics and silicon-chip memory are inexorably involved in the map revolution in the
form , use, and values of maps. These technologies have also influenced upon the
process of map-making and description of geographical elements which can be
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depicted as human being and man-made actors to determine the shape and quality of
maps .
It may be necessary to review the roles and functions of land information
development with a focus on the 20th century and probe the extent of change in the
variety of uses of map data and the ways in which these data are collected,
disseminated and integrated. Computer-based LIS have been used since at least the late
1970s. Their manual predecessors were in use perhaps a few thousands years earlier.
Acknowledging the paucity of well-documented evidence, the objective of this paper is
to describe the background to the development of land information, stressing the
context in which such development took place and the applications which the systems
were intended to meet. The basic stages of development from fisca l cadastre to land
policy are reviewed.
2 Emphasis on law and cadastral measurement
2.1 Cadastral maps and land taxation
When analyzing the evolution of land information, it may be obvious that most of
them are based or are originated through cadastral systems. On the basis of history of
LIS, it can be argued that several stages of evolution of LIS have developed from the
fiscal cadastre. The change of the majority of present LIS have been following the
steps given Fig. I. Through reviewing the story about land taxation in the Old World,
more land was surveyed and mapped by the state for setting and recording land taxes
than for any other single purpose. The cadastre was instituted in early times as an
instrument of tax collection and it has maintained this function throughout its history.

Surveying
Technique

System
Type

Related

Technology

r

Small _

Large _

T'

fiscal- juridical -

T,g m"r
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and products. boundary
Tax-based
and right.
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policy support

1
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integrated
and intelligent
policy and
network.
strategy planning
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high-level
modeling
mu ltimedia, CALS

Fig.1 Land information development
Today, the fiscal cadastre is defined as an inventory of land parcels that provides the
information necessary to determine the value of each parcel and the tax due on it. The
applications of the fiscal cadastre are, however, more widespread and related to a
variety of land management functions. By the way, the current function of fiscal
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cadastre still keeps old characteristics and serious drawbacks which stem from
inaccurate information of tax payers, and inaccessible acquisition of updating data
about property transfers and changes of registered land area.
Modern fiscal cadastre often needs to connect with personal income register and
economic register for the purpose of integrated tax. Ostensibly, a fiscal cadastre
becomes a register containing all land value determinants for every tax parcel, together
with map delineating tax parcel boundaries. This line of reasoning leads to a
comprehensive a fiscal cadastre. Probably, this reasoning extends the term fiscal
cadastre too far from its original meaning. A new term will be needed.
2.2 Cadastral maps and land ownership
At the heart of a cadastral system, the important thing may be the issue of land
ownership. As a matter of fact, the land-title record system is an archive that makes it
possible to track changes in the configuration of parcels and to construct a "chain of
title" (NRC, 1983). In the context of these records, historical information pertains to
the nominal attribute of land ownership as well as transitional extent. The origin of
land record management and hence of land information system go back to antiquity.
But the origin of more aspect ofland tenure are far beyond the scope of this section.
From the viewpoint of the ownership' data in the cadastral map, the first nation-wide
land data map was established in Sweden in 1630 (Roger & Elizabeth, 1994),
consisting of geographic and geometric map. In fact, it was a great break-through that
there was a steady demand for maps for different purposes, and many areas were
regularly mapped in that times. This development was fortuitous and reflected the
increasing acceptance of the map as an administrative and judicial purpose, rather than
governmental desire for a systematic and continuous revision of the nation's maps
(Roger & Elizabeth, 1994).
As shown earlier, legal cadastres are associated with large-scale or even numerical
surveys where measurements could be shown. In addition, monumentation of
boundaries has been applied and mortgages, rights and more systematic property
evaluation have been registered. When management of properties and planning of land
have been widely introduced, the cadastres have undertaken to delineate land uses,
building conditions, zoning regulations and land development etc. The addition of
computer technology, in data storage, processing and data display and the variety of
the modern facilities has given new approach to multi-purpose cadastre.
3 Emphasis on information management
3.1 Cadastral maps and natural resource management
By the 1970s, the terms "Land Information System" and multi-purpose cadastre
were being used synonymously by some commentors. Since then, the distinction has
been made that a multi-purpose cadastre relates specifically to records based on the
proprietary land parcel and is a subset of the wider meaning of LIS . However, LIS may
also contain records of natural features such as soils, forests or of man-made
constructions such as pipelines or overhead cables (p.F.Dale & McLaughlin, 1988).
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In modern times, it may be one of the controversial issues in terms of the wiser
management of natural resources to meet growing human needs. There can be no
question but that additional large-scale utilization of natural resources is inevitable
over the foreseeable future . When considering the expected doubling of the world's
population in 25 years, we are faced with the need for a strategy which recognizes the
inevitability of growth, paired with conservation, which ensures the wise use of
natural resources in the long-term interests of mankind. Since then the rising demand
for the identification and protection of natural and cultural resources is resulting in
pressures to develop new program not only for the acquisition, transfer, and
withdrawal of publicly owned land, but also for the protection of such lands from
vandalism and trespass, planning and management for alternative uses, and the
regulations ofland uses (NRC, 1980).
Effective management of publicly owned lands requires a complete and accurate
inventory of all such lands pertaining to boundaries, areas, land uses, soil types,
vegetation types and other parameters. Modern land records and a supportive
continuing system are necessary to satisfy these needs (Bureau of land management,
1976). Moreover, modern multi-function-based land record systems will be required
for environmental natural resources and land-use planning purposes.
3.2 Information management strategy
The formulation of Information System (IS) strategies has become the dominant
concern of Information Technology (IT) managers in large and middle organizations.
Government agencies as well as private enterprises have traditionally had different
methods and strategies for the utilization of information technology. In general, a
enormous amounts of various incompatible software and hardware configurations have
existed in these organizations. For existence, digitizing and drafting as well as
documenting files have been included both in the map production and in planning
information system in terms of urban utilities, energy and building etc.

In municipality, building information system has been stored in the map production
and in the urban information management as a subset of land information system. As
a result of these circumstances, the expenses of developing and managing information
system have rapidly increased. However, many of the problems caused by duplicated
data and information can be resolved by appropriate corporate computing and system
integration among different groups and organizations.
Decision-making models and planning models should be developed in connection
with the growth of the data stores and aspects of information management strategy.
Otherwise, there is a risk that "Data Cemeteries" will be created with stored
information which if is seldom ever used, but, which still costs a lot of money to
maintain (Bjorn Sundstrom, 1986). On the other hand, land information systems are
generating a great deal of interests worldwide as organizations become aware of the
technology and its benefits. In particular, a GIS can be defined as a computer based
technology composed of hardware, software and data used to display and analyze
geographic related information. The LIS/GIS have been developed as a method to
integrate and synthesize different data types into a single map in order to summarize
geographic, socio-economic and various other parameters.
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Utilizations of LIS/GIS have been rapidly growing, primarily due to the interest from
a diverse set of users to various agencies. While the technology has boosted the its
powers and capabilities, the role of computer mapping system has proceeded from one
of just generating cartographic maps to one of aiding in decision analysis based upon
thematic mapping. However, although the computer based mapping began in the
1960s, the technology to support true LIS/GIS is only just emerging. In fact ,
formulating information systems strategy may be still more complex in LIS/GIS. The
term GIS not only has several variants but also has a broad spectrums of users. This
can lead to different softwares and hardwares as to technical workstations, spatial and
attribute relational databases, optical storage and mainframes etc.
To be able to improve information management strategy in LIS/GIS, we can
consider the strategy of using a simple diagram between information system and
information technology. Most organizations want to keep foremost technology
pertaining to information policies, information system policies, activities and
organization of information management etc. The delineation in Fig.2 between ends
and means or between applications and delivery is intended to clarity the concepts and
practices in strategy formulation .

Information System
Strategy

Information Technology
Strategy
charter

- Division and function based
- Demand oriented
- Surveying systems and
mapping business based

Infrastructure

- Activity based
- Supply oriented
- LIS/GIS technology
based

What needs?

How to apply?

Fig.2 Relationship between IS and IT
The major issue is about what we should do with the LIS/GIS technology in the
information system strategy, whereas the question is concerning how we can draw up
the roles of LIS/GIS in the information technology strategy. The IS strategy is
concerned primarily about aligning IS development with mapping business needs and
with seeking competitive advantage from IT.
In principle, it is formulated wherever mapping business, especially product-marketstrategy has been taken shape, typically at the level of the strategic mapping business
unit. In large and complex organizations, therefore, there may be several IS strategies
and they will be ultimate responsibility of each surveying and mapping business unit.
These strategies may be formulated through a planning methodology and should relate
in some way to the mapping business strategy.
They will comprise a mix of short-term essential and tactical applications, mediumterm and long-term visionary investments. The IT strategy is associated primarily with
technology policies and with procedures for "putting the management into IT". This
strategy becomes the charter, guidelines and modus operandi for the IT function
(Michael, 1988). There are likely to be fewer IT strategies than IS strategies in large
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and complex organizations, perhaps only one in a centralized surveying and mapping
business.
The IT strategy evolves continuously and comprises a mix of objectives, policies,
and procedures adapting to meet mapping users needs, technological changes, and
organizational reshapes. As mentioned above, it is in quite recent years that we think
of LIS/GIS technology as one of information systems and information technologies,
arising from the fact that they may be considered as the system functionality which
incorporates and integrates the sub-system aspects of CAD, AMlFM, graphic spatial of
geocoded data , DBMS and interactivity. Aspects of the LIS/GIS growth in the future,
recent forecast projection shows the overall use of computer mapping systems growing
significantly over the next few years with large growth expected within North America,
Europe and Far East (Michael .F, 1990).

IS Strategy
- what systems does the LIS/GIS need ?
- which systems can provide comparative ' \
priority for LIS/GIS ?
"--------

Information business level
/

.-------~--------,

Integration Strategy
- what information policies
and levels are we in LIS
and GIS ?
- what organization structure
and the corporate culture are
we pursuing ?
Integration
level

\

s, ~, ;"

IT Strategy
- what technology policy do
we needfor LIS/GIS?
- what is the best competitive
technology for LIS/GIS?
- how should we manage the
technology ?

Technological
level

..d M.pp;"

Strategy
- what product-activity p osition
are we undertaldng in LIS/GIS?
- what needs must we meet ?

II

,/

Mapping business level
Fig.3 Linkages between IT and mapping strategy
The major share of growth in the overall mapping market will be in the LIS/GIS
sector, with becoming the dominant mapping technology in the 1990s. In view of Fig.2
and through sti ll in LIS/GIS development process, a bird ' s eye view of the flows and
strategies between IT and surveying and mapping business need to be reviewed to
further understand the effects and influences toward information management. In close
corporation with the different sectors, some appropriate strategies can lead to cyclical
relationships by connecting related technology in LIS/GIS . Fig.3 shows the
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characteristics of cyclical linkages between IT and IS in connection with corporate and
mapping strategy.
To be able to attain this cyclical corporation, the IS and IT strategies together
become the activity for the IT function. In addition, the organizational, financial and
personnel plans will have their activity strategies for goals of surveying and mapping
with the process of close corporation among governments and a wide spectrums of
enterprises.
However, if full advantages of IT can be gained, the understanding about
potentiality of information industry should be boosted by means of assistance of
political and social groups so that the LIS/GIS technology can be considered as not
only one of strategies of national software industry, but also one of important tools
for monitoring national land development process and urban development.
4 Emphasis on land management and land policy
4.1 Land information system and land policy
In all countries, land is a basic resource with unique characteristics. Many activities,
related to human settlements which have been identified in the national policy
statement on land management, are concerned with land (Hessen, 1988). Land has a
close relationship with the economic values, social and religious aspects as well as land
ownership and right. Moreover, the modern concepts of sustainable development,
arising from the fears of over-population, over-exploitation of resource and pollution,
also reflect the viewpoint that land is one of natural resources which must be preserved
for future generations.
In principle, government land policy should include the sitting of infra-structure
balanced against relevant environmental conservations, and ensure that the cost of land
is affordable to needs for private and public sectors, arising from the facts that land and
property development for land policy remains highly volatile activities.
From the viewpoint of institutional perspectives, however, land policy consists of
socio-economic and legal prescriptions that dictate how the land and the benefits from
the land are to be allocated (P.F.Dale & McLaughlin, 1988). Land management
includes the formulation of land policy, the preparation of land development and land
use plans, and the administration of a variety of land-related programmes (P .F.Dale &
McLaughlin, 1988).
In the face of the increasing complexity of the human settlements, there have grown
up land information system for implementing the land policy and land management as
well as land-related planning and housing programmes as an integrated tool. On the
other hand, land policy has been significantly impacted by means of historical land
registration system, economic and institutional forces , social and political forces, and
has been viewed as a starting-point of national physical planning, and at the same time,
as a concurrent node from the housing programmes, building construction, surveying
and mapping and land information system.
By contrast, policy decision-makers and planners, sometimes, encounter various
parameters in the process of maturing plans and public policies when negotiating with
local authorities and different interest groups. It can often entail unexpected processes
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and decision-making because of, particularly, political compromises and privileged
social groups.
To be able to tackle the multi-complicated land problems, a rational approach to
policy decisions will be required to facilitate understanding of how LIS can be used in
land policy decision-making. In the LIS context, land policy, one of form of public
policies, is supported by policy analysis based on the application of scientific and
systematic methods or information models. In principle, the process of setting public
policies within a rational planning framework involves problem identification, analysis,
review and final decision by the appropriate decision-making authority. The
requirement for public involvement in the review process and the appropriate scope of
review varies between countries.
The role of LIS in this process will also vary. The role of policy decision-makers and
planners are to produce and analyze quality of information to aid in making effective
decisions on public policies. However, a fundamental problem concerning LIS is the
lack of knowledge about of data they provide. Several questions can be arised as to
what kind of land-related data they have handled, how they have collected and evolved
them, and what best integrated systems are and their veracities. Additional findings
emerging from current LIS technology are the communication paradigm of LIS with
respect to a new conceptual framework between LIS and land policy, the identification
of a gatekeeper in the LIS communication process and the classification of additional
vendors of LIS.
S. Conclusion

In this work, we have pointed that the decision about survey methods and techniques
are very crucial for the LIS . There are a wide variety of cadastral and topographic
surveys on the basis of development of system types and technological progresses. The
basic stages of technological transition from fiscal to high level of modeling for LIS are
indispensable to surveyors and policy-makers who are associated with implementation
of LIS. Each stage of cadastral development proves that cadastral map can playa
major role in not only collection and distribution of public interests, but also
integration of information about land.
In view of historic analysis and technical breakthrough of LIS, a LIS that fully
embraces functions of geographic information system, can operate on not only spatial
analysis and land use forecasts , but also institutional description pertaining to land
taxation and land ownership. Furthermore, current LIS can be regarded as one of
information systems and information technologies.
In conclusion, development elsewhere in LIS needs to be pursued towards
multipurpose LIS for decision-making in land policy and land management with the
help of high level of information modeling, benefiting from object-oriented
technologies.
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Abstract
Forest mapping has a long tradition of representing the landscape as a set of
discrete homogeneous compartments . Now commonly in digital form, these maps are
an important source of information for forest management planning. Often this model
is a poor approximation to the spatially continuous nature of the forest but at the same
time, one must recognize that sharp boundaries, either natural or manmade, do exist in
the forest landscape. To address this, we propose a new data model for representing
forestry information using a multi-band raster grid for forest variables and a separate
vector coverage of mixed polygons and poly lines for sharp edges. A geostatistical
approach to estimating forest variables using a combination of field sample plots and
satellite imagery is described that takes these edges into account. The boundaries are
created using automatic edge detection from satellite data complemented with existing
digitized fore~t maps.

1. Introduction
Maps for forest management planning have traditionally been based on a series
of non-overlapping and closed polygons. Each polygon has a numeric label, which is a
key to attributes in an associated database. The closed polygon data model has its
origins in hand-drawn maps with tables of attributes, but the same basic model still
exists in modem digital mapping systems. As a result, the smallest descriptive unit
addressable by computer-aided planning programs is a single polygon. In forestry
planning, these polygons are called compartments, treatment units, or stands and each
is considered homogeneous.
Among the drawbacks with this model is that parameters of interest for
management planning might actually vary continuously over the landscape. In this
case polygon boundaries are difficult to delineate, quite subjective and prone to errors.
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Also forest operations often do not follow the mapped boundaries, creating problems
for map update.
The question arises of whether these variables might be better represented by a
continuous surface 1 and stored as a raster grid. The introduction of a raster data
structure would also provide the basis for development of a new class of management
planning algorithms, capable of suggesting treatment units in a spatially flexible way.
But even if the boreal forest landscape is spatially continuos in many aspects, natural
and artificial boundaries do exist. These boundaries can be of various types: legal, past
treatments of forest stands, soil types, etc. A new data model is required that can
handle both of these extremes.
Some previous studies have addressed this question of which model is more
appropriate for forestry data ( e.g. Lowell 1996, Heuvelink and Huisman 1996) Using
data from the Canadian boreal forest, Lowell came to the conclusion that it is not
possible to regard forest volume as spatially continuous; it behaves more like a set of
polygons with inexact boundaries. Others also have proposed keeping the same
familiar closed polygons but allowing for some uncertainty in their boundaries (e.g.
Boucneau et. al. 1996). This can be modelled by using fuzzy set theory where each
polygon is assigned a level of membership to each class (Lowell 1994, Wang and Hall
1996). These models need a prior mapping of the parameter of interest as a map of
discrete and closed polygons. Values can then be determined for arbitrary locations or
on a raster grid taking the fuzzy boundaries in account.
We propose instead to use multiple raster layers with an appropriate grid size to
represent the forest data and keep information about sharp boundaries separately. Since
the forestry data will be carried by the raster layers, and the boundaries are stored as
separate lines with associated attributes, there is no longer a need for the boundaries to
form closed polygons. Among the potential advantages with this mixed data structure
is that both the spatially discrete, and the spatially continuous nature of the forest
landscape can be modelled, and that no additional effort has to be spent defining closed
polygons in places were no sharp boundaries exist.
The forest parameters can readily be estimated on a raster grid by a combination
of GPS-positioned field plots and remote sensing techniques. For example, regression
estimators (Hagner 1990) and the KNN-method (Tomppo 1993) have been used for
pixelwise estimates of forestry variables with field plots as ground truth. The accuracy
of the estimates might be improved if the spectrally based methods are combined with
spatial statistical models such as kriging (Wallerman et. aI., 1996). Here, we extend
this to include the known boundaries for making the estimates.
Cartographically, the raster part of the data structure can be represented as solid
colours, or possibly with symbols indicating tree size and species composition. The
edges can be represented as lines with different colours and patterns .
The aim of the present work is to describe how a spatially continuos database
with non-closed boundaries might be created by using a combination of kriging and
1 We intentionall y refer to a raster grid as a 'continuous surface' in contrast to a set of discrete polygons. The
raster grid values can be interpreted as a discrete samples of a continuously vary ing parameter and the reso lution
can, in theory, be arb itrarily small.
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remote sensing techniques. The aim is also to give a cartographic illustration of such a
database in poster form. A method of generating the edges semi-automatically and
using the boundary information in the kriging process is presented. Forest stem
volume (in m 3/ha) is used as an example. We do not attempt to evaluate the validity of
the data model or the accuracy of the estimates in this paper.

2. Material and Methods
Test data
The test site is a 550 ha forest estate near Uppsala, Sweden (Lat. 60°00 ', Long
17°08'). The Boreal forest in the area is dominated by Scots Pine (58%) and Norway
Spruce (36%). Parameters relevant for forestry were measured within circular plots
with 10 m radius. The plots were geo-positioned with differential GPS. A ltogether 677
plots were used. The plots were systematically located in clusters of four. The distance
between plots in the cluster was 50 m and the distance between clusters was 200 m.
Digital map data from a 1: 10000 forest management map were used to separate
forest areas from non-forest areas . Two digital SPOT satellite images were used: one
panchromatic and one multispectral image, both captured 94-07-07. The images were
geometrically precision-corrected (level 2C) to the Swedish National Grid.
Basic principle for the combined estimate
We have two sources of information for estimating forest variables: (I) spectral
values from the satellite sensor and (2) the spatial arrangement of the sample plot
measurements. Satellite spectral data have been shown to be strongly correlated with a
number offorest variables including stem volume (Poso et. al. 1987) . This implies it is
possible to predict these variables at arbitrary locations where the spectral values are
known. The measurements at the plot locations make it possible to interpolate at
locations between plots if the variables exhibit significant spatial autocorrelation.
Point interpolation from the sample plots can be done with kriging and the spectra l
information can be added with cokriging. In cokriging, an estimate is calculated using
spatial interpolation of a sparsely sampled primary variable (wood volume measured at
the sample plots) and a densely sampled secondary variab le that is correlated (the
spectral values from the satellite image). These methods are optimal in the sense that
the expected value of the residual sum of squares is minimised and the estimate is
unbiased (Cressie, 1991). Both require variogram models describing the expected
semivariance as a function of distance from the measurement location.
In previous work with this dataset, we found cokriging provided somewhat
better estimates than either kriging alone or estimates from the spectral data Ilsing
least-squares regression (Wallerman et. aI. , 1996). Still, the resid ual errors were
relatively large and we concluded that it may be improper to app ly spatia l interpolation
without regard to the boundaries that exist in the area. For this reason, we have
investigated methods of using separately stored edge information to control the spatial
interpolation process. The result is an estimation method that combines spatial
interpolation, spectral data, and edge information.
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Generation and representation of edges
Sharp boundaries or edges in the map are represented by a mixture of vector
polylines and polygons and indicate an abrupt transition from one ground cover type to
another. In areas where changes are gradual, there is no attempt to impose an arbitrary
boundary just for the purpose of closing a polygon. A coverage with these boundaries
can be generated from existing GIS data, manual digitizing, automatic extraction from
image data, or from a combination of these sources.
In this study we use boundaries automatically extracted from spot panchromatic
imagery and polygons digitized from a I: 10000 forest cover map . Closed polygons
from the forest cover map are used only to delineate forest/non-forest areas. It is the
boundaries extracted from the spot imagery that are of primary interest for controlling
the spatial interpolation. This is because they are (potentially) current, and can give an
objective and quantitative measure of the edges we seek.
For automatic extraction of boundaries we are using Canny edge detection
(Canny, 1986). This is a gradient-based approach commonly used for determining
outlines of objects in computer vision. Automatic edge detection is not widely applied
in remote sensing because it often needs to be fo llowed by a complex and subjective
' object recognition ' phase in order to extract topology from the image. However,
gradient-based methods like Canny edge detection are well suited for our purpose
since we are interested only in determining sharp transitions of any kind, i.e. areas
where the image gradient is a maximum. It is unnecessary to try to completely close
the boundaries or recognize the objects.
Canny edge detection has three basic steps: (I) Calculation of Gaussiansmoothed orthogonal image gradients, (2) non-maximum suppression of the gradient
magnitude, and (3) edge follow ing with hysteresis. Calculation of image gradients is
commonly done by applying a Gaussian smoothing filter to the image followed by
separate X and Y Sobel gradient kernels. In our implementation we determine
floating-point weights for 9x9 Gaussian spatial derivative kernels directly and apply a
single convolution for each direction. Non-maximum suppression scans through the
gradient magnitude image and keeps only those pixels that are maximum in their own
gradient direction. This has the effect of thinning broad gradients to keep only the
centre ridge. The final step, edge following with hysteresis, requires an upper and
lower threshold. Starting from all edge points that are above the upper threshold, the
edge is tracked until its magnitude drops below the lower threshold . Thresholds set far
apart tend to generate few very long edges, whereas thresholds close together will
generate a greater number of shorter edge segments.
After detecting these edges, we convert them from raster pixel chains to vector
polylines. First each pixel chain is converted to a vector chaincode (a polyline with a
node at each pixel center), the chaincode is smoothed, and redundant points along a
near-straight line are removed . These polylines can then be edited with standard vector
editing software. Editing mostly consists of splitting lines that don ' t belong together,
joining shorter line segments where needed, and closing nearly closed polygons. Note
this editing step is necessary and desirable as quality control on the extracted
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boundaries. The process is not intended to be fully automatic and allows integration of
edge information from other sources.
Spatial interpolation with boundaries
Interpolation methods use some search strategy to select a number of sample
points with which to calculate a weighted average. Typical search strategies use a
radius to identify all candidate points, then select some maximum number from this list
based on their distance to the estimation point. The problem is that not all of the points
within the search radius may be appropriate for the interpolation. In fact when it
comes to obtaining good estimates, deciding which samples are relevant for the
estimation of a particular point may be more important than the choice of an estimation
method (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989). In this study we use the vector layer
representing sharp edges to determine which sample points are relevant. The basic
premise is that one should not use a sample point in the interpolation if it lies on the
opposite side ofa sharp boundary as your estimation location (fig. I) .

•
•
Figure I : Data point selection for interpolation at the pos ition marked by
the square is determined by the boundaries within the search radius. The
shaded data points would be rejected as being on the 'opposite side' of the
two boundaries shown.

In practice, determining if the estimation point and candidate data point are on
the same side of all boundaries is rather complex for arbitrary shapes and
configurations. For closed polygons, it is sufficient to count the number of
intersections of the line-of-sight between the estimation and data point with the
polygon boundary (provided you account for the case where the line passes exactly
through a polygon node) . An odd number of crossings means one point is inside, the
other is outside and the point would be rejected. An even number of crossings means
both points are either inside or outside and the data point would be kept. Counting the
number of intersections alone is not sufficient if the polygons are not closed. In this
case you can assign a direction to the polyline as a path from one end node to the other.
Then examine the first intersection (closest to the estimation point) and the last
intersection (closest to the data point) and determine if the two points are left or right
of the directed polyline.
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3. Results
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Fig 2(a). Spot XS band I illlage over study area with
sample plot positions lIIarked.
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detection to delineate sharp bOllndaries in the
image.
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Fig 3(0). ReslIlts of applying ordinary kriging to
estilllate wood volume (111 3/IICI) on a 20111 raster grid
IIsing the salllple plot llleasurelllents. (Search radius
600111, lIIinilllum 4, lIIaximlllll 32 salllpies.)
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Fig 3(b). Ordinwy kriging with boundaries.
Data poillts 0 11 the opposite side of edges fro m
the estimatioll point are rej ected. (Search
radills 600m, minimum 2, lIIaximllm 32
samples.)

4. Discussion
In this study we present a new data model, methods for generating the raster
estimates and the vector boundaries, and a procedure for incorporating edge
information into spatial interpolation. Further research should be undertaken to
evaluate the precision and accuracy of the estimates. This may be done by using a new
set of sample plots where the forest stem volume is estimated and compared with the
measured ('true') volume, both at point locations and over larger areas.
Gradient-based edge detection methods typically produce a ' double line' around
linear features in the image such as roads or narrow corridors. The two sides have to
be considered as a single boundary if you want to allow interpolation to proceed across
these narrow features with our current method (e.g. a road passing through a
homogeneous forest stand) . This can be accomplished by simply joining the double
line at one end.
The use of thresholds in the hysteresis stage of edge detection is somewhat
problematic when it comes to specifying a robust operational procedure. The
thresholds currently depend on input image scaling which is determined by
atmospheric and other effects during image acquisition. Further research should be
done that would allow specification of these thresholds in terms of a measurable scene
parameter such as the desired edge density, average edge length, etc. A supervised
approach that would allow selection of minimum and maximum tolerance from within
the image itself may also be possible.
The variogram models we used for kriging with boundaries were fit to sample
variograms that did not take these boundaries into account. This is not strictly correct
and we are probably overestimating the semivariance. It should be possible to use the
same line-of-sight criteria described for interpolation to determine valid data pairs for
the sample variogram calcu lation. That is, only data pairs on the same side of
boundaries should be used for the sample variogram . This change should actually
result in a stronger observed spatial autocorrelation of measured variables and better
estimates .
Boundaries in the landscape can be of many different types and their attributes
under the proposed data model can reflect this. Some may be closed polygons where
appropriate but there is no longer a requirement that they must be. An appropriate
subset of the boundaries can be selected using database queries for different purposes.
In interpolation, for example, only a subset of the boundaries might be appropriate for
some forest variables.
A new way of planning forestry operations would be possible using this new
data structure. The benefits of applying a certain operation on the forest may be
estimated in each raster cell. Using these estimates, the pixels can be clustered into
treatment areas just prior to the operations. This dynamic determination of treatment
areas will increase the possibilities to regard the varying economical and biological
constraints of the logging operations. The higher resolution of the forest information
also increases the possibilities to map smaller-scale activities.
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Abstract
The paper deals with the question, whether the selection of settlements could be
formalized. The selection of settlements for positioning on maps is an important
part of map compilation. The specific problems of this process are shown and
analyzed by using a concrete example, the selection and lettering of settlements
of a topographic map of Austria at a scale of 1:1million. If we understand the
problem, we can develop solutions for formalization and automatization.

Introduction
The ability to formalize is a basic requirement for automating cartographic
processes, not only for cartographic generalization, but also for defining expertsystems. The so-called reverse-engineering attempts to analyze, to compare and
to reproduce cartographic operations and processes, but first we have to
establish, whether the cartographic knowledge can be characterized as structural
andlor procedural. Otherwise we have to admit, that cartography works with a lot
of individual solutions and with only a few clear and exact knowledge and
formulas.
The paper will focus on the selection and lettering of settlements. The selection
and lettering of villages, towns and cities is a typical cartographic task. To solve
the problem, some premises and preconditions - such as scale, purpose, theme,
cartographic methods, graphic density - must be defined. Some answers to the
questions "Can the problem be exactly defined?" and "Can the solution be
subdivided into steps?" will be given. The main topic to be dealed with is the
question "Which criteria have an influence on the problem?" The criteria have to
be tested on their efficacy and validity. In addition to quantitative (e.g population)
and qualitative criterias (e.g . importance of a geographic locality for orientation),
the graphic criterias are also decisive in solving the problem.
The chances of developing an executable system, considering the described
restrictions, will be given in a conclusion.
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Definition of the problem
Every map has a scale. The scale determines operations of generalization.
Map compilation causes among other processes the selection of all relevant
settlements for the preparation of the map and the lettering .
An analysis of the problem shows, that it has to be subdivided into parts:
Problem 1

Semantic Problem
Exact definition of place features

Problem 2

Methodical Problem
Cartographic and geographic selection of settlements

Problem 3

Cartographical - Technical Problem
Positioning and lettering

This paper deals with the problem of selection . The definition of some premises
is necessary to enable a research on the problem of selection.
- The definition of place features and their quantitative attributes are not
questioned
- A technical solution for automated lettering is supposed to be solved and
practicable
First of all the introductional parameters of map compilation have to be defined .
These parameters have an direct impact on the process of selection . The
parameters are scale,purpose, theme,graphical variables and density of element
presentation (map style).
Figure 1 shows identical parts of different topographic maps of Austria at the
same scale. The selection has been determined by individual graphical
presentation style.
Figure 1: Topographic map of Austria 1:1,000.000 (detail) of Institute of Cartography, Vienna and Swiss
Federal Office of Topography, Wabern (Reproduziert mit Bewilligung des BA f. Landestopograpr. v. 5.3.97)
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If it is possible to achieve some knowledge about the contents and the substance
of selection processes, it is necessary to integrate and prove this knowledge in
the overall scheme of map compilation and consider the influence and the
combination of all other map elements.

Selection of settlements
As an important part of a geographic research project in Austria called "Austria Space and Society" the Institute of Cartography of Vienna University of
Technology is responsible for the design of a geometry database of Austria at a
scale of 1: 1 million. This database serves as a source for various derived maps
at different scales and with different themes.
For the production of a map as a derivation from the geometry database the
selection and lettering of settlements have to be done.
Premises
The following premises are postulated:

- The selection applies to a topographic map of Austria at a scale of 1:1 million
In this way the introductional parameters scale, purpose and area are defined.
Adjacent parts of neighbouring countries are treated different.

- The reference units are "Ortschaften", settled and populated place features
Statistical data normally refer to administrative areas. Administrative areas are
spatial entities, consisting of settlements and other -non-settled- areas. Figure 2
shows two different types of settlements. One example shows a closed built-up
settlement area. The statistical data to the administrative units are ident to the
settlement data. The other example shows the region of "Bregenzerwald" with
small place features. The populated places are widely distributed and small,
even the main village. But the high population number of the administrative area,
as the summary of all populated places, would determine a symbolization class
for small towns.
Figure 2: Different types of settlements; Oggau(Burgenland), Egg(Vorarlberg)
(Vervielf!lltigt mit Genehmigung des BA f. Eich- u. Vermessungswesen in Wien , L 70 .081/97)
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Therefore statistical data of administrative areas have no significance concerning
structure and quantity of settlements. The Austrian Federal Statistical Agency
divides all municipalities to place features and provides demographic data for
this small units, the so-called "Ortsverzeichnis".

- Demographic and other statistical data should relate to settlements

- A homogeneous graphical density should be obtained
Criterias of selection
There are three main groups of criterias noticeable, which have influence on the
process of selection. The same groups are noticeable by analysing the work of a
cartographer.
a. quantitative criterias
b. qualitative criterias
c. graphical criterias

Quantitative Griterias
Quantitative criterias are measurable units. The most important criteria for the
selection of settlements is the number of population. Quantitative criterias can be
used for a first selection. Therefore the number of population should not relate to
administrative areas but to settlements as mentioned above. For special topics
and thematic maps some other quantitative criterias like number of employees,
number of companies, number of commuters, height of tax yields etc. are useful.
The number of inhabitants is a plausible indicator for the importance of settlements.
a. absolute importance
Settlements with a high population have a great importance. This correlation is
true, if the number of population is very high and the importance is defined for an
area and a scale. Only the number of population authorize for instance Vienna,
Graz, Linz or Salzburg as important for a topographic map of Austria at a scale
of 1:1 million. A high number of population is an indicator for economical, cultural
or adminstrative functions of a settlement too . The definition and analysis of the
term "importance" is subject of a part of geography, dealing with the central place
theory.
For the selection of settlements due to quantitative criterias the definition of a
threshold value is necessary. The threshold value first of all depends on the geographical area to be presented . For example at arid regions of Algeria the
threshold values will be of course different from the threshold values of European
conurbations. The definition of a threshold value has to be empirical under consideration of scale and theme of the map and the heteorogenity of distribution of
population.
The result of a quantitative selection is either
- The threshold value is very high because of the density at conurbations, just a
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few settlements are selected
or
- The threshold value is defined because of the typical distribution of settlements
without considering conurbations. For conurbations special values have to be
established .
For the topographic map of Austria at a scale of 1: 1million the threshold value
for selection due to absolute quantitative criterias has been set to 10.000 inhabitants.
Figure 3: Result of a selection (only quantitative criterias of absolute importance
are used)

b. relative importance
The number of population of a settlement in relation to the neighbouring place
features could be used as an indicator for its importance and as a criteria for
selection. A comparison of settlements have to be strictly limited on local areas.
Big differences of number of population at a local area (for instance an alpine
valley or a basin) help to select the main settlements at this area, if they haven't
been selected by absolute quantitative criterias.
The result of a selection of settlements due to quantitative criterias including
threshold values is, that the main settlements of an area are selected . As shown
before, the threshold value has to be relatively high . This is the reason why there
is a significant need of more selection criterias.
Qualitative Criterias
For the selection of more settlements we have to consider qualitative criterias.
A selection due to quantitative criterias doesn't consider geographical, economical, historical or social criterias . Many settlements have an importance
relatively independent from their number of population. Many small settlements
are important as reference pOints for orientation because of their geographical
location, for instance at the end of a valley, at an intersection of important railways or roads or at a summit of a pass. An example should illustrate the
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problem: a settlement at the end of an alpine valley is often the end of main
traffic network. Because of some geographical reasons (altitude, morphology,
climate etc.) the living and economical conditions are often restricted and the
development of settlements is obstructed . The small settlement at the end of the
valley and at the end of the main traffic network has a higher importance for
orientation than a settlement with even higher number of population down the
valley. The priority of selected settlements independent from number of
population is increasing with the decrease of population density and the increase
of isolation of geographical position. The priority for selection of an oasis at the
Sahara or a port at Greenland is relatively independent from their number of
population.
An overview about groups of qualitative criterias used at the OEKIS-project:
- Political status
- Administrative functions
- Secular functions
- Educational functions
- Traffic functions
- Economical functions
- Touristical functions
- Geographical functions
- Historical functions
Qualitative criterias are not measurable. They are of nominal data scale. Therefore it is impossible to define a general rule . The "fuzzy" nature of the criterias
impede the possibility of formalization .
But a selection due to qualitative criterias has to consider the characteristics of
space and theme .
Graphical Griterias
The selection of settlements as a result of quantitative and qualitative criterias
covers all main settlements and settlements with special functions. Normally this
selection will not produce a homogenous distribution in terms of graphical density
and distance between the items. As the last criteria it is possible to fill the
graphical gaps by selecting additional settlements. This settlements are selected
because of aesthetical and graphical reasons only. The selection due to
graphical criterias depends on density of map elements, combination with other
elements, graphical variables of lettering and the distances of all map elements.
Optionally a definition of a threshold value of minimum number of population
could be useful.

Chances of formalization
All selection criterias depends on graphical factors and the interrelationships of
the map elements. Only the settlements selected due to absolute quantitative
criterias are independent from graphics. Every other selected item has to
consider the interrelationship - place and distance of the settlements.
For the realization of the process of selection the neighbouring elements and the
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graphical consequences of the potential positions have to be tested.
The following principles could be used:
- with increasing distance from a selected settlement the hunt and search for the
next item should increase
- with increasing distance from a selected settlement the significance of quantitative criterias is decreasing
- with decreasing distance from a selected settlement the significance of
qualitative criterias is increasing
As a next step of this research project the validity of this principles will be tested.
Finally the requirement of space for the symbol and the lettering of the settlement
at the map is decisive for a cartographic realization of selection . The graphical
variables of lettering (font height, font style etc.) are important factors in this
context.
The mentioned methodical considerations enable to formulate a concept of formalization:
Definition of scale, area and theme of the map
Step 1
Definition of threshold values and qualitative criterias
Step 2
Selection due to quantitative criterias
Step 3
Selection due to qualitative criterias
Step 4
Selection due to graphical criterias
Step 5
Verification and correction
Step 6

Conclusion
The selection of settlements is analysed due to its chance of formalization . It is
shown, which criterias are influencing the problem. The question, whether the
problem can be divided into sections, is discussed . Finally it is analysed, whether
the human capacity of integrating and synergeting used at the process of
selection, could be replaced by schematic steps.
It could be noted in advance, that the main barrieres for solving the problem of
formalizing the selection of settlements are the missing knowledge about the
criterias and their effects and the unclear and vague definition of importance and
priority of settlements.
An automatization with the named restrictions using the criterias mentioned
above and considering the named restrictions is however possible. It is impossible to achieve the same results as a cartographer with a system working automatically. But maybe the interactive part of the work could be reduced significantly.
Finally it may be said, that all criterias can describe the problem only insuffiCiently. The analogue work of a cartographer has a direct impact on the quality
of a map. Every formalization and automatization means independence from
individuality, with all resulting consequences.
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Abstract In this paper, th e a uthor will introd uce the digital prod ucthn
process a nd characteristics of The Water Conservancy Atlas of Jia ng Su
Province , discus s relative technical m ethod s and production softwares. The
st ru ct ur e a nd layout s tyle of th e atlas ,the various s pecifica tion s a nd rules
used in the digital production process as well as the softwa res d evelop ed fo r
th e digital production will also be presented in the article .

A brief

conclusion for the digital production of the atlas will be given at th e end of
th e paper .

In 1996, the Depa rtm en t of Cartography of Zh e ngzhou In stit ute of
S urveyi ng a nd Mapping und ertoo k the compilation a nd production t ask of
The Water Conservancy Atlas of Jia ng Su Provi nce . The a tlas is a thematic
one which offers a de tailed pr ese ntatio n of water conseva ncy facilitie s a nd
water conservancy achievements of Jia ng Su Province. The a tlas was
produced with digital method and base d on Inte rgraph map production
sys t e m . Th e s ize of the atlas is B5. The a tlas consists of 182 s h eets of map s
a nd 240 pages . It w as publis h ed a t the e nd of 1996. The whole work lasted
one year a nd the time for co mpila tion, digitizin g, checking, m odi fica tion,
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sc ree ned film output and r eproduction was 9 months.

1. The structure and layout style of the atlas
Th e W a t er Cons ervancy Atlas of Jia ng Su Province is composed of
introductor y map s , water con se rva ncy m a ps of prefectur es and counties as
well as w a t e r con s erva ncy inform a tion . The introductor y m a ps in clude aprovincia l a dminis trative m a p , a provincia l traffic m a p , the w a t e r fe atur es
a nd wat e r conse rva ncy fac ilities dis tribution m ap of Jia ng S u Pr ovin ce , 7
s h ee ts of dr a in age map s a nd 18 kind s of wa ter con s er va ncy th em a ti c m a ps of
th e w h ole province . W a t e r conserva nc y map s of prefectur es a nd counties
co ns is t s of 13 s h ee t s of prefectur al wa t er cons ervancy m a ps, 65 s h eet s of
wa t e r co nse rva n cy m aps of counties a nd 65 s heets of city a nd t o wn m a ps.
Wa t er co nse rvancy informa tion con s is ts of water con se rva ncy introduction
of Jia ng Su Province, 13 pr efe ct ur es a nd 65 counties . T h e in form a tion t a bl es
of prim a ry river s a nd la k es of Jia ng Su Province are a ls o a pp ea r ed in the
a tlas .
As to th e la yout s tyle a nd ch a r acteris tics of th e atlas, th e fi rs t
ch a ract e r is t ic w as that th e symbols in th e atlas were des ig ned to legible ,
pr ac tical and a rtis ti c. Th e s ymbolization of wa ter conse rva ncy fa cilities a nd
wa t e r fea tures w as obvious a nd dis tinct. A numb e r of s ymbols of wa t e r
fea tures we r e k ept th e s am e with conventional repr es entation method. Th e
seco nd o ne w as that th e a tlas was produced with dig it al t echnique . In th is
way , w e wer e co n ve nient t c edit a nd modify m a p conte nts a nd ra pid to
ge ne r a t e color proofin gs as well as pUblication-quality film s . In add ition, we
a lso obta in ed dig ita l m aps a nd co lo r proofing im age of th e a tlas. Th ey a r e
ve r y use ful to r evis ion a nd republication of the a tlas aft e rw a rds. The third
o ne was th at the a ccuracy, truth f uln ess and currentn ess w e r e e mph as ized in
th e pr odu ction process of the a tlas. Th e contents on a ll m a ps w er e ch eck ed
thr ee tim es by l oca l wat er con se rva n cy t echnicia ns and r eleva nt pe rs on s .
Th e a tl as w as print ed in four printin g ink s , i. e . yellow, m age nta , cya n a nd
black .

2. The digital production process of the atlas
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The Water Conservancy Atlas of Jiang Su Province was m ade with
digital method , the adva ntages for doing in this way were >mentioned a bove .
Besides ,the following two aspects of reaso n were a lso ve ry important. First
we h ad acc umulated a lot of dig ital production experiences in th e pas t
seve ral years and the technique in this aspect was practica l and mature.
Next our department h as a se t of Intergraph map production sys t e m
M a pse tter 2000. All these made us confident to fulfil s uch task . Th e digital
production workflow of th e atlas was s hown as Fig . 1. Th e whole processs
was devided into three s teps , that is, compilation, map contents capture and
publication process.

map fea tures capture

ed iting and
modi fication

and symboli zation

generating
screen proofing

publication

process

Fig. 1

screened film
o utput

digital production workflow of

~
~

printing and
publication

the atlas

In the practical production of the atlas, main materials for compilation
were not ideal a nd th e typ es of materia ls were not unanimous ,in addition,
no s uitable existing map d at abase coule be used, so we had to use th e
ma nual method to fulifl compilation. In this wa y, students were easy to
select th e contents of maps and control map quality. Wh e n compiled map s
were finished, the following work was map feature s capture. According to
existing techniques and the characteristics of Intergraph map production
sys tem, we used M icros tation 5. 0 to implement map capture ,sym bolization
and map graph editing. Egiht 586 or 486 computers and 6 Calcomp digitizers
were put into use.
In order to make the digitizing and modification mor e efficie nt. so m e
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reas onal specifications and rules of map capture w ere formulated. A lot of
sy mbol m e nus were made a nd they were pasted on digitizer t a bles . Each
ite m of the menus was corresponding to a co ncr ete m ap feat ur e or symbol.
Digitizin g work becam e convenient a nd flexible with this method. The time
for digitizin g a nd editing a s h ee t of map of s ize B5 was a bout 2 days.
The last ste p of digital production was to process the digitized data in
Interg ra ph m a p production sys t e m . As we known, the data for mat of
M icrostation w as vector «nd it s hould be cha nged to r aster data fo rm a t.
Since each kind of ma p feature which had a s pecial publication re quire m e nt
s hould h ave a n individual ras t e r file, vector file had to b e abstracted in
layer. M a n y raster files were combined to a color proofing image file a nd
fo ur color-separated, sc r ee nd compos ite ras ter data files a t las t with the
h elp of publica tion s oftw a re MAP PU BLISHER. A s pe cification table was
filled in, which included priority, feature dis play colors and perce nt of ink.
Priority was used to d efin e the order in which data was processed. Feat ur e
display colo rs refered to th e red ,g re en a nd blue color co mbination s used to
ge nera t e a dis play image. P erc e nt of ink rang ed from
represented

ye llow , m age nta, cyan

a nd

black

at o

lOO,and 4 values

correspondingly. Three

software s were us uall y used for map data publication process in Intergrapy
syste m and th ey were ras terization software IPLOT, map publication
softwa re MAP PU BLISHER a nd ras t er dis play and editing softwar e 1/
R AS32.

3. Some specifications and rules formulated in digital process
Four s pecification and rules were formulated in th e digital production
of the atlas. The rol e of th ese s pecification s was to defin e the la ye r in w hich
a certain feat ur e loca t ed , to determine th e order of feat ur e digiti zed a nd put
forwa rd th e pr ocessing m ethods fo r th e relations a mon g m ap feat ur es . They
plan ed an important role in digital production of the atlas.
T a k ing a n exa mple of p erfectur e and county wa t e r conservancy m ap,
feat ur e laye rs were defi ned as following (o nl y seve r al represe ntative laye rs
we r e lis t ed).
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1·

m a rgin

2:

sea s hor e

3·

lak e , r es ervoir ,double lin e rive r

6:

s in gle -line river

12 :

th e boundaries of pr efectu re

16 :

r a ilw ay

26:

bla ck point symbols

34 :

blue lette rpr ess of w at er fea ture

If th e b o und a ry of a n a r ea was composed of fe a tur es which in differ e nt

layer s a nd th e area s hould be filled with a tint in digitizin g process , th e
op e r ators s hould cop y th ese featur es to a ce rta in la yer and form a closed fillcolored polyg on. A s t o single lin e rive r , its thickn ess s hould be adjus t ed
prop e rly while it w as digitizin g .
Owin g to h a vin g d a t a p rocess on Inte r g r aph work s tation ,s om e s p eciaJ
digitizin g m e thod s w e re used in the dig ita l production. The cir cle symbols of
tow ns a nd villages w e r e passe d throu g h b y th e symbols of roads a nd
hig h ways , a nd for th e sam e r eas on th e symbols of brid ge w e re passed
throu g h b y the symbols of rive r s. Th e continuous ness of roa ds a nd rive rs
could b e ke pt and a lot of tim e was saved .

4. The introduction of several specific softwares developed for
the digital production
A lot of problem s and t echnical t r oubles w hich could not be solved by
exis tin g s oftw a re w e re s till me t in the dig ital production , s u ch as Chin ese
ch a racte r inputin g a nd no t in g, sy mbols s ubs titutin g, mixed pla cin g of
Chin ese t ext and m a p g raph es ,a nd s o on . A se ries of prac ti cal soft wa r es h ad
bee n d evelop ed for s olving th ese kinds of t e chnicial problem s . Th ey we r e
lis t ed as belo w :
• Chin ese cha ra cte r s inputin g a nd noting s oftw a r e
• S y mbols s ub s titutin g s oft wa r e
• Mixe d pla cing s oftwar e for chinese t ext and map g ra ph es
• Menu a pplica tion s oftw a re
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• Date format transforming s oftware
• Data process ing software on Intergraph workstation
The softwares from 1 to 3 were developed with MDL language in
Microstation. The fourth one was writen in UCM language and this part of
s oftware included more than 800 UCM programs. The fifth was writen in C
language on PC computer and the last was writen in command line language
of IPLOT software on Intergraph workstation.
The software of Chinese character inputing and noting offered three
kind s of methods for Chinese character inputing, that is, phoneticization •
five s trokes and text file. The methods 1 and 2 were used for single charater
inputing .and the third for inputing of a large number of characters. When a
Chinese character text file was readed in the software. each character
(string) was placed on a line ,moving scroll bar up and down to select the
character (string)which you want and placing it in proper position. After the
placement of one character (string) was finished, the next was actived
automatically. The font ,size and direction of character could be adjusted at
any time.
Symbol substituting soft.ware was used to substitute a certain symbol
with another symbol on whole map. Substituting proces s could be executed
interactively or in batches. It happened usually when the size and the layer
of certain symbols needed to be adjusted and modified.

5. Conclusion
The digital production of Water Conservancy Atlas of Jiang Su
Province had following advantages, fastness ,high-quality ,easy-modification
and various production s. A great deal of manual work was s ubstituted by
advanced

softwares

and

techniques.

This

kind

of digital

production

technique will be applied widely and more and more maps will be produced
with this method in the future.

Reference (omitted)
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1. Introduction
The National Land Survey of Finland started the capture of the nationwide geographic
data to the Topographic Data System in the year 199 1 as a part of the mapping process.
The Topographic Database was created together with the computed aided map
production system of the Basic Map of Finland. The Topographic Database covers at
the moment about 60 % of Finland and will be completed by the year 2001. The
Topographic Data System is the basis of the production including printed maps and
data products in several map scales. The most used digital map databases of the
Topographic Data System are the Basic Map data in raster format (Basic CD), road
networks (Road Database), contour lines, digital elevation model, administrative
boundaries and small-scale map databases.
The use of digital map data is expanding . In Finland the main customers are
authorities, governmental organizations and defense forces as well as forest, electricity,
telecommunication and transport companies. The group of customers is likely to
increase and be from a wider field of activities in the future . This is because of the
development of GIS tools and of the availability of geographic data in a form easy to
use and to transfer.
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This paper discusses the development and the use of the digital map data products of
the National Land Survey of Finland and the impact of the customers to this
development. The most important properties that the customers expect of the digital
map data are the quality, especially positional accuracy and logical consistency as well
as the currency and a full coverage. The experiences and needs of the main customers
using digital map data have been researched in several questionnaires and interviews
by the NLS . The research of the utilization of the data provided by Topographic Data
System is an ongoing project in the Finnish Geodetic Institute.

2. From terrain to a product
The main task of the National Land Survey of Finland (NLS) is to produce geographic
and environmental information for the needs of customers and society. The main map
product of the NLS has been the Basic Map 1:20 000. In the last years the NLS has had
many organizational changes. These changes have been made because of economical
and productional reasons. The production of the Basic Map has been renewed and the
development of the Topographic Data System has become the basis of the map
production /1/.
2.1. The Topographic Data System
The Topographic Data System is a system
- for compilation, updating and storing of the geographic data and
- for production and distribution of the digital geographic map products /3/.
The Topographic Data System is based on the topographic data model /3/, quality
model /4/, quality manual /5/ and a concept of data products (product model).
The Topographic Data System consists of the Topographic Database (TDB) containing
the most detailed topographic data with nationwide coverage and the map databases
generalized from the TDB. The production of the Basic Map of Finland 1:20000 has
been based on the TDB since 1993 and the production of the topographic map 1:50
000 since 1994.
The topographic data model defines over one hundred feature classes in 12 feature
groups. The TDB data is feature based, structured vector data. The main map user
groups had a chance to evaluate the topographic data model before it was
implemented. The instructions for the topographic data compilation describe how the
topographic data is collected, updated and generalized.
The quality model describes the quality elements and parameters that are defined for
the digital topographic data. The quality model also sets the quality requirements for
the topographic data used in the digital map production. In the quality model the
topographic data is divided into two quality classes.
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The quality manual defines the procedures and processes of the Topographic Data
System including the structure of the organization as well as resources, functions and
responsibilities.
The product model describes the standard graphic and digital products that are
produced from the TDB data.
2.2. Digital map products of the NLS today
The NLS has a considerable amount of digital databases and data products. The data is
supplied to the customers under a non-transferable license. Copyright is reserved to the
NLS and publishing needs a special permission. At the moment there are three groups
of licenses, which vary by the number of the users in the organization. The following
digital topographic data products are derived from the Topographic Data System /7/:
Data products (data format, per cent of coverage):
- Topographic Database (vector, 60%)
- Map Database 1:20 000 (vector, 60%)
- Map Database 1:50 000 (vector, 40%)
- Small-scale Map Databases (vector, 100%): 1: 100 000 (25%), 1:250000,
1:500000, 1: 1 Million, 1:2 Million, 1:4,5 Million
- Nordic Map Database 1:2 Million (vector, 100%)
- Road Database (vector, 100%)
- Digital Elevation Model (raster, 100%)
- Land Use and Forest Classification (raster, 100%)
- Cadastral Boundary Map (vector, 80%) (is not derived from the Data System)
CD-products:
- Basic Map CD (PerusCD)
- Nordic Map CD
- Topographic Map 250 CD
- Contour CD
- Topographic Map 50 CD
WWW-services :
- Map Site (for citizens and for professionals)

In addition to these standard products, which have a fixed price, special products can
be made by customer's order.
2.3. User based steps in the development of the topographic data products
Opinions of the users of the geographic data have been collected in the following
stages of the development of the Topographic Data System and products:
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- Questionnaire about the features in the topographic data model, containing the
requirements of the positional accuracy and the currency of the data /3/.
- Research of customers' needs for digital products based on the Topographic
Data System /2/.
- Research of the utilization of the data provided by the Topographic Data
System. The aim of the ongoing project is to produce instructions for the
customers for efficient use of the digital map products.

3. The Use of the Digital Map Data
3.1. The customers
NLS provided the first large digital database to a forest company in 1994. Recently the
interest in GIS has grown and a considerable market for digital geographic data has
emerged. The main growing user groups are authorities and governmental
organizations, defense forces as well as forest, electricity, telecommunication and
transport companies /2/.
Investments in GIS and in the digital map products has until now been only an interest
of the professional map data users and those who are able to pay for the development
costs. The users of the digital map data can also be divided into customers who are
using map data covering the whole country and into customers operating with small
area coverage. Customers' professionality to utilize digital map data in their systems
differs very much . On the other hand customers ' knowledge of the available map data
is in general small, that is mainly an assignment of an insufficient marketing.
3.2. Research of the data products of the future
In 1995 a temporary working group was established to research the customers' needs
for digital products based on the Topographic Data System /2/. The market of digital
geographic data was still in a pre-market stage, but it was time to consider the needs of
the market of the future and to collect and evaluate visions of new products. Several
trends were indicating the expansion of the market of digital data: the GPS-systems
becoming cheaper and more common, the introduction of relatively economic GISsoftware running on PC environments, automobile navigation and route optimization
applications becoming available, efforts to integrate GIS with standard office tools, the
outbreaks of hypermedia, Internet technology and mobile communication, the national
and international programs for information society and information superhighways
combined to the fact that a sufficient amount of digital topographic data was already
captured and available.
In the pre-market stage it is necessary to notice that all customers may not know what
is the best solution for them, not to mention that there may be wholly new potential
customer groups. Therefore it is also the data producer' s interest to have own
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conception of the evolution of technology and the tools that are becoming avai lable to
the customers.
At that time the customers of digital data in Finland had been mostly organizations that
had already been intensive users of conventional maps, now adopti ng GIS. The
implementation of GIS was in many cases a main effort, which required a lot of
tailoring and expertise. The usage of GIS should be massive to pay the investment. For
a middle-sized or a small customer there was practically nothing to offer.
The NLS produces map data supported by the society. It is a common interest that the
data is available for customers that need it - not just for those big professional users,
who are able to invest a lot of money and effort on their special GIS solutions.
Therefore there should be a variety of digital products for different user groups (big,
middle-sized and small customers), for different purposes of use and with different
prices. It is the responsibility of the NLS to make sure that all user groups are served
also with digital data - though serving a small customer may not seem profitable.
The customers need graphical outputs, maps in raster format and map databases in
vector format. Because most of the new customers are not professional GIS users, the
need for consulting services will increase. The digital map is more often used as a
graphical interface to other data. The additional information (like place names and
street addresses) which link the customers' data to the geographic data is essential.
From the user's point of view the digital data itself has no value. It is the whole of the
system containing both the software and the data that is valuable to the user. Therefore
the compatibility of the data and the software is crucial. A need for a product type
called "map module" was recognized. A map module should be a "slot-in-and-use" type of a data product, compatible with most GIS software, easy to install, easy to use,
needs no tailoring and has a reasonable price. At present it is a raster product. By the
time the Basic Map on CD had been introduced and it has shown to be an answer for
the demand of the middle-sized users. But there should also be cheap products for
occasional use, based on self-service. One of the visions has been realized by
developing the WWW-service Map Site /6/.
3.3. Questionnaire about the use of the data products
The next stage was to gain deeper information about the use of the NLS digital map
data. A selected group of customers , that had acquired digital products, were
interviewed. The customers were asked about the data products and services of the
NLS; if they were satisfied with the products and did the products meet their needs,
what properties of the data they found most important (e .g. quality, currency,
coverage), were there any updating problems , what were their thoughts about the price
policy, did they get expert service by acquiring digital products. On the other hand the
questionnaire tried to find out the customers' stage of readiness to utilize digital map
data.
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The results of the questionnaire concerning the properties required from the data are
not generally uniform to interpret. The result confirms the broad variety of needs for
the digital geographic data. One customer needs high positional accuracy on road
networks, for an other it is not so essential. One customer' s operation area is whole
Finland and he needs a full areal coveraged data, an other customer needs just data
from a small town. One customer needs continuously updated data for daily transport
planning and an other customer needs just a general overview from the topography.
Generally the property requirements were listed in the following order: coverage,
currency and quality (positional accuracy).
In Finland where the market for the use of digital data is relative small, there are not
many customer groups for standard data products. There are customers who want to
merge geographic data with data of their own or from other sources and will always
need some tailoring and those who need just a turn-key solution, that already includes
the necessary data. Therefore there must be a data producer or producers, who are
responsible for the compilation and updating of qualified data and also units who are
able to prepare this data for the needs of customer's application. In the case of the NLS
this has been organized through a net of resellers. The link between the data producer
and the resellers, however, has to be active and interactive, so that the feedback from
the customers can be taken into conside(ation when developing data products.
3.4. The usage of the digital map products
The customers interviewed in the questionnaire represent the main user groups of the
geographic data in Finland. They have in use different kind of GIS-applications
utilizing both raster and vector data. The most important usage of the digital map
products are different planning tasks. In the planning applications raster and vector
data from several data sources are combined.
The most used data product of the NLS is the Basic CD. This Basic Map in raster form
is used as a background map e.g. in planning of transport routes and electricity
networks, in forest and region planning as well as in navigation, optimizing,
controlling and documentation. An other important digital product is the Road
Database in vector format. Its' usage is mostly in planning and optimizing of transport
routes. Small-scale maps like the topographic map 1:250 000 are used as an overview
map. At the moment the customers prefer more raster data to vector data in their
applications. The use of the vector data from the Topographic Database have been
until now very little, but an interest exists. At the moment the main obstacles for the
use are the not yet finished data compilation and the price of the data.

4. Conclusions
The Topographic Data System of the National Land Survey enables the production of
different digital map databases in raster and vector form. The needs and the use of the
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digital map products has been collected by interviewing customers from the main user
groups. Until now those customers being able to pay the costs of the production
development, have been served. The topographic data, however, are collected with the
support of the society and should therefore be available for all user groups. This
topographic data is mostly one part of the database utilized in customers' GIS
applications. It means that the NLS should offer standard digital products that are easy
to use, to revise and compatible with most GIS software. First of all, the collection and
updating of the nationwide geographic data as well as its quality should be ensured .
The full coverage of the Topographic Database data is the main requirement for the
effective utilization of the data.
At the moment the customers prefer the use of raster products to vector data. The main
digital product is the Basic CD used as a background map in different planning and
navigation applications. The customers are mostly professional map users, but the
interest in digital map products by non-professional users is increasing . Customers
need also consulting services to utilize digital map data in their applications. In the
NLS the need of instructions for an efficient utilization of the digital topographic data
has been taken into concideration in the ongoing research project.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, as application fields of a computer are increased, a
Geographical Information System (GIS), which stores a large volume of
geographical data into a computer and manages them efficiently according
to user's needs, is widely used. A geographical informatIon system
generally consists of four components: that is, input, storage, analysis, and
output components. However, the most fundamental part among them is an
input component.
In this paper, we design and implement AGOES (Automatic
Geographical Object Extraction System) for the automatic geographical
object management of cadastral maps. AGOES can be used to vectorize a
raster image of a cadastral map mputted through a scanner and extract
areas from the vectorized lines automatically. In addition, AGOES can
convert the extracted spatial data into a SDTS (Spatial Data Transfer
Standard) file that is now the national spatial data transfer standard in
Korea .

1. Introduction
Recently, many application software products in various fields have been
developed and produced according to the rapid advances in the computer
industry. It is called a Geographical Information System (GIS) that stores and
retrieves geographical data, and analyzes and processes them to supply the
useful information for geographical applications [Med94, Oh95].
A geographical information system generally consists of four components:
that is, input, storage, analysis, and output components. However, the most
fundamental part among them is an input component. Since it is very difficult
and requires a lot of cost and time to input spatial data, the automatic input of
spatial data in the GIS environment is now a very important research topic.
Therefore, the importance of automatic extraction of spatial data is increasing as
GIS becomes more popular [MeI88, Whe81]. As results, a number of researches
on this are performed in domesic and foreign countries.
In this paper, we design and implement AGOES (Automatic Geographical
Object Extraction System) for the automatic geographical object management
of cadastral maps. AGOES can be used to vectorize a raster image of a
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cadastral map scanned by a scanner and to extract areas from the vectorized
lines automatically. In addition, AGOES can convert the extracted spatial data
into a SDTS (Spatial Data Transfer Standard) file [Laz92] that is now the
national spatial data transfer standard in Korea.
AGOES consists of three managers; the image processing manager which
performs several processes (i.e., character separation, thinning, error recovery,
and vectorizing) for a cadastral map image, the data manager which manipulates
raster and vector data, and the conversion manager which converts the extracted
spatial data into a SDTS file. With these three managers, AGOES loads a
scanned image into the working memory, processes the loaded image to extract
accurate spatial data, builds edge and polygon tables, and transfers the extracted
spatial data into a SDTS file.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
introduces a cadastral map used in Korea. In Section 3, we describe the overall
architecture of the AGOES system. In Section 4, 5, and 6, we discuss the
design and implementation of three managers which constitute the entire system.
Finally, we conclude the papcr and discuss the future work in Section 7.

2. Cadastral Maps (Sys95)
A cadastral map represents the boundary lines of buildings, lands, roads, and
so on, and is made up of straight lines which connect two node points. Figure
1 shows an example of a cadastral map which will be used in this paper.
In Korea, when each land is registered it is assigned with a land number
and managed by a land-number system. Almost 'every administration affairs (Le.,
land administration, mail service, and real estate transaction, etc.) are managed
based on the land-number system which is coordinated with the administration
system. That is, a cadastral map is the fundamental map of the administration
affairs. It contains land-locations, land-numbers, land-categories, land-boundaries,
and reduced scales. In accordance with each region, various scales such as
1/500, 1/600, 1/1,000, 1/2,000, etc. are used in Korea
When drawing a cadastral map, if a parcel of land cannot be placed in the
boundary of a cadastral map, it can be drawn on the blank space out of the
boundary or can be drawn on
another cadastral map. A distance 1 \ \
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Figure 1: An Example of a Cadastral Map
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them on the parcel. That is, characters on the cadastral map cannot be crossed
with lines. Moreover, an area occupied by a character is small enough to be
distinguished from boundaries of a polygon. In this paper, we use these
properties to perform a character separation process.

3. Overall Architecture
In this paper, we design and implement a vectonzmg system for cadastral
maps, called AGOES (Automatic Geographical Object Extraction System).
AGOES reads a scanned cadastral map as a raster image, extracts spatial data,
and converts them into a SDTS file. AGOES consists of the image processing
manager, the data manager, and the conversion manager as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3: Overall Architecture

The main process flow of AGOES is as follows:

CD Through the raster data manipulation module in the data manager,
AGOES loads a scanned cadastral map (i.e., raster image) into the
working memory for further processing.
CZ) The loaded raster image is processed by the image processing manager.
That is, character separation, thinning, error recovery, and vectorizing
processes are performed in
succession.
® The vectorized data are
managed by the vector data
manipulation module in the
data manager to find polygons
(i.e., areas) from extracted
edge data.
CD Finally, all spatial data are
converted into a SDTS file by
the SDTS manipulation module
in the conversion manager.
Figure 3 shows an example of a
vectorized result.
Figure 2: An Example of a Vectorized Result
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4. Image Processing Manager
AGOES provides the image processing manager to manipulate a scanned
raster image. The image processing manager which processes the scanned image
of a cadastral map consists of the character separation module, the thinning
module, the error recovery module, and the vectorizing module.

4.1 Character Separation Module
There are some characters which are unnecessary to AGOES and noises
which are occurred from scanning a cadastral map. Therefore, in this paper,
the character separation and noise reduction processes must be performed on the
scanned cadastral image to generate a new cadastral image that is composed of
only straight lines.
AGOES provides the character separation module that uses the 3 X 3 mask
to remove characters and noises when scanning pixels on the input image.
AGOES distinguishes the characters and noises from lines by using MBR
(Minimum Bounding Rectangles) of edges. If an MBR of a scanned segment is
small enough, it should be removed from the scanned image.
The character and noise separation algorithm used in this paper is as
follows:
Character and Noise Separation Algorithm
Input
binary image of a cadastral map
Output
binary line image
while. (/mage_ siz~ = =0)
Fmd Black P,xe!() .
Set MaskO.
Trace Boundary().
Make -MBR():
if (Is -Character())
Erase_ Character():

4.2 Thinning Module
Since the width of lines on a scanned image is generally too thick to be
vectorized, it is necessary to perform the thinning process on the scanned image
after performing the character separation process to uniform the width of lines.
Instead of the medial axis method which is a general thinning method, we use
a method that condenses a thick line from the outside into the inside according
to the properties of cadastral maps.
The thinning algorithm used in this paper is as follows:
Thinning Algorithm
. binary line image
Input
Output
binary thinned line image
(1) do (
(2)
Sca n_LefC to_Right() :
Sca n Right to Left():
Sca n=Up_to_Bottom () .
Scan_Bottom_ to_Up():
while (no_changed) :

(2) {Sca n- Left-to- Right()
while (/npuCAII Pixel p) {
if (/s This Eafi/e(pJ) (
1f7Can-Thm (p))
erase (p) .

JJ
J Copy- Output-to- Input():
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4.3 Error Recovery Module
A line can be divided into several lines through the character separation and
thinning processes. Therefore, AGOES provides the error recovery module for
connecting all such divided lines to form a single line. We also use the 3 x 3
mask to check end points and to connect them.
The error correction algorithm used in this paper is as follows:
Error Correction Algorithm
Input
binary thinned line image
Output
error corrected image
while (image_size = =0) (
Set Mask().
Find End Node ().
Choose Error Node ().
Error_ Correcm:

4.4 Vectorizing Module
Since a cadastral map scatmed by a scanner is in the form of raster format,
there is a necessity for converting it to vector format. The vectorizing module
extracts vector data from the preprocessed cadastral image and transfers the
vector data to the data manager. In order to ' extract the vector data, the
vectorizing module finds the positions of turning and junction points, and
obtains line data using these positions.
Figure 4 shows examples of the turning and junction points.

(0) Turning Point

(b) Junction Point

Figure 4 : Examples of Node Points

The vectorizing algorithm used in this paper is as follows :
Vectorizing Algorithm
Input
binary thinned line image node point list
Output
EDGE list
node_list = Find_node (input image)
while (Empty(node list) (
node = Get noae(node list):
Inser Uable(node_ number. starCnode).
p = node:
do (
p = Trace_Iine(p).
erase(p) .
l while (IExist node list(p)).
InserC table(en-d_ noJe).

5. Data Manager
AGOES provides the data manager to manipulate both raster and vector data.
The data manager which reads a scanned raster image and manipulates the
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obtained vector data such as the edge and polygon tables consists of the raster
data manipulation module and the vector data manipulation module.

5.1 Raster Data Manipulation Module
The raster data manipulation module loads a scanned cadastral map from a
file system into the working memory to allow the image processing manager to
manipulate raster data easily through memory accesses. It reads a header
information of the scanned image, allocates the working memory according to
the height and width information, and draws an image on the working memory
by decoding the RLE (Run-Length Encoding) compression.
For a scanned image, in this paper, we use the PCX raster file format which
is efficient to manipulate and is generally used as a graphics file format. The
raster data manipulation module can be easily extended for loading other file
formats into the working memory.
5.2 Vector Data Manipulation Module
AGOES provides the vector data manipulation module to yield the edge and
polygon tables as shown in Figure 5. The edge table consists of the unique
edge number and coordinate values of start and end nodes. The polygon table
consists of the unique polygon number and the edge list which contains edge
numbers.
EDGE

START

START

END

END

NUMBER NODE_X NODE3 NODE_X NODE_Y
I
44
22
103
63

2

35

78

96

88

(a) Edge Table

POLYGON
NUMBER
I

EDGE LIST

I 2 3 4 5

2

3 6 7 8

(b) Polygon Table

Figure 5: Edge and Polygon Tables

The vector data manipulation module automatically generates edge lists which
constitute a polygon (Le., area) using edge data extracted from the image
processing manager, stores the spatial data (i.e., edge and polygon tables) in the
working memory, and transfers them to the conversion manager.
The area generation algorithm used in this paper is as follows:
Area Generation Algorithm

Input
Output

. EDGE list
. POL YGON list

while (EDGE list) (
PopUp Connected EDGE() :
Degre e of EDGE(!
Choose EDGE():
if (End -EDGE= =Start EDGE)
Are~Create ():
-

6. Conversion Manager
Since it is necessary to the share the extracted spatial data with other
systems, AGOES provides the conversion manager. The conversion manager is
used to convert the extracted spatial data into a SDTS (Spatial Data Transfer
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Standard) file that is the national spatial data transfer standard in Korea.
AGOES uses the FIPS123 Function Library [Laz92] to create a SDTS file
that consists of global modules, data quality modules, spatial objects modules,
and attribute modules as follows (XX is replaced with numbers) :

• Global Modules: IDEN (Identification), CATD (CatalogfDirectory), CATS
(Catalog/Spatial Domain), IREF (Internal Spatial Reference), XREF
(External Spatial Reference), SPDM (Spatial Domain), STAT (Transfer
Statistics), DDOM (Data Dictionary/Domain), and DDSH (Data
Dictionary/Schema)
• Data Quality
Modules:
DQAA
(Attribute
Accuracy),
DQCG
(Completeness), DQHL (Lineage), DQLC (Logical Consistency), and
DQPA (positional Accuracy)
• Spatial Objects Modules : LSXX (String)
• Attribute Modules : APXX (Attribute Primary)
To convert the extracted spatial data into a SDTS file, we use the LSXX
module which contains the LINE (Line), ATID (Attribute ID), and SADR
(Spatial Address) fields. In addition, we use the APXX module which contains
the line type (LINETYPE) and unique number (OlD) endowed by AGOES to
convert the aspatial data. The spatial data and the attribute data are connected
through ATID field. That is, the attribute data which contains aspatial data are
referenced by the ATID field in the LSXX module.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we made a study of a system, called AGOES (Automatic
Geographical Object Extraction System), that extracts spatial data from a
scanned image of a cadastral map automatically and converts them into a SDTS
file to share it with other geographical infromation systems. Therefore, AGOES
makes it possible to enhance the utilization of the spatial data and reduce cost
and time required to input them.
AGOES consists of the image processing manager which performs various
processes to obtain accurate spatial data, the data manager which deals with
raster data scanned by scanner and vector data obtained by the image
processing manager, and the conversion manager which transfers the spatial data
generated by the data manager into a SDTS file. According to the properties of
the cadastral map used in Korea, we supposed the data model and developed
each algorithm for the character separation, thinning, error recovery, and
vectorizing processes.
Since correctness of vectorized data has a serious influence on performance
of a geographical information system, an automatic correctness verification is
essential for vectorized cadastral maps. Therefore, an automatic correctness
verification method of vectorized cadastral maps for an input component can be
considered as the future work.
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THE SOCIAL ATLAS OF LEIPZIG
Annegret Kind ler
Centre for Environmental Research Leipzig-Halle Ltd.
Department of Applied Landscape Ecology
Permoserstr. 15
04318 Leipzig, Germany
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Summary
The "Social Atlas of Leipzig" is the first social atlas for an East German city after the
reunification of the Federal Republic of Gennany and the former German Democratic
Repub lic in 1990. Some in fonnation about its objectives, structure, methodology, and
problems concerning the databasis is given. Apart from registration and cartographic
representation of different social characteristics the investigations focus on the city ' s
division in various social spaces. The synthesis and evaluation of thematic maps results
in one map including nine types of social spaces.

Introduction
Towns and urban regions have to fulfil many and diverse functions of local, regional,
national or international significance in terms of living spaces and fields of action for
human beings.
They are centres for competing functions such as residence, work, recreation, and
li ving conditions.
Investigating the urban li ving conditions exampli fied on the City of Leipzig, their
spatial differentiation, mutual dependences, and conflicts are one of the main topics of
urban and regional sociological research at the Centre for Environmental Research
Leipzig-Halle Ltd. (UFZ), Germany.
For the last two years the " Social Atlas of Leipzig" has been created by a sociologist, a
cultural sc ientist and a cartographer. Together with the other two scientists, Sigrun
Kab isch and Dieter Rink, this at las has been developed and now is the only social atlas
for an East German city apart from the social atlas of the reunified Berlin. After having
investigated structural changes in this urban region for several years from the urban
ecology point of view the at las cartocraphically shows the results.
The first edition of the" Social Atlas of Leipzig" is being printed w ith 200 copies and
published in March, 1997. The at las is offered for sale by the UFZ only.
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Objectives of the Social Atlas
As a speci fi c group of themati c atlases social or social-structural atlases exist for
various GenTIan cities, for example Frankfurt am Main, Hannover, Bonn and Berlin . In
addition, several studies about the division of cities into social spaces have been
can'ied out, e. g. Hamburg, Braunschweig, MUnchen, which partly also contain maps.
Both, atlases and studies are a result of socio-geographic or urban sociological
investigati ons in di fferent urban regions.
The obj ectives of the "Social Atlas of Leipzig" are as follows:
I . Spatial registrati on, cartographic representati on and assess ment of these
social consequences that accompany the abrupt transition from the social
market economy in the former GDR to the free market economy, that now
rules every-days-life.
2. The work foc uses on the 'social-spatial' diffe rentiation by means of selected
social, political, and economic factors including the actual land use, as well
as structural, infrastructural, and environmental characteristi cs.
Thereby the fo llowing hypotheses are assumed: firstly, a typical segregation
pattern for the GDR existed, which should become clearly visible in the
statistics dated from the early 1990's. Secondly, certain 'social-spatial'
differentiations have appeared in some urban spaces during the
transfonnati on process that will develop on medium-tenn bas is. Since this
process has started under speci fic East Gennan condi tions, the result cannot
be a simple adaptation to a West GenTIan segregation pattern.
The theoreti cal approach was the residential segregation of the Chicago
School. It states that during the process of 'social-spatial' diffe rentiati on
relatively homogene social groups isolate themselves fro m other groups and
live together in certain urban spaces.
3. Characterization of the actual social situati on in the City of Leipzig by
registrating the social conditions and their changes in time, their
cartographic representati on and interpretation of results.
4. The atlas should not only be an instrument of scientific analys is and
assessment, but should also enable a combined research of urban
development processes, e. g. to deri ve development tendencies of chosen
urban areas and the whole city.
5. Taking maps and other data as a bas is the 'social-spatial' typology was
carried out w ith the aim of findin g and definin g types of social spaces.
6. The atlas serves as a scientific basis for a comparable consideration with
other German cities. The comparison of equal or similar characteristics will
then enable to fi nd out both, common features and di fferences in the
development of West and East Gelman cities in spite of di ffe rent social
condi tions during the last 40 years . Positive and negative developments
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should be shown, experiences exchanged and hypotheses for the future
urban and social development derived .
7. The social atlas has been created for a broad audience, especially for urban
and regional planners, sociologists, potential investors, different authorities,
e. g. department of urban planning, department of urban redevelopment,
department of statistics and elections, social authorities (City Counci l) and,
last but not least, for the citizens of Leipzig.

Structure of the Social Atlas
The "Social Atlas of Leipzig" consists of three parts: about 100 pages are text, about
50 pages are thematic maps, and ten pages are folios.
The textual part is divided into four chapters: The first chapter attends to the
objectives, the structure and methodology of the social atlas. In chapter two theoretical
points of view are represented that discuss segregation in East German cities, the
actual situation in this fie ld of research and 'social-spatial' developments. Following
the articles of GANSER (1966) and BRAUN ( 1968) chapter three deals with the
methodology to form nine types of social spaces and their detailed description. Chapter
four is an examp le on how to work with this social atlas. It attends to use the atlas for
the description of 'social-spatial' differentiation processes in Leipzig. By means of
interpreting several maps the social situation in selected urban spaces is described and
some information on possibly resu lting social problems are given. Besides, hypotheses
for a future development for certain localities in Leipzig are set up.
The cartographic part consists of 49 maps and is arranged in the following five
thematic comp lexes :
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Socio-demographic structure
Residential structure
Social infrastructure
Land use
Types of social spaces

Ten folios with topographic overview, administrative division of the City of Leipzig in
local districts, structural types and redevelopment areas, complete the atlas. Maps and
fo lios can be overlain. So the users of the atlas have the possibility to combine,
interpret and assess different themes in dependency on their own objectives.

Methodology of the Social Atlas
An atlas is a systematic composition of maps concerning a certain geographic space
and is sometimes completed by text, photos and other forms of graphic illustrations.
At first, several social atlases and studies dealing with the topic " 'social-spatial'
division of cities" were analysed, for example Frankfurt am Main, Hannover, Bonn,
Hamburg, Braunschweig. The results of th is analysis are as fo llows:
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Social atlases and studies about the 'social-spatial' division depict social structures of
the investigated cities in different scope and quality. The avai lab le, often very disparate
data determine the spatial basis for a cartographic representation of detailed social
characteristics. Most of the ana lysed publications refer to the last national cencus
which took place in West Germany in 1987. For the 'social-spatial' division of cities the
factor ana lysis was used, which is a standard mathematical-statistical method in social
geography and urban sociology. Different indices derived from factor analysis, form
the basis for the 'social-spatial' division of cities. The results are represented in textual,
cartographi c, and graphic form. The maps are created in a black and white as well as in
a colour vers ion. In some cases not only the situation of social characteristics is
presented at a certain moment, but also their changes in time.
Associated with map objects the area cartogram method and the area method are
applied as cartographic representational methods.

Data and Spatial Basis
In comparison with the federal states of West Germany the main problem that exists is
to obtain data for a social at las. The "new" federal states (i. e. the former GDR) don't
have a unified, continuous, and actual data basis at their disposal. In the former GDR
the latest national census took p lace in 1981. Its resu lts are not based on a small spatial
level. Since then no comparable and continuous updating has taken place. Therefore it
was necessary to prepare and process disparate data of various points in time, from
various sources and with variable quality, precision and relevance.
Data investigations were time-consuming and labour intensive. The following
problems of regional statistics occurred that were apt ana lysed by GATZWEILER
(1992):
I . Problems concerning the object, especially the lack of thematic data with
regional differentiation
2. General problems of differentiation. The degree with which thematic data
can be differentiated reduces with the increase of spatial differentiation.
3. Problems to get latest information, that means the relevance and updating of
data
4 . Problems w ith the observance of secrecy
5. Problems of coordination
6. Problems of comparabi lity
The authority for statistics and elections put the main part of data at disposal in
cooperation with the local government office for registration of residents, the authority
for town planning, the authority for town redevelopment and others.
In 49 local districts the administrative division of Leipzig serves as the spatial basis for
the atlas. The missing of the traditionally local statistics is the most important cause for
the current restricted fund of data. Important characteristics such as level of education,
qualification, occupational status, social security benefit could not be included in the
ana lys is. Apart from official statistics some other data sources were avai lable. A very
detailed land use map with 49 land use types was produced for the City of Leipzig and
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its sourround ings by the Centre for Environmental Research Leipzig-Halle Ltd. and
exists to a scale of I :25000. The land use situation of 1992 was recorded by means of
actual aeria l photographs and topographic maps and completed by ground truth data.
Furthennore, a map with the structural types of the City of Leipzig was avai lab le
wh ich was derived from a land use map and a map of biotopes. Both maps were
qualitatively and quantitatively ana lysed and eval uated, so that detailed infonnation
concerning kind, number and size of land use and structural types for each local district
could be determined . In addition, a lot of other important infonnation, for example the
results of parliamentary and local elections in 1990 and 1994 played a significant role
in connection with the city 's typology into social spaces.

Map Contents and Cartographic Representation Methods
The map contents were structured in five complexes of themes:

I. Socio-demographic structure with 23 maps
(population density, changes in numbers of inhabitants, age structure
of the population, share of foreigners, marital status, structure of
households, unemployment rate)
2. Residential structure with 15 maps
(age of constru ction, ownership of apartments, size of
flats /apartments in dependence on the number of rooms, equipment
with modern heating and bath or shower)
3. Social inji-astructure with six maps
(supply
with
physicians
and
dentists,
restaurants,
craftsmen/workshops, retail shops)
4. Land use with three maps
(structural types, redevelopment areas, leisure and recreational areas)
5. Types o/social spaces in one map
The map contents largely reflect the status quo of the single social characteristics in
1993. Due to the restrictive avai labi lity of data it was impossible to represent
cartographically all characteristics for that moment. Therefore single maps exist for the
years 1991 , 1994, and 1995. Only regarding selected characteristics, for example the
number of inhab itants, the changes are represented in maps for a certain moment. In
addition, several maps of the same characteristics are compared for different times, for
instance the popUlation density . This allows to state changes of certain structures. So
previous developments can be analysed and hypotheses for the future can be set up.
An important result for the work with the social at las and on the social atlas is the map
"types of social spaces". This map is based on a detailed 'social-spatial' analysis and
assessment of each local district by means of thematic maps and even takes all the
local knowledge into account. Ground truth inspections were undertaken for each of
the 49 local districts to get an overview about the present situation concerning the
infrastructure, building activities, decay of buildings, redevelopment, land use changes
and so on. Nine types of social spaces can be observed as a result with respect to a
synthesis of many factors. As a consequence, the types of social spaces are not
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Fig. 1: Share of apartments built before 1918
in the City of Leipzig
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confonn with the admi nistrative boundaries of local districts and have their own spatial
extent. By means of photographs the user gets a visual impression about each type of
social spaces and the differences between them.
For the cartographic representation of all social characteristics the area cartogram
method was used. Figure one represents an example of such a map .
The maps were produced with the GIS software ArclInfo, version 7.0.3 and are a part
of an Environmental Infonnation System at the UFZ.
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MAPS OF ENVIRONMENT - THEIR DESIGN AND
CONTENT
Dejan Filipovic, Anita Ivanisevic, Vesna Ikonovic
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Studentski Trg 3/1/1, 11000 Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Abstract
The semiotics has tremendous potential as a tool for systematlzlng our
approuch to maps as representations and for developing logical systems of and
transfonnations among representations. A semiotic perspective offeres a structured
way to consider the interaction of the explicit and implicit meanings with which maps
are imbued.
The selection of legend for environment maps can be viewed as a compromise
between the complexity of the chm1ered issue and efficiency and perception of map
itself. To exceed thi s problem, it is a practice to produce a set of analytic maps,
conceming e.g. water quality, pollution sources, air conditions etc. Finally, in
synthetic map the selection of symbols is made to ensure that all important
characteristics of environment are described in pal1icularly and for defined basic
space units or areas, according to map scale.

Introduction
The environment, as a part of geographic space, is represented by relations of
its elements. Those elements are natural and social objects, phenomena and
processes. In a parti cular geographic space they are distributed according to laws
governing that space. To recognize spacial relations among elements of the
environment means to know the environment itself. The call0graphic method is one
of the fundamental methods of environmental research and it is in symbiotic and
gnoseologic relation with it. On the other hand, recognition of the environment does
not give only a new material for caltography but it also enables better cartographic
research, thus devel oping the cmtographic method, increasing its meaning and
object. (I)
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The environment can be presented complexly on maps or only one element of
it can be presented.
Very often there is a need to map a disturbed and polluted environment. Maps
of changed environment can have dual character: analytic and synthetic. Analytic
maps comprise one component of the space or one indicator of the mapped
phenomenon and they provide notion of a certain thematic. They have a simple
legend suitab le for easy reading of conditional signs. Synthetic maps deal with more
complex thematic and they present simultaneously average pollution on a measming
spot, intensity and va lues of several types of pollution, etc. or bonity of conditions for
inhabiting taking into account elements of the environment.
The aim of mapping is to detennine the level of environmental suitability of
the mapped territory for human protection and activity.

Semiologic aspect of maps
Semiology or the general sign theOlY is a science dealing with application of
symbols. The cartographi c method found its specific place in it because of its using a
special simple system.
In the process of cartographic modelling a symbol plays a role of a
cartographic sign that represe nts a certain object or phenomenon. The adequacy
between a simple and an element it represents is achieved by displaying its qualitative
(form, colour) and/or quantitative characteristics (size).
Sem iography of the cartographi c object is a cartographic-constructive process.
A dichotomy of objects is applied to the content of the map. The connotation
(representation of attribute assembly substantial for a meaning of a notion) is reached
through the process of designating in the caltographic process . The collocation
(mutual distribution and layout of objects and phenomena) is reached by locating.
Locating is a ca rtographic threshold of map composition.
In the frame of cartographic semioloh'Y tluee aspects are distinguished:
I. syntactics (comprises sign system construction and their usage);
2. semantics (represe nts mutual relationships between signs and objects represented);
3. pragmatics (compri ses informational value of signs and map user's capability of
perception).
Semi ologic meaning of the map is fulfilled with the following aspects:
I. structura l (relation ship between a simpl e structure and the object, phenomenon or
process represe nted) ;
2. content (if there is a c lea rl y expressed characteristic of an object, phenomenon or
process);
3. concretizational (a symbo l is linked directly to an object by an adequate name);
4. app li cab le (sca le, quantity, and complexity of sy mbols depend on map user's
needs).
T he sem iotics has tremendous potential as a tool for systematizing our
approach to maps as representations and for developing logical systems of and
tran sforlllation s among represe ntations. A semiotic perspective offers a structured
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way to consider the interaction of the explicit and implicit meanings with which maps
are imbued. (2)

Type and characteristics of environmental maps
The rol e of cartographi c method in the environmental research comprises two
procedures:
1. mapping of th e elements and relationships in the environment,
2. usin g and interpretation of maps in order to leam certain facts about the
environment.
A systematic approach to content assembling is indispensable when a map is
designed thus making a map itself a refiexion of th e adequate system of
environmental objects and phenomena. The easiest way to express this systematic
approach is by means of a map legend, which is a graphic expression of a certain
system of phenomena and represents a transmission of th e environmental system with
the map system. (3)
It is not possible to map the environment as a whole. It is because th e
environment is not completely apprehensible and comprehensible at this level of
development human thought.
A structure of a map content is expressed with its legend and is not a simple
"copy" of th e environmental sh'ucture represented by th e map because the map i.e. its
content suffers a sequence of applicable changes on its way from observation,
through information gathering to assembling, especially during the process of
abstraction and generalization. That way a legend of a map represents generally a
sh'ucture of th e mapped environment, i.e. concrete geographic space.
Elements of th e lege nd point out cetiain measurable values of the object and
phenomena of the environment. Those elements are expressed with conditional signs
and text th at show those qu antitati ve indicators. Quantitative infOlmation can be
expressed in an absolute or relati ve way.
A legend shows what can be read from the map and interprets the map content.
Studying the legend gives an impression of principles of separating object and of
different territories and th eir characteristi cs, as well as th e level of generali zation of
notion separati on together with bas ic regularities.
Based on research by Lesikog (1975) a systemati zation of analytic
environmental maps was undertaken. Basic maps are designed for:
1. air pollution ;
2. surface waters polluti on;
3. surface relief la yers deformation;
4. vegetation degradation ;
5. noi se and air pollution as a consequ ence of h'affic;
6. soil erosion, usage of pest icides and fertilizers;
7. waste di sposals and municipal waste;
8. municipal and sanitaty facilities of households in towns.
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A structure of a concrete analytic map legend cannot be a "copy" of an
environmental element structure because a large number of environmental elements
cannot be caItographically represented. The sequence of elements in a legend in most
cases does not reflect a sequence of environmental elements because they are not set
in sequence in the environment and concrete geographic space but they are also
systematized to create an adequate research system.
A synthetic map is designed based on a set of analytic maps with appropriate
environmental elements mapped. The content of those analytic maps is not simple,
because each of them expresses the stmcture of quantitative change indicators of that
environmental element. That stmcturing can be expressed in absolute values, when
assembling is done in decimal or other units, or it can be done according to relative
indicators. During the process of fUither development of a synthetic map an
interpolation of all analytic maps is done based on a bonity method. The results of
recalculating bonity elements are spacial units with the level of general change, i.e.
the level of degradation of the specific environment expressed by quantification. A
map designed in this way comprises fewer details than any palticular analytic map
and the level of generalization depends on infOimation that has to be represented. It is
not possible to quantify, i.e. establish and numerically express the significance of
palticular elements of the environment. To con'ect this, it is necessalY to pelfonn an
adequate physiographic division of the environment. A quantitative definition of
changes for each of the quoted elements is made for those separated units. (4)
The legend and content of the map are adapted to the dimensions of the space
that is an object of the research . Depending on the scale of the caltographic
appendices, some of the elements of the environment will also get spacial definitions
(location of the purifying devices, pollution emission sources, waste disposals).
Legends are naturally indispensable to most maps, since they provide the
explanation of the various symbols used. It should be cardinalmle of the caItographer
that no symbol that is no self-explanatOlY should be used on a map unless it is
explained in a legend. FUlthermore, any symbol explained should appear in the
legend exactly as it appears on the map, drawn in precisely the same size and manner.
Today it is generally conceded that the contents of the legend are more impOitant than
its outline, so the outline, if there is any, is usually kept simple, and the visual
impOitance is regulated in other ways .
The last few years a new kind of environmental maps is designed - prognostic
environmental maps. They represent a structure of the environment after a specified
period of time according to plan . The content of these maps is based on planned
development documents and trend of changes in the environment. Prognostic maps
have special significance for spacial and regional planning.

Map design
The data that have to be visualised will always refer to objects or phenomena
in reality. In cartogrphy we use dots, dashes and patches to represent the location and
attribute data of point. line, area and volume objects.
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According to Beltin (1983) basic graphic variables are:
differences in size
differences in lightness or grey va lue
differences in grain or texture
differences in colour hue
differences in orientation
differences in shape. (5)
As well as these six graphic variables, there are some extra ones proposed by
North America caltographers. These would be differernces in colour saturation, in
anagement and in focus. Color saturation (also called chroma) can be defined as the
percentage of the reflection of light from an object composed of colour of a specific
wavelenght. The larger the reflection percentage of the light with this wavelenght, the
more saturated or brilliant this specific colour will appear. Differences in anagement
refers to the regularity or nonOregularity of the distribution of symbols. Focus refers
to the clarity with which the symbols are visible and so to their definition on the
plane. Table 1 relates graphic variables and perception characteristics to each other.
(6) It would be expected that variations in size colour value and texture would also be
able to denote nominal differences. They can, but at the same time they have
hierarchical connotations that dominate overall impressions. That is why these fields
have been left blank in the matrix.
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Table 1 Relation of graphic variables to perceptual characteristics

Plane dimension
Size
Grey value
Grain/texture
Colour hue
Orientation
Shape

Qualitative

Ordered

Distance

PropOltional

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

Introducing contrast is based on the assumption that the map data will consist
of a number of categories that will each have a different role to play in the spatial
message. The data analysis process will result in the identification of more or less
impOltant data categories.
The re is more to colour in maps than its suitability for distinguishing between
are colour hue (the dominat wavelenght), colour saturation (the propOltion of the light
reflected which consists of this palticular wavelenght. This can be diminished by
adding white or black or other colours and the grey value or lightness. The number of
different grey values that can be discerned within one colour depends on its hue: for
yellow only three steps can be discerned, while for red and blue six or seven can be
distinguished.
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Colour perception has psychological aspects, physiological aspects and
connotative (subjective and conventional aspects. Amongst the physiological aspects
it has been noted that on small areas it is difficult to perceive colours and that
between some colours more contrast is being perceived than between others (so this
combination could be used in order to improve acuity).
Saturation differences can be emphasized in practice by adding black screen to
the colour. Thi s will often look like a pollution, but its effect is that a colour scale (a
number of classes differentiated on the basic of variation in colour value) can be
lenghtened. Colour differences are also used in saturations where deviations from a
central situation are indicated.
Table 2 Visual isolation: the number of categories that can be perceived at a glance

Size
Grey value
Grain/texture
Colour hue
Orientation
Shape

Dots

Dashes

Patches

4
3

4
4
4
7

5
5
5
8

2

-

2
7
4

-

-

The graphic variables "differences in size" never refers to the surface of the
areas the symbols refer to. With differences in grain or texture, Beltin refelTed to
differences that emerge when a specific pattem is being enlarged or reduced.
The ratio between the areas that are black and white respectively will remain
the same during this photographic process, but at the same time the coarser the
pattern, the hi ghe r it will be perceived in the resulting hierarchy. Differences in
colour hue only wOl'k in providing qualitative differences when they are perceived as
having si milar lightness. Totally saturated colours have different lightness values.
Differences in orientation refers to pattern and not to the line elements that fOlm the
base map. Differences in shape can refer to differences in the dots, in the lines, or in
th e patterns used for area symbols . Again, shape differences as a graphic variable
would never refer to the shapes of the areas the various colours, pattems or symbols
refer to - th ey only in clude the symbols themselves.

Conclusion
A quality of the map depends mainly on the range of available infonnation on
the environment conditions.
The easiest and most suitable way of expressing the results of the
environmenta l resea rch is with maps. By using caltographic method suppOlted by
certain software, spacial bonds and relations of environmental elements can be
identified with th e greatest possible accuracy and reliability. That is enables coming
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to scientific conclusions about environmental complexity and also enables further
environmental research and apprehension.
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THE DESIGN OF A CARTOGRAPHIC ANIMATION EXPERIENCES AND RESULTS
Dr.-Ing. Gerd Buziek
University of Hannover
Institute of Cartography
Appelstr. 9 a
D-30167 Hannover

1. Introduction
At the Institute of Cartography (Institut fUr Kartographie - IfK) at University of
Hannover (UH), Germany, an interdisciplinary research project started in 1996.
Intention of the project is, to establish a geo-informationsystem (GIS) together with
land planners, civil engineers and cartographers. It is intended to use the GIS as tool
for the purposes of the related disciplines as well as for decision makers. The GIS is
designed for the interdisciplinary ecological planning of flood areas. Cartographer' s
task is to conceptualize the data model, to create and the digital data base and to
provide the colleagues from other disciplines with cartographic products according to
their tasks and intentions. Needed cartographic forms of expression are: flood maps,
valuation maps, cadastral maps as well as maps for water flow and water level
indication (Lenk, Griinreich, Buziek 1997).
Due to the nature of interdisciplinary projects, people with different skill in map
reading and understanding have to be addressed by cartographic visualization . For this
reason, it is a big challenge for cartographers to make an appropriate design proposal,
to meet those demands. At the beginning of the project, the idea was born to design a
cartographic concept for an introduction into the projects main influencing natural
phenomenon, the flooding of the test area once a year. Due to the dynamic behavior of
this process and the intended use the decision was to design a cartographic animation
within a students seminar to introduce the project. In addition, the cartographic
animation material is used for the study of the design of cartographic animations as
well as their perception and cognition. This paper describes the way of production and
discusses selected experiences.

2. Soft- and Hardware
2.1 Hardware Conditions
The students project was supported by the equipment of the Regional Computing
Center (RCC) of Lower Saxony in Hannover, Germany. A cluster of 2 SUN Sparc
1000 stations for multi-user tasking, a Silicon Graphics (SGI) Reality Engine and a
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parallel computer Cray T3E where available for frame rendering. For GIS related
work, various SGI workstations of the IfK were used. For the design of keyframes, the
SGI-Reality Engine was available for work as single-user workstation to guarantee a
maximum of real-time performance. SUN-cluster and Cray-computer where appointed
for the time consuming rendering of frames by batch processes.
For the archiving of computed picture material a storage space of at least 100 Gbyte
was needed. To achieve this, the archive server of RCC was at disposal. The server
consists of an SGI workstation, 90 Gbyte of disk cache and 22 Tbyte (22* 10 12 Byte)
archive capacity on VHS videotapes. The latter are managed by a robot system.
The frames were computed for display on TV by VHS-video. Due to the PAL TVnorm frames had to be generated with a resolution of 720 by 576 pixel and stored in
sequences using Wavefront RLA-format. For visual assessment and previewing, the
sequences were converted from Wavefront RLA-format to mpeg-format by a service
software of the RCC. Converted sequences were at disposal on a WWW-server and
accessible by any browser with mpeg-plugin or similar helper application. For
previewing, SGI-workstations (Indy, O 2) of the IfK were used.
After previewing, controlling and correction, the scenes were copied to a digital realtime videodisk (9 Gbyte) connected to a Betacam-SP videorecorder. The whole
hardware equipment is connected via a 10 Mbitlsec ethernet and controlled by
Transfer Control Protocol/lntemet Protocol (TCPIIP).
2.2 Software Conditions
A big challenge for the students was the handling of a large number of different
software products. The GIS-software SICAD/open of Siemens-Nixdorf (SNI) in
connection with ORACLE database was used for geo-data management and the
delineation of digital cartographic models . Automatically, a digital map was computed
out of data of the Authoritative Topographic-Cartographic Information System
(ATKIS) of the federal survey and mapping department of Lower Saxony (Grtinreich
1992). The digital map was interactively modified to meet the demands for animation.
Digital ATKIS terrain data where used as well. For digital terrain modeling the IfKs
DTM-package T ASH (Topographical Evaluation System of University of Hannover)
was used (Buziek, Grtinreich, Kruse 1992). Water surface modeling was achieved by
the program WASPILA (Waterlevel Computing Program) of the Institute of Water
Resources of University of Hannover.
For scene rendering the ray tracing software POV-Ray was installed in its latest version
(3.0) on the machines mentioned in chapter 2.1 (Wells and Young 1993).
Raster data conversion and fine tuning of single frames was achieved by various raster
toolkits and PC-based desktop publishing tools (Image Magick, xv, CorelDraw and
others).

3. Experiences in Animation Design
3.1 Conceptual Work
General intention of the animation is, to give an introduction into the GIS research
project for a heterogeneous group of people with different experience in map reading
and spatial thinking. For this reason, the students group decided to design an animation
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containing perspective views of a digital terrain model (DTM) of the test area draped
by cartographic raster data and enhanced by shading (Fig. I). This decision was made
to address to the perception experiences
most people have while they have
learned to orientate and navigate
themselves through the environment.
If a map takes advantage of this fact, the
--"--~-~ explanation of signatures, symbols and
other cartographic signs could be
--_'. reduced to a minimum in order to
----\
\- achieve an efficient information trans---.--.-_~
mission. In the case of dynamic natural
-. phenomena Koussoulakou (1990) find
/
out that animated maps convey inform-= ation about dynamic objects faster than
Fig. 1: Perspective view of test area
their static counterparts (Ormeling
1995).
The information which should be transmitted to the user was separated into the topics:
• overview and orientation about the geographical location of the test area,
• overview about cartographic basic products for regional planning,
• topographic information about the test area and
• thematic information about the flooding process.
Due to the available hard- and software and according to the investigations' of
Koussoulakou and Kraak (1992) the suggested animation is classified as computer
assisted frame by frame animation designed for off-line display as video movie or
partial mpeg sequences.
I

_ _........

3.1.1 Human Perception and Design Guidelines
'Which ' and 'How' environmental objects are perceived is among other things (e.g.
experience, education) basically a consequence of a biological heredity resulting from
the human need for orientation and survival (Oed 1989). For the definition and the use
of design guidelines, one has to consider the way in which humans perceive the
environment. After Oed (1989), three steps were identified.
The first step of perception is to create a reference system for the definition of the
own temporal and spatial position. This means, for proper orientation within a
cartographic animation the sequence has to be introduced to the ' map reader' . The
mediation of an overview or steps from the 'known' to the 'unknown' are a necessity
for proper understanding.
In a second step a selective perception starts to identify objects which are important
for life or personal interest. This process stops when semantic definitions are clear.
During this process unimportant details are filtered and those objects which the human
has learned to recognize and which are important for the actual task are identified. This
is a quick and subconscious perception process of a fast change of view directions. A
physioiogical reason for this behavior is the area of sharpest view on the retina of the
human eye of two degrees. This area serves the brain with a mosaic of visual
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information. For this reason, it is a natural behavior of human perception to process
sequences of pictures (Oed 1989). When designing cartographic animations this should
be taken into account for an efficient information transmission.
Finally, the third and most important step of perception is recognition. This almost
subconscious process allows us to identify objects, animals and humans in less than a
second just by perceiving characteristic features.
Consequently, humans perceive the environment as a sequence of pictures which are
necessary for orientation, object perception and semantic definition (cognition). For
the design of animated maps this should be taken into account and used for the support
of the partially subconscious human perception strategy and the efficient transmission
of cartographic animated information as well.
This knowledge of the human perception strategy implies some fundamental rules for
the design of cartographic animations:
1. Support of spatial and temporal orientation (i.e. by a full-shot),
2. support of object perception (i.e. by close-up, zooming of objects, still images) and
3. support of semantic definition (i.e. display of characteristics, recognition) .
In comparison with static maps the individual degree of freedom of information
gathering is reduced to a minimum. For this reason it is a big challenge for
cartographers to design cartographic animations and guide user through them.
3.1 .2 Development of the Storyboard
The above mentioned guidelines were used to create a first draft of a storyboard. The
storyboard was needed to describe scenes, sequences and transitions in detail and to
serve as basis for discussions and modifications. During the initial stage just visual
display was considered and soundtrack information was excluded.
In a first design step, the contents and the number of primary sequences where fixed.
The second step was to design the key-frames and in the third step the transitions
were defined in order to put the sequences together.
Transitions are sequences with special functions. They can separate or combine two
sequences and in addition they help to control the attentiveness of users. In
comparison with other sequences, which have mainly a cartographic information
carrier function, their thematic information content is almost low . In table 1, the
primary thematic and transition sequences are described by their content and their
function for perception and cognition. The design of transitions is very important for
the correct guidance of users.
On the basis of the draft storyboard, scenes and sequences where designed. This was a
very time consuming and iterative process. The design process contained the
cartographic modeling of the ATKIS data, the scripting of POY-Ray scenes, the scene
rendering, mpeg and video conversion for visual assessment and last but not least the
cutting of all sequences.
During this process, the storyboard was modified and enhanced due to the experiences
made by the team and the assessments of colleagues. At least, the enhanced and
detailed storyboard contained 120 sequences (6500 frames with 1.44 MByte each) for
a video presentation of nearly 6 minutes!
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No.
l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Thematic Content
Map title and
description of test
area location

Perception Function
Thematic orientation,
global spatial
orientation

Separative transition
Information about
Thematic
information, regional
topographic maps
spatial orientation
and the GIS ATKIS
Separative and attentive transition
Object perception,
Legend information
semantic definition,
for test area
preparation for
presentation
recognition
Separative transition
Presentation of test
area

Orientation by
navigation

Connective transition
Presentation of flood Temporal orientation,
object perception,
period (regional)
semantic definition
Connective transition
Presentation of flood Temporal orientation,
period (local)
object perception,
semantic definition
Separative transition
Finish

Display Characteristics
animation title, rotating earth ,
map projection of Europe and
Germany
(full shot, spatial movement)
traditional top. maps in
comparison with ATKIS
cartographic model (close up)
separated animated legend,
users attention focused by
moving spotlight, explanation
through written text
(close up, spatial movement)
insertion of village names, flyby
(full shot, spatial movement)
overview, moving water surface,
tide gauge, tide curve, time scale
(full shot, temporal animation)
insertion of buildings, local area
influenced by rising water
surface
(close up, temporal animation)
names of team members,
institutions, rotating earth (back
to the beginning)

Table I: Primary sequences and transitions of storyboard draft for the cartographic
animation "Simulation of a flood period on the basis of ATKIS data"
3.2 Theoretical Background and Practical Experiences
Within this chapter some practical experiences are discussed, facing the theoretical
background of animations in cartographic applications. This discussion excludes the
well known graphic variables of Bertin (1974) and the acoustic variables (Krygier
1994). In order to give some examples for use, the dynamic variables are considered.

3.2.1 Use of Dynamic Variables
The most important dynamic visual variables are display date (moment), duration,
frequency , sequency (order), rate of change and synchronization (MacEachren
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1994). First attempts to analyze their perceptual properties where elaborated by
Kobben and Yaman (1995). They come to the conclusion, that dynamic visual
variables have to be combined with the traditional graphic variables to emerge
favorable results in cartographic animations. Examples of the use of dynamic variables
contains the herein introduced cartographic animation.
The function of display date is to foc us
users attention at a certain point of time
to a certain object, phenomenon or
information and to establish preconditions for further understanding (rule
1). Examples are the appearance of a
title or subtitle for introduction of
sequences or the display of village
names when needed for understanding a
scene (Fig. 2).
When text appears, the duration should
be fitted to the time the user needs to
read the text and to think about it (rule 2
and 3). For simple titles or subtitles a
Fig. 2: Placement of village names
time of approximately 6 seconds was detected as appropriate. When choosing
durations too long users fee l boring and show fad ing interest. The variable order was
used to guide the user from known to unknown thematic, spatial and temporal
information. Thus, the sequences where ordered by logical relationships (ru le I) to
support understanding (rule 3). The variable rate of change was used to control the
regional presentation of the flooding process . Therefore, the duration of the whole
sequence was determined to a time scale of 1:43200. This value was determined by
visual assessment, whereas a display time of 2 seconds for each day of fl ooding was
chosen. Regarding the transitions, one can recognize, that rate of change has a high
value when the transition nature is separative and low when it is connective. The
smooth fading or insertion of a map is an example for this. The variables frequency
and synchronization where not used.
Conclusion here is, that the dynamic variables are not only valuable for designing the
appearance and behavior of objects or simulated natural phenomena within an
animation . They are also valuable and important for the sequence design and the
dramaturgy of the whole cartographic animation.

3.2.2 Design and Placement of the Topographical Legend
Another problem the team had to solve was the design and the placement of legend
information within the animation. When using a static map, users have the advantage
to app ly their strategy of perception . According to their skill of map reading, their
knowledge and their interest they have access to legend information whenever they
want. This process is ' user controlled ' and therefore very efficient.
When gathering information from a cartographic animation which is presented on
video, a single user just has restricted interaction with this kind of map. It is just
possible to stop, to rewind and to replay when a lack of information for further
understanding appears. Within a group one usually makes no use of this primitive kind
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of interaction. It is due to the responsibility of authors to avoid this behavior of users
and support effi cient perception by proper determination of the display date and
duration of the legend. This is achieved by cartographic tools, authors have to choose
to focus the users view to certain objects. This makes sure, that all necessary
information reaches the user.
There are two general design concepts for legends within cartographic animations. The
cockpit-like design integrates the legend information into the scene to support an
access whenever needed. The problem is, that the user is distracted and cannot watch
the animation sequence while gathering information from the legend (fig. 3 a).
Z eichenerkllrung
Sled ung

The other way is to show the legend separately to get the users full concentration for
legend information transmission (fi g. 3 b). The advantage is, that the user can be
guided by the author through foc using the view to certain objects and explanations.
The problem here is, that additional time fo r this training process is needed and that
the short-term memory of users brain has a limited storage capacity (Peterson 1994). In
the short-term visual store a max imum of seven different informations are available
(Hasebroc k 1995 in Dransch 1997). Those information together with the knowledge
and ex perience of the user are the basis for understanding sequences which fo llow
after the legend perception.
For that reason, the number of cartographic obj ects was reduced to eight classes of
land use (agriculture, industry, fores try, hydrography, traffic network, village areas,
grass lands) displayed by appropriate colors. The land use objects are displayed
sequentially in the legend, whereas the users attention is guided by a moving spotlight
and written and spoken text is used for explanation. This meets the demands for double
encoding to the storage of information in users long- term memory (Hasebrook 1995 ,
Dransch 1997). Additional legend designs were developed which will be used for
perceptu al experiences using video and www presentation later on.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
The des ign and production of a complex cartographic ani mation is a big challenge for
cartographers. From technical point of view, a number of different software is needed
fo r computation. According to the animations thematic content, visual effects and the
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number of sequence design proposals a storage capacity is needed which could be up
to ten times more than the really used frames require.
Regarding the demands for an appropriate design one has to recognize, that
cartographic animations are almost 'author controlled ' . For that reason authors have
very properly to check whether necessitative informations are really transmitted to the
users. In comparison with static maps users can not use their individual perception
strategy. For this reason the number of displayable features has to be reduced and the
user must be trained to understand them. If this happens successful , cartographic
animations are powerful tools to mediate spatio-temporal information to a
heterogeneous and different skilled group of people in a minimum of time.
Further cartographic research at the IfK will be foc used on the perceptual properties of
legend design within cartographic animations on the basis of the design proposals
presented in this paper.
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THE ROLE OF CARTOGRAPHY IN A DEVELOPING
COUNTRY LIKE SOUTH AFRICA: A LOOK AT THE NEED FOR
THE EDUCATION OF BLACK PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL
CARTOGRAPHERS TO DRIVE THE MAPPING PROCESS IN SOUTH
AFRICA IN FULFILMENT OF THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (RDP)
Mr C harles Nqweniso Pateni
C hi ef Directorate: Surveys and Land Information, Cape

TOW II ,

So uth Afri ca

Introduction
Call0graphy is an emerging and dynamic discipline wh ich is in th e process of
rapid change. These changes can be attributed to the impact of computer science,
remote se nsing, new conununi cations technologies and the attendan t th eo reti ca l,
concep tual and design challenges and in the South African co ntext, th e transform at ion
of society.
Cartography as a field of study is defmed in various ways. The glossa ry of
mapp ing sciences (1994) gives fo ur definitions of this field inter alia, "the a11, sc ience
and teclUlo logy of making maps together with their study as scienti fic doc um ents", "th.e
art of ex pressing graphicall y, by maps, the known physical features of the Eal1h or of
another celestial body" , "the theOlY and practice of map making", and "the process of
map making". Ca110graphers, nevertheless have less need ofa single defi niti on since
the single focus of the call0grapher is the map [Clarke, K, 1996].
Guptill and StalT ( 1984), however, give a broader definition of ca rtography
whi ch challenges the notion that cartography only deals with maps :
"an info llnation transfer process that is centred about a spatial data base whi ch ca n be
co nsidered, in itself, a multifaceted model of geographic reali ty. Such a spa tial data
ba se then serves as th e central core of an entire sequence of cartograp hi c processes,
rece iving vario us data inputs and dispersing vari ous types of infol111ation products"
Therefore cartograp hy shoul d not only be abo ut manual mapmakin g, but increas ingly
th e in put of data and the social processes linked to the creation of da ta is as important
as maps and other call0graphic products. The call0grapher shou ld th erefore be see n as
a roun ded professio nal with knowledge of a wide variety of call0graphica ll y related
fie lds. This basica lly implies that the education and training of call0graphers should
evolve to acconunodate the creation of such a rounded professional. For exa mpl e it is
ack nowledged that the previously related but separate fields of geography and civi l
engineering will need to be incorporated in the cUlTi culum for caJ10gra phi c edu ca ti on
and training. [Fraser-Taylor, 1985; West, 1984]
[t is widely accepted th at globally a broad range of infollna ti on is much more
readily access ible by a much larger proportion of society, hence th e use of th e term
In fo rm ation Society. This concept can be quite controversial in a developi ng co untly
li ke South Afri ca. [fthe vision ofan information society is based on th e ass umpti on
that evelybody in such a society will have access to a range of information and
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co nseq uently can make info nned decisions (th at will contri bute to the eradi cati on of
advantages cunently bestowed on the infonned few), then there is a long hard road
ahead in South Africa, given the ignorance of certain fie lds and general aspects of li fe.
T hi s is evident in the huge imbalances in social structure, educati on, access to
reso urces, etc. if compari sons are drawn between the co mmuniti es segrega ted by the
previous govemment.
The chall enge to cartography in South Afri ca is to what ex tent it ca n ensu re th at
the input of data is also relevant to the majority of the South African popul ation in
terms of its call 0graphic products. The issue investigated in thi s pape r is th erefo re
what contribution th e fie ld of Call0graphy can make towards the es tabli shment of th e
InfOIm ati on Society and the implementation of the RDP, given that th ere is currently a
red irecti on of the focus of development in South Africa and given th at th ere is a lack
of detailed cartographi c infonnation of black areas (disadvantaged areas whi ch are th e
foc us of redress) .

An overview of Cartography in South Africa
The principal govemment agencies concemed with mapping and cartograph y in
South AfIi ca are th e Chief Directorate of Surveys and Land lnfo nn ati on an d the
Co un cil for Geoscience (fonner Geological Survey) and the Hydrograp hic Office of
th e South African Navy . Private agencies concemed with mapping are th e AA
Mapping and Publi shing Services (primarily road maps) and Map Stu dio (pr im aril y
th ematic mapping) and aerial survey compani es perfOIming large sca le mapping[I CA
Report, 1995].
G iven th at th e Chi ef Directorate of Surveys and Land InfOIm ati on employs by
fa r the greater numb er of technically qualified cmographers in South Afri ca, it ca n be
used as a sample of the demographic profile of the profess ion in tenllS of empl oyment
of cartographers fI·om the fonnerly classifie d race group s.
Table I: Matrix of popul ation classification and job categories as al 1996/08/05
Chie f Director ate: Surve '5 and Land Infortn a tio n; Dircc tor fl te: Mn ppill H
Staff Popu la tion Classili cn tion
Afri ca n
White
Coloured
n

A10llagemelll
Senior
Mid dl e

%

n

%

Totnl

n

%

n

8

'.

8
22

6
IS

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

22

6
15

88
4

60
3

I
9

I
6

0
9

0
6

8~

(>I

S tudent s

22

15

Labourers

0

0

0

0

S

3

5

.-

122

84

14

9

146

lOll

J ob
Categories Technicians
Qualifi ed

Total

10

7

Note: Percentages represent cell percentages

If comp ared to the national popul ation demographi cs (RSA Statisti cs ill Brief
Central Statistical Services) in Table 2, th e percentage of black ca rtograp hers
(African and Coloured), 16% (Table I), is woefully disprop0I1ionate to th e perce ntage
of black South African citizens (African, Coloured and As ian), 87% It shoul d howeve r
J 995,
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be noted that employment of nonwhite student technicians has improved (Tabl e I).
Thi s should prove signifi cant in senior and middle management levels in the future.
Table 2: Naliomll Population Estimates in terms of racial classi fi ca tion as al 199 5106/30
Population Race Groups

1051450
3507950
5224060
3 1460970

%
3
8
13
76

4 1244430

100.00

n

Asians
Coloureds
Whiles

Africans
T otal

Cartography in South Africa, whilst remaining technologica ll y ab reas t of
world developments since the 1950's, appears to have lagged significantl y in the
educational training and research fields . Educational developments in South Afri ca
indi cate that minimal cru10graphic education is offered at ter1i ruy level, while resea rch
appears not to have progressed beyond the use of cmography as an illustrative tool in
geographi cal analysis [West, 1984].
Most professio nal (academi c) cmographers in South Africa are train ed land
surveyors, geographers or graduates in cognate disciplines [ICA Rep0I1, 1995 ]. Pri or to
th e mid - 1950's only govenunent departments offered in-house training in thi s fi eld . It
was on ly in 1974 th at the fir st teclmical diplomas in cru10grap hy were awarded by th e.
Pretoria Techni cal Co llege (now Pretoria Technikon) [West 1984]. Thi s teclmikon
togeth er with th e Cape Technikon ru·e currently the only ter1i ary institutions offeri ng a
specialised National Diploma co W"se in cru10graphy [Teclmikon brochures, 1996].
Th ese two insti tuti ons also offer a Bachelor of Technology degree (B.Tech.) in
ca rt ography, whi ch came into being in 1995 There is no specific uni versity degree
co urse in ca r10grap hy at any South African university. Cartography is however offered
as part of degree co urses in surveying and geography [ICA Repor1 1995 ].

The challenge of educating blacks in Cartography
During the apar1heid years, educational policies were implemented whi ch made
it impossible for blacks to pursue a range of cru·eers. The backlog thus created prese nts
South Afri ca with a trem endous challenge. According to Prof. Wiseman Nkuhlu ( 1995)
So uth Afri ca is in desperate need of 600 000 black engineers and scien ti sts just to keep
th e eco nomy runnin g. We need to build up a work force of black professional s in th ese
fi elds to take up 75% of the estimated 753 000 jobs availabl e in thi s market. Nku hlu
also fee ls th at we need to educate 3 blacks for every white perso n and unl ess thi s is
do ne th e RDP is doomed to fail.
We can onl y achi eve the above mentioned if our co untry's hi gher education ca n
be moved away from th e bias towards emolments in th e fields of edu cati on, social
sciences and hum anities (in total about 88%) with only 7% for enginee rin g and 5% fo r
sciences [NEPI research, 1992]. This is emphasised by Armstrong [1 995 ] wh en she
reports that th e future of South Africa as an expanding economy and ha ving decent
li ving condition s fo r every body is spoiled by the acute sh0I1age of skill ed, scien tifi c,
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engineering and tee/mical personnel. This means that 8% of the jobs available in these
sectors are unfilled compared with a surplus of qualified people in other sectors.
The number of professionals in this sector, only 121 000 out of a population of
approximately 41 million, is relatively infinitesimal. The output of scientifi c,
engineering and tee/mical professionals in our counily is approximately 4000 per
allnum [NEPI research, 1992 ]. This problem is further compounded in caltography
since thi s caree r is not well known because there is no specific university degree in thi s
field.
A principal reason why so few blacks are qualified techni cian s (Table I) relate
to a dysfunctional schooling system. Caltography as an engineerin g, scientifi c and
tec hnical field requires a thorough understanding of science and math emati cs because
of the intensive courses undertaken in mathematics, science, photogrammellY and
surveying [West, 1984] [Vogel, 1985]. Black education in the past, which was under
the control of the Depal1ment of Education and Training (DET.) and Departm ents of
National Education in the fonner Homelands and Self-goveming states, has provided
velY limited, if any, teaching peltaining to these two subjects [Allllsll·ong, 1995].
In the case where black students took these subjects, their perfonnan ce was mostl y
poor due to various factors which have been explored in depth by research studi es such
as the NEPI research (1992). For example an average of 8% of black stud ents enroll ed
in the science and engineering fields at South African teltialY institution s in 1986
actually graduated in 1990, whilst 28% were still studying in 1991 and the remaining
64% either dropped out or were exe/uded from fwther study on academic or finan cial
grounds.

The impact of selective cartography in South Africa
The challenge to make the career and discipline of caJtography viable in a
developing counlly like South Africa will depend on the capacity to educate and Il·ain
skill ed black professional and technical caltographers. Thi s is especiall y important in a
co unlly where a significant amount of detail, e.g. area, river, pl ace names, etc., are
named in indigenous African languages.
Our colonial past has added a flavour of "eurocentricism" to th e prod ucti on of
maps [Liebenberg, 1995]. African people, like any other group have palii cular names
for paJticular places in their vicinity which are traditionally impOItant to them. The
ignorance of this elementary fact renders the product (map) unacceptabl e and thi s
j eopardises the credibility of the organisation (responsible for production) with th e
community.
Selective cartography in temlS of socio-economic priorities of the previou s
govemment res ulted in black areas not being adequately mapped. Typi ca ll y on a
standard map covering th e whole of South Africa with th e names of many villages,
towns and cities, will not reveal the names of townships like Khayelitsha or Mamelodi .
yet each of th em has more than 500 000 (1993 estimates) inhabitants placing them in
th e largest 20 urban settlements in South Africa. [Human Rights Commi ssion , 1992 ].
An investigation conducted by the authors of th e 1:50 000 topogra phical ( 1942 1995) series on the Khayelitsha / Mitchell's Plain townships (predominantly Afri ca n
and Coloured respectively) showed many inadequacies peltaining to the gatherin g of
infoIlllation on th ese areas. Whilst th e scale of the 1:50000 (1983) 5th edition of thi s
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map is sufficient to indicate area names (names of suburbs), there is no indication of
th e names of suburbs of Mitchell's Plain on this map .
Although one appreciates the revision cycle of the 1:50000 topographical map
series, it becomes questionable why 12 years had to elapse before a new edition of th e
Mitchell's Plain/ Khayelitsha map was produced. (5th edition, 1983 and 6th edition,
1995). From the 1995 edition one can also see that a lot of development has taken
place since th e last edition and that the population has grown extensively, more than
500000 (CSS Statistics in Brief, 1995; Fast, 1995).
The 1995 (6th edition) is the only edition showing the Kllayelitsha township.
The defects of this map is that although it shows area names for the Mitchell 's Plain
area it does not have any names for the Kllayelitsha township. A study of the street
map editions of these two areas produced by Map Studio (199511996) showed that th e
producers had better information on the Mitchell's Plain area but not on the
Kllayelitsha area. This is obvious in the area names used by the authors of these maps.
For example "Town 3, Vi llage 3" in Kllayelitsha has been named Mandela Park by the
comm unity since 1989 and this has been reiterated by welcome billboards at th e
entrance of this township.
The maps of the 1:50000 Cape Town and Cape Peninsula (predominantly
white areas) showed that the mapping in these areas has been more co nsistent and th e
annotation done much better. Although 'a comparison of these two areas, or maps of
these two areas may be unfair when comparisons are made historically in telms of
eco nomic development and detail noteworthy for mapping purposes, it can be argued
that there should be no excuse for the fact that there are no area names on the 1:50 000
(1995 6th edition) map, since this is a base map used by other mapping agencies for
thematic and other kinds of mapping. Another factor is that this map is produced by a
national mapping agency which is supposed to cater for the mapping needs of the
pop ul ation at large.
The above exampl e demonstrates, although limited, the hi storical mappin g of
black areas, ye t in many cases the practice continues in South Africa. Obviously bl am e
cannot be apportioned on ly to call0graphers working at the Directorate of Mapping
since they had to work with linlited information provided via the system . Despite all
th e limitations mapping standards were never compromised.
The inadequate mapping of black areas also had an adverse effect on the
eco nomies of these areas, since such maps did not provide adequate infOlmation for
potential investors, tourists, and whoever would have had a vested interest in th ese
areas . Clarke D, ( 1997) refers to this phenomenon as the creation of 'black spots' where
th e necessalY infonnation was not and in most cases is still not available.

Cartography and the Reconstruction and Development Programme
Since we are a developing nation, the question is what role does caltograph y
play in our quest for a new South Africa. The Reconstruction and Development
Programme (ROP) relies on five key programmes, viz. meeting basic needs ;
developing our human resources ; building the economy; democratising the State and
society; and implementing the total programme of the RDP [RDP White Paper, 1994]
These objectives focus attention on the function of cartography in developm ent
processes. For example, in the programme to meet basic needs of th e fonn erl y
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disadvantaged communities (African, Coloured and Indian), the key areas of
addressing the housing backlog and development of physical infrastructure necessitate
the need of information about underdeveloped areas for planning and political decision
making processes. Tills translates to the need for cartographic products, simply
because the map is known to be the best conveyer of spatial, thematic and other data
[Clarke, D, 1997].
Potentially authorities might be tempted to "fast-track" mapping processes in
the urge to speed up delivery processes of RDP progranunes. Theoretically with the
advent of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) such a fast-track is possible usin g
non call0graphically trained human resources. According to Forest (1995) this
potential expansion of digital mapping has not necessarily lead to more widespread
knowledge of call0graphic principles. The need for professional education and training
of call0graphers cannot be dismissed if the objective will be to uphold mapping
standards. South Africa despite its need to reconstruct and develop in a sh0I1 space of
time, should recognise the imperative of upholding mapping standards. This relates
specifically to the trend of globalising and the emergence of the infOimation society.
The RDP aims to transform South African society and eradicate apal1heid
mentality. The decisions in delivelY, development and plaruling have always been
made without conununity pru1icipation, with the result that these decisions were
mostly unpopular with communities, thereby rendering the services received
unacceptable to the disadvantaged communities [Human Rights Commission, 1992].
Call0graphers as map makers, were also instruments in the implementation of the
apal1heid policy. The challenge for the profession lies in reflecting on its social
responsibility and to emphasise an approach to the cmographic processes which will
be sensitive to the broader community needs and rely much more on consultation of
sectors and stake holders. In this context it cannot operate merely as a function of map
production ilTespective of the data input or output.
Cartographers in general and black cmographers in particular could playa
more significant role in the collection of the data which they are supposed to annotate
on maps. The call0graphers should no longer just be seen as a draftsperson or in
modem tenns, just a computer operator producing maps with an ignorance toward s th e
co ntents of maps. Such a shift in the approach of the profession will necessitate that
the education of the call0grapher be refocussed to incorporate fields that will emp owe r
the profession to fulfil its redefll1ed role.

Attracting the black population to cartography
Call0graphy as a field is not well known in the black conununities du e to its
specialised nature and the near absence of the use of maps (which is possibly a product
of inadequate mapping of black areas). Although geography is one of the popular
subjects at secondary school level in the black communities, this has not necessarily
translated into cartography being a populru· choice at tertiruy level. The poor supply of
educational aids to black schools has resulted in many mat:ric pupils only encountering
a map during senior certificate eXaIninations.
Historically vocational guidance in black schools has been velY limited or nOI1existent. A large proportion of the black population were thus denied knowledge of
specialist science and technology fields such as the mapping sciences during their
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schooling. With this in mind the Directorate of Mapping of the Chief Directorate of
Surveys and Land Infonnation has launched a Map Awareness Programme aimed at
making the previously disadvantaged communities aware about maps and mapmaking
processes. Hopefully this programme can also playa positive role towards attracting
more black school leavers to study cartography and the mappin g sciences.

Conclusion
The modem cartographer in the infonnation society should not only be
concemed with the design, compilation and production of maps, but also be an
advocate of the maps they produce [Clarke K, 1996]. In the South African context of
reconstructing and developing the whole of our counuy, cartography is a critical
process of spatial infonnation gathering and presentation, but if that infonnation is not
decoded properly the hard work which goes into the whole cartographic process is
rendered obsolete. We shou ld not only be concemed with the provision of adequate
and accurate maps, but also ones that are acceptable and useful for the whole society.
In this regard the education and training of black people in the fie ld of cartograp hy will
not only be an impOltant step to redress the inequalities of the past, but contribute to
the "non11alising" of the ro le of cartography in our society. It is not non11al if
caltographers are ignorant of the content of their products; if there are so few nonwhite caltographers in South Africa; if an effort is not made to improve caltographi c
ed ucation and training; if maps do not contain adequate infon11ation for the areas
where the majority of the population li ve ; if our maps cannot contribute to the
accelerated development processes specifically in disadvantaged areas in our country ;
and if a conceIted effOlt is not made to educate our black population on th e use of
maps and the map making process in our schools.
If we embark on a concerted effort to "normalise" the role of caltography in our
society, we will inevitably also conu-ibute to the establishment of a society making
better use of infoll11ation tool s such as maps and thus lay a foundation for th e emerging
infollllation society.
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Abstract
The change from the traditional graphical production of topographic maps to digital
has been profound. The whole ideology of map production has changed, as well as
processes and tools. Data quality has an important role in making different products
using digital data and this has caused great changes also in quality management.
This paper introduces shortly the idea of the Topographic Data System and its quality
management. Principles and functions used in testing for completeness and thematic
accuracy are described more precisely.

1. Quality management in the production of the Basic Map Series 1:20000
The production of graphic Basic Map Series 1:20 000 of National Land Survey of
Finland (NLS) was started in 1947 and the whole series was finished in 1975. After
that until the year 1993 this map series was updated using various methods. The
national Basic Map Series comprised 3712 sheets covering the whole area of Finland,
3380001an2.
Most of this work was carried out using long-established, traditional manual methods,
although computers have been used since the 1970s to automate certain stages of
production, such as fair drawing. It was typical of the production
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process that after several stages there was a certain phase of checking, acceptance or
proof-reading perfonned by other person than the original maker. It was not so
important for the maker to think about quality matters because there was allways some
other person to verify his work.
As a result the organization was quite heavy and ineffective. Quality management like
this was quite common in governmental services still few years ago.
Customers need for digital spatial data was fulfilled using separate digitizing projects
to collect data for different purposes, for example in the production of maps and digital
elevation models. The need to rationalize the production of topographic maps and
spatial data raised in the beginning of '90s. As a result of the started development
work, a new entirely digital production line, The Topographic Data System was
launched in 1992.

2. The National Topographic Data System
The National Topographic Data System (TDS) consists of data compilation and
updating methods, a Topographic Database (TDB) containing the most detailed
general topographic data with nationwide coverage and the standard products

Topographic Data System

Map and derived
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Picture 1. The Topographic Data System
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derived from this geographic database (Figure 1). The compilation of the data
accuracies corresponding to scales 1:5000 to 1:10000 is now in progress and should
be fmished in year 2000. Current coverage of the TDB is about 60 %.
The basic idea of the TDS is to collect data only once, not two or three times as it was
done earlier. Data compilation is done in 12 regional offices of the National Land
Survey and it is done in vector format with home-made MAAGIS software in
Open VMS environment. The TDS consists of about 230 workstations and about thirty
analytical stereoplotters. The number of persons working with the system is about 400.
The updating of traffic network and power lines is performed annually using
information of other authorities. The revision of the TDB will start in autumn this year
and it will be based on the use of digital ortophotos.
The TDB is used as a basis for variety of standard products as well as products
customized to users needs. The quality of products is derived from the TDB.
Cartographic quality is confmned by manual checking before the map is printed.
The Basic Map 1:20000 and the Topographic Map 1:50000 are both general, printed
topographic maps produced from TDB . Some generalization is done in production of
these maps. A Photo Map 1:5000 consists of digital ortophoto, features from TDB and
real estate boundaries. This product is either a colour plot or a printed map on
customers demand. Small scale products (1 : 100 000 - 1:4,5 Milj) \vill also use some
data from TDB .
Digital products are either in vector format or raster format and the media can be, for
example, CD-ROM. The use of Internet will open new possibilities for the distribution
of digital products and enable brand-new map based interactive do-it-yourself-services
to the customers [1].
Data quality has an important role in making different products from the TDB and its
importance is growing among users of GIS. The quality system of the TDS controls the
data compilation and updating processes and it specifies acceptance levels and also
verification methods.

3. Quality system of the TDS

3.1 Ouality policy of National Land Survey
NLS has applied ISO 9004 (Quality management and quality system elements Guidelines) in the context of developing a quality system. Quality policy has been
established by management of the NLS. In this policy, management has defined quality
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objectives of the NLS as a whole. At the moment NLS is implementing a quality
system so that stated policies and objectives may be accomplished.

3.2 Quality system ofTDS
Quality system of TDS has been developed for quality management in data collection
and updating. Main point is to assure data quality in TDB.
The documents of quality system are the Quality manual of Topographic data [3], Data
model of Topographic data [4], Instructions for topographic data compilation [5],
Quality model of Topographic data [2], Quality reports and Product models (Picture
2).

Picture 2. From terrain to product
The Quality manual describes functions of TDS and Data model defines the data that
NLS collects on the terrain. Collected topographic data should be in accordance with
the Data model. Data compilation is quided by the Instructions for topographic data
compilation. The Quality model sets the quality requirements for data compilation.
The Quality reports indicates quality attributes of the TDB data and the Product
models explains how products are derived from TDB. The Distribution system will
indicate from which area products are available and will offer distribution methods for
the delivery of digital products to customers .
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3.3 Quality model of topographic data
The quality model of topographic data depicts the factors that control the quality of
digital topographic data and the .manner in which the quality factors are measured. It
also sets the quality requirements for the topographic data used in digital map
production.
The quality model of topographic data is intended first and foremost for those
collecting the data. The model should tell them what factors affecting quality they
should take into account and when the data they have collected are of sufficiently high
quality.

In the quality model, topographic data are divided into two quality classes, A and B. In
quality class A some of the topographic data have stricter positional data requirements
than those in class B. Class A data is typically collected with stereoplotting using new
aerial photos. Class B data is collected by digitization from old graphic basic maps and
it is updated using aerial photos. About 60 % of TDB data will be class A on the first
round due to limited number of stereoplotters and tight timetables. Class B data should
be upgraded to class A within data revision.
The quality requirements for attributes, completeness, currency and logical consistency
are same in both quality classes. Topographic data that do not fulfil even . the
requirements of quality class B is not accepted to the TDB.
Quality factors of topographic data are: lineage, completeness, currency, positional
accuracy, thematic accuracy (temporal accuracy, accuracy of classification) and logical
consistency. Quality requirements for topographic data are set for completeness,
currency, positional accuracy, thematic accuracy and logical consistency.
The general principle of the quality assurance of the TDS is that quality inspection is
not a separate operation but a normal procedure closely linked to the collection of
topographic data. Quality objectives and requirements has been determined from data
collection plans to final inspection, where data is confirmed as ready, and it is
accepted as part of the TDB.
Positional accuracy, thematic accuracy and completeness are tested to verify quality
requirements. Positional accuracy has been tested twice by field surveys. After the first
test some requirements was changed. Testing of logical consistensy has been made
using spot-checks. Testing of completeness and thematic accuracy is now in progress.
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4. Testing of completeness and thematic accuracy
4.1 Test procedure
Testing for completeness and thematic accuracy is carried out by applying the
principles of standard SFS 4010 (Sample test procedures and tables. Attribute
inspection), which corresponds to standards ISO 2859-1974 (E) and IEe 410 (1973).
The standard defines the sample programs and procedures for attribute inspection.

4.2 Test methods selected
All the features collected are checked from the data source used if the quality
requirement for the feature type is one nonconformity per 100 units (AQL=I) (AQL =
Acceptable Quality Level). Inspection based on sampling is made when the AQL of
the feature type is 4 or 15. The inspection level is the general inspection levell, the
single sample program for normal inspection.

4.3 Test for completeness
The lot must consist of map databases produced as far as possible at the same time and
with the same methods. From the lot, an area of so many 1 km x 1 km squares is
sampled that the number offeatures with AQL=4 is sufficient.
The sampling is made using the default weights of the features . The weighting can be
changed if necessary. In weighting, default value 1 is given to features of which there
are many in the lot or for which no AQL for completeness has been set. Features
whose completeness AQL is 4 or 15 are given a weight of 2 or 3. A weight 3 is given
to features that are sparse in the lot. Otherwise a weight of 2 is used.
Should the required sample size not be achieved, the program selects from the
sampled squares those with the greatest number of stereoplotted features fulfilling the
required sample size. At the same time, features with AQL= 15 are tested according to
the inspection level achieved.
All features in the sampled squares are checked in the field. A feature does not
conform if it is lacking or if the feature in the 1 km x 1 km square does not exist in the
field.
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4.4 Test for thematic accuracy
The test for thematic accuracy is made on the same material as the test for
completeness. The number of errors permitted and the inspection level achieved are
given on the test form, if the completeness AQL is not 4. The quality supervisor
inspects each item of attribute data on the basis of the source material. Attribute data
are erroneous if they differ from the source material or are lacking.

4.5 Processing nonconforming units
If in the test of feature types the number of nonconformities is greater than permitted,
all features in the lot must be checked. The method is chosen on the basis of the source
of information used, and it is carried out on all features in the lot.

4.6 Experiences of performed tests

Results of performed tests provide information about functionality of the data
compilation processes and also about the quality of TDB data. Data digitized from
graphic basic maps may contain also those errors made during the previous mapping
process. All of the features are not checked in the field in data compilation process.
About 15 % of the annual production was tested during the year 1996. There were 33
tests made by regional surveying offices. Two or three 1 km x 1 km test squares can be
checked in the field during one working day on an average.
Test results show that the biggest problems in completeness concern buildings, waters
with current width under 2 m, light-traffic routes and agricultural lands. All of the
features can not be seen in stereoplotter because of trees or shadows, for example.
Time used in field checking is minimized and so all of the unseen features can not be
checked in the field.
Test results of thematic accuracy have been mostly good. There have been errors with
use-attribute of buildings and classification of agricultural land.
Results of performed tests have come up to expectations in general. As result of the
tests quality requirements of some objects have been changed and instructions for data
compilation have been adjusted.
Quality tests provide information for the maintenance of the TDS and its quality
management. They also help data compilation units to improve the quality and
efficiency of their work.
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5. Conclusions
The elements of the quality system of TDS seem to be adequate, there are no plans for
adding new functions to quality management. It is essential now to make it work in its
entirety, especially with the forthcoming data revision. Quality tests described above
will be performed also during this year. TDS is maintained so that NLS could satisfy
the requirements of customers now and also in the future.
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Abstract

Maps are intimately associated with geography and an understanding of many
geographical concepts can best be tested by means of maps. Likewise it is imperative
that geography students should have a clear understanding of basic cartographical
concepts. The fact that maps can be considered cultural artifacts, and are therefore
liable to different interpretations by different cultural groups, has been propounded by
many cartographical theorists. In a multicultural teaching envirorunent this raises the
question whether students with different cultural affiliations have the same potential as
map users.
This paper investigates the above question by reviewing the answers given to a
selection of examination questions on map reading and map use set for geography
students of the University of South Africa during the end-of-year examinations in
November 1996. The University of South Africa (Unisa) is one of the largest distance
teaching universities in the world with a 1996 student population of 128 454. The
students who come from diverse cultural background can, for the purpose of this
exercise, be differentiated into African, non-African and Asian. The hypothesis that
students of different cultures who have been exposed to the same teaching material
differ in their ability to use and interpret maps, is investigated by comparing the
performance of different groups of first-year students and matching with the
performance of similar groups of second-year and third-year students who have had
more contact with maps and therefore had a greater opportunity to practice map use.
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1. Introduction
The University of South Africa (Unisa), a distance education institution based in Pretoria,
is one of the world's mega uni versities. In the 1996 academic year 12275 1 students from
all over the country and 5 703 students from more than 40 foreign countries registered with
this university.
The spatial distribution of students has definite implications for the functioning of the
university system . Some of the issues to be considered in this regard include the fo llowing:
the delay in postal delivery from Unisa to every student and vice versa.
where and in which courses lecturers should conduct discussion classes .
the location of examination centres (470 in 1996) and the allocation of students to these
centres.
the selection of priority areas for the establishment of decentralised provincial
campuses and/or learner-support centres.
In view of the fact that the university management has to make decisions having spatial
implications on an ongoing basis, it is surprising that Unisa does not have a geo-referenced
on-line student data base. The current student data base does include spatial variables, but
the spatial attributes are used almost exclusively for purposes of postal delivery and for
extracting "spatial" tabular data. Given this situation, the question arises as to whether the
spatial component of the university system is functioning at an optimum level.

2. Aims
The contents of this paper are based on a current research project, the aims of which are to
demonstrate to the university management that the decisions concerning the spatial
component cannot be optimised without being based on a geo-referenced student data base
and the mapping and analytical techniques offered by modern GIS software systems. The
field of application in this case is the learner-support system which the university launched
as an experiment in 1995.
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This paper aims at presenting an elementary GIS -related model for establishing the optimal
location for decentralised teaching and learner-support services. The theoretical optimal
spatial locations of decentralised leamer-support centres are provided as a series of maps
produced with MapInfo software. Since this first presentation is to an audience of GIS
converts, the basic components, structure, fun ctions and "gee whizz"-capabilities of a GIS
are excluded from this paper.

3. Unisa and its learner-support system
Unisa' s main campus is situated in Pretoria in th e Gauteng province of the Republic of
South Africa. Figure 1 shows the number of registered students as well as the number of
tutors appointed per province. This study, however, focuses primarily on the Northern and
Mpumalanga provinces. Since frequent references will be made to the magisterial districts
within these two provinces, they are indicated in figure 2 and labelled below.

Nr District
Messina
Soutpansberg
Potgietersrus
Bochum
II Malamulele
12 Pietersburg
15 Dzanani
17 Gi yani
19 Seshego
20 Mokerong
21 Sekgosese
22 Bolobedu
23 Sekgosese
25 Thabazimbi

2
3
7
10

Nr District
Ritavi
Thabamoopo
Ritav i
Naphuno
Mokerong
Naphuno
Sekhukhune
Mhala
Nebo
Mapulaneng
Warm baths
Pilgrims Rest
Lydenburg
Mapulaneng

26
29
31
33
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
46

Nr

Nr

49
52
59
60
61
63

103
106
117
11 9
121
125
126
135
27
75

District
Groblersdal
Moutse
Mdutjana
Belfast
White River
Middelburg
64 Moutse
65 Nsikazi
72 Nelspruit
73 Witbank
78 Waterval Boven
84 Carolina
91 Delmas
102 Bethal

24

District
Ermelo
Highveld Ridge
Balfour
Standerton
Piet Retief
Amersfoort
Wakkerstroom
Volksrust
Waterberg
Barberton
6 Venda
Letaba

The idea behind the learner-support endeavour is to reduce the barriers of isolation and to
improve the learning performance of students by re-introducing the "human face" into th e
distance education system. Apart from being didactically sound, this new approach has
been necessitated by the educational needs of the new democratic South Africa and
competition from the traditionally residenti al uni versities which have started implementing
courses based on distance ed ucation.
In practice the leam er-support system boils down to decentrali sed teaching - and is based
on the appointment of tutors in towns and ci ties across the country. The following questi on
immediately arises: How does one decide, within the constraints of a financial budget,
where and for which examination papers tutors should be appointed?
This question could be addressed from a wide range of approaches . The university
authori ties followed a pragmati c approach when the leam er-support system was
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implemented in 1995 . Since this system does not operate within an unlimited budget, it was
impossible to duplicate the necessary infrastructure and support facilities at an unlimited
number of locations. Unisa therefore decided to appoint tutors primarily at the present
regional centres that have the necessary facilities such as lecture halls and equipment.
Satellite learning centres could then be established where needed, but this has not
materialised to any great extent. As can be gathered from figure 1, only five of the nine
provinces do in fact offer learner support. In 1996 the Northern Province had Pietersburg
as a regional centre (75 tutors) and Makhado (18 tutors) and Ga-Marishane (7 tutors) as
satellite centres. Mpumalanga province offered no learner support.

In section 5, the locations of the present regional centre and the two satellite learner-support
centres in the Northern Province will be evaluated by comparing them with the locations
suggested by a spatial analysis of the learner-support needs within the study area.

4. The Unisa Data Base
The Unisa student system is spatial in the sense that it does in fact include spatial units such
as home addresses, postal districts and magisterial districts. The inherent potential of the
spatial component of the data base is largely under-utilised, however. The dominant
impression is that the mapping of the spatial components in the Unisa system is regarded by
management as unimportant in strategic decision-making or alternatively that management
is unaware of the powerful analytical and display capabi lities of modern GIS ' s and the
related thematic map software. The fo llowing facts serve as evidence to substantiate the
afore-mentioned inferences:
Despite several new magisterial district demarcations during the last two decades,
Unisa' s Bureau for Management Information (BMI) continues to use the 1970 boundaries.
The magisterial district numbers do not correspond with those of the national census
survey.
The fo rmer independent homelands are still very much intact in the Unisa data system.
These spatial units have not as yet been merged with the new provinces of the democratic
South Africa that came into existence in 1994.

5. Data analysis
The basic question to be answered was: Where and for which examination papers
should tutors be appoi nted? The strategy followed in the subsequent analyses was
primarily aimed at identifying a location for a regional learner-support centre that would
satisfy the needs of the majority of students and academic departments (which examination
papers?) and secondly to identify satellite locations beyond the sphere of influence of the
proposed regional learner-support centre.
What does the " need" for learner support actually entail? For the purpose of this study,
"need" was quantified in terms of three variables namely the number of students per
magisterial district (nstud), the number of examination papers for which more than 25
students had registered (npapers) and the deviation of a district's pass rate (devprate)
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fro m that of the entire study area (the Northern and Mpumalanga provinces). These data
were supplied as hardcopy printouts by Unisa's BMI. The spatial units to which the data
were related, were the magisterial districts within the two provinces. On account of time
constraints and the experimental nature of the research, it was decided to confine the study
only to the 19 first-year examination papers having more than 500 students in the entire
study area. The spatial patterns of the three variables are discussed below.
Number of students: Figure 3 clearly illustrates that the mean centre of the student
population was situated in one of the northeastern districts of the study area. The exact
location of such a mean centre was not calculated for two reasons. Firs tly, mean centre
calculations are dependent on numeri cal values at specific points. The data used in this
study, however, were of a lower resolution level in that they represented counts fo r areas
(mag isterial districts in this case). The assumption could have been made that the centroid
of a magisterial district represents the numerical value of the particular distri ct. Secondly,
as the shapes of the individual di stricts are extremely irregular, it was decided not to
perform "gymnastics" that would be based on generalising ass umptions regarding the
spatial distribution of the student population.
Number of examination papers: A magisterial district in which the students are
registered for a wide range of subjects, as opposed to a magisterial district in which a
limited number of subjects are fo llowed, would have a stronger claim on housing a regional
learner-support centre. The number of individual examination papers in which 25 or more
students (npapers) were enrolled per magisterial district was calculated and subsequentl y
mapped in figure 4. The fo ur districts (Giyani (19), Thabamoopo (17), Venda (18) and
Letaba (1 7)), scoring highest in terms of thi s variable, are situated in the northeast and
therefore do not have a central location relative to the entire study area.
Pass Rate: It was argued furthermore that the need for a tutor is greatest in those districts
that have a below-average pass rate. Since government subsidies to the uni versity are
based on the number of successful students, the uni versity would also benefit most fro m
raising the pass rate in those distri cts with a below-average performance. The pass rate was
quantified by determining the difference between a district's average pass rate and the
average pass rate (47,06%) of the entire region. The regional average was based on the
ratio between the number of students registered fo r the 19 selected examination papers and
the number of students who passed the same papers.
The district with the greatest need for learner support in terms of the negati ve deviation
from the regional average pass rate was a district in Mpumalanga, namely Balfour. The
average pass rate of students in the Balfo ur distri ct was more than 11 % lower than the
average pass rate of students in the entire study area. However, the fact that Balfour had
onl y 17 students put the Balfour claim in a different perspective. It was therefore decided
to ex press the deviation from the regional average in terms of the number of registered
students. The latter values were simply multiplied by the deviation from the regional
average. The smaller the negati ve value, the greater the need for learner support. Two core
areas could be di stinguished on the bas is of the spatial pattern revealed by figure 5. The
primary area constitutes the magisterial di stricts of Pietersburg, Soutpansberg, Gi yani and
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Letaba in the Northern Province. A secondary area includes the Nsikazi, Mapulaneng 41,
Nelspruit, Pilgrims Rest and Mhala magisterial districts. Although they - with the exception
ofNsikazi and Mapulaneng (district41) - did not obtain the highest scores, the southeastern
districts of the Northern Province and the northeastern districts of Mpumalanga form a
contiguous area, in which average pass rates were lower than the average pass rate for the
study area. It is also evident from the spatial pattern that, on average, the Mpumalanga
districts achieved more favourable scores in terms of this variable despite the fact that the
tutor system had not yet been initiated in Mpumalanga.
Although the spatial patterns of the three variables that were analysed do differ, there is a
definite trend that would suggest that the northeastern districts of the study area would
benefit most from learner support. An effort was made to combine the three variables into
a single composite index. The approach which was followed will now be discussed.
The numerical values pertaining to the individual variables differed substantially. In the
case of "nstud", the range was I 428,4 whilst that of "npapers" was only 19. These
differences in numerical values ruled out the possibility of simply accumulating the district
values scored on each variable. It could in fact happen that a district might score the highest
composite score simply on account of its large student numbers. To overcome thi s
problem the variables had to be standardised. This was done by transforming the scores of
each district into Z-scores. Negative Z-scores were removed by simply adding a constant
slightly larger than the largest negative value in the particular data set. As regards the
deviation from the regional average, the scores were multiplied by -I in order to allow
those districts scoring below-average pass rates to have the greatest positive values.
Finally, the Z-scores on each of the variables were scaled between zero and 100. These
final derived scores allowed the three sets of variables to be compared, and paved the way
for deriving a composite index including all three of the variables under discussion.
The composite index for each magisterial district is displayed in figure 6 and was deri ved
by simply accumulating the Z-scores on the individual variables. This implies that an
equal weight was assigned to each variable. Whether accumulation is the desired strategy,
is debatable. Weighing factors could be applied to each variable but since no empiricallyestablished norms were available, weighing and its resultant spatial patterns did not receive
much attention. The seven districts, which obtained the highest scores on the composite
index, are shown in the next table whereas the spati al pattern of the composite index is
displayed in figure 6. The spatial pattern of the afore-mentioned figure and the
implications arising from the interpreted spatial pattern will now be dealt with .
District ID
17
24
12
6
3
65
41

Di strict
Giyani
Letaba
Pietersburg
Venda
Soutpansberg
Nsikazi
Mapulaneng

Index I
63.09
60.44
55 .68
100.02
37.44
43.66
39. 15

Index 2
99.9 1
89.4 1
68.4
94.66
57.9
63.15
42.15

Index 3
100.09
85.56
94.58
17.5 1
99.29
75.47
93 .97

Compo Index
263.09
235 .41
2 18.66
2 12. 19
194 .63
182 .28
175 .27
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With the exception of Nsikazi , the seven districts which were classified in the top two
categories of the composite index (figure 6) were all Northern Province districts. Based on
the composite index score, there could not be much doubt that the district of Giyani is by
far the strongest contender for learner support. The high composite index value achieved
by Giyani is due mainly to its very high Z-scores on "npapers" and "devprate" and a higherthan-average value on "nstu{f' . Furthermore, the strong claim by Giyani is strengthened by
the fact that it is adjacent to the second district, namely Letaba, and relatively close to
Venda which occupies fourth position. It should be noted that Giyani does not have a
central location within the study area, but as can be inferred fro m figure 6, the need for
learner support is largely concentrated in the northeastern districts of the Northern
Province. The districts of Giyani , Letaba and Venda form a practically contiguous spatial
unit, indicating that a single regional learner-support centre could well serve the needs of
the student community.
Pietersburg, the capital city of the Northern Province and at present a regional learnersupport centre is among the districts attaining a high composite index value (third position).
Being situated on the western periphery of the "nucleus" region, Pietersburg, is not an ideal
location, however. The centre of gravity of the student population and the focus of the need
for learner support is situated further towards the east. It should also be noted that the
relatively high composite index score of Pieters burg can be explained largely in terms of the
high Z-score on a single variable, namely the deviation from the regional pass rate. It
should be noted furth ermore that the large negative deviation from the regional pass rate
was achieved in spite of Pieters burg being the focal point of learner-support activities in
the Northern Province.
.
The index value achieved by Venda (the fourth contender) merits closer examination. In
terms of "nstud" and "npapers" it has an exceptionally strong claim for learner-support
facilities. The negligible contribution of "devprate" to the composite index value of
Venda is du e to the fact that the district is one of the top perform ers in terms of examination
pass rates . In the case of Venda, applying differentiated weights to the individual scores on
the variables could have a marked effect on the district's claim for a learner-support centre.
As regards the need for learner-support services in Mpumalanga, Nsikazi could be
considered as an isolated contender district. The district is situated on the eastern border
of Mpumalanga and is not surrounded by districts with high composite index values.
Nelspruit, the capital of Mpumalanga, has a better infrastru cture and is adjacent to Nsikazi.
Should a learner-support centre be established in Mpumalanga province, Nelspruit would
be a more suitable locati on.
As regards the location of satellite learner-support facilities, no clear pattern emerged . The
strongest contender districts are probably the wes tern Mpumalanga districts, namely
Mdutjana, Groblersdal, Middelburg and Witbank. It should, however, be noted that the
present study regarded Mpumalanga and the Northern Province as a single territorial unit.
Should the study have focused on Mpumalanga and the Northern Province as separate
entities, the res ultant Mpumalanga spatial patterns could have differed substantially from
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the patterns revealed by the current study. In this study, the needs of the Northern Province
districts overshadowed those of the Mpumalanga districts. The establishment of a satellite
learner-support centre at Makhado in the Venda district of the Northern Province should be
welcomed. As pointed out previously, Venda has an exceptionally strong claim for learner
support. The Nebo district in which Ga-Marishane (the other satellite learner-support
centre) is situated, achieved a relatively low score on the composite index. Being a centre
that was initi ated by the local community, the decision will not be condemned. In fact, it
serves as an illustration that a computer-generated quantitative value should not
necessarily be regarded as the alpha and the omega when something as subj ective as "the
need for learner support" is investigated.

6. Conclusions
This study is an attempt to demonstrate the value and necessity of applying the mapping
and analytical techniques offered by modern GIS software systems when making decisions
having spatial implications. The res ults of the study do in fac t indicate that the decision to
make Pietersburg the focal point of learner support in the Northern Province, could be
questioned. Being a centre that had facilities in place when the tutor system was launched
in 1995 was probably the main reason why learner-support services were not established
where they were needed most. The initial decision to make Pietersburg a regional centre
should also be questioned. To do this requires an analysis of the spatial patterns of 1980
when Pietersburg received its status as a regional centre. It should furthermore be
remembered that in the year 1980 several of the districts east of Pietersburg were not
considered to be part of white South-Africa, but independent or self-governing homelands.
A GIS is no magic tool. It can only provide answers which are embedded in the data
componen t of the system. Insights gai ned from this research suggest that the current data
structures of the university are not conducive to spatial analysis. It is recommended that
the uni versity authorities should consider geo-coding the spatial attributes of a student at
the very moment that registration takes place. A second recommendation is that data
structures and network access should be put in place to allow spati al analysts to access the
data at higher resolution levels and on the lowest level of generalisation .
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SIMULATION AND AGENT MODELLING
FOR ROAD SELECTION IN GENERALISATION
Benoit Morisset & Anne Ruas
IGNIDT/COGIT
2 avenue Pasteur
94160 Saint-Mande France
anne.ruas@ign.fr
Abstract
Network generalisation is the process of selecting a subset of a network sufficient to convey its
defining characteristics. The amount of 'road use ' is one way of determining the importance of
roads within a network, and can form the basis of selection in the process of generalisation.
The challenge thus becomes 'how do we model road use?' In this paper, simulation modelling
is used to derive values for road use and these values are subsequently used as a basis for
modelling the process of network generalisation. We simulate the movement of cars on the
initial road network: On a day by day basis, drivers have to reach some areas, randomly
chosen within administrative, commercial anl:l industrial buildings. The modelling is based on
multi-agent paradigm : each day, a ' driver agent ' has to go to specific places (its goals) and
uses its own behaviour ' driving' to compute the best route (based on Dijkstra algorithm). After
a set of simulations, each road has a count of its utilisation, the frequency of use. Such an'
information is then used to build a sub network according to continuity and distribution
constraints. Beyond results, the use of simulation modelling combined with agent based
techniques is a new way of addressing the generalisation problem.
Object selection: a crucial and complex operation for generalisation
Object selection is one of the most important steps of generalisation process, especially for
medium and small scale. Most of the time, the initial database does not contain enough
information to allow for an easy and appropriate object selection : either too many or too few
objects are selected . An accurate comparison between a paper map and a generalised one
shows that criteria such as density, proximity, accessibility guide the object selection process.
Such information is not currently described in GIS, and specific methodologies for object
selection need to be developed. An example of lake generalisation described in [Muller &
Wang, 91], shows that the decision oflake selection depends on the global description of size
and proximity relationships between lakes. The selection operation in generalisation requires us
to answer the question: what important must be preserved from the database given the user's
specifications ?
This work focuses on road and street selection : it belongs to network generalisation : the
process of selecting a subset of a network, sufficient to convey its defining characteristics. We
first review alternate approaches, before we explain the criteria used for this implementation.
Specifically we present an innovative methodology and computer paradigms : multi-agent and
simulation modelling were used in the generalisation process. The implementation is done on a
multi-agent system and the data set comes from IGN BDTopo (topographic data base, with
I m resolution).
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Graph theory for road generalisation
For road selection some authors such as [Mackaness & Beard 93], [Thomson & Richardson
95] use graph theory in order to select a sub-network : road network constitutes a graph whose
nodes are either junctions or towns. Edges and nodes can be weighted according to different
criteria (e.g. number of connected roads, places of interest for towns, distance and time travel
for roads) in order to compute a minimum weighted spanning tree, which allows for network
simplification while preserving road connectivity.
More recently, [Mackechnie & Mackaness, 97] proposed a way to simplifY road and street
networks by means of junctions analysis based on graph theory and proximity between edges
and nodes within the junction : Close junctions are identified by means of cluster analysis, and
the decision of junction collapse depends on an analysis of connectivity computed on the
graph.
Criteria for road selection
From an initial data set, we want to derive a sub-network of roads. The aim of our approach is
to try to formalise constraints relating to the road network so that the sub network remains
' close' to the initial one. In order to do this, we need to list the specific functions related to
roads and their capacitance to carry traffic:
• a car should be able to drive on the sub network (connectivity constraints),
• the simplified network has to be a subset of the initial one (no new route can be created),
• a car should be able to reach a location, wherever it is, in a time which is close to the time
computed onto the initial network : it encompasses isolated and ' outside' locations (i.e.
important location outside the working area, such as towns),
• between two possible routes, the best one is maintained , i.e. the one which seems to be the
most used.
Thus, we are generalising the network based on the junction oj the road, taking into account
the intrinsic relationship between the roads and the buildings they connect. The junction oj
the building dictates the importance oj the road and its inclusion/exclusion from the
generalised product.
A few words on multi-agent and simulation process:
Agent paradigm could be considered as the new modelling generation, coming after object
paradigm. If we compare both approaches, agents are more autonomous than objects: An
agent has its own goals and can lise its behaviour types to reach its goals. It is no longer a
supervised system sending a message to an object such as « use this method now » : in such a
case, an object executes but does not take the decision to act or not. On the contrary, an agent
takes the decision to use its behaviours according to its goals and its perception of other
agents : Agents can interact in order to reach common goals. An agent uses recurrently its
behaviours until it reaches a stable state.
In order to describe a situation, a set of agents can belong to an organisation which can be
described and can communicate with its members (i .e. agents). For generalisation purpose, a
geographical object is an agent with its own goal (e.g. to be big enough, not too detailed, etc.)
and an organisation can be an area which can be described in terms of density, complexity or
global shape (i.e. Gesalt). An organisation can give its members more global information on the
society of agents. Moreover, according to some information computed at the organisation
level, a manager can guide agents to focus on a specific goal to reach or even to remove
themselves. In such a case it defines dynamically agent goals. Current research is focusing on
co-ordinating aspect (i.e. which agent does what and when 7) in order to tackle control
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aspects and to reach both local and global goals. Such an approach allows to act more or less
locally according to the goals and the complexity of the initial problem to solve.
Simulation is a mechanism on top of agent paradigm which defines agent goals at specific time,
time after time. It allows to study the repetition of a phenomena to deduce some statistical
information.

First step: analysis of road use frequency by means of driving simulation
In order to study the use of a road network, we simulate the movement of traffic and count the
frequency of use of each road edge by drivers. To do so, we model through the use of driver
agents, the day to day movement of cars from place to place.
Driver agent behaviour
Each day, a driver agent has to go from place to place. The places to leave and to reach are
dynamically chosen by the system (see below). At a specific time, a driver has a specific goal:
to go to a p lace and uses its behaviour driving to compute the best route from where it is : the
quickest route is assumed to be the best. The computation of the quickest path is done
according to Dijkstra algorithm [Dijkstra,S9] on a classified road network. Thus, an important
road attracts drivers because time travel is lower.
Places to leave, places to go :
The definition of places (i.e. driver goals) depends on the semantic of the database. The richer
the building description the better the simulation. For our application, the database contained
houses, administrative, commercial, industrial buildings and tourist areas. Each house or
building had a maximum allocation of ' sent drivers ' according to their areas (to distinguish
between houses and buildings), and administrative, commercial, industrial and tourist areas
have a maximum of ' drivers reception ' per day according to their nature and their size.

c attracting points
-

roads

To connect places to the road network,
attraction points are computed from each
building to its closest road

Figllre J : connection between bUildings and road~

Moreover, in order to take into account people who either cross these regions, come into or
go outside, we introduce points of attraction at the edges of the working area to simulate this
process (i .e. the sub network should allow to reach outside locations such as towns which are
not included within this area). Thus some of the drivers will have to reach these points.
Simulation with a society of driver agents:
Each day, a set of agents is randomly distributed within houses and given the goal of travelling
to various types of buildings (among administrative, commercial, tourist, industrial ones) or
places ' outside' the working area. Reception places for each agent is also randomly chosen. On
a day by day basis it is thus possible to model different possibilities. For example :
Driver-agent d-l : home = house b-54
• behaviour (time = 8) : go-to industrial area i-4
• behaviour (time = 12) : go home
• behaviour (time = 15) : go-to commercial building c-8
• behaviour (time = 16) : go home
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At the end of this step, we
obtain a network where each
road edge has a count of its
utilisation. Used in its raw form
this information would create
discontinuities (detached sub
graphs)
in
the
network.
Additional
criteria
must
therefore be considered.
On figure 2, black lines

correspond to roads that are the
most frequently used (25% *
maximum frequency). Some
discontinuities can be seen
(marked 'a ').
Figure 2 : compulation of road frequency by simulation

Second step: reconstruction of a sub network according to multiple constraints
In this second step, we begin with a sub-network computed from the first step (e.g. we select
either a number of roads or a percentage of the most frequently used roads), and see whether a
driver agent can drive using this network. We start again the simulation of driver movement
(with same kind of random distribution of places to leave and places to go) on the subnetwork. Whenever an agent cannot reach its goal (because elements of roads are missing), it
uses the initial network to ask for route adding.

Routes adding process:
Two cases require road addition :
I. to fill a discontinuity due to a low threshold chosen from step I : in such a case, the selected
route to correct the discontinuity is selected on the basis of frequency of use. It is a way to
go beyond the problem of threshold choice : The best route is locally chosen according to
local configuration.
2. to allow for driver 's movement from their house to anywhere. In such a case, II the
minimum distance from a house to a road is emphasised
In the second case, roads are not automatically added : within a set of close routes, only the
most asked is added. Such a process is necessary to select only one route from a set of
' equivalent' ones.
d>d2
r-4

,

t

asked during the 2nd step

selected during the 1st step
Fig. 3 : completion of road network according 10 accessibility

In figure 3, building b-3 asked
for road r-4 to be added. Road
r-5 is not necessary as b-3 is
close enough to r- 4 (under
proximity threshold).
Building b-2 also influences the
addition of r-4 because of its
proximity to that section of
road .
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This result has been obtained
after steps one and two. Road
selection after first step was
rather low (50% of the maximum
frequency value): 64 road segments were selected from 266.
After the second step, 19 road
segments were added to ensure
continuity and distribution. The
reduction in road segment
number and length is around
60%.
F4: road selection based on an analysis offrequency a/uses.

Conclusion:
The main interest of this work is that using new paradigms such as agent based modelling and
simulation techniques help us to obtain information that would otherwise be difficult to obtain.
Another example that uses an agent based paradigm is that of Baeijs et al [96], also based on
the IGN BDTopo data, which supports the notion that such a technique is of tremendous
potential in map generalisation. Concerning our results, one can argue that people don't always
use the quickest route to reach a point [Gryl 95]. We don 't argue that Dijkstra algorithm is the
best one for modelling driver's behaviour, but it corresponds to an acceptable logic. Actually,
as there is not a single way to generalise data, there should be different algorithms
corresponding to different logic, corresponding to different needs. Moreover, this way of
programming offers enough flexibility to add more constraints which could ensure better
results: for example, the previous figure (figure 4), we could emphasis location accessibility or
remove small road cycles. In conclusioll, the use of simulation modelling com billed with agent
based techniques is considered to be a 1I0vei and illnovative wiry of addressing the
generalisation problem.
We wish to thank M Adjaoute for his multi-agent system AGORA on loan, and Mr A.
Bergonzo and W Mackaness for their helpful comments in reviewing this paper.
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Abstract
Multiple representations make up an essential part of Geographic Infonnation Systems.
They not only require new database models and structures. They also require new tools
within the user interface. The aim of this paper is to show what kinds of new tools are
necessary to deal with multiple representations.

Introduction
Multiple representations make up an essential part of Geographic Infonnation Systems
(GIS): In cooperative GIS, each cooperating user needs its own point of view with its
own semantics and its own abstraction to represent phenomena of the real world.
Complex applications use several representations with different levels of details during
the process, see for example exploratory data analysis [Yuan and Albrecht 95] or
landscape and urban planning [Timpf et al. 92], [Langou and Mainguenaud 94]. Even
for a great variety of simple geometric applications, it is necessary to store multiple
representations of the same data in order to facilitate the efficient computation of
operators [Giinter 89]. Nowadays, spatial databases are very similar to maps, i.e. only
one representation at one scale is available. These databases are satisfactory only for
GIS with one type of user and for a single application.
In general, different levels of detail are needed when dealing with spatial data [Minsky
85]. A single spatial representation at the maximum level of detail is not satisfactory
for the user. Besides, there are several data sources (geographic databases) with
different resolutions, times, accuracies, etc. Unfortunately, current systems lack the
ability to deal with multiple representations in their database or in their visualisation
[Buttenfield and Delotto 89].
In the remainder of this paper we present what we understand by multiple
representations and restrict ourselves to multi-scale representations that are important
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for cartographic applications. Then we introduce some new tools that can handle
multi-scale representations and therefore improve interaction with multi-scale GIS .

What are multiple representations?
We understand by multiple representation that the same geographic phenomenon or
entity is multiply represented under different aspects within a single system. These
aspects may be:
• time: time of representation
• accuracy: relationship between a measurement and the reality which it purports to
represent
• resolution: the smallest entity which can be represented (geometric resolution) and
the degree of detail of semantic attributes (semantic resolution)
• precision: degree of detail in the reporting of a measurement
• scale: conveys the needed level of abstraction of the phenomenon
• spatial data model: model for description of spatial data (e.g. raster or vector)
• application: type of application - this also determines the concept of space.
The list is not complete, but it shows very well the complexity of the problem.
The main sources of problems with multiple representations can be divided into two
groups. The first group is concerned with storing, handling, and updating multiple
representations in databases. The second group relates to the visual rendering of the
data on a screen, that is accommodating the information on a bounded display so that it
is visible. The problems that arise are mostly connected to transaction management,.
redundant databases, updates of the database, performance time, storage
considerations, missing concepts of how to handle multiple representations etc. To
avoid these problems, most GISs use only one type of data in their databases and store
a single predefmed rendering of the data. In that respect spatial databases are very
similar to maps, i.e. only one representation at one scale is available.
In this paper we concentrate on multi-scale representations, which are a subset of
multiple representations. Multi-scale representations are those representations that
have different levels of detail or levels of abstraction. A geographical database does
not formally include the notion of scale but it seems important to associate precision,
accuracy, and resolution with the notion of scale commonly associated with a map
[Goodchild 91] [Milller et a!. 95]. However for this paper we assume that a multi-scale
database exists and analyse what new tools are required in this multi-scale
environment.

News tools for handling multiple representations
Multi-scale representations not only require new database models and structures
[Timpf and Frank 95] [Devogele and Raynal 96] [Jones 91] [Rigaux and Scholl 95].
They also require new tools within the user interface to handle this multiplicity and to
effectively work with several representations. We have identified five different tools
for multi-scale representations. The first four tools (zoom, browse, select, and pan)
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require that existing tools change, the fifth tool (update) is new at the user interface
level.
Zoom Tool [Frank and Timpf 94]
Zooming is a highly used operation in GIS . Any time the user wishes to change either
the visible range of data on the screen or its detail it is necessary to zoom. Zooming
can be done in three different ways: it can change the viewing window to
accommodate a larger area, it can give more detail on the same area and it can change
the content of the screen, showing other data of the same area.
The graphical zoom only enlarges the viewing window. After zooming, objects are
larger but less objects are in the field of view.
The content zoom gives more content information, it therefore adds thematic
information.
The intelligent zoom give more information (more detail) at a different level of detail
when zooming in.
The difference between existing tools ([Robertson 86], [Furnas 86]) and intelligent
zoom is that the level of detail is changed in the representation (see figure I).

Graphical Zoom

,. ,
L "0..1

figure I : Zoom Tool
The idea is that the user will be able to choose between these three different ways of
zooming, depending on what he has in mind.
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Select Tool
Multiple representations allow to navigate between representations, but this navigation
must preserve the selection of the user. The selection tool must be able to propagate
the selection in one representation to another representation, probably I a different
window. For example, in figure 2, if the user selects three objects (two cross-roads and
one section), the select tool must be able to select objects which represent the same
part of the real world in a more detailed representation. This is especially interesting
when working with different windows. At the moment, when changing the
representation or the window, all previous selections are gone - the user is lost.

figure 2 : Select Tool
Browse Tool
The multi-representation browser enables to simultaneously consult the semantic
information that comes from different representations. Indeed, this information can be
complementary, and applications need information from all representations. This is the
extension of the selection tool to the attribute domain.
Panning Tool
The panning tool must also improve, users want to pan over one representation and
find themselves in the same area in another representation. This is necessary for the
preservation of the focus and serves a similar purpose as the selection and the browse
tools - the user must not get lost or loose the information already given in another
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representation. It is an important tool and adheres also to the 'WYSIWYG'
philosophy. This means that if the user pans, he pans in all representations at the same
time.
Update Tool
In a multi-scale data-structure information transfers between representations become

possible. For the process of updating this means that it is possible to propagate an
update performed at some detailed level to a less detailed level [Kilpelainen 95]. This
is not only important for the process of updating the whole database but also for the
user interface. In the first case, the most detailed level is updated and the changes
propagate through the less detailed data-sets. In the second case, a user selection and
change (either of colour or even of geometry) may be propagated through all lesser
detailed representations. This tool is therefore a prerequisite for the selection tool. The
difference between the first and the second case is the permanence of the action. When
updating the database the change is registered, when using the user interface the
change is temporary.

Conclusion
The result of this paper is a description of multiple representations and some of their
tools. These tools are essential to handle multiple representation, especially multi-scale
representations. However, we find that these tools could not be implemented in current
spatial databases. Even if the database features different representations of the same
geographic phenomenon, those representations are not linked. It is imperative that
representations be linked [Devogele et al. 96] for example by schema integration
([Spaccapietra et al. 96], [Nyerges 89], [Stephan et al. 93]) or spatial data matching
[Lemarie 96]. Attempts to do so for a very specialised application, namely wayfinding
in road networks, has proven encouraging ([Timpf et al. 92], [Car 96]). It is
nonetheless necessary to look at the tools that multiple representations would require.
Their design and application have a large impact on the design of databases for
multiple representation.
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Abstract
The generalisation of urban areas is achieved through the various application of map
generalisation techniques, to the objects that typically convey the semantic of 'town'. Across
the continuum from large to small scale, the geometries and topologies of objects change, and
objects undergo radical changes in representation. Underlying these transitions is the objective
that we reduce map content, but still convey a sense of what is urban. Though we have some
techniques for altering the geometries of objects (enlarge, displace, network simplification,
etc.) the challenge of map generalisation increasingly becomes to what objects are these
techniques applied, how much, and when? This paper discusses strategies for design that
address the issue of 'orchestration' in using map generalisation operators and examines the
cartographic analytical requirements for automated and dynamic strategies. These ideas are
illustrated by examining mechanisms for improving the clarity of groups of urban buildings,
mainly through displacement processes. The focus of this discussion can be extended to the
broader issue of map design across the entire map extent.
Map as System of Relationships
The relationships among objects apparent from viewing a graphic will change with scale. In
designing automated strategies of design, the challenge becomes one of conserving and
conveying the essence of those relations. Little research has focused on identilYing and
predicting changes in these relations during the modelling process of generalisation, nor on
determining how these relations might fundamentally underpin the generalisation process. This
in spite of the fact that the significance of object inter-relationships in generalisation has long
been acknowledged. In this paper it is argued that successful automated generalisation will
require detailed knowledge of the relationships in generalisation and the composite forces that
affect an object's behaviour and its portrayal . This paper suggests that since the relationships
within a map are so central to their meaning, that greater consideration should be given to
modelling these relationships specifically to support the map generalisation process. This idea
is described as the phenomenological approach to map generalisation [Ormsby and Mackaness·
97]. The paper begins with a discussion of this idea and then focuses on displacement as a
collective and dynamic mechanism for improving clarity in design.
A Phenomenological View of City

Geographic phenomena (such as ' town') are conveyed by a mix of simpler objects (for
example transportation infrastructures and buildings), having recognisable internal geometries
and spatial interdependencies (defined in terms of proximity, density and patterns). The
differing geometries of the buildings, and the inter-space are what enable us to distinguish
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between parts of the city, and to discriminate between different cities. In combination and in
the context of broader regions, these qualities enable us interpret the boundaries to
conurbation. Thus a simple description of town might be ' dense building-like structures
interlaced among a richly connected road network' . As we generalise through the scales it is
important to conserve the defining characteristics of 'town' (e.g. a narrow network in the old
part of Barcelona or the orthogonal grid and few diagonals of downtown Manhattan). And we
could add that the characteristics of 'town' is not only defined by its spatial structure, but also
how it is used (e.g. how people use a street network [Gryl 95)). To achieve this, and to
provide the information essential to map generalisation, we adopt a phenomenological
approach. One that specifically identifies three types of information 1) the internal geometry of
objects comprising town, 2) the semantic of town, and 3) the inter object geometry (both
metric and topological) such as proximity, or relative orientation.
Semantic
The meaning of the city :
river, business district, roads,
residential, shops, railways,
etc ..

Internal Geometry
Description of objects:
For example for buildings:
• size,
• orientation,
• compactness,
• volume,

•

Inter-object geometry
Collective description :
• spatial proximity/ density
• shape of convex hull
• similarity of size and shape
• topology : connectivity,
inclusion

•

...
figure I : A phenomenological view: the semantic, individual geometry and collecllve deSCriptIOn

These three kinds of information can be used to describe local regions as well as global extent.
Actually, successful generalisation is dependent upon the identification of pattern among thesethree kinds of information and in the grouping of objects according to their of shared
characteristics : if a set of houses share the same characteristics in terms of size, shapes,
distance, they should be identified and generalised together, especially whenever operations
such as object removal occurs. In a wlry, generalisation is all about emphasis similarities,
differences, exceptions alld associations- in an automated environment, their detectioll is an
essential prerequisite:
• Similarity : In order to define similarity among a set of objects, it is necessary to define the
spatial extent over which the similarity occurs. Such similarities are visually detected by a
cartographer. The need to convey the similarities between objects being more important
than the display of the object itself! This information is 'hidden' or implicit among the
organisation of a group of objects but nevertheless must be detected and preserved.
• Differences : It is equally important to preserve (or indeed give emphasis to) the differences
between regions or objects during generalisation. Maintenance of the homogeneity of the
map is what enables us to visually separate and distinguish one region from another.
• Exception : An exceptional object is one that does not share the characteristics of those in
its surroundings. For example a non aligned house within a set of aligned houses, a single
bend in a section of straight road. Such objects provide a unique point of reference within
the map surface and must be preserved.
• Associations : It is important to preserve the geographical associations that exist between
objects. Natural and anthropogenic associations act as confirmatory evidence in our
understanding and interpretation of map space. For example that bridges connect across
rivers, or that twisting winding road is indicative of steep ascent up the side of a mountain.
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For example
• the characteristic of Manhattan is a grid of streets with specific orientation, and distances
between those streets, the exception being a few diagonals (such as Broadway) and a
surrounding ring road : we can simplifY the grid by reducing the number of streets, but we
also have to preserve the exceptions ; the diagonals and the surrounding ring road.
• the defining characteristic of the city of Barcelona is a core made up of dense, narrow and
sinuous streets. Surrounding this core is a straight set of roads akin to the ' Haussmanien'
architecture. Once again we can reduce the density of both centre and its surrounding area
but the difference between both areas has to be preserved.
These examples illustrate what Raisz stated that ' Intelligent generalisation demands a good
knowledge of geography and a sense of proportion' [Raisz 196238]. The automated approach
demands that we qualifY and quantifY the defining geographical characteristics of the features
we wish to portray.
This phenomenological view gives emphasis to the notion that these lexical and geometric
qualities are tightly woven and interdependent. It is the interdependence of these objects that
implicitly conveys the notion of town. If we generalise any part of what constitutes 'town'
(either from the lexical or geometric perspective) we alter its form and thereby the
representations of that form. For example if we simplifY the road network then the topology
between buildings that lie either side of the road change. If we omit, displace or group
buildings, then we change apparent patterns and how they are clustered. These operations
(singularly or in combination) may clarifY (or erode) the message that 'this is the town' .
To conclude : a phenomenological approach forces us to consider the geography of the map in
terms of individual objects, their meaning and interdependence. If we wish to preserve that
geographical meaning, we need :
• to generalise objects not one by one but as a whole. Even the generalisation of a single
object requires careful consideration of its context : i.e. decisions of generalisation depend
on an understanding of the geographical siluation ; a geographical context that must be
made explicit for successful automated cartography.,
• to take into account user specifications and conflicts which trigger generalisation operation.
In order to do so, it is necessary to define 'what is a conflict', i.e. ' what in the data base
does not fit with the intended specifications'. Such principle requires the identification of
conflicts and some rules which define priorities between conflicts to allow for decision
making,
• to orchestrate generalisation operations : each operation will alter the representation of
geographic space. Some operations such as the deletion of objects need to be applied with
special care since they are non reversible. The associations between objects requires that
some operations should be 'triggered' in response to generalisation operations. For
example, if we symbolise lines, we need to displace surrounding objects, if we amalgamate
buildings into regions, we need to simplifY simultaneously the road network within and
around such regions.
Relationships Among Objects
Because this weave extends within and beyond each object definition, it is not surprising that
generalisation operators are as critical to what they are not applied to, as much as what they
are applied to. That the context in which operators are/are not applied are critical and central
to their success. In summary, the idea that we simply ' generalise objects' is poor perspective to
adopt when we come to design maps of higher abstraction. It is better to phrase the action as
' generalising objects with respect to other objects' in order to force ourselves to consider the
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impact generalisation will have on the objects relationships (both its 'local' relationships and
its wider relationships).

Retaining essential defining characteristics
Retaining essential defining characteristic requires that we define those characteristic qualities
in the first instance [Regnauld 96]. For example the methodology of Regnauld [96] when
generalising a set of buildings is to 1) identify groups of buildings by means of Minimum
Spanning Tree, 2) qualify each cluster according to size, orientation and shape (by means of
elongation criteria) and 3) detecting similarities and exceptions within each cluster. In this way,
it is possible to typify the cluster (i.e. building removal within a set of building) while
preserving similarities and exceptions. Such an approach is also adopted by Plazanet [96] in the
generalisation of lines where by the line is first segmented according to sinuosity and qualified
again according to some more accurate sinuosity measurements. Such characteristics
identification has been shown to be critical to the decision making process, this being the only
way to detect and prioritise the removal of map data while minimising the loss or emphasis of
geographical meaning.
How to guide the generalisation process?
Let us examine these guiding principles by focusing on urban generalisation. Among
generalisation operations, the ones which are required for buildings are :displacement: to
allow for a minimum distance between buildings and buildings and streets (including street
symbolisation) ; aggregation: to solve size and/or proximity conflicts ; typification : to reduce
the density of objects; emphasising: to solve size conflicts; shape simplification: to remove
granularity conflict (i.e. to remove the detail of shape that would not be perceptible); collapse
buildings into an 'urban area' symbol to reduce density.
The problem is to know which sequence of operations is required for a specific situation. The
qualification of the conflict provides some but not all of the information required: For
example if a building is too small, it can be either removed, or emphasised or aggregated, if
two buildings are too closed they can be either displaced or aggregated or one can be removed.
Even if a building knows about its own conflict, the decision making depends on a more global
view (a view previously described as 'hidden' or implicit to a group of objects).And while
information can be provided at the individual object level, there is no control to govern the
action between two objects. Thus the figure 2, though it is apparent that each object knows
about itself, and its neighbour, it is not clear what should happen next :
1 am a building, number 3S
too small. too detailed. too close with building 36
SOWHAT? ?

1 am a building, number 36
too small. too detailed . too close with building 3S
figure 2 : Higher levels of decision making required to resolve this 'conflict '

This is not to say that conflict identification is not useful. It simply emphasises the need for a
framework that enables the creation of 'complex objects' that describe the geographical region
at a coarser scale.
A simulated density indicator to guide urban generalisation :
One of the first questions we have to tackle is : 'is there enough space to preserve each
object ?' . In order to know if there is or not enough space according to legibility (or graphical)
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constraints we define a simulated density indicator which is the ratio between the surface used
by objects (i.e. mainly roads and buildings) and the free area within an area, the region in
which this occurs is called a situation :

s

a Situation; Bi a Building / Bi c S; IV a Road / Rj c

S

ISimulted - density(S) = IJSlIrf(Bi) + SlIif(Rj)) / SlIif(S)
We can better define the criteria by defining the minimum size of a building necessary for it to
be discernible and legible:

ISlIrf(Bi) = max (minimum- polygon - surface ,Surf(Bi))
How to use the simulated density indicator :
Such an indicator can be used for internal and contextual purposes :
I . For internal generalisation (internal to the situation) it indicates whether some objects have
to be removed or not : According to empirical tests, if the simulated density is over 80%, it
is necessary to remove objects before any other operation such as displacement,
emphasising or building outline simplification can occur. The rule can be written in the
form :
if Siml/lted - density(S) <! 80% ~ Beststrategy = density - reduction first
2. For more contextual purposes, such an indicator allows to maintain a certain homogeneity
between different areas by using some rules such as :
• if simulated-density is over 100%, buildings has to be changed into 'buildings area'
• if simulated density is between 100 and 80%, it has to be reduced between 80and 70%
• if simulated density is between 80 and 70%, it has to be reduced between 70 and 60%
• otherwise, objects should be maintained if they comply with data specification.
In such a case, the simulated density indicator is used to guide the object removal process : the
object removal process (by means of typification or simple removal process) has to be carried
on until the new simulated density reaches its required value.

I

Typification in case of over density :
The principle of typification consists of reducing the number of objects while trying to preserve
as much as possible object' s distribution and shape. Such a methodology has been implemented
on Stratege, an experimental 00 GIS developed at the IGN for contextual generalisation.
Such a characterisation is used to choose removable objects [Regnauld 97]. The quantity of
elirriination is guided by means of the simulated density indicator.

Generalisation of maintained objects: a process of object displacement
Once the number of objects has been reduced to a workable level, it is necessary to continue
the generalisation process in order to resolve proximity and granularity conflicts. The sequence
in resolving conflicts is to first deal with conflicts of proximity. It is easier to resolve problems
of granularity once we are assured of a minimum separation distance.
Proximity constraints:
Given A and 8 two objects, d(A,8) the distance between objects, b the required minimum
distance between objects : if their distance are under the minimum threshold value, then if their
symbolisation is the same, the conflict is severe, otherwise, the conflict is acceptable. This can
be formalised in the following way :
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v (A , B) E Building,

d(A, B) 5, is -=> Conjlict(A , B) = severe

IV A E Building, VB E Road ,

0

< d(A,B) 5,

is -=> Conjlict(A,B) = acceptable

In urban generalisation, the typical composition of many conflicts is that of streets and
buildings. The first step is frequently to displace buildings from the street centre line. Such an
idea is illustrated in figure 3:

fig ure 3 : overlapping confiict

In order to resolve such conflicts, it was necessary to develop a
dynamic method for object displacement based on the
description of proximity between objects. This was developed
at the IGN Cogit laboratory, implemented on Stratege and
computed by means of localised Delaunay triangulation (LDT)the technique being labelled 'LDT displacement' .

Objects displacement to solve proximity conflicts :
The management of displacement requires that we represent proximity relationships between
objects in order to know either which objects are too close to one another or which objects are
in conflict as a result of a previous translation. Defining neighbourhoods between objects is
complex. The way we represent proximity relationships is not an unique solution, but it is an
adaptation of a variety of techniques. Essentially we need :
I . to identifY proximity relationships between different data,
2. to consider buildings as single objects which will receive and propagate displacements.
As it would be computationally expensive to generate all proximity relationships between
objects, we use Delaunay triangulation to compute set of neighbourhood relationships, and
from such relationships, we compute real proximities (distance and direction between objects)
which are used during the displacement process

Figure 4, illustrates the creation of
a LDT. These proximity measures
are used to make optimum
selection of objects and to calculate
displacement vectors.
The way to compute such
information is described in [Ruas
97].
figure 4 : computation ofproximity between roads and buildings

Local control based on proximity analysis before displacement:
The displacement process starts from the triangulation and displacement vectors computed
from roads. At this stage it is possible to detect automatically specific configurations which can
not be solved by means of displacement: For example if two buildings are too close and
receive displacements from both sides, there is no room for displacement . In such a case, either
buildings are aggregated or one them is removed. Figure 5 shows an example of object
removal (denoted by the letter 'a' in figure 5).
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Displacement process:
At each step, we start with a set of objects which are candidates to propagate their
displacement and another set of objects which are candidates to receive a displacement (C i ) .
We seek among Ci , the best object to displace :
Given two neighbouring objects, A and B, A a displaced object with a displacement
dep(A), and B a candidate for displacement. The best object B to displace is the one for
which the distance is the smallest :
conj(A , B)

= ((dist(A , B)) -

depA* (coi depA , proj(A , B))))

(BestAB) = MIN[ A,8]conj(A,B)
Whenever the best object to displace is selected, we compute and aggregate its inherited
displacements by means of decay functions according to distance and direction [Ruas 97]
Diagnostics
Whenever each objects has been displaced, we check for each object location in order to
identify any remaining problems. We distinguish between 5 kinds of conflicts. Such a control is
a diagnostic process necessary to find the best next action to realise :
I. a polygon crosses a line: this situation is fatal : it is necessary to backtrack and to look for
object removal,
2. a polygon intersects the symbolisation of a line: a new inference can be tried,
3. a polygon intersect another polygon : a polygon aggregation is necessary,
4. two polygons are too close : a new inference can be tried,
5. a polygon is close to the line : it can be accepted,
Moreover, if too many conflicts such as 2, 3, 4, 5 occur it means that there is no room for
displacement and object removal is necessary.
Figure 5 shows a result of building
displacement by means of Delaunay
triangulation developed on the Stratege
platform. In such a case, an initial
computation
of ' simulated
density'
validated the possibility of displacement,
then an analysis of proximity imposed to
first remove one object (' a') before
performing displacement.
After
the
displacement,
diagnostics
computation indicated that some buildings
were still too close, and a second inference
was pursued.

figure 5 .- displacement due to line symbolisation

Synthesis
As previously described, our approach is based on spatial analysis which guides dynamically
the process between objects removal (i.e, typification) object displacement and object
aggregation. Such an approach is necessary in order to maintain as much as possible not only
coherence but also homogeneity. Moreover, a mechanism of diagnostic computation is
necessary not only to control the effects but also to realise local corrections or to repeat the
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process. Object displacement relies on the detection of 'the best next object to displace ' by
means of conflicts indicator.

Figure 6 : a dynamic process based on dala analysis

Conclusions
The paper has discussed the implementation of
dynamic modelling for object displacement
applied to buildings in urban environments.

But the authors wish to emphasise the
philosophy of the approach rather than just
a solution to displacement. The examples
have tried to illustrate the need jor a
phenomenological approach to map
generalisation; to acknowledge that the
problem needs to be viewed at the local
level but in the context of a more global
strategy. That generalisation requires
enrichment of the database through
cartometric analysis of the inter object
space. We believe that adoption of such a
view point will bring us closer to solution in
automated cartography than what have been
achieved to data. Collaborative work
between the University of Edinburgh and
the IGN is continuing to apply this
methodology to
other generalisation
techniques, such as simulation and multiagent already tried for generalisation
purpose at the IGN [Morisset & Ruas 97]. .
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1. Introduction
La generalisation cartographique d'une zone semi urbaine pour obtenir une carte au 1 :50000
pose un probleme pour la representation du bati. En effet, Ie 1 :50000 est une echelle encore
suffisamment ctetaillee pour qu'on puisse representer des batiments individuels. Par contre
l'augmentation de la taille de leur symbolisation par rapport it leur emprise reelle ne permet pas
de les representer tous. A defaut de pouvoir representer tous les batinlents, il faut que ceux
qu'on conserve donnent l'idee de la structure du bati initial. La detection de cette structure
initiale est donc une etape indispensable au processus de generalisation.
Nous allons dans ce papier presenter un modele permettant d'apprehender l'organisation d'un
ensemble de batis, de maniere 11 generaliser cet ensemble en conservant sa structure. Une
premiere partie sera consacree it la presentation d 'un modele pour retrouver des groupes de
batis homo genes selon divers criteres. Dans une seconde partie nous verrons un processus de
generalisation qui s'appuie sur ce modele pour generaliser un groupe de batis tout en
conservant la structure de son implantation. Ce processus n'est en fait qu'une pierre it I'edifice
d'un systeme de generalisation automatiq ue, il represente une operation de typification [SHE
89] globale sur une zone. En conclusion nous venons ou et comment un tel processus s'insere
dans un processus plus global de generalisation.

2. Reconnaissance et qualification d'une structure de bati

L'objectif de cette partie est de construire des groupes de batiments sur des criteres de
perception issus de la theorie du Gestalt. Parmi les einq criteres presentes dans les travaux de
[THO 94], nous en avons utilise trois qui relatent une information qui nou s paralt importante
dans la perception de la structure de l'implantation du bati: la res semblance entre les
batirnents, la proximite, et la regularite de leur disposition. Ces trois crithes ne so nt pas it
prendre en compte au meme niveau, dans la mesure ou on veut constituer des groupes distincts
(non diffus) sur lesquels on pouna reduire Ie nombre d 'elements sans remettre en cause la
perception des groupes initiaux. Les criteres de proximite et de disposition so nt done
prioritaires par rapports aux criteres de similarite.

2.1 Processus de regroupement de batis
Nous avons donc choisi de modeliser les relations de voisinage entre les batinlents so us la
forme d'un graphe. Nou s nou s sommes appuyes sur un modele dec rit dans [ZAH 71] qu i
permet de co nstruire un arbre de reeouvrement minimal. II permet de relier les batiment s sur un
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critere de plus proche voisinage, et 11 la foi s de conserver Ie caractere lineaire des groupes de
batiments, qui sont les structures les plus co urantes sur Ie terrain, du fait de la frequente
implantation du bati Ie long des routes.
Un arbre de reco uvrement minimal est un graphe sans cycle tel qu 'i1 existe un unique
chemin qui relie tout couple de noeuds du graphe. De plus chaque arete entre deux
noeud s est poncteree (en general par sa longueur) , et Ie chemin qui relie deux batiments
est celui dont Ie maximum des poids des aretes qui Ie compose est minimal. La seule
adaptation necessaire pour appliquer cette technique au cas batiments est de defmir la
ponderation utilisee. Nous avons choisi la distance minimale entre deux batiments
(distance minimale entre deux points des contours des deux batiments) .
Une fois cette premiere trame detinie sur l'ensemble des batis, no us avo ns developpe une
methode qui permet de rechercher sur un groupe de batis differents types d ' homo geneite (on
appelle groupe de batis un ensemble de batis appartenant 11 un meme graphe). Lorsque cette
recherche n 'aboutit pas, Ie groupe est decompose pour affiner la recherche en l'appliquant 11
ses sous groupes. La derniere phase du traitement fusionnera les groupes voisins sur lesquels
les memes homogeneites auront ete detectees.
On obtient donc des groupes qui sont so it homo genes par rapport 11 une caracteristique de
forme de leurs elements, soit trop denses, soit trop petits.
2.2 Analyse d'un groupe
La phase d'analyse d ' un groupe co nsiste 11 faire une etude statistique sur les elements qui Ie
constituent pour detecter un caractere marquant repete sur l'ensemble ou sur une rnajorite des
elements du groupe. II y a donc deux choses 11 definir : quelles sont les caracteristiques qu'on
va rechercher, et quand considere-t-on qu'elles sont suffi samment repetees pour etre retenues?
2.2.1 Caracteristiques recherchees
Aux echelles qui nou s interessent (l'echelle ciblee est Ie 1 :50000), peu de details sur les
contours des batirnents so nt encore representables. Nous n'avo ns donc pas fait d 'analyse de
forme tres poussee. Seules trois caracteristiques ont ete etudiees : la surface du batirnent, son
allongement, et son orientation.
• surface: I'etude de la surface permet de retrouver tous les batirnents qui correspondent par
leur taille a des maisons individuelles. Elles sero nt representees par Ie plus petit carre
representable, 0.5mm de cote selon [CUE 67], ce qui correspond a une surface reelle de
625m2 (beaucoup plus grand que la plupart des maisons individuelles). Par contre, on devra
conserver les batirnents de plus grande surface. En effet, i1s correspondront en general a des
immeubles ou 11 des batiments administratifs qui devront rester plus gros que les autres.
• allongement : C'est Ie seul parametre de forme sur lequel on peut jouer pour les petits
batirnents. C'est aussi un critere pour lequel on trouve frequemment des ressemblances
entre batis voisins, dans la mesure ou la plupart des maisons individuelles sont
rectangulaires.
• orientation: C'est la seule caracteristique qu 'i1 reste aux batis representes 11 la taille
minirnale. On peut trouver deux types de caracteristiques d'orientation sur des batirnents
d'un ensemble. lis peuvent etre tou s orientes selon la meme direction, ou tou s orientes de la
meme maniere par rapport 11 un element structurant (route, courbe de niveau, riviere ... )
2.2.2 Detection d'homogeneites sur un gro upe
Tout batirnent d ' un gro upe est donc caracterise selon ces trois criteres (surface, allongement et
orientation). Dans un groupe, on a alors une collection de valeurs pour chacun de ces criteres.
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Une analyse statistique sur chac une de ces collections nous permettra de determiner si Ie
gro upe est homo gene vis-a-vis de chacun des trois criteres.
Pour determiner si une collection de valeurs reflete un gro upe homo gene, on cherche Ie plus
gros sous-ensemble de cette collection qui verifie que l'ecart-type est inferieur a un seuil
donne (fixe empiriquement). Si Ie cardinal de ce so us-ensemble est superieur a quatre-vingt
pour cent de celui de la collection entiere, Ie groupe est qualifie d ' homogene vis-a-vis du
critere co nsidere (le principe de ce calcul est presente plus en detail dans (REG 96b]). Les
batirnents correspondant aux va leurs n 'appartenant pas a ce so us-ensemble sont des exceptions
qui pourront subir des traitements particuliers lors de la phase de generali sation.
On a donc a la fin de cette phase un gro upe de batis caracterise selon l'homogeneite de ses
elements vis-a-vis des criteres de surface, d 'allongement et d 'o rientation. Lorsque Ie gro upe
n'est pas homogene vis-a-vis de ces trois cr iteres, on va tenter de Ie decomposer pour trouver
plus d 'homogeneites sur ses sous-groupes.

2.3 Decomposition d'un groupe
La decision de decomposer un gro upe est prise pour tout gro upe d'a u moins 4 noeuds qui n'est
pas homogene vis a vis des trois criteres presentes ci-dessus. L'endroit de la segmentation est
choisi d' apres l'etude du graphe correspondant au gro upe. Elle s'effectue par eliminatio n d'une
arete du graphe sur un critere de rupture de regularite de l'espacement entre les noeuds du
graphe. Ce choix est inspire des travaux de segmentation d'un Minimal Spannig Tree de (ZAH
71], qui ont ete adaptes au cas des batiments dans (REG 96a].
2.4 Fusion de groupes
A ce stade, la decompo sition hierarchique et recurante de l'arbre de reco uvrement initial nous
donne un ensemble de gro upes qualifies suivant leur homogeneite vis-a-vis de trois criteres.
Une derniere etape du processus consiste a fusionner les gro upes voisins sur lesquels on a
detecte les memes homo geneites. Le voisinage en question correspond au cas ou les deu x
graphes correspondants so nt adjacents, c'est it dire relies par une arete dans l'arbre de
reco uvrement minimal initial. Cette fusion , en plus de son caractere logique est importante
pour l'utilisation que l'on va faire des groupes dans la seco nde partie, car la methode de
structuration presentee se comporte mieux sur des gros gro upes que sur des petits qui laissent
peu de marge de manoeuvre.
3.

Structuration

En utilisant les groupes caracterises (et leurs graphes associes) obtenu s par Ie processus decrit
dans la premiere partie, on va deduire une nouvelle representation allegee de chaq ue gro upe de
batis en prenant en co mpte les co ntraintes de taille et de distance minimales liees a l'echelle
finale.
Le processus co ntient deux phases: la premiere est un pre- traitement qui co nsiste a calculer les
nouvelles distances entre les gro upes ainsi qu'entre les biitiments a l' interieur d'un rneme
groupe, pour assurer la conservation de l'harmonie de l'ensemble. La seco nde phase consiste a
remplir chacun des gro upes en respectant la densite calculee lors du pre-traitement, et en
con servant Ie maximum de caracteri stiques detectees dans la phase d'analyse.

3.1 Harmonisation
Chaque gro upe de batis a deux types de relations d'espacement: l'espacement ulterne sur
lequel on defmit sa densite, et l'espacement externe qui correspo nd a la distance minimale qui
Ie separe de ses voisins (arbres adjacents dans I' arbre de recouvrement minimal initial).
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Dans la base initiale, les distances
correspondant it ces espacements sont
comprises entre une valeur minimale
dmin-i (seuil de separation entre deux
batiments it I'echelle initiale) et une
Distance en
va leur maximale dmax-i. Lorsqu'on
unite terrain
passe it une echelle plus petite, la valeur
\ .......... .1
1.. ... . dmil1-f, correspondant it l' espacemenrDmin-f
Dmax-f
minimal visible it la nouvelle echelle, est
superieure it dmin-i. On a choisi de
conserver la borne superieure dmax-f it
Figure 1: Harmonisation des espacements
la meme valeur que dmax-i : la diminuer
correspondrait it diminuer les ecarts entre les den sites it l'interieur des groupes et les distances
intergroupe, ce qui attenuerait la perception de groupes distincts. Par contre, l'augmenter pour
palier au retrecissement de l' interva lle du it I'augmentation de dmill-f conduirait it trop
diminuer l'espace utilisable pour representer les batiments.
Nous avons donc defini une fonction Harmonise-esp (Figure 1) continue et croissante sur
[dmin-i dmax-i] it va leurs dans [dmill-f dmax-fJ :
Harmonise-esp(d) = dmin-f + (d - dmin-i)*(dmax-f - dmin-j) I (dmax-i - dmill-i)
A l'aide de cette fonction, on calcule pour tout espacement entre deux gro upes la nouvelle
valeur que dewa avoir la distance entre les groupes pour que les proportions initiales soient
respectees. De meme, a I'aide de cette fonction on calcule l'espacement moyen que devra
verifier chacun des groupes pour assurer une bonne harmonie des densites locales de batis.
Dmin-i

Dmax-i

l\,,~t"o

3.2 Structuration d'uJl groupe
Le structuration d'un groupe presentee ici a pour objectif de repartir sur l'emprise du gro upe
initial des batiments co nformes aux contraintes de l'echelle fmale, de sorte que Ie gro upe final
ressemble au groupe dont il est issu (en densite, forme, et caracteristiques des batiments qui Ie
composent).
3.2. 1 Principe genera l du placement d ' un batiment
Au cours du processus on va etre amene it placer successivement des batiments it I'interieur
d 'un groupe. Pour la position, nous verrons dans la suite les differents cas, mais Ie choix de la
forme du batiment represente se fait toujours selon Ie meme schema. On fabrique un rectangle
a partir des caracteristiques prealablement trouvees sur Ie gro upe: une surface, un allo ngement
et une orientation. Lorsqu'une ou plu sieurs de ces caracteristiq ues n'apparaissent pas au
niveau du gro upe, on prend les valeurs associees au batiment original Ie plus proche.
3.2.2 Placement des extremites
La premiere etape du processus est Ie placement des extremites de chaque gro upe. Dans
chaque groupe on place un batiment centre sur chacune des extremites de so n graphe associe.
Ensuite, it l'aide des resultats de la phase d'harmonisation, on ecarte tout couple d 'extremites
appartenant 11 des graphes differents mais adjacents. Le deplacement d ' un batiment se fait
suivant la direction de son vo isin dans Ie groupe (d 'o u un effet de resserrement du groupe). On
deplace Ie batiment qui necessitera Ie moins de deplacement pour atteindre I'espacement voulu
entre les groupes.
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3.2.3 Placement des biitis remarquables
La methode consiste ensuite it placer un maximum d'objets remarquables, et it fractionner Ie
rou e initial en intervalles reliant deux ob ·ets ositionnes.
• Pnipositionnement systematique
extremites
La premiere categorie de biitiments
remarquables
est
systematiquement
restituee,
il
s'agit
des
biitiments
correspondant it une intersection dans Ie
graphe. Ceci nous permet d'obtenir pour
chaque groupe un ensemble d'intervalles
/
tous linea ires, sur lesquels on travaillera
ensuite independamment (Figure 2) .
• Contr6le
Une fois tous ces objets places (extremites
+ noeuds), une premiere phase de contra Ie
intersection
doit etre faite pour traiter les cas de
chevauchement et de distance inferieure a
Figure 2 : trois intervalles issus du
celle fixee dans la phase d ' harmonisation
prepositionnement
pour maintenir les rapports de den site entre
les groupes. Plusieurs cas de figure peuvent se presenter:
- deux extremites d'un meme groupe se trouvent trop proches : on ne conserve que Ie
plus grand biitiment des deux qu 'o n centre sur Ie centre de gravite de I'ensemble des
deux biitis d' origine.
- une extremite et un noeud so nt trop proches : Si Ie noeud concerne est en forme de
T, on utilise la meme technique que ci-dessus, par c~ntre, s'il est en forme de patte
d' oie (Y), on pourra Ie cteplacer.
• Prepositionnements optionnels
Nous essayons ensuite de placer des objets particuliers, tels que ceux qui constituent des
exceptions par rapport aux caracteristiques du groupe auquel ils appartiennent. TIs so nt places
it sur leur position d'origine it condition qu 'ils ne creent pas de conflit de proximite avec des
biitiments prealablement places.
Nous avons aussi recense d'autres types d'objets qu'il pourrait etre interessa nt de conserver it
leur place, comme par exemple les biitis positionnes pres d ' un carrefour routier, au bout d'un
chemin, ou ayant une semantique particuliere (mairie, ecole ...). Cependant, la multiplication de
ces objets prepositionnes augmente Ie fractionnement du gro upe en intervalles de plus en plus
petit, et plus un intervalle est petit, moins on a de facilite pour Ie remplir avec une densite fixee.
3.2.4 Remplissage d 'un intervalle
La phase de remplissage se decompose en deux etapes:
• La premiere consiste it partir d ' une extremite de l' intervaUe et a positionner les objets un par
un it la distance predeterminee du batiment precedent , en Ie centrant sur la polyligne qui relie
tous les centre de gravite des biitiments d'origine. On s'arrete lorsque la place entre Ie dernier
batiment ajoute et la seco nde extremite de l' intervaUe n 'est pas suffisa nte pour ajouter un
biitiment. II reste donc en general un trou it cet endroit.
• La seco nde etape consiste it reboucher ce trou. Pour cela, deux strategies so nt possibles:
agrandir Ie trou pour rajouter un objet, ou reboucher Ie trou en jouant sur les objets deja
places. Dans les deux cas, les parametres sur lesquels on pe ut jouer so nt I'allongement des
hatiments, I'espacement des objets du groupe (tasser ou detasser les batiments, dans la mesure
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ou on ne detruit pas l'harmonie entre les groupes), et la position des extrernites, it condition
que cela ne perturbe pas les relations de proxirnites entre les gro upes. On peut donc deplacer
une extrernite lorsque celle-ci n'est pas Ie point de rattachement du groupe avec un voisin. De
plus, si Ie deplacement vers l'interieur du groupe (tassement) ne pose it priori pas de probleme,
Ie deplacement vers l'exterieur (pour augmenter la taille du trou et y inserer un batiment)
necessite un contrale topologique, pour eviter que Ie batiment n'aille empieter sur d 'autres
objets (Ie plus souvent des routes).
3.3 Resultats
L'analyse et la structuration presentes ci-dessus ont ete developpes sur Ie SIG Oriente Objet
a l'etude de la generalisation
contextuelle.

Stratege au laboratoire Cogit. Cette plate-forme est dediee

Figure 4 : decoupage en groupes

Figure 3 : superposition des batis
initiaux de leur struchll'ation

, - - - - - . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - , La figure 4 presente Ie resultat de l'analyse. Les
batiments relies par des aretes noires font parties d'un
meme groupe, et les aretes blanches so nt les aretes de
I'arbre de recouvrement global qui ont ete elirninees
pendant la phase de segmentation. Elles permettent
de retrouver les groupes adjacents, et servent pendant
la phase d' harmonisation a fixer les distances intergroupes. Les fi gures 3 et 5 presentent Ie resultat de la
structuration, superpose avec les objets initiaux puis
isole. Le recalage des extremites est bien visible ainsi
que Ie decalage du noeud au centre de la patte d'oie
(bat I). La technique de bouchage de trou
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _~_"'---_ _ _- ' implementee
ici se limite au deplacement des
Figure 5 : Structuration du biiti

4.

extr6nites libres (bat 2, 3 et 4) . II faudrait jouer sur
I'allongement des batis pour boucher Ie trou restant.

Conclusion et futurs travaux

La structuration presentee dans ce document, basee sur une analyse spatiale prealabJe donne
des resultats satisfaisants vis-a-vis des criteres qu 'on s'etait fixes. Les gro upes so nt tasses sur
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eux memes, ce qui permet a la fois de conserver les separations entre les gro upes et de ne pas
risquer d 'augmenter les problemes de conflits entre Ie bati et les autres themes de la carte
(notamment les routes) . Le traitement presente ici ne se suffit pas a lu i seul. II n 'est pertinent
qu 'a partir du moment ou la zone est trop dense pour que les conflits puissent etre resolus par
des operations locales (essentiellement par dep lacement). II doit ensuite etre suivi d'une phase
de recalage par rapport au routier dont la symbolisation va etre elargie. L'ana lyse d ' une zone
urbaine pour decider de l'enchamement des operations de generalisation a appliquer a fait
l'objet d ' une etude rapportee dans [RUA 97]. Les resultats de cette etude et les travaux
presentes ici sont en co urs de raccordement sur la plate-formeStratege.
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ABSTRACT

Thi s paper presents th e actua l structure of the Braz ilian Cadastre System on its
legal and tec hnical aspects. A hi sto rica l of the legal bases of the cadastre is alsg
prese nted . The importance of the legal bases to accompl ish the cadastre' s first
obj ecti ve is emphasized, which is the ownership ' s ri ght guarantee. From the technical
viewpo int, th e ex istence of a Unique Refe rence System is the starting po int to get the
prec ise position of the property' s boundari es. Nowadays, the new tec hniques are on
development in order to stand ardize the Cadastral Reference Nets. The structure of the
Cadastra l Ca rtographic System is introduced . There are great diffe rences among the
boundari es materi a lization of the land a nd its legal records indicates that the Urban
Features Map is unsuitable as a Cadastral Map for it shows on ly th e phys ical
boundaries of the land and not the legal ones. Another problem of the Brazilian
Cadastre is due to the professionals who are responsible for the accomp lishment and
management o f th e services. Although there are in the Country few undergraduate
co urses in th e tield of Geodesy (Cartographic Engineering and Surveying
Engi neering), it is rare to find these professionals in th e Cadastre Sectors of th e City
Ha ll s or Land ' s instituitions. In spite of all the identified problems, an optimist view
abo ut th e future of the cadastre in Brazil is presented, based on the awareness of all the
prol('ss iona ls ' interest to discuss and search for solution s. The conclusion that is
necessa ry a group work who would a lso j o in the. protessional s from th e Property
register and the ones res ponsible for th e Law e la boration, carried it out to a c loser
di sc uss ion in ord er to make th e ri ght deci s ions.
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BRAZILI AN CA DASTRAL SYSTEM - PROBLEMS AND
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

1. Introduction
The cadastre in Brazil emerged ma inl y, as in many other co untri es, to guarantee
an accurate taxes coll ection . For a long peri od of time, this was its only purpose, except
when used in some work re lated to the c ity planning. Due to the GI S - Geographic
Informati on Syste m - technical development, profess iona ls from differe nt fi e lds of
study identified in the Cartography a powerful tool to acco mplish the ir work. The
necessity of a re liable Ca rtographic base brought up th e cadastre problem, which was
di scussed and ana li sed aga in , formin g severa l workin g groups spread all over the
Country.
In 1994, the Topographic Survey ing Exec ution was estabili shed requirements as
a preparati on for Cadastra l Reference Nets standard s which is on e laboration, and a lso
as a model for the topographic survey ing exec uti on according legal actions and public
registration. These standard s measures a re of extreme importance in the Cadastre
System Organi zation in a co untry that has contin ental d imensions but a small
cartograph ic culture as in Brazil

2. The Legal Bases of the Brazilian Cadastre
Blac hut ( 1979 ) a fti rm s th at " Cadastra l record s must be ' ti na l', e.g., must depict
true ownership conditi ons at a given moment and should have legal va lidi ty" and
" whereas ownership ri ghts and the ir character and extension are matters o f specific
customs or laws and regul ati on in a country, th e geometri c de finiti on of a land parcel is
strictl y a survey ing problem, concern ed w ith the locatio n of points in three-dimensiona l
space and govern ed by the uni versal rul es of survey ing tec hni q ues, whi ch are identica l
in all co untri es. " The fi rst idea about Cadastre in Brazil came o ut by 'the time of the
Braz ilian Empire, through th e rul es of 1854 . Even th ough, this ha ve not ac hi eve th e
fulln ess of its be nefits due ma inl y to the lac k of resources for the survey ing, it
represe nted a n important step into th e ownership ' S ri ght register (Carva lho, 1977).
The Prope rty Register Law, meanin g ownership guarantee, ra ised up in the
19 16 Constituti on. In 1947, they tri ed to im prove th at Law by establishin g th e
Cadastre, whi ch was rejected und er the statement of being unq ualifi ed fro m economics
viewpoint. In 1969, th ere was another attempt, justity ing th e viabil ity of th e Cadastre ' s
link to the Pro perty Register through the use o f Photogrammetry. The actual Property
Register Law of 1973 , represents a desc ripti ve syste m characteristi cs of th e properti es,
without any geograph ical locati on, whi ch a llows overl ays on the reg istrati on records.
Optiona ll y, the Torren' s Register for Rura l Property was establ ished , that is the
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ownership ' s register along with the correspond en t cartographi c confirmation done
through the topographic surveying of the land . The Torren ' s Register a lthough, is less
used, because it is more expensive and takes longer, or maybe due to lack of
knowledge or awareness of its importance. One of the Brazilian Cadastre ' s
character istics is a division into Rural and Urban Cadastre, having eac h of them its
own legislatio n and exec uti on instituitions. Furth ennore, whil e the urban cadastre is
under the State and County 's responsibility, th e Rural is centralized Federal
Government.
The Federal Constitution of 1946 defined and assured to the Braz ilian County
autonomy about the ord inance and co llection of its taxes. The Co un ty then, started
doing the taxes ' collection, emerg ing the Controller ' s Register. For many years, the
idea of us ing the cadastre on ly for taxes collec ti on prevailed until the beginning of the
70 ' s, when was estabili shed a the definition of County ' s Technical Cadastre accord ing
Silva ( 1978): "The County Technical Cadastre is a whole of archi ves that holds the
data ' s register or urban of landed property, whose immediate a ims refer to the physical
planning and usin g of land control to the county collection and the establishment of the
urban serv ices" . Nowadays, thi s kind of " multiple purpose" cadast re (Urban
Multifunction Technical Cadastre) is one that has been used.
The Cadastre of Rura l Properties has its spec ific legislation , created in 1964,
with the purpose of putting in order the agrari an structure of th e Co untry generating
the Agrarian Reform, detined as " the whole of act ion s to promoting a better land
d istribution , by through modifications in the rules of its possession and utili zation, in
order to attend the soc ia l right principles and the productivity increment" (Law # 4504,
Irom I 1/30/64 ). The Nati onal Institute of Coloni zation and Agrarian reform - INC RA
is the tedera l instituition incarging of the Agrarian Retorm and also for the act ivit ies
related for the Rura l Cadastre.
In 1979 came the Parceling and Urban Land Use Law, whi ch states that every
country holding a population with more then 50.000 inhab ita nts must elaborate a
document presenting the Directions of Land Use. Nowadays, in a ll braz ili an c ities
there are cadastre sectors, most of all joined to Finance or Plannin g Secretary.

3. The Cadastral Reference System
Brazil owns hi gh preci se points of Nat iona l Relerence of Geodetic Net.
Altho ugh , the density of these points are almost a lways insufficient to serve as base
guid e for the Cadastral Surveying. For that. the responsible organs tor the county and
reg ional cadastres establish their own refe rence system, generally lin ked to the
Nationa l System . The lack of intercomillunicat ion between the cadastre's orga ns and
its use rs and th e lac k or awa reness of the need of surveying into the sa me reterence
system causes o ver-surveying, wast ing time and reso urces. A ll this explains the need
lo r th e e laborat ion of the Standardization Surveying. w here it should be determin ed
that a ll topographic sur vey ing must be ti ed up to o ftl c ia l relerence points.
Th e imple mentat ion of Cadastra l Reference Nets is the base to guarantee the
re liability or the Cadastra l inlonnatio n in order that each data Illay be loca ted by
coo rdinates. The proposa l or the wo rk gro up about County Cadastre (WGCC) of the
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Departm ent of Cartographic Engineerin g of UF PE shows up with the followin g
structure mak ing th e Cadastral Refe rence Net (Romao, 1996):

* National Reference Points:

points that implements th e Geodesic National

reference system.

* State Reference Points: mak ing a state reference net, linked to the National
one, supported eco nomi call y by us ing G PS Surveying techniques.
*C01lnty Reference Points: Points obtained by GPS
Methodology
or
equi va lent, adjusted in a hi erarchi c way to the State reference Net.
* Surveying Points: Points adju sted in a hi e rarchic way to the County refe rence
net whi ch will serve as an immedi ate support to obta in the Cadast ra l data.
Startin g from thi s bas ic structure, th e va riou s organs and enterprises which
work w ith cadastral data may accomplish their own survey ing. A kind of system like
this can only be established w ith success whether obse rved th e necess ity of continuous
up-to-date and data interchange in order to avo id the over-surveying, so common and
ex pens ive in this ac tual system .

4. The Cadastral Ca rtographic System
Brazil is a Country of co ntinental dimensions and very little mapped . The
systemic mapping th at covers practically all th e nation al territory ca n be found in a
scale of I : 1.000.000. Another series o f systemic mappin g are at th e scale 1:500.000,
1· 100000, 1 50.000 and I :25.000. In terms of cadastra l mapping tew Metropolitan
Areas have the maps in a scale of I :2.000 and I: 1.000 . The maps whi ch make part of
the Cadastral Cartographic System are still based on th e topograp hi c map's defi niti on,
obta ined through Photogrammetry, present the natural and artitlc ia l meas urements of
the la nd . These maps are structured in the fo llowing way (Idoeta. 1995) :

* Block Map: map showing the lots, editlcations, edification numbers. streets
etc ;

* Cadastral Reference ivlap : presents a block coditicat ion in order to reference
the Block ' s Map.

* Utility Map:

presenting the elements of infra-structure (water, sewage. light.

telephone ).

* Cadastral Information Bulletin : presentin g th e registration o f th e owner's
address, the ownership lega l titl e, the parcels c haracteri stics, building and the ex istent
urban eq uipments.
The problem of the use of th e Topographic Map as th e Cadastral Ca rtograp hi c
bases is that it doesn 't attend the a ims of the Cadastra l Map : the owners hip 's right
guara ntee th e parce ls boundaries, when represe nted. are th e phys ical limits showed in
the photographs or identitied in th e land, whi ch many times don ' t matc h to the legal
ones. T he elaborati on of the maps are do ne by the cadastre sec tors of the City Hall s or
Metropolitan Regions, genera ll y ti ed up to the Plannin g or Finance Secretary. w ith the
ma in purpose of taxes chargi ng. The utili ty maps are un der responsa bility of Public
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Organi zations (for instance, water, light, te lephone etc) that collect a ll the informati on
concernin g the ir purposes.
The atua li zati on of th e cadastral information has been made based in the date
approved by th e Public Auth ori ty without posteri or confirmati on on the fie ld . T he
illegal constructions and allotments not officia lly approved contribute to a low
re liability in th e system. The WGCC understand and propose that th e County Cadastral
Map should be organized according the boundary points of lots. These boundaries must
be compared to th e Property Register's data and, later on , should be considered of
publi cal fa ith .

5. Problems' Diagnosis of the Brazilian Cadastre
Accord ing to the structure above mencioned, the main Brazilian ' s Cadastre
function problems can be identified as:

* T he Lega l Cadastre frag mentati on which is su pported by di ffe rent laws and
executed by ditfe rent instituitions, does not allow its complete use.

* The measurements of the lot boundary in the fi eld and its County Cadastre' s
representati on present big d iffere nces regardin g th e Offic ial Property Cadastre.
* T he lack of a Unique Reference System contributes fo r a poor re liabili ty,
mainl y th ose related to th e property guarantee.
* The lack of cadastre professiona ls in handlin g th e info rmati on (up-to-daate,
exec ution, ma nagement) generally contributes to arise problems concerning.
Although there are in the Country two undergraduate courses in the fie ld of
Geodesy (Cartographic Eng ineerin g and Survey ing Engineerin g), th ere are not e nough
graduate e ngineers to work in the Cadastre Department of differents C ity Halls a nd
La nd Use Orga ni zati ons. Once the C ity Hall ' s Cadastre Departm ent are linked to the
Pl anning or Fi nance Secretaries, it is very common to fi nd Architects, C ivil Engi neers,
Geographers etc, with little or no cartographic knowledge, which enhances the bad use
of th e inform ati on . Talking a bout the services requirements, the problem is even worse
due to th e sma ll number of tra ining co urses in order to prepare we ll qualified
tec hni cians.

6. An Optimist Vision of the Future Cadastre's Perspectives in Brazil
The solu tions fo r the cadastre ' s problems starts with th e im provement of its
Legal Bases. Biihr ( 1994) affirms that the cartographic results represent the politics
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rul es consequences. The used techno logy is onl y a tool in achieving · the legal
requirements. Carvalh o ( 1977) hi ghli ghted that th e Property Register and th e Cadastre
must make part of a public interest system holding a philoso phy that allows th e good
system fun ction as a whole. With th is meanin g was founded the work group related to
the County Cadastre and Public Register, includ ing the important cadastre
profess iona ls of th e Co untry. This group has th e obligati on to promote th e interacti on
betwen th e pro fessionals in the Public notari es and the pro fessionals in the Cadastre
Departm ent o f ditfe rents organi zations.
It is programm ed for 1997 a Symposium congregatin g th ose pro fessional in
ord er to estab ili sh requirements and rul es s ightin g good res ults and liabl e informations
th at should be used in both Cadastral Systems.
It is very important to defin e spec ificati ons for th ose systems and
simultaneousll y care the education problems in vol ved.
The atua li zation of th e technica l cadastre, in fact, is so important as its
execution been considered an administrati ve matter (Idoeta, 1995) and depends of th e
interch ange informati on among the public utilities and public notari es, such as:
properti es sales, use land req uest, new constructions approvals, infra-structure use
(water, energy, te lephone, seware etc). All these data should be co mpactible th ro ugh a
unique reference system and codification ofteh objects.

7. Conclusion
To ident iJY th e so urce of the Cadastra l problems and th e awa reness that the
solution depends on th e professionals mobilization engaged to rou se a politics
awareness is fund amenta ll y important in the searc h o f a confident cadastre and its
public trust.
The control of th e survey and register tec hniques indicate th at its impl antati on is
just a conseq uence, since the political probl ems are solved, as we ll th e administrati ve
problems res ultin g from th em.
The ex istence of a compl ete cadastral system and th e ex pl orati on o f its
potentia liti es w ill naturall y open the work fi eld to the respecti ve profess ionals, and will
arou se th e in terest of anoth er people in th e area.
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ABSTRACT
A digital library should be more than a physical library in electronic form. In a
digital library, traditional distinctions between books, digital spatial coordinates,
maps and satellite imagery should become transparent to library patrons. It
should be possible to retrieve maps and images and overlay them with digital
attributes from another data source. The digital library catalog should include
digital files that are archived in depositories distributed across the nation. It
should be possible to browse spatial metadata prior to downloading files.
Patrons should be able to visit the library without ever leaving their own offices.
This paper is an overview of the Alexandria Digital Library project (ADL),
providing comprehensive library services of a map and imagery library over the
Internet. This paper describes the origins of ADL, and of merging maps and
images into the library information mainstream. We will describe the
development of the ADL prototypes, and focus on the features of the current
implementation that distinguish ADL from other efforts. We present research
issues raised by ADL and their likely impact on the accessibility of spatial data
to earth system scientists.

BACKGROUND
To service those who need digital cartographic data, new products appear with
increasing frequency, and one can access increasing quantities of digital data on
the Internet. National Mapping Agencies in all countries that produce and
distribute datasets are converting physical distribution mechanisms to electronic
form. Data enhancement (in the USA) is increasingly outsourced to private
companies who add value to federal products, repackage and redistribute them
on the Internet. Scientists who previously ordered data on magnetic tape or
CD-ROM from agencies or companies can now access data products directly
via the Internet. Paradoxically, as more information becomes available, it
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becomes more of a challenge to navigate the ever-increasing volume of
information on the Internet, to locate data appropriate to an application, and to
download them. This requires a new set of skills for the scientist and also
requires prov ision of new tools for generalized and specialized cartographic
data delivery.
The Alexandria Digital Library (ADL) distributes data archives of
geographically referenced information through an Internet browser. Catalog
and gazetteer funcitons are embedded in the software testbed, to permit
browsing and retrieval by location, them or temporal criteria. Our intention is to
eliminate the traditional distinctions made in libraries between general
collections of books and text with special collections such as maps and photos.
The ADL is publicly available on the World Wide Web, and includes tutorials,
general reference information about spatial data and digital spatial data sources,
and functions fo r browsing and retrieving actual maps, images and data. These
functions currently include a catalog, a gazetteer, and a geographic browser that
also displays geographic footprints of data sets that one can retrieve, view
metadata, or download. Users can browse ADL holdings electronically and
search by spatial or temporal location or by metadata content. Spatial searches
by placename or by spatial footprint can be refined according to specific time
periods, data resolution, data category (satellite image, topographic map,
geologic map, etc.) Efforts are underway to implement browsing tools based on
collecti ons maintenance criteria (map sheets having multiple editions, e.g .. ) or
based on info rmation content (to initiate a search for a Spot image containing a
hydroelectric dam, e.g.).
The paper will present ADL components briefl y, focusing on research problems
that have been resolved and those that continue to challenge the development of
a map library whose archives are distributed across the Internet. Specific
cartographic issues to be discussed include interface design and evaluation for a
target audience that is difficult to profile, limitations of current Web browsers
fo r perfo rming otherwise simple graphical tasks (e.g., dragging a rectangle
across an index map, providing special formats such as animation and sound),
metadata collection and reporting, and scaling digital map archives beyond the
terrabyte level while still permitting reasonable search and query activity. A
final section of the paper will consider implications of delivering digital
cartographic data that reflect on mandates for national mapping services around
the world .
ORIGINS OF THE LIBRARY
Federal agencies that produce and distribute datasets are converting
ph ysical distribution mechanisms to electronic fo rm . Scientists who previously
ordered data on magnetic tape or CD-ROM fro m agencies or companies can
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now access data products directly via the Internet. Those wishing to access
electronic data sources must search an increasing volume of Internet
information. This requires a new set of skills for the scientist. New tools for
generalized and specialized data delivery are required. A major challenge for
the coming decade is to enhance the accessibility to all types of digital
geospatial data, including but not limited to geographically referenced
environmental data.
Organization of and access to digital data via the Internet was identified
as a "National Challenge" by the U.S . High Performance Computing and
Communications Program (HPCC). National Challenges are fundamental
applications that impact the Nation's competitiveness. (NSF, 1996a; Tosta,
1994) A National Research Initiative on Digital Libraries was issued in 1993
with joint sponsorship from the National Science Foundation (NSF), the
National Atmospheric and Space Administration (NASA), and the Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA). "One goal of this [Digital Libraries]
Initiative is to establish better linkages between fundamental science and
technology development upon which key aspects of the National Information
Infrastructure depends .... The projects' focus is to dramatically advance the
means to collect, store, and organize information in digital forms, and make it
available for searching, retrieval, and processing via communication networks -all in user-friendly ways." (NSF 1996b).
Six universities were given four year awards from a pool of seventy-two
submissions. Home pages for all these projects may be fo und at NSF (1996a).
Each of the six awards has focused on a unique library issue, ranging from
digital video made available to public schools (Carnegie-Mellon), to digital
versions of science and engineering journals made available to a university
campus (Illinois). One project (Stanford) has undertaken to deliver high
performance digital linkages between the other five. Three of the six awards
focus on environmental data. This paper provides an overview of the
Alexandria Project, at the University of California and the University of
Cqlorado.
The Alexandria Project will deliver comprehensive library services for
distributed data archives of geographically referenced digital data, maps and
satellite images. "Distributed data" means the library's components may
archived at sites distributed across the nation and available through the Internet.
"Geographically referenced" means that items are associated with one or more
regions ("footprints") on the surface of the Earth. Geographically referenced
information has been traditionally treated as a special collections problem by
librarians, due to complexities of spatial indexing, and physical volume of
paper map archives. Our intention is to eliminate the traditional distinctions for
special collections such as maps and photos. The project includes assessment of
user needs, response to technical impediments, software development, and a
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rigorous program of user evaluation. Information requirements have been
established for three target groups, including environmental scientists,
librarians, and K-12 students and teachers.

PUTTING A DIGITAL LIBRARY ON THE INTERNET
To deliver its promised objective, the Alexandria Project is building a
software testbed called the Alexandria Digital Library (ADL). The current
vers ion is available at the Website http://alexandria.sdc. ucsb.edu. ADL
currently provides access to a set of holdings for southern Californ ia, with other
geographic data sets coming online on a continuing basis. The ADL provides
tutorials, general reference information about spatial data and digital spatial data
sources, and functions for browsing and retrieving maps, images and data.
Users can search ADL holdings by spatial or temporal location or by data
theme. Spatial searches by placename or by spatial footprint can be refined
according to specific time periods, data resolution, data category (satellite
image, topographic map, geologic map, etc.) Efforts are underway to
implement browsing tools based on metadata. Examples of this include
collections maintenance criteria (map sheets having multiple editi ons) or criteria
about information content (air photos containing a hydroelectric dam).
The first phase (Spring, 1995) of the ADL testbed produced a rapid
prototype running on a UNIX platform. This version was based on a multiwindow environment that is common to any·one who has worked with GIS
software packages. The rapid prototype served as an earl y platform for user
interface evaluation. A subset of the rapid prototype was ported to a Windowsbased CD-ROM. Twenty-five hundred copies of the CD-ROM were distributed
along with a questionnaire to solicit commun ity feedback. The CD-ROM
vers ion served to make the Alexandria Project visible in many working
environments where UNIX is not avai lable, as in many schools and libraries.
The current phase of system design includes a storage component, a
catalog component, an ingest component, and an interface component. In terms
of storage, ADL is designed to accommodate very large collections of very
large digital objects. Environmental data is stored as high resolution,
multispectral raster data, or as overlaid themes of vector data. Storage
requirements are large. For example, an analog air photograph scanned at 600
dots-per-inch com monly requires 30 MB (90 MB for color) per archived image
(Andresen et ai, 1996). A single coll ection of historical photography containing
hundreds or thousands of images could require storage on the order of single
terabytes at the point of archival. Distributed storage provides the only feasible
architecture for large datasets, and an experimental mirror ADL site has
recentl y been set up at the San Diego Supercomputing Center.
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The catalog systematizes all types of information by which the Library
holdings may be organized. The catalog forms the basis for user browsing. An
archive may be searched only on items which are organized in its catalog. For
maps and images, catalog entries include placename, data theme, spatial
footprint, and date of compilation. Placenames are provided by the Geographic
Names Information System (GNIS) gazetteer, which includes 1.8M names of
US featuresll5 classes, and by the Board of Geographic Names (BGN)
gazetteer, including 4.5M names of land/undersea features. The primary
catalog is stored in a central relational database (Sybase) housed in Santa
Barbara, California.
The ingest component currently provides for input of data, metadata, and
catalog information. Data ingest can be accomplished in a number of ways: by
scanning analog material, by transfer of created metadata records from
Microsoft Access, or transfer from other sources (e.g .. , frame-level records from
air photo databases, sheet-level records for indexed map series, and USMARC
catalogued records for single maps). Following data ingest, new data items are
'added' to Alexandria by entering new metadata records into the catalog. Entries
include pointers (presently in the form of URLs) to the actual files. When the
metadata records are placed in the online, the data files become available in the
testbed. The ADL team has recently begun to test an ingest mechanism
whereby distributed users can ingest their own data, effectively decentralizing
the ingest process. These tests should be completed this spring, and put online
for general use.
The interface component is most visible to users. To most users, the
interface IS the Library. Interface functions include tools for zooming into a
browse map, tools to formulate catalog queries by location, theme and time.
Utilities for texture matching, and wavelet image decompression will speed
data delivery and facilitate exploration of distributed archives.
RESEARCH ISSUES

The Web testbed presents major challenges for system designers . Issues
related to the nature of geographically referenced data complicate the situation.
Transmission speed continues to impede transfer of large volume data. There is
much that is unknown about how people search and retrieve information using
the Internet.
Existing data catalog schemes such as the U.S. MARC (MachineReadable Cataloging) record system do not include geographic referencing.
Protocols for exchanging data have been established in the Spatial Data Transfer
Standard (NIST, 1992), and in its successor, the Metadata Content Standard
(FGDC, 1995) but these are cumbersome in practice (Goodchild, 1995).
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Incorporating content-based searching will require significant extensions to
current cataloging models.
The storage component of ADL contains the collection of digital objects.
For the purposes of an operable digital library, a digital obj((ct must include the
binary representation of the information of interest (the "data"), procedures for
interpreting the data (a selected format), and a universal object identifier. Items
need identifiers to be found in an archive. For distributed archives to
interoperate, the object identifiers must be recognizable to all search engines.
There is currently no accepted standard identifier. A number of alternative
suggestions relate to URx's of various forms (where the "x" is an identifier,
locator, or name) (Andresen et ai, 1996).
Another problem is data volume. For satellite images, a item size of 150
MB is not uncommon. Library collections of analog air photos (for example)
often number in the millions of images. When scanned at 600 dpi, each image
could require up to lOOMB of storage space, resulting in a collection whose disk
requirements would number in Terabytes. It's easy to see why collections of
such items must inevitably be distributed. Eventually, as the library contents
increase, the catalog itself should be dIstributed as well. Considerations for
distributing a catalog include the difficulties faced by users in finding an
appropriate item; the cost of examining or downloading large items over
bandwidth-limited channels; and the provision of access to distributed sets of
storage locations (Smith et ai, 1996).
The Web environment lacks protocols for map browsing. HTTP
protocols lack mechanisms for presenting vector data. This is a serious issue,
since a significant and important portion of spatially-indexed information
collections involve items represented in vector format (Andresen et al 1996).
Second, HTTP is a stateless protocol, designed for small, short transactions. By
default, after a user completes an HTTP request, neither the client nor the server
maintains any "memory" of the transaction. Web browsers commonly available
cannot provide drag-and-click "lasso-ing" functions, because they immediately
send an HTTP request after a single mouse click. This prevents setting userdefined environment parameters, or retaining a query history to refine a search.
Lastly, we lack a model of a digital library user. Models of traditional
(physical) library users do not translate directly to a digital library environment,
which is progressively more than a physical library in electronic fOlID. Many
aspects of digital library use have never occurred to potential users, plus it is
difficult to articulate information needs and requirements. Metadata needs and
requirements are similarly difficult to identify (Bretherton and Singley, 1994).
One can build up a profile of ADL users over time, through transaction logging,
videotaping, focus groups, and semi-structured interviewing, and these types of
data are being collected and are described elsewhere (Buttenfield, 1995;
Buttenfield and Kumler, 1996). The challenge is that as ADL changes in
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appearance and in functionality, user evaluation becomes a process of aiming at
a moving target. This is not to say that assessment of user needs is impossible,
only that the customary paradigms are inadequate.

SUMMARY
This paper reports on a project to design, develop and test a distributed, highperformance digital library , available on the Internet, in which collections of
spatially-indexed information in digital form is dispersed geographically. The
program of research and development represents a major step towards the
evolution of a distributed digital library supporting both textual and
geographically referenced sources of information. We intend to create library
services that are scalable to the national level. While various technical issues
relating to the storage and content-based access and retrieval of spatial data
remain, our long-term goal is to remove the mainstream library distinction
between text and special materials such as maps and images.
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TACTILE MAPPING - AN UNUSUAL GIS APPLICATION
By Mats Dahlberg, Metria, Kiruna, Sweden

Background
Few everyday objects are so inextricably associated with the sense of sight as maps.
To read and understand a map, one needs both clear sight and good colour vision .
Making maps for the blind and visually handicapped is thus a great challenge. To date,
such maps have been produced only on a very limited scale and the demand for them
has by no means been met. The reasons for this are many; here are just a few.
• The visually handicapped constitute a small market with little buying power. There
is little commercial interest in producing maps for this group.
• Maps for the visually handicapped are expensive and difficult to produce.
• The technology requires a cooperation between traditional producers of maps and
production industries that is uncommon today.
• Maps for the visually handicapped require cartographic techniques that few have
mastered.
In many situations, however, the visually handicapped have a considerably more
pressing need of maps than the sighted. It is almost impossible for visually
handicapped people to orient themselfes in their everyday sonoundings - for instance
in the areas around their place of work or residence, or at indoor environments like
schoolbuildings, shopping centres and other public buildings - without some sort of
map. And like sighted, the visually handicapped have need for maps as an educational
tool, or to understand the news. The demand thus runs the gamut, from highly detailed
maps of indoor environments to concise overviews of the whole world. Makers of
maps for the visually handicapped can expect their choosen task to encompass a wide
range of challenges.
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Few and distinctive features on tactiles maps
All the information that would be conveyed visually in a conventional map must be
expressed in a form that can be "read" by the fingertips in a tactile map. Roads, houses
and other features must be represented in raised relief; areas of water, forest or
settlement must be textured so that map users can recognize them and distinguish them
from other textures with no more than a sensitive fingertip. Text must be written in
braille, which means that only one texttype and size can be used. Compared with the
text on a traditional map, braille text is very large. Only a few names can be placed on
a map, usually in quite abbreviated form . It is thus necessary to include a key to the
abbreviations with every map. Symbols must also be quite large compared to the
symbol on a traditional map, and their number must therefore be very limited.
Problems of generalization are then, central to the production of maps for the visually
handicapped.
For all the above reasons, a map intented for use by the visually handicapped - a tactile
map - requires technologies and cartographic techniques entirely unlike those used for
production of traditional maps . Mostly the production still is made with manual
methods. Making maps for the visually handicapped is a special challenge for the
cartographer. Still, there are very seldom that professional cartographers and map
producers are involved in tactile mapping. This work is left to others.
The typical signs for a tactile map that has been mentioned above means that:
• Tactile maps are expensive to produce
• Tactile maps includes very little information compared to traditional maps
• There are no standards set up for tactile maps
To fight these three negative facts Metria, which is a part of the National Land Survey
in Sweden and Mekan Industri, a mechanical company in Kiruna, has been working
on a research and developing project which aim is to
1. establish a cheap and effective production chain for relief maps
2. find a simple and efficiant technology to supply the maps with spoken information
so that the amount of information can be multiplied many times
3. try to standardize the tactile map information
The following pages tries to give a short presentation of the developing work.
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A computerized method for production of tactile maps
Metria's unit in Kiruna is a production and develepment unit which is nonnally
working with database and map production beside advanced activities concerned to
GIS development. Mekan Industri Ltd is mechanical finn working with industrial
applications where milling is frequently used. Together, the two companies possess a
unique combination of knowledge, necessary for developing new production methods
and new more "intelligent" tactile maps, where simple GIS applications can be used.
The cooperation between the two companies has now longed for a couple of years, but
since the tactile mapping project, concerning to economical reasons, is a noneprioritated project the speed in the progress so far has been rather slow. This spring,
however, Metria got economical support from the Europian Union and that has drastic
changed our possibilities to highly raise our efforts in the developing work. Hopefully,
what I am writing now in the middle of march, is not the total truth in june when I am
presenting our work.

Standard tools for the production
For our ordinary production and development work, Metria in Kiruna is nonnally
using the GIS tool ArcInfo . For producing the printing original for the tactile maps (our
tactile maps nonnally are produced in four colour to facilitate for visually impaired
people to read the map) our nonnal methods and tools are used . That means that we
are using ArcInfo ' s facilities for processing the base data for the map and for the
design and also for plotting the printing originals on our Scitex filmplotter. Printing is
done on special plastic sheets with ordinary offset printing techniques.
From almost the same basic digital information we are also building files that describes
for a milling machine how a cardboard shall be milled to make a fonn that illustrate
the map in relief. Text infonnation is transformed into braille fonts , symbols and
textures for different area types are described and different features are milled in
different levels. For this production standard legends for different types of maps has
been built up.
Earlier we also digitized the manuscripts in ArcInfo. We soon found out that this was
an overkill - the tactile maps are very simple maps which should be captured in a
simple and efficent environment. We also found out that it was very time consuming
and by that alsQ very expensive to let Metria do the datacapture for the maps. A lot of
time was consumed by discussions between the orderer and the producer and the map
often has to be rebuilt a lot of times until the quality was acceptable. A more pleasing
method would be to let the orderer himself do the map and data capture. For that a
cheap, effective and userfriendly software for map production is needed . We found
such a tool in OCAD - a software aimed for production of orienteering maps .
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In OCAD you can build standard legends for different types of tactile maps and also
give strict infonnation how the map shall be produced. By putting this tool in the
hands of the experts who knows how blind and visually handicapped people reads a
map. you will omit a lot of time consuming discussions on how the maps shall look.
When the expert has produced the map he or she will send the OCAD-file to Metria in
Kiruna who then will take it over to Arclnfo for the necessary changes and for the
production of printing originals and for the milling.

The milling is done "negative": all raised surfaces of the finished product are
depressions in the milled form. A positive rubber image is made from the negative
milled form . This fonn is used in the vacuummoulding process of the plastic sheet on
which the map graphics have been printed. The plastic sheet is heated and pressed onto
the rubber form. The plastic takes on the contours of the rubber form resulting in a
plastic copy of a very high quality. This technique pennits a mass production of maps
in a material that is both appropriate to the sense of touch and sufficiently durable to
stand up to repeated use.

Supplying the maps with spoken infonnation and making a simple Geographic
Infonnation System
Since a couple of years there has been possibilites to use tactile maps together with
touch sensitive pads . The technique has made it possible to supply the map with
spoken infonnation. The infonnation can either come from a text string that will be
transformed to sound through a sound synthetizer or from recorded infonnation. Every
feature in the map can by this method be supplied with spoken infonnation.
A problem of the technique with touch sensitive pads has been to "load" the pad with
infonnation . This is now done through pointing at every feature - point. line or
polygon - that shall be a bearer of infonnation. This cannot be done by the blind.
Another problem is that you have to point at a feature rather hard (preferable with a
special tool) and that this soon destroy the relief map. It is also very important that the
map always will be placed exactly in the same position as it was when the loading of
infonnation was done. Otherwise the the area which generate the sound will not fit
with the relief map infonnation.
Metria has now developed a technique that makes it possible to load the infonnation to
the touch sensitive pad direct from a datafile produced from the database for the tactile
map. This saves a lot of efforts and makes it possible for the blind or visually impaired
to load the infonnation him-Iherself. Together with the tactile map you also distribute a
diskett with the sound information. You can have infonnation in many "levels" and jt
is possible to build a tree structure for the information that makes it possible for the
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user to go deeper and deeper in the information mass. Unirnagined possiblities in
making teaching tools for visually handicapped can be foreseened.
Next step in the developing work is to change the touch sensitive pad to a standard
digitizing pad in A3 size. That will be a much cheaper solution and it will also have
the advantage of not needing so hard pressure on the relief map.
The possiblities with sound via a synthetizer makes it possible to use data structured in
the same way as in ordinary GIS-system. Attributes in tables connected with the
geographical information can be "readable" for visually handicapped people, the
screen will be replaced by the relief map and maybe simple analyzis can be made also
by blind people.

A governmental organisation makes it possible to standardize the design
As mentioned above it has been a problem among producers of tactile maps to come to
an agreement on the design of tactile maps for different use. One of the reasons for that
is that it is lot of organisations that are producing the tactile maps. They are all using
different techniques and tools and have different philosophy what a tactile map should
look like. One way to come to a solution of this problem would be to let one
organisation be responsible for the production of tactile maps. What would then be
more suitable then to let the governments map production authority take this
responsibility and also give this authority the task to supply the country with tactile
maps on a base level. Obviously most countries can afford to produce a lot of different
traditional maps and it seems unlikely that it would not be possible to make a
programme for producing tactile maps in a standardized form on a base level in the
same way as for printed maps. In Sweden we have just now finished the first phase in
producing a new Swedish National Atlas consisting of 17 books and also a PC-version
of this atlas . Would it not be a national prestige project to go on a making a tactile
version of this national atlas - a tactile version with all the possiblities the new
technique will give to us?
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UNIVERSITY CARTOGRAPIDC EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES: A NEW CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Robert B. McMaster
Department of Geography
414 Social Sciences Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Phone: 612/625-9883
Fax: 612/624-1044
E-Mail: mcmaster@atlas.socscLumn.edu

Using the recently developed integrated cartography/GIS curriculum at the
University of Minnesota as a model, the changing nature of cartographic education in
the United States is detailed, and a conceptual framework of cartographic education
is presented based on a survey of the major departments, including the University of
California, Santa Barbara, SUNY at Buffalo, the University of Washington, Syracuse
University, and the Pennsylvania State University--all institutions with a strong
historic and current program in cartography and GIS. The framework will show how
these institutions have (1) developed a core set of classes, separating the content of
cartography and GIS; (2) have developed programs using all digital methods and are
now including material and courses on four-dimensional and multimedia
cartographies, and principles of visualization (3) have placed an emphasis on the
acquisition and manipulation of publicly available geospatial data, including the use
of the World Wide Web, for obtaining spatial information, and (4) have integrated
material on the societal use of spatial data, maps, and GIS--often relying on
supporting material from social theory, gender studies, and cultural geography.

Introduction
The discipline of cartography has seen remarkable changes over the past fifteen
years. Whereas in the early 1980s university curricula in cartography focused on
coordinate systems, symbolization and design, map production, and what-was-then
called computer cartography or computer-assisted cartography, the course cun1cula
of today has changed considerably, if not in name certainly in content. Oddly,
research looking at the history of cartographic course cunicula in the United States is
scarce. Aside from a special issue of the scholarly journal Cartography and
Geographic Information Systems, published as the United States National RepOIt to
the International Cartographic Association in 1991 (Bournemouth meeting) entitled ,
"History and Development of Academic Cartography in the United States" little
historical work can be found.
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The Early Years.
Although this paper focuses on (1) the revised course structure in cartography (and
geographic information science) at the University of Minnesota and (2) the changes
in U.S. cartographic curricula over the past fifteen years, it is still interesting to note
how quickly academic cartography developed after the Second World War. It was
only in 1950 at the annual meeting of the Association of American Geographers that
academic cartographers fIrst gathered in a formal setting, then called the "Committee
on Cartography". The Committee 's fIndings, as summarized by Richard Harrison,
were not promising. In his closing remarks, Harrison (1950) stated, "There remains
only the necessity of stating the dismal fact that cartography, as a well-rounded
profession, does not exist in this country." At approximately this same time, the
results of a survey produced by George Kish (1950) of the University of Michigan
showed that fourteen U.S. institutions offered three or more courses in cartography
and seven institutions were listed as having the capability of granting advanced
degrees with a specialization in cartography.
Another early effort to assess the status of cartographic curricula was reported by
George Jenks (1950). His report included a table of recommended subject matter for
cartography and a detailed fIve-page checklist of potential subject matter in the
discipline. He also suggested a fIve-course functional intra-departmental cartography
training program, consisting of:
Course 1. Elementary training in projections, grids, scales, letteling,
symbolization, and simple map drafting.
Course 2. The use, availability, and evaluation of maps.
Course 3. Planning, compiling, and constructing small-scale maps, primary
subject matter maps.
Course 4. Planning, compiling, and constructing large scale maps, primarily
topographic maps.
Course 5. Non-technical training in the preparation of simple manusClipt maps
for persons wishing the minimum in the manipulative aspects of
cartography.
Since these early attempts to report on the status of cartographic curricula, the
discipline has witnessed several generations of changes. Based on the newly
established geographic information science curriculum at the University of
Minnesota, which includes a major track in cartography, the remainder of this paper
will provide details of the framework, and document the fundamental changes in
cartographic education over the past fifteen years.

Geographic Information Science at the University of Minnesota
The University of Minnesota has a strong tradition in the teaching of cartography ,
dating back to the early 1950s (Porter, 1991). Today, all cartography classes on
campus are taught in the Department of Geography, under the subdisciplinary title
"Geographic Information, Analysis, and Representation (GIAR)--one of five
subdisciplines in the department. Currently, six different faculty teach an array of
cartography classes, including those in Introduction to Cartography, Cartographic
Analysis, Principles of Digital Cartography, and Cartographic Design on a regular
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basis, and classes in History of Cartography, Historical Cartography, and 4Dimensional Cartography on a less regular basis. However, the department has
recently redesigned the course structure in all the subdisciplines as a result of the
university conversion from the quarter to semester system. In completing the
revisions for the Geographic Information, Analysis, and Representation track, we
have carefully designed a structure that includes work in both the theory and
applications of cartography and GIS. The structure includes a basic course called
Fundamentals of Geographic Infonnation Science. After completing this course,
students may follow coursework in one or more tracks, including (1) cartography and
geographic representation, (2) geographic information science, and (3) GIS
applications.
The starting point for students in the GIAR track is a required course entitled
"Fundamentals of Geographic Infonnation Science". This course is designed to
provide students with the basic background needed for any of the 3 tracks in the
GIAR subdiscipline, Thus, while it is necessary to cover topics such as principles of
coordinate systems, spatial transformations, map projections , map reading and
analysis, and spatial analysis, other topics must be covered, including the nature of
spatial data, quantitative methods, and elementary spatial statistics. Upon completion
of this core class, students are expected to have the basic knowledge needed to
proceed into upper division work, as detailed in the next section, and on Figure 1.
Cartography and geographic representation. geographic infonnation science, and GIS
applications Coursework

Geographic Information Science.
The GIS track has three core classes , including Introduction, Intermediate, and
Advanced Geographic Information Science. The Introduction to Geographic
Infonnation Science course covers the basic elements of GIS, including encoding
techniques, spatial data structures, basic spatial analysis--including cartographic
modeling--and representation methods. The course assumes a basic knowledge of
maps and quantitative methods (provided in Fundamentals of GIS). It is taught as a
laboratory class, with emphasis on both raster and vector-based spatial problem
solving. For instance, in one laboratory students are required to address-match and
analyze the distribution of one type of retail store in the Minneapolis area. This
particular course attracts a large number of students--in excess of one-hundred per
year--from across campus, including the departments of Anthropology, Landscape
Architecture, Forest Resources, Epidemiology, and Computer Science, to name just a
few.
The Intermediate and Advanced Geographic Infonnation Science classes build on the
knowledge of this first course. Intermediate GIS includes many of the topics
normally taught under the topic of computer and/or analytical cartography, including
cartographic transformations, map projections, cartographic generalization, tenain
modeling, and map overlay. The approach in this class is algorithmic, and includes a
programming component. The material focuses on the algorithms and mathematics
behind key GIS topics, learned only as general concepts in the Introduction to GIS
class. Students in this class, for instance, may program and implement a simplification
or smoothing approach for either vector- or raster-based objects. Often, this type of
course is taught under a "technical" name. The last class in this sequence both
delves into the topics from the Introduction to GIS class in more detail as well as
requires students to complete a term project using an advanced GIS . Topics in the
advanced class include complex data structures (feature-oriented methods) , data
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Fundamentals of
graphic Information

Figure 1. The Geographic Information, Analysis, and Representation
Program at the University of Minnesota
quality and error modeling, geographic modeling using GIS (e.g. , network,
hydrologic, and risk modeling), geographic visualization, as well as the National
Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) and data standards issues. Students must complete
a term project that involves, given a specific spatial problem, primary data acquisition,
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database development. analysis. and mapping. Although not a course in a particular
GIS software package. students are expected to understand how to tackle difficult
spatial problems using this technology.

Cartography and geographic representation
The second major track involves cartography. The Introduction to Cartography class
is a traditional thematic mapping course. with an emphasis on the map as a
communication medium. projections (with an emphasis on appropriate selection).
cartographic generalization. cartographic symbolization (including statistical methods
and data classification). and map design. Other course topics include the history of
American academic cartography. map critique. and appropriate use of color. This
laboratory course requires students to complete a series of graphics and mapping
exercises. mostly focused around the statistical manipulation and mapping of census
data. All laboratory work uses computer-based CAD. spreadsheet. statistical. and
mapping packages.
Advanced Cartography continues with several of the seminal topics from
Introduction to Cartography. including the history of thematic mapping (with an
emphasis on 19th Century European maps). multivariate data classification. spatial
interpolation. models of generalization. multivariate symbolization. and multimedia
cartography. including animation. The class is theoretical. and requires the
completion of a series of exercises. Here. for example. students might document the
nature of feature changes (both quantity and quality) amongst a series of maps at
different scales. and compute the Topfer-Pillewizer Radical Law for the features. The
final course in this sequence. Contemporary Map Production. involves topics of
traditional map production. map design. history of automation. the contemporary
publishing scene. bottlenecks and problems with current production techniques. and
current hardware and software tools . It is designed to provide students with a sense
of the difficulties in graphical output technology. as related to the map design process
(often completed within a GIS context).

GIS Applications
The department offers a variety of classes in the application of GIS. including Urban
GIS. GIS and Natural Resources. and. on an occasional basis. GIS and Public Health.
These classes. which require completion of both the Foundations of GIS and
Introduction to GIS courses will not be detailed in this paper. We view the courses in
this track as continually changing over time with faculty expertise.
The final two courses offered include two graduate seminars. Seminar in Cartography
and GIS and Seminar in GIS and Society. The latter emphasizes societal concerns
with these spatial technologies. and addresses a series of conceptual questions.
including:

-In what ways will GIS actually affect and/or alter the society it is intended to
represent and analyze?
-How can vatious conceptions and representations of space. not based on traditional
map (Euclidean) views. be embedded within a GIS? Is GIS more or less appropriate
for some cultures versus others? Can GIS be developed to reflect complex and
ambiguous perceptions of social and physical space?
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-How will GIS affect the relationships amongst and within government agencies,
government agencies and individuals, and nongovernmental groups?
-What are the interpersonal implications of GIS?
-Will GIS provide citizens with a better understanding of their rights and interests in

land?
-How accessable will spatial data and related GIS analysis tools be to all aspects of
society?
-Can GIS be used to increase participation in public decision-making?
We feel such a course, especially for graduate students, is crucial in order to balance
the immense enthusiasm for these spatial technologies with careful thought as to their
ultimate effect on society.

Fundamental Changes in Pedagogy
A survey of six different universities with a focus on cartography and GIS education
confirms the nature of the changes that have occurred at Minnesota specifically, and
in U. S. cartographic education in general (see acknowledgements). Some of the
most significant changes include: (1) a closer integration with education in GIS; (2)
the nearly complete transition to digital methods; (3) a lessor emphasis on procedural
programming (such as Fortran and Pascal), and greater emphasis object-oriented, user
interface, and windows programming; (4) a greater emphasis on the dynamic aspects
of cartography, including animation and multimedia. Eight specific changes are
discussed briefly below.
(1) Introduction of a Fundamentals of GIS course.

Many programs still offer a lower division course in map reading and analysis,
and several are implimenting a broadly-based required mapping course. At Hunter
College, for instance, the Map Use and Interpretation course has metamorphosed into
a course on Introduction to Mapping Science, which is now required by all majors,
and leads into more advanced coursework. Penn State University now offers a class
called Mapping the Changing World, which provides a general survey of mapping,
GIS , GPS, and remote sensing, and also provides the background for entry into the
geographic information and analysis track. SUNY Buffalo has a similar course, albeit
with a mapping focus (Maps and Mapping), following the strong tradition of such
courses designed after the Muehrcke text Map Use: Reading, Analysis, and
Interpretation.
(2) Integration with GIS Education.
Nearly all programs in the United states now offer an integrated approach to
education in cartography and geographic information systems. While some focu s
more on the visual representation side (At Syracuse, for instance, recent and cUITent
coursework includes Information Graphics, Mapping Policy, Advanced Statistical
Graphics, and Multimedia cartography) other programs have more of a GIS emphasis
(SUNY Buffalo follows the structure suggested by the NCGIA Core Curriculum-Introduction to GIS, Technical Issues in GIS, and GIS Applications) . Nearly all major
programs, however, offer coursework in both areas , with the "analytical course"
often fonning the bridge between the two.
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(3) The nearly complete transition to digital methods.
Although in some places later than others, "traditional mapmaking", meaning
manual and darkroom methods, has now disappeared from the cartographic
curriculum. Most of the darkrooms were dismantled in the mid- to late 1980s. While
some may still teach principles of color proofing, all design work is accomplished
using digital methods. It is also interesting to note that the Introduction to Mapping
Science course at U.C. Santa Barbara--as with others--still requires students to work
out cartometric problems using pencil, paper, and other traditional equipment, a
concept that this author enthusiastically supports in the program at Minnesota.
(4) A lessor emphasis on procedural programming (such as Fortran and Pascal).
It is interesting that computer-assisted cartography courses survive, although
under many different names. Some of the course titles include: Computing for Earth
and Mineral Science (Penn State University), Technical Issues in GIS (SUNY Buffalo),
Analytical Cartography (U.C. Santa Barbara), both Analytical Cartography and
Algorithms and Data Structures (Washington), and Intermediate GIS (Minnesota).
Other titles have included Computer Programming for Geographic Applications and
Computer Cartography Programming (Hunter College). The language of choice in
most courses is now C, or in several places ARCfInfo's Avenue. The traditional
languages, such as FORTRAN, Basic, and Pascal, have mostly disappeared from these
classes.
(5) The retention of a basic thematic- cartography class.
For those of us educated in the "cartographic" paradigm, it is comforting to
note that basic thematic cartography survives as a core course in most programs,
although under an array of names, such as Introduction to Cartography, Principles of
Cartography, Cartographic Production, and Symbolization and Design. In each , the
focus remains fundamental statistical mapping and thematic map design, with
laboratory work using CAD and GIS packages (see below).
(6) A greater emphasis on the dynamic aspects of cartography, including
animation and multimedia.
In modern cartography/GIS curricula, one can also find a growing number of
courses that focus on four-dimensional cartography and multimedia cartography. At
Penn State the course is entitled Dynamic Cartographic Representation while at
Syracuse it is Multimedia Cartography. In these "dynamic" classes, students are
responsible for the creation of Web pages, cartographic animations, and user
interfaces.
(7) Use of CAD and GIS software to teach cartography.
One of the most interesting findings of the survey is the array of software used
to teach cartography. For the introduction to cartography, or equivalent, course,
CAD, not mapping, packages are often used to teach principles of design. As
significant as this, GIS packages are also often used to teach principles of
cartography, including design and symbolization. Other courses that focus on fourdimensional cartography utilize animation packages.
(8) Greater use of the Web and internet.
In many programs, the World Wide Web is increasingly part of the
cartographic curriculum. Currently, it appears to be used for four purposes: (1) to post
lecture notes and links to other sources, (2) to post student projects and papers, (3) to
search out "badly" designed maps, and (4) the design and creation of Web pages.
At Minnesota the web is also used to acquire and download census boundary files
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and data for student projects.

Summary
University cartographic education in the United States has seen remarkable changes
over the past decade. There is certainly a growing tendency to balance curricula
with a solid foundation in the conceptual principles of cartography (design, thematic
cartography, symbolization, and generalization), as well as coursework in the core
principles of GIS--spatial data capture, analysis, and display. A common struggle in
such curricula is what material is positioned in cartography versus GIS coursework,
where much of what was once considered digital cartography is now positioned
within GIS classes. Additionally, most modern cartography curricula now offer
advanced courses in analytical cartography, cartographic animation, and multimedia,
while continuing the more traditional coursework in symbolization and design.
Courses labelled computer cartography and production cartography are disappearing
from course catalogues and , unfortunately, only a select set of institutions offer a
class in the history of cartography.
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THE STATUS OF COMPUTER ATLASES DEVELOPMENTS IN
RUSSIA AND PRINCIPLES OF THEIR COMPILATION
Oleg A Evteev,
Vladimir S.Tikunov,
Leniniana F. Yanvareva
Moscow State University, Faculty of Geography
Moscow, I I 9899,Russia

Summary
Nowadays in order to ensure an inventory and control of the management of natural
resources, the set of atlases is created in the country: Atlas of Forests of Russia, Atlas
of Landuse of Russia, Geological Atlas of Russia, Ecological Atlas of Russia, etc.
All of them are plalmed to be fundamental scientific-reference atlases, comprising
more than 100 maps, and are created according to initiatives of con·esponding
Ministries and Institutions : Federal Forest Ec.onomy Service, Ministry of Protection
of the Environment and Natural Resources of the Russian Federation. Russian
Committee on Land Management, Russian Committee on Geology and Bowels of the
Ealth, etc. The atlases concentrate a huge amount of spatial infonnation, and
present it in systematized and comparable shape. Among others the "Ecological Atlas
of Russia" should be noted. It is under creation by Geographical Faculty of the
Moscow State University in collaboration with the Institute of geography of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, as well as with other scientific institutions, and with
Federal Service of Geodesy and Cartography of Russia. The Ecological Atlas of
Russia is one of the impOltant issues of the Program of Ecological Safety of Russia
implemented by Ministty of Protection of the Environment and Natural Resources of
the Russian Federation. It is planned to be included into multivolume National Atlas
of Russia which is now under consideration. Main principles of computer atlases
compilation are outlined.
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It is recognized that traditional complex atlases and GIS are related information
constructions. For both of them there is typical the system approach to selection and
organization of spatial infOimation, providing possibilities of conjugated analysis and
integration together with generation of new knowledge about studied objects and their
spatial characteristics.
Similarity of complex atlases and GIS simplifies creation of the electronic versions of
complex atlases. This predetelmined the fact that their realization in many countries of
the World was conducted just on the basis of complex atlases (national and regional).
The electTOnic atlases of Netherlands, Sweden, China, etc. have been created in this
way.
Electronic versions of complex atlases are the combination of cartographic and GIS
principles of organization and representation of spatial information. This reflects in
combination of infOimatics' methods in organization of data bases (thematic and
spatial directions) and cartographic representation, its transformation in order to get
and present knowledge about the mapping object.
This predetennines the reasonability of combination of traditional and electronic
fOims of complex atlas, which allow to combine advantages as of informatic, so as of
crutographic methods.
Along with that advantages of both fonns of collecting, processing and transfer of
infonnation ru'e realized most effectively just in creation of complex cartographic
atlases.
Crutographic form provides possibility of spatial organization, analysis and integration
of infOimation, its transformation depending on scale of representation and spatial
characteristics of objects, their complexity in space, etc.
Infonnatic fOim extends the possibility to work out the information in details, select
and classify it, vaIY the way of selection and processing, analysis and synthesis in
order to generate the more infOimative cartographic objects.
Tlie electronic form of atlas representation is notable for more flexibility, easiness of
trrulsfer in digital form at CD, etc.
The electronic version of atlas, basing on plinciples of geographic caltography (system
approach) is a system of inteIl'elated thematic layers, fonning spatially oriented data
base. In comparison to the hard copy the electronic version possesses a set of
propelties, which could be considered as advantages.
Technically they allow:
- combine any thematic layers, which gives possibility to generate new maps in order
to get new knowledge about inteIl'elations of events, their dynamic or forecast their
development.
- arbitTary change the scale in relation to the scale of original data in digital form.
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- change, renew and replenish data related to the cartographic llllits of any type points, lines and polygons .
Realization of these possibilities increases considerably the informational full value of
complex electronic atlases under conditions when their realization follows the
geographical principles, which allow to visualize on monitor valuable electronic maps,
useful for geographic analysis and comprulson.
Thematic maps of electronic atlas the same as traditional maps require development
and use of types of common geographic basics for different detail levels and
combination of conunon geographic elements. Till now electronic atlases used unified
basics exceeding usually the detail level of thematic infOImation.

In this case the decrease of map scale makes it wu-eadable, the increase leads to a
considerable difference between basement and thematic content. The thematic content
is not agreed with common geographic basics. This distorts general rules of spatial
relationships between visualized events.
In order to generate adequate in geographical sense electronic maps it is w0I1h to fOIm
layers of the common geographic basement of different detail levels and content. For
example, for ecological atlas of Russia there have been developed the standard
basements of tlu·ee detail levels: hydrographic network, settlement network, roads and
administrative boundaries.
The structure of th e database and the role of these or those thematic layers must be
detelmined on th e basis of system insights about the cartographic object.
For provi sion of the complexity to the ecological analysis it is necessary to detelmine
th e order of input of thematic layers cOITespondingly to their functional role. Fw1her
this will allow to agree them and to combine in a geographically COITect way.
All infOImation layers of the complex atlas could be divided into some functional
types :
- th e multifunctional layers being at the same time th e layers of the common
geographic basement for some maps and thematic layers for the other ones
(hydrographi c network, transp0I1 infrastructure, settlement network and administrative
boundaries ).
- the inventOIY layers of thematic maps. The main of them are thematic layers, which
are included in the content of some maps fully or pal1ially (for exrunpl e, landscapes,
soil s, landuse, unsettled telTitories, etc. in the ecological atlases and atlases of land
resources).
- the analytic and analytic-forecasting layers, based on expel1 integral or paltial
assessments (for ex runpl e, ecological status of the element of environment: soils,
vegetation, surface waters, relief, etc.).
- the monitoring layers - th e inventOlY thematic layers typical to electronic atlas,
which require pennanent renewing (for example, antropogenic emissions into the
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atmosphere, wastes, radiation status, forest fires, structure of landuse and forestry,
etc.).
Thematic layers must be completed: have their own importance and have their own
legend.
It is required the unified "framework" of spatial reference of all thematic infonnation
in the atlas, providing very tight agreement between intelTelated objects (points, lines
and polygons).
The requirement for agreement of detail levels of interrelating events is more strict for
electronic version of atlas then for its traditional fonn. For example, this is provided
by the selection of the common cartographic units for maps of one spatial and scale
levels (settlements - for population and indusoy maps; general ecological or landscape
units - for medical-geographical maps, ecological maps, etc.).
Different sphere to cono·ol the agreement, which is connected with the first one - is
unified level of generalization - spatial and by content. While infonnation renewing
and replenishing it is necessruy to agree the detail levels of new maps and maps from
the already fOlmed data base of the atlas.
The specificity of the eleco·onic maps' design is detelmined by the possibility to vruy
scales . Complicated and detailed maps are usually being built on the basis of
multilevel classifications. While decreasing scale the upper classification levels must
be reflected on the monitor. The appearance - shading so as hatching must magnitude
the versatility of maps.
These considerations underlayed the projects dealing with creation of hard copies of
complex atlases in combination with o·aditional and digital fOlm of their
representation. A set of eleco·onic atlases is planned to be created in order to assess
natural resources and control their utilization within the State. They are: Atlas of
Russian forests, agroecological Atlas of Russia, geological Atlas of Russia, Ecological
Atlas of Russia, transpOlt Atlas of Russia. All them are proposed as fundamental
scientific atlases collecting about more than 100 maps. They are being created by the
initiative of the cOlTesponding Miniso·ies and Departments: Federal Forest
Adminiso·ation, Minisoy of Nature conservation, Ministry ofo·ansport, Corrunittee on
geology and mineral wealth utilization of the Russian Federation, etc. The Atlases
concentrate tremendous amount of spatial infOlmation being represented in system and
compru·able fOlm.
Eleco·onic atlases allow to combine possibilities of visualization of maps, other
geographic objects, text and in recent years (as result of ino·oduction of different
multimedia) stereo audio effects. Creation of eleco·onic versions of atlases has some
advantages in front of traditional technologies. Their creation (on the basis of optimal
technologies) requires lesser investments . The possibility appears to represent events'
dynamic, use the most modem technical means. The most important is the possibility
to replenish maps regularly and manage specific monitoring system.
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A set of electronic atlases is planned to be created in order to assess natural resources
and control their utilization within the State. They are: Atlas of Russian forests,
agroecological Atlas of Russia, geological Atlas of Russia, Ecological Atlas of Russia,
transp0l1 Atlas of Russia. All them are proposed as fundamental scientific atlases
collecting about more than 100 maps. They are being created by the initiative of the
cOlTesponding Ministries and DepaJ1ments: Federal Forest Administration, Minisoy of.
Nature conservation, Ministty of transport, Committee on geology and mineral wealth
utilization of the Russian Federation, etc. The Atlases concentt'ate tt'emendous amount
of spatial infonnation being represented in system and comparable fonn.
Probably the most imp0l1ant among these atlases is Ecological Atlas of Russia, being
created by the Geographical depat1ment of Moscow State University, Institute of
Geography of the Russian Academy of Sciences and other scientific institutions and
also the Federal Service of Geodesy and CaJ10graphy of Russia. Ecological atlas of
Russia is one of the most imp0l1ant position in the program of ecological security of
the Minisoy of Nature conservation and natural resources of the Russian Federation.
This atlas is planned to be included into the multivolume National atlas of Russia,
project of which is under discussion now. It is expected to base this atlas on the
mentioned above principles for creation of electt'onic versions of atlases.
The content of the Ecological atlas of Russia bases on the concept of ecology as
extended system of knowledge, covering different aspects of intenelations and
mutually dependent development of the nature and society, being discussed at the
same time from the common ecological position, antlu-opocentt"ic position (being
evaluated from the point of life conditions and human activity) and
envirorunentcentt'ic position (being evaluated as conditions for conservation and
rehabilitation of the EaJ1h's nature). Both these aspects aJ'e tightly connected and
represented in the atlas, differing from topic to topic by more or less priority one
against another.
The general stt"ucture of the Atlas includes 6 sections: I. Intt'oduction 2. Global
conditions predetennining ecological status 3. Anthropogenic impacts and
transfOlmation of the Russian environment 4. Ecological conditions of Environment.
5. Strategy of ecological equilibrium. 6. References.
Atlas includes 179 maps of different content, scales and tenitorial scope, added with
aerial photos and followed by texts. There are 92 maps dealing with envirorunental
and 52 with social-economic thematic, 2 all-Russia complex ecological-geographic
maps and many maps of regional, local and municipal levels, map of regionalization
of Russia according ecological tension.
The stt"ucture of electt'onic version of the atlas COtTesponds the hard copy. This version
must provide I) standard system of geographical referencing of the data taken from
different sources (cat10graphic, remote-sensing materials, ground observations,
statistics, etc.) 2) data base management (replenishment) on the basis of new coming
data 3) permanent ecological "duty" and replenishment of the atlas 4) generation of
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secondruy infonnation on the basis of data synthesis 5) decision making using modem
GIS technologies .
On the basis of electronic version of the Atlas the problem oriented databases of
ecological-geographic, hydro-ecological, medico-ecological, social-ecological, etc.
thematic would be developed.
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SERIES OF MAPS FOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING
IN INTERNATIONAL TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Irina N.Tikunova,
Moscow State University, Faculty of Geography,
Moscow, 119899, Russia
TeI.7-095-936-14-98; Fax 7-095-932-88-36
Summary
Education and training for tourist management in Russia is a relatively new sphere.
Department of Geography of World Economy and International Tourism was
recently founded in M. V.Lomonoso~ Moscow State University. Education and training for international tourism management is very important especially because
nowadays Russia goes through a patticular stage in development of international
tourism. The number of tourists visiting Russia was appreciably reduced. Students
and staff of the Depaltment are active in scientific research particularly in a sphere of
mapping for tourism management. There are compiled a selies of maps for specific
educational purposes . The main goal of our investigation is demonstration of the main
features of international tourism activity by series of maps. The main groups of factors
influenced on number of tourist alTivals were detelmined. Natural, historical, cultural
and ecological peculiarities were mapped. Recreational potential of Russia was
estimated by using the evaluational cluster algorithm. The synthetic map was
compiled as a result. The anamorphoses as a base for thematic mapping were used.

Nowadays Russia goes through a difficult stage in development of international
tourism. In the last years the activity of visiting by the foreign tourists of our
country has appreciably decreased . The main reasons are political and economic
instability, deterioration criminal situation, that undermine authority of Russia
in the international tourist market. At the same time, this process is temporary,
and it is possible to assume, th at with stabilization of the economic situation the
touri st's industry development will receive a new pulse.
New teaching and scientific branch in a geography of international tourism at
th e Department of a geography of a world economy was created at geographical faculty of M.V.Lomonosov Moscow State University some years ago.
Alongside with students training to the bases of tourist business , scientific
researches on two ma in directions are conducted: I) study of the largest tourist
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regions of the world; 2) developm ent of territorial organization recreational
systems in Russia.
Large experi ence of recreational mapping (Mironenko , Tverdokchlebov , 1991) is
accumul ated in Russia . Maps of natura l conditions and reso urces , socioeco nomi c factors, infrastructural , cultural -historical resources etc. are co mpil ed
by lecturers, staff and other experts . These maps are used for students training
and scientific researches . Here we'd like to outlook a p attern of sp atial
differenti ation of recreational potential of Russia and tendencies of its
development.
Th e final purpose of this research was creation of estimationa l map of
recreational value of territories in view of a complex of the initial parameters.
Following problems for a chievement of this purpose were decided :
I . Forms of intern ational tourism and factors of its developm ent are
sys tematized. Valuation of a degree of th eir differenti ation on a territory of
Russia is given.
2. Features of in co ming and outcoming tourism are analyzed .
3. Valuation of organizational and materi al base of development of foreign
to urism is conducted.
4. Natural and cultural-historical conditions for development of tourism are
inves tigated. The analys is of a ecological condition of a territory of Russia and
valuatio n of its influence on development of tourism is outlined.
Intern ational forms of tourism classification was based on target function of
tourist trip . At present in Russia excursion type of international tourism goes
through so me recession and makes about 20 % from total volume (in 1993 - 30
%). Russian tourist's firm s (total - about 7 thousands) offer wide spectrum of
routes and services for visiting various places of country. However the ma in
fl ows foreigners are concentrated in central regions of Russia and first of all in
Moscow and St.-Petersburg. Moscow accepts about 80 % all internationa l
tourists.
Specialized (business) tourism intensively grows. F rom total of arriva ls in
Russia business trips make about 1/3 . T he business tourism is one of th e most
profitable in the world and permits to use material base in a period offseason .
Health y-treatment form of tourism is decreasing at present tim e. Foreign tourists
fl ows in small volumes are accepted in resorts and balneological centers of
Ca ucas us min eral waters on base of sanato riums located there.
The sports tourism has insignifi cant developm ent on a territory of Russia .
Some tourists firms speci alize on organization mountain skiing to urism,
mountaineering, floating on th e mountain rivers. The hunting tours are very
popul ar.
A nal ys is of incoming and outcoming tourism has sho wn, that th e numb er of
departures from Russia almost in 2 times exceeds total vo lum e of arrivals of the
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foreign cItIzens and reaches about 10 billion people.
Main countries of
destination of the russian citizens are - Turkey, China, Poland, United Arab
Em irates, F inl and, USA , Bulgaria. Citizens of Poland (more than 1/4) are
dominated among the foreign tourists flows, coming in Russia, further go
Finland (18 %), Germany (14%), C hina (10 %), USA , Sweden and other.
Russia serves only I % of world tourist flows according experts estimations.
Anamorphosis demonstrates present situation (fig. I). Anamorposises (or area
pseudo-cartograms) in which the images are deformed in accordance with the
distribution of an indicator.
The most useful for our
purposes are
anamorp hosises based on the distribution of a number of tourists arrivals. The
technique of compilation of such im ages is described in the article ( GuseinZade, Tik unov, 1993). Anamorphosises can be used as the cartographical basis
for display of the parameters linked with tourist activity. The anamorposis of
Russia (is based on the number of the population by adm inistrative-territorial
units of country) represents the distribution of the foreign tourists (fig. 2) for
more evident representation of routes of the foreign tourists flows.
The characteristic of number of the tourists are linked with a territory of units
in traditional maps but much more usefull from our point of view to show these
parameters based on number of population, as anamorposis permits . The large
part of a territory of Russia (more than 50 subjects of Russian federation) as we
can see in fig 2 are low visited territories by the foreign tourists (less than 3
thousand people per year) . Analyse of maps of a eco logical situations , natural
conditions and infrastructure indicates the regions with the most favorable
condi tio n of natural environment which are seldom visited by the tourists . The
reason is in a bad development of a tourist service in these regions .
T he most important conditions and factors of recreational value of a territory
are determined . Its concern: climatic conditions, cultural-historical resources, a
development of network of recreational services and ecological condition of
regions. Typological characteristics, taken from appropriate initi al maps formed
a base of recreational regionalization. The following initial parameters are used density of historical and cultural monuments ; a synthetic parameter of
valuation of natural conditions for life of the population
(suggested by
O.Nasarevsky), created on the basis of 30 initial natural-climatic characteristics;
level of concentration of recreational activ ity; a parameter of valuation of a
eco logical condition of a territory. At regionalization the leading attention was
payed to knowable resources, a little smaller - to natural ones, then to the
development of a infrastructure and ecological condition . We can use different
"weights" of initial parameters in the algorithm used for clustering of territorial
units. A lgorithm of classification included normalization of parameters , a ll owed
to range its in limits from 0 up to I (0 - the small est influence on recreational
validi ty of a territory, I - the hi ghest one). Method of main components is used
for orthogona lization of parameters and it allows to prepare a set of data for
rea lization of cluster a lgorithm for creation a homogenian taxons (groups of
territorial units) and their hi erarchical ordering on a degree of recreational
validity of territories.
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Fig.3. Distribution of foreign tourist flows on the territory of Russia:
I - activly visited (more than 20 000 people), 2 - often visited (10 000 - 20 000
people), 3 - middle visited (3 000 - 10000 people), 4 -low visited (less then 3000 people) .

The results of classification are shown in fig . 3. Comparison fi g. 2 and 3 has
allowed to notice, that a correlation b etween a vo lume of a incoming flow of th e
foreign citizens and recreational validity of territories can be reco gni zed only on
the 60 % of a ll territory. On the rest of territory the other factors (as a n ea rness of
a border, international co nflicts etc) influence o n vo lumes of incoming tourists
flows.
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VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES IN A HYDROLOGICAL
VISUALIZATION SYSTEM
Sven Fuhrmann & Ulrich Streit
Department of Geoinformatics, University of Miinster
Robert-Koch-Str. 26-28, D-48149 Miinster, Germany

Abstract
In 1990, a group of German hydrologists, geologists, geographers, and computer
scientists discussed state-of-the-art in spatial hydrological modeling and found a lot of
research deficits in Germany. The "Deutsche Forschungs Gemeinschaft" (DFG)
initiated a priority research program called "Regionalization in Hydrology" in 1992.
Seventeen research groups try to emphasize the spatial aspects of hydrological
modeling. GIS and digital process models are used by all research groups within the
priority program. For that reason, a lot of digital hydrological results will be available
for visualization and documentation at the end of the research program in 1998 (figure
I).

The development and application of methods for the visualization of hydrological data
and documentation of used hydrological models in the priority program is one main
objective of the GIS-research group at the Department of Geoinformatics in Miinster.
In order to fullfill that goal the group currently designs a hypermedial, hydrological
visualization system named HydroVIS. The visual components of HydroVIS include
features like electronic maps, temporal and nontemporal cartographic animations, the
display of geologic profiles, interactive diagrams and hypertext including photographs
and tables. In 1998 HydroVIS will be published on CD-ROM.

~dl.uon

~

Figure 1:

Generalized display of hydrological
and
meteorological
processes
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1. Introduction
The spread of modern information technology and communication technology in the
geosciences within the last three decades lead to an increased collection, availability
and use of spatial and temporal di gital data. In coherence with this development
electronic media, e.g. CD-ROM 's and online services, are used in the geosciences for
the publication of research results and fo r distributing data. Electronic publications can
consist of data without a viewer application on the lower end or include a data specific
complex information system with di gital documentation, a metadata information
system, an integrated graphical user interface and sophisticated visualization
techniques on the higher end.
The current innovations in the area of Visualization in Scientific Computin g (ViSC),
Geographical Visualization in Scientific Computing (Geo Vi SC) and modern
cartographic publication techniques build up one research fie ld in the course of the
priority program "Regionalization in Hydrology" of the "Deutsche Forschungs
Gemeinschaft" . At the Department of Geoinfo rmatics in Mi.inster a di gital system for
the visualization and documentation of methods in the spatial transfer of hydrological
data and models is designed. The system will be named HydroVIS (Hydrologic
Visualization System) - a hypermedial visuali zation system for the catchment of the
Weser river in the northern part of Germany. The visual components of HydroVI S
include features like electronic maps, temporal and nontemporal carto graphic
animations, the display of geologic profiles, interactive diagrams and hypertext
including photographs and tables.
In opposite to the traditional way of publishing scientific results in a book with paper
maps HydroVI S offers a variety of advantages, e. g. the integration of animated maps
for spatial and/or temporal hydrological phenomena (fi gure 1), interactive electronical
maps, context sensitive links between diverse di gital media and a metadata based
information system. In addition to all named features HydroVIS includes a di gital
hypertext documentation with color photo graphs and diagrams as well as a complex
help system. Hydro VI S will be published at the end of the priority program in 199 8 as
a Windows-based system on CD-ROM.
2. Software components of HydroV IS
The introdu ctionary overview illustrated that HydroVIS is going to be a complex
visualization system which will operate on all three MS-Windows plattforms with
defin ed minimum hardware requirements (FUHRMANN & STREIT 1996). After
extensive market inquiries in the area of Windows based application developing
software, visualization tools, database systems and hypertext documentation systems a
number of products were included in the concept of Hydro VIS. The following section
describes by example how those products are used for database management, software
communication and electronic mapping.
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2.1 Technical Overview
In order to find a suffi cient application for all defined requirements, Desktop M apping
Systems (DTMS) and GIS-Browser were evaluated on their ability to function as a
basic visua lization system but none of the tested systems matched the specified
standards to provide sufficient functionalities in database management, manipulation
of graphi cal user interfaces (GUI) and multimedi al visualization techniques. In order to
match the standards more than one software product had to be included in the concept
of Hydro VIS.
Delphi 1.0 - a developing tool for MS-Windows based applications - matched the
standards in database management, software communication and GUI design. The
current Delphi prototype operates as a server and a client in a hi ghly interactive
application environment and controls the database and visualization functions. The
integrati on of different visualization software and documentation tools is ensured
through W indows based communication techniques: Dynami c Data Exchange (DDE)
allows the transfer of data between certain applications, Object Linki ng and
Embeddi ng (OLE) enab les the use of an app lication within a different Windows based
software and Dynamic L ink L ibraries permit the execution of specific fun ctions w ithin
the Windows system. These software communication techniques allow the control and
executi on of all proposed visualization techniques (figure 2).

OLE

System Call

Syslem for Dala Management. GU t a nd Sonw"re co mmunic alio ,

DDEl DLL
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Figure 2: HydroVIS concept on software communicati on, database
management and visualization
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The Delphi application builds up the HydroVIS main menu. The main menu enables
the user to display datasets on the screen, select the metadata information system, start
the plot module or initiate the digital documentation (figure 3).
In order to use the screen visualization methods the user can select several criteria in
the main menu e. g. a theme (relief & gauging stations, streams, soil & geology,
precipitation, runoff, groundwater, evapotranspiration and water circle), a visualization
method (electronic map, cartographic animation, geologic profile, time series, diagram,
table, photography and document) and a scale (area of catchment or sub catchment).
While ·the user selects a criteri on in the GUI, SQL requests are send to the metadata
management system. The results of those requests are displayed in the data window in
the HydroVIS main menu. The HydroVIS selection criteria allow a highly interactive
GUI and maximum flexibility in data selection (figure 2).
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Figure 3: HydroVIS main menu

2.2 Realization of eletronic maps with the ArcView Data Publisher
The main goal in the realization of HydroVIS is the integration of electronic maps.
During the evaluation period commercial GIS browser and DTMS were tested to serve
as a tool for such electronic maps. The ESRI ArcView Data Publisher (A VDP)
matched the requested criteria because
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• it has a commun ication interface to the Delphi applicati on,
• the GUI and the standard A VDP functions can be changed to specific needs using
the ArcView programming language "Avenue" and
• the ArcView component "View" allows the realization of electroni c maps
(EINSPANIER et al. 1997) .
The AVDP offers nearly the same performance as the ESRI software product ArcView
2.1 and it is specificly designed for ArcView runtime vers ions and th e distribution on
CD-ROM . The A VDP is a closed system which allows changes on included data
within a working session but those changes can not be saved on exit (ESRI 1995).
ESRI has stopped the development of A VDP . For that reason the new extensions and
ArcView 3.0 fun ctionaliti es are not included within HydroVIS.
The technical restrictions of the A VDP in comparison to ArcView 2. 1 are effective in
software communicati ons and ArcView project management. The important
restrictions are :
• changes within a working session can not be saved on exit
• new ArcView proj ects can not be created
• there is no end user customization of Arc View
• SQL requests and ODBC connections to external databases are not supported
• DLL extensions are not supported (ESRI 1995).
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Figure 4: Hot links in electroni c maps
The remaining Windows communication method w ith th e A VDP is the Dynamic Data
Exchange. T he Delphi applicati on is responsible for the connecti on between database
and A VDP. The A VDP is used as a client and a server, whi ch implies that th e A VDP
application rece ives data from the Delphi application and sends data to the Delphi
application (fi gure 2). While the end user selects an electroni c map for th e presentati on
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of spatial hydrological data the dataset is selected in the metadata management system.
The Delphi application transmits Avenue commands to the A VDP application using
DDE. The Avenue commands initiate Avenue scripts in the A VDP application which
display the selected electronic maps on the screen. Using DDE, legends and colortables
are transmitted to the A VDP application after an inquiry on the metadata management
system . Using the A VDP application as a server, external viewer products such as
animation player or profile viewer including context sensitive information can be
started as so called hot links from those electronic maps (figure 4).

3. Visualization techniques
The ArcView Data Publisher (ESRI, Redlands, USA) is used for the realization of
electronic maps, TimeView (Hydrotec, Aachen, FRO) displays times series, the
OeODIN-Viewer (UWO, Berlin, FRO) shows geologic profiles, cartographic
animations can be viewed with the Animator player (Auto desk, San Rafael, USA) and
the help system and hypertext documentation is designed with ForeHelp (ForeFront,
Denver, USA). All other visualization techniques like photographs and diagrams are
implemented in the Delphi application.

3.1 Electronic maps
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Figure 5: Exemplary electronic map
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Electronic maps play an
important role in' the
of
visualization
complex spatial datasets
on screens . The end
user
of
view-only
electronic maps is able
to select .map objects
and thematical data like
computer
graphics,
hypertext,
tables,
animations or sound
documents within the
map (CHRIST 1996).
In
HydroVIS
the
ARC/INFO geometry
and classification is
transformed into the
ArcView
specific
SHAPE format and the
ORID
format
is
transfered into a TIFF
graphic format (figure

5). The corresponding legends are derived from the original datasets. The user is able
to conquer more information on the displayed data using the metadata information
system and the hypertext documentation.

3.2 Interactive display of time series
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business graphFigure 6: Display of time series usingTimeView
ics is their static
character
because analysis and interactions with the time series are often not included in a viewer
package. The time series viewer TimeView enables such ir.teractive display of time
series and supports the intergration into other software applications. The functionalities
include management, manipulation and visualization of time series (figure 6).
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3.3 Visualization of geologic profiles
The automation in generating geological profiles is rather difficult and requires basic
geological knowledge. Often the end user has no experience in realizing such profiles.
For that reason such interactive functions do not make sense. Static geological profiles
are integrated as graphic files using GeODIN and the GeODIN-Viewer. Such a
geologic profile can be linked to an electronic map in the A VDP (figure 7) .
Information on the quality of the geologic profile can be obtained in the metadata
information system and the hypertext documentation.
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Figure 7: Integration of a hydrogeological profile

3.4 Integration of cartographic animations

HydroVIS-Module

Themenkomplex

Dalenauswahl

~-------------------aa

Figure 8: Nontemporal OEM animation
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Hilfe

A new challenge
in cartography is
the usability of
cartographic animations for temporal
and/or
spatial
data.
Intensive work
has been carried
out in the fie ld
of nontemporal
and
temporal
animated maps.
The
dynamic
characteristics of
hydrological
processes
are
predestinated for
dynamic
dis-

play. In the field of nontemporal animated maps the research group has made progress
in DEM animations and animations on aggregation processes (figure 8) . The work on
temporal animated maps include animated thematic maps on precipitation, radiation
and runoff (figure 9).
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Summary

The main goal of the research program
"Regionalization in Hydrology" is to
discover and promote new methods in
the spatial transfer of hydrological data.
N{rnm)
Another goal is to publish the research
results with modern digital visualization
techniques as opposed to the traditional
12
way of publishing research results in a
lG
book with black&whitc diagrams and
7n
2-1
tables.
zu
The purpose of HydroVIS is to show
)Z
state-of-the-art digital data publishing
36
40
techniques in the field of multimedia,
in
cartography and Visualization
Figure 9: Temporal animation of daily rainfall Scientific Computing. HydroVIS can be
for the Obere Leine catchment
best defined as a GIS oriented and
cartographic
oriented
hypermedial
visualization system for spatial and nonspatial hydrological datasets.HydroVIS wi ll be
published in 1998 and distributed throu gh the Department of Geoinformatics in
Muenster.
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Abstract
This paper presents a research project of the Department of Cartography at the
University of Trier. This research project examines the communicative use of digital
and graphic maps within the framework of spatial information processes. The goal of
this project is the conceptional development of graphic actions on screen for the rulebased use of multimedia map-systems. These graphic actions are intended to be used in
order to support visual-cognitive operations while getting information from maps.
Therefore, it is necessary to form a knowledge base with the aid of realizations from
empirical examinations. This knowledge base functions as a starting position for the
derivation of rules for the modelling and presentation of multimedia graphics.

1

Introduction

From the eighties onwards, the processing and cartographic presentation of spatial
information has changed dramatically. On one hand, the reason for this change is the
rapid development of information and communication technology, which, as a result,
allows for the use of more efficient computers. On the other hand, versatile software is
available in order to digitize, manage, manipulate and present spatial information.
They facilitate new multimedia forms for the use of screen maps together with various
dynamic interactive tools (e.g. , Ma cEachren and Tay lor 1994).
To be able to effectively support the relativly complicated use of interactive screen
maps, as well as the generation of comprehensible and specific modelling of digital
and graphic-analog maps, knowledge about visual-cognitive processes of system users
concerning the derivation and process of cartographic information must be acquired
(e.g., Wood and Keller 1996).
Based on this background, the use of maps within the context of spatial information
processes of the geosciences and environmental sciences is being examined by the
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Department of Cartography at the University of Trier as a research project. The goal of
the project is the development of a concept of graphi c screen acti ons for a rule-based
applicati on in map-systems, which are components of a larger cartographic ex pert
system. The graphi c act ions should support visual-cognitive operations while getting
informatio n from maps .
The following questi ons are the foca l poin t of the research project:
( I) Which visual-cognitive processes occur in map users wh ile anal yz ing and
interpretating maps, and how are these processes structured?
(2) How can the indi vidual visual-cogniti ve processes be act ively supported by a
appropri ate use of graphi c and multimedia tools?
In this paper, fundamental approaches to the modelling of cartographic presentati ons
form s are described. With regard to this, vari ous methods and processes of the
empirical cartography are presented. These methods are used for the examin at ion of
visual-cogniti ve processes as well as for the examin ati on and evaluati on of the effect
created by the modelled graphic. Finally, some res ults of the examinati ons are
discussed.

2

Modelling of the cartographic" work graphic"

Changes in the technological conditions for the production of maps as well as
functi onal conditions within the framework of the use of screen maps present a new
challenge for the presentation of spati al in formation. In order to present spati al data
effecti vely as well as acc urately with the use of appropri ate cartographi c forms and
designs, complex communicative context has to be taken into considerati on whi le map
information is being visua ll y-cognitively processed (BollmanT: et al. 1996; Tainz 1995).
Thereby, it is obvious th at ex isting trad itional graphic models of map sign formul ati on
and map forms are not suffi cient. Therefore, existing grap hi c systems, e.g. the map sign
typology of Bertin (1974), have to be ex tended. Furthermore, integrated communi cation-oriented conceptions of graphi c modelling has to be developed . Then its
effectiveness should be empiricall y tested. With the aid of such graphic models, the
logical data-oriented aspects , as well as the communication and action-related aspects
of map use, can be taken into considerat io n.
The bas is for this is Bollmann's (1993) model-based approach. In thi s approach, four
modelling spaces are di fferentiated by the use and analys is of graphic-visual
informati on and then indi vidually structured by different visual-cogniti ve processes . In
the " target-space" (Zielraum) information processes which "attune" to the maps
dominate. In this connection , the user applies his or her communication goals to the
spati al and informati on-rel ated structure of the map pattern in order to evaluate the map
with regard to its usefulness for problem-solving. In the "searching-space" (S uchraum):
events take place which are necessary for the pre-orientation and cognitive stru cturing
of the map pattern. In the "problem-space" (Problemraum), visual processes and
cognitive operations predominante, which control the actua l acq ui sition and combining
of map information. In the " result-space" (Ergebni sraum), informati on is evaluated
which is derived from maps with the he lp of visual-cognitive processes, and the
classificati on into the individually avail able know ledge-contex t is controll ed.
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By using this approach, various geoscientific strategies of map use and communicationprocesses with maps can be formally structured and functional resp. user-specific
visual-cognitive processes can be described. The goal is to argue for cartographic
modelling of map-systems, as well as to develop presentation tools which support these
dialogue-oriented map use processes (Heidmann and Johann 1996) .

cartographic
presentation
form

model of cartographic
perception- and cognitionprocesses

model of cartographic
presentation forms

map use models
orientation and
navigation

learn ing

mapping and
measurement

exploration

evaluation and
decision

organization and
leading of action

information and
notification

simulation and
planning

figure I:

I I

documentation

Models of cartographic information-processing

In connection with the extension of the cartographic modelling, information-process
and communicati ve conditions of map use are descri bed by components. With thi s
description, th e acti on-ori ented selection of data for the modelling of the trad itional
map graphi c - the data-show ing map pattern - is controlled. On the other hand, the
description allows for the specific use of a "work graphic" (figure 1). With the help of
the "work graphi c", the visual analysis of these map patterns on the screen and its
cog niti ve processing should be supported (Bollmann 1996). In conjuncti on with the
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modelling of these communicati on-related graphics, three principle form s of support
were differentiated:
• first, by the variat ion and adaptatio n of graphi c signs in maps,
• seco nd, by the variatio n and adaptat ion of informati on in maps,
• third, by the ex pans ion of in fo rm ati on and media presentation form s.
Therefore, the cartographi c " work graphi c" consists of supporting form s concerning
both graphi c and informa ti on-related structures in maps. In accordance with the
individual com muni cati on goal and communi cati on-situati on, these forms are
additi onall y offered to the presentation-graphic of a scree n map.
T ak ing thi s approach, specific forms of presentation for various map-use tasks are
modelled and empirically examined at the present (figure I). The structuring of the
applied modelling takes place by the derivation of communicative characteristics in
connection with concrete map use processes (Bollmann 1996). Accordingly, maps
serve, for example, as analyti cal instruments for modelling-calcul ati on or in order to
control the accuracy and compl eteness of data, e.g. as an instrument for decisionsupport of spati a l guidance and organizati on, or as an instrument used for information
and instruction for situati ons and processes. Finally, they are often documentati on tools
used for analysis and evaluati on results.

3

Methods

In order to achi eve an ex tensive knowledge of the effect of map modelling with
integrated graphic forms, thi s effect has to be examined with the he lp of empirical
methods. Here the cartography can parti all y fall back upon methods of other sciences
like experimental psychology, cognitive science, or ergonomi cs. On principle, however,
the appropri ateness and modifi cati on respectively a specific method applicable to
cartographi c examin at ion has to be proved depending on the formulation of a question.
The integration of the various empiri cal methods with a complex research approach
allows for the safeguarded iterative optimi zing of the "work graphic" in view of its
reali zati on as a rul e- based component of cartographic informati on systems. Within the
framework of the aforementi oned research project, the following methods and
processes of empirical cartography have been applied (figure 2):
• Social scien tific experiments
Experiments in social sciences allow for the recording of direct observable or
meas urabl e and, therefore, objective behaviour characteri stics like time duration or
quality of problem-solving ac ti on. In ex perimental examin ati ons, certain variables are
purposely changed under extensive contro l in order to record the produced effect on
certain different variables. Experiments in social sciences compensate for the lack of
objectivity and reliability of verbal data.
• Self-report measures
By the collective term 'self-report measures' , such methods are combined which record
cogniti ons o nl y after the action has been carried out. Questionnaires, expert interviews
and focus groups belong to this category of methods of verbali zation. They are known
as standard instruments of empirical social research for determination of facts,
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opinions, views or evaluation and are part of the regul ar repertory of empiri cal
cartographic research.
modelling graphic
presentation forms

modification

, - - - - - ---- - - - I

I.

observation
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.

"thinking aloud"
technique

I

I
I

focus
groups
test

self-report
measures
expert
interviews

experiment

research methods

figure 2 :

Methods and processes fo r e mpirical examination of graphic presentation
form s

• Eye movement recording
Another method of empiri cal cartography used to examine visual-cognitive processes is
eye movement recording (Steinke 1987) . Its application is based on the ass umpti on that
central processes of informati on-processi ng of visuall y presented media are bound to
information which is directly extern all y ava il able. That means, that the sequence of the
eye movements is not an arbitrary process . At each fixati on, stimuli of the visual fields
periphery are pre- processed. Those stimuli allow for specific saccadi c leaps towards
fea tures of the sti mulus materi al whi ch have the hi ghest content of information.
If thi s know ledge is transferred to the processes which take place when using maps, it
can be concluded th at eac h time visual information is required, the look is directed
towards thi s inform ati on. Afterwards, the di scriminated inform ati on is processed
cognitively. Simil ar to the " thinkin g aloud" technique, the eye movement meas urement
also leads as on-line- method to a wide data record with a hi gh temporal resolution.
The current developments in the methods and tec hniques of the eye-movement-research
faci litate a simplified and more exact meas urements of eye movements with a multiple
hi gh te mporal resolutio n.
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• "Thinking aloud" technique
The " thinkin g aloud" technique is used for the recogni zati on of cogniti ons in the
context of tasks, whi ch cogniti ve processes required and use (Huber and Mandl 1994) .
With thi s method, an experimental subj ect is asked to ex press hi s or her actu al thoughts
when confronted with a complex problem-solving tas k. When instructed to think aloud,
the informati on whi ch is being processed, is externali zed by verbal expressions. That
means, that the experimenta l subj ect is asked how he or she proceeds visuallycogniti vely when he or she distinguishes among regions in a map . Or in whi ch way he
or she uses the legend to discrimin ate among classes of obj ects presented graphicall y as
map patterns on screen. This method opens up an entry to the wealth of internal
cogniti ve processes of map users. Their recording is not possible by other methods. Its
use in empiri cal cartography is connected with that perspecti ve to examine cognitive
strategies and individual information processes whil e using cartographic medi a tools.
With the data recording of the experiment al subj ects, their specific strategies which are
used repeatedly can be elicited. With the combination of data of the "thinking aloud"
techniqu e and the registrati on of th e eye movements, a reciprocal validation of
in ves tigation data can be reali zed.
T o summarize, one can say th at data which are produ ced through the verbali zati on
method are subj ecti ve on one hand . On the other, however, they match th e requi red
formulation of ques tions to a great extent. On the contrary, the data which are produced
with the help of the eye movement recordings and the self-report meas ures meet the
req uirements regarding obj ecti vity. In additi on, conclusions are required concerning the
visua l-cogniti ve processes they are based on. These respective conclusions have to be
evaluated with the help of additio nal empiri cal examin ati ons.

4

Experimental Results

As detailed below , the results of the experimental examin ati ons correspond to the
questionnaire used in the individual phases of the research.
• Results of the postal questionnaire

In the first phase of the research project a represent ati ve questionnaire was
implemented. Around 400 questi onn aires (of whi ch 40% were returned) were given out
to German-speaking uni versities and institutes, whi ch in the context of their teaching
and research activities, work on spati al-related di gital or analog inform ati on. On one
hand, the goal of this questi onnaire was to obtain information about functi ons and
forms of the use of analog maps and screen maps. Furthermore, detail s should be
acquired about whi ch additional medi a tools were used supplementary and how detailed
these tools were used while working with maps.
The frequency of selected use functions indicated the fac t that maps in spite of the '
increasing use of geographic information systems, are often onl y app lied fo r
documentati on and the concluding presentation of results. Its status as an interacti ve
working tool is often comparati vely minor for the locating of geo-data, for the
examination of its quality and correctness, as well as for the delineati on and th e
characteri zation of regions. [n accordance with the question naire, screen maps and
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di gital map series are consequen tl y seldom used as a fl exible and vari able tool during
the process ing of a spati al scientific tas k.
With regard to the use of additi onal medi a, e.g. statistical tables, business graphics,
di agrams, photographs, aeri al photographs, satellite images, which in additi on to the
use of maps are necessary for the solution to certain types of problems, the
ques ti onn aire showed that traditional presentati ons currentl y dominate. Furthermore, it
became apparent th at to an increasing degree not onl y cartographic presentations, but
also 2,50 or 3D-diagrams as well as animated presentati ons for the visualization of
spati o-temporal geo-data are favored or even used parti all y. In conclusion, the
fo llowing summary of the questi onnaire is give n.
The ex tent and the potential, respecti vely the possible analyti cal and communicati ve
map fun ctions for the support of spati al informati on processes within the framework of
geo-in form ati on process ing are not suffi cientl y known . Another reason for the
insuffi cient use is the missing and inadequate use of interface and graphic interacti vity.
Thi s tendency clearl y shows the requirement for the development of cartographic
supporti ve forms such as graphic tools which have to be offered in the systems in order
to compensate fo r such deficits.
• Results of empirical examinati ons
Starting from the use-functions of ma ps which were often selected in the second
working phase, concrete forms of the cartographic " work graphic" were deri ved
(chapter 2). The starting point for the modelling of the presentation forms is the
cartographic model introdu ced by Bollmann (1 996) . He differentiated three
fund amental actio n types (fi gure 3):
• first, the specific adaptati on to graphic design elements in maps, i.e. the modelling of
the presentati on graphic itself, and also the inclusion of parti cul arly moti vating and
associati ve signs and patterns;
• second, the emphazising, the supplementing, the order and the classification of the
contents of the legend;
• third, the alterati on of the offers fo r additional medi a such as text, photographs and
videos which are necessary from the user's point of vie w fo r problem-solving.
Correspondingly, ex periments on screen were conducted by eight group examinati ons
each by 60 students as subj ects. Within such tests, selected graphic vari ations were
gradu all y shaded. Principall y, the questi on was raised if and which differences of the
effect between alternative action types could be determined. In this way, specific
consequ ences regardin g the support of visual-cogniti ve processes were to be evaluated
and compared . T he success of these support for defined types of problems was
evaluated with the help of different parameters like reacti on time and percent. For this
procedure of the experiments, a specific testing software has been developed. With th is
software, cartographic working processes on screen can be empiricall y examined (Tainz
and Weber 1996).
The group tests on screen were completed by individual examinations by the eye
movement recording as well as by the raising of verbal data. The transfered data from
the regis trati on of eye-movements and the thin king aloud technique allowed a
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compari son over wide fields of the indi vidual tas k treating. A hi gh concurrence
confirms the validity of verbal data and the eye-movement data regarding their
inform ation about the course of thought processes when working on tas ks.

5

Discussion

The current results of the empiri cal examinati ons indicate that the vi sual-cogniti ve
process ing is fund amentall y supported by a " work graphic" . During the testing of the
effecti veness of the " work graphic", no signi ficant di stinctions with regard to
effecti veness of the vari ants were found in reference to the type of the "graphic actions
within the map window" . Both the graphic modul ati ons within the map window and the
addition of emphasized or assoc iative map signs have resulted in a signifi cantl y quicker
visual ex tracti on of informati on on maps. At the same time, the frequency of errors has
decreased.
Within the framework of the examin ations of the type of "graphic acti ons within the
legend", the differentati on of the cartographic tools clearl y shows that the class ifi cati on
and the order of spati al informati on within the legend used for problem-solving allows
for easier interpretati on and cogniti ve combining of legend and map information. The
adaption of the legend to a specific map tas k as we ll as the dynami c interactive use of
different legend parts are appropriate and effecti ve tools. With help of these
cartographic tools for analys is and interpretati on, the user is able to sucessfull y handle
compl ex map use tasks.

In compari son with the aforementioned fac ts, the res ults concerning the type of graphic
ac tions designated as "extern al multimedi a based acti ons" indicate different trends . On
the one hand, the inform ati on offered, e.g. an additi onal screen window with definiti ons
of unfamili ar technical term s, was used multi ple-times by subj ects while interacting
with cartographic informati on. On the other hand, it is obvious that the handling of
hypermedi a tools is often unu sual. Therefore, the integrati on of such tools is not always
effecti ve during problem-solving. Contrary to the hypothesis, empirical examin ations
have not yet proved th at ex ternal graphic medi a have a favourable effect on the di scrimin ati on and class ificati on at spati al inform ati on. In additi on to the examin ati ons of
efficiency, further tests must be developed to demonstrate how cartographic
presentati ons could be varied depending on the user.

6

Conclusion

T he analys is of visual-cogniti ve processes in conjuncti on with interacti ve
communication with screen maps, as well as their support by means of an adapti ve
"work graphi c" constitute a primary reasearch topic in the Department o f Cartography
at the Uni versity of Trier. The offering of the fun cti on- and tas k-related presentati on
form s represents a promi sing approach to effi cientl y support the visual-cogniti ve
processes applied by map users while working with cartographic inform ation sys tems.
In connecti on with this, the communi cati on-ori ented "work graphic" should be
prese nted with vari ables . That means that the "work graphic" has to correspond to the
real requirements of map users. In the futu re, the acti on-related modell ing of
cartographic presentati ons will be imple mented with the help of rul e-based methods.
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Introduction
Screen maps are frequently employed for the object-oriented control of work with
geographical information systems. The mode of presentation for maps in geographical
information systems thus requires to be geared to this communicative . function of
screen maps. To date, however, communications aspects have played only a subordinate role in the development of cartographic tools for screen presentation. Against this
background, this paper presents a communications-oriented approach for application in
the development of models and tools for the presentation of cartographic screen information.
To this end, the paper first describes how screen maps can be utilised for communicative purposes in the course of work with geographical information systems and
specifies the resultant requirements relating to the presentation of screen maps. On the
basis of these requirements, communicative methods are presented which enable
screen maps to be oriented to application-related objectives and questions to be
answered with the aid of specific presentation tools.

1

The use of screen maps in work with geographical information systems

From the point of view of communications, the work carried out with geographical
information systems can be described as the exchange of information between system
user and system. The purpose of this exchange of information is the acquisition of new
spatial knowledge or the expansion of existing spatial knowledge by the user. In turn,
this knowledge is applied to control the processes of information-processing in
geographical information systems (see Bollmann, 1993; Medyckyj-Scot/IHearnshmv,
1993 ; Hearnshmvl Unwin, 1994; MacEachren, 1995).
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In the course of work with screen maps in geographical information systems, the

system user fIrst of all enters communications objectives in the map. Such
communications objectives may, for example, involve inquiries regarding data
characteristics, such as data types, scaling levels, etc., which are required for the
selection of further processing methods. Or, in connection with the analysis of data via
the application of geometric or statistical methods, new data is calculated and offered
as result information in screen maps. In the course of this exchange of inquiry
information and information offered by the system, the system user acquires and
processes successive items of question-related information which, in turn, provide the
basis for inquiries on information relating to further processing (Fig. 1).

Specifications

Map User

•

>

Information

....f - - - -

<lP====
Offered Information

Fig. 1:

'--=.. _ _----'

Model of communications with screen maps

In the course of information interchange between the system user and the system,

screen maps thus have the general function of providing question- and processingrelated information for use in the selection of system functions which are required for
the application of specifIc further processing methods. Although the technological
basis for this function is provided by the increasing interactive capabilities of screen
displays, cartographic tools in geographical information systems have to date failed to
support the contextual, graphic and communicative confIguration of screen maps or
their presentation respectively to an adequate extent in accordance with this function
of the system controller.

2

Communication-oriented approach to the presentation of screen maps

The above-described function of screen maps for work with geographical information
systems can be described as that of an active "communications partner" . In the course
of the two-way communications involved here, information is exchanged between the
map user and the map. This information is dependent on the one hand on the tasks,
questions and characteristics of the map user, while on the map the information is
determined by the data represented in graphic fonn . However, the data which provides
the basis for the maps often does not correspond to the tasks, questions and characteristics of the map user. Thus the information pertaining to inquiries in screen maps does
not necessarily correspond to the information which is offered in screen maps (see
Brauninger 1991). The aim of development work on cartographic presentation tools
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for geographical information system must therefore be to enable the map user to
establish this correspondence.
In this connection, Fig. 2 describes in general terms how tasks, questions and user

characteristics determine the presentation of data on the map and how, on the basis of
this interrelationship, screen maps can be presented in an appropriate manner for
communications and provide specified information for the map user.

I
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If.characteristi
User J

I
I

I
I

Data

~ fi
Map

I
I

II
II

I Presentation I

Additional
graphics

I
I

Form of
Presentation

I

I Information I

Presentation
Graphics

lif

~

t
Fig. 2:

Approachfor the modelling of screen maps

A number of studies are currently being carried out on the tasks, questions and characteristics of the user in work with maps and the presentation of screen maps in accordance with the attendant requirements. In the course of these studies, basic processes
for the visual-cognitive processing of information in cartographic screen communications are undergoing investigation and graphic arid multimedia methods of supporting
these processes are being developed on the basis of these investigations (Bollmann,
1996; HeidmannlJohann, 1996).
Outgoing from this work, the means and forms of presentation for cartographic screen
information can be differentiated according to the. following areas (see Fig. 2):
• presentation graphiCS, which consist of the data-oriented, construction-oriented and
design-oriented graphics for the cartographic presentation of spatial information;
• additional graphiCS, which consist of highlighting, indicating and differentiating
graphics to support operations relating to the mental processing of map information
(work graphics);
• multimedia forms of presentation for combining map images, legends and other
media, such as statistics, texts, images, graphics, video and audio on a screen page
or a sequence of screen pages.

On the basis of the results obtained from the investigations carried out in the fields of
additional graphics in maps and multimedia forms of presentation for maps, tools are
currently under development which are intended to support the map user in the mental
processing of map information. These developments are based on the assumption that
the map user will initially be unable to alter the informational content of the screen
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maps. The infonnation model presented below, however, is intended to support the
map user in orienting and adapting the infonnational content of screen maps to the
actually required infonnation via presentation graphics.

3

Information model for the presentation of cartographic screen
information

A cartographic infonnation model is presented which permits the orientation of information in screen maps to the map user's tasks, questions and specific characteristics.
The objective here is to develop specific tools for the presentation of cartographic
screen infonnation on the basis of the infonnation model, and to implement these tools
as software tools for geographical infonnation systems.
For the purposes of structuring an infonnation model for the presentation of cartographic screen infonnation, a distinction must first of all be made between the types of
infonnation which are generally available from maps. In this context, a basic distinction is made between the tenns data and information. Data consists of infonnation
carriers and provides the basis for the presentation of symbols in maps. By contrast,
infonnation is derived from the symbols of the map via thought processes.
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Fig. 3: Acquisition of information from maps
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A fundamental distinction can be made between the following types of infonnation
with regard to the acquisition of infonnation from maps (Fig. 3) (see Board, 1984;
Bollmann, 1993; Tainz, 1993):
• positional information, which describes the positions of map objects in relation to
the earth, in the map field or numerically, via coordinates;
• state information, which describes the geometrical dimensions of single map objects
in the fonn of points, lines or areas and content-related value attributes of single
map objects, such as statistical variables;
• relational information, which describes the distances or topologies of objects and
differences in the values of the contents of objects;
• regional information, which describes the delimitation of a region and the distribution and attributes of objects within a region;
• quantitative information, which describes the number of objects contained in a map,
in a map segment or in a region.

The specific tasks, questions and characteristics of the map user often do not require
the complete scope of infonnation presented in the cartographic data and characters
when working with screen maps, however. To enable adaption of the infonnation presented in the map to the objectives of interactive cornrnunicati.ons, the following
infonnation lJ10del focusses on the definition of a so-called infonnation level, which
the map user can defme for the purposes of map presentation (Fig. 4) (see Tainz 1995) .

.1
~

Information
level

Data

~

Map

t
Fig. 4:

Information

~

Information model of cartographic screen communications

Each of the basic types of cartographic infonnation described in Fig. 3 is allocated
different infonnation levels (Fig. 5). In addition to the levels for positional infOimation
(A), the levels for cartographic state infonnation (B, C) and relational infonnation (D,
E) are described with regard to topology/geometry (B, D) and content (C, E). No
infOimation levels are incorporated here for regional infonnation and quantitative
information (see Fig. 3).
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follow the three-line approac h to obtain stereo image data for photogrammetric
evaluation, for th e de rivation of Dig ita l Terrain Models (DTM) and the production of
orthoimages resp. image maps (Albertz et al. J992a).
Unfortunately th e Russian spacecraft Mars96 failed to enter the trajectory to reach
planet Mars. Trouble with th e Block D 2 engine unit of the Proton-K carrier rocket
ca used th e disast rous accident with the remainder of the rocket and the spacecraft
crashing into the Pac ifi c Ocean shortly after launch.
2. Needs fOl' the new Map Series
Our nei g hbouring pla net Mars IS In intcres t of num ero us scientific di sciplines.
Pmticularly th e p lanet 's surface of 1,43 x lOR km2 (planet Earth: 5,10 x lORkm2 ) has
bee n subject to mapping acti vities s ince decades. However, th e image data provided
through past space mi ss ions were onl y suited to generate globa l map series in small
or partly medium sca les. The camera experiment HRSC and W AOSS (Albertz et al.
1996) was expected to provide much hi gher resolu tion, stereo capab ility fo r
photogrammetric evaluation and systemati c coverage of the planet ' s surface. Thi s is
why th e mapping potential would have considerably exceeded what has been
possible so far. This is not only becaus e of the g lobal coverage of stereo imagery
and the availability of hi gh precision DTM' s but also due to a co nsiderably impro ved
geodetic reference netwo rk. Therefore a co mpletely new s ituatio n for mapping the
planet in high-qu ality topographic image maps was envisaged.
In order to provide a wide range of different photogrammetric and cartographic products a comprehensive and mostl y automated processing line has been set up.
Within the HRSC/WAOSS Science Team, this was coo rdinated by the Photogrammetry and Cartography Working Group (PCWG) of the camera experiment
under the Chairmanship of Prof. Jorg Albertz, Tec hnical Un ivers ity of Berlin.

3. Cartographic Concept
As a result of many vita l di sc uss ions in PC WG it was decided that a n equa l-area map
proj ection sho uld be applied. Finally the Sinusoidal Projection with its useful
mathematical and graphi cal features was selected for this purpose, also because of
its properties, easy transition between th e formats of th e di gital data and the printed
maps, and, after all , the minimum need of dig ital storage capacity.
The main properti es of the Sinusoidal Proj ection are:
• It is an equal-area projection.
• The central meridi an is a straight line; all other meridi ans arc shown as equall y
spaced cosine curves.
• Parallels are equally spaced straight lines, parallel to each other.
• Scale is true along ce nt ra l meridian and a long all th e para lle ls.
The polar regions how ever ca n not be mapped appropriately by the S inuso idal Projection. Therefo re th e Lambert Azimuthal Projection, which is a lso a n equa l area
projection, was selected for mappin g the polar regions between ~5 ° a nd 90 0 north
and so uth .
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Fig. I: S inusoidal Projection for planet Mars, draft in map sca le about I: 138 000 000
The subdi v ision of the Martian sur facc into individual map sheets was decided to
follow th e pian etogl'aphic coo rdin ate system (Albertz et al. 1996). Latitude a nd
longitude degree va lu es are stated in planetographi c coo rdin atcs w ith the longitudes
co untin g pos iti ve to the West.
However, for some purposes - espec ially if it is referred to the digital data sets - the
plalletocelltric coo rdinate system can a lso be useful. This is w hy the planetocentric
coordinate system should also be integrated in the maps as a secondary syste m with
the long itudes co untin g pos iti ve to th e East.
The selection of the map scalc req uires co nsideratio n of many di ITcrcnt as pec ts. The
scale of a map seri es has so me seri o us co nseq uences conce rnin g the planimetric
accuracy, selectio n of obj ects and gcnerali zation. And it ca uses the g raphica l
effi ciency of the ca rtog raphi c representation and the st ructure with regard to the
co ntent. Finally, in this case , the app ropriate map sca le is d irect ly interrelated w ith
the resolution of the image da ta expected.
Acco rdin g to the potential of the ca meras and in particul ar th c spat ia l resolution of
the image data the primary map scale for th e proj ect has bcc n defincd to I: 200 000.
This is a co mpromise co ns idering the spatia l resolution of th e image data, wh ich was
expec ted up to 12 m for the nadir channe l of the I-IRSC (High Resolution Stereo
pragmatic
Camera) at periap s is with an orbit a ltitudc o r 300 km, and a va ri e ty
aspec ts as well. Furthermore th e sc hcme of a map seri es in I: :200 000 ca n easily b e
used as the basis for th e generatio n of more detailed maps in the sca les I: 100 000 or
1:50 000.

or
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density. As a result the integra tion of the completely drafted lon g itude lines varies
from every 0.5 degrees at the equator up to every 90 degrees at the po lar areas.
Refering to the plan eto centric coo rdinate syste m, its integrati on is graphicall y determined as a secondary net, das h-mark ed w ith its indi vidu al degree va lue in the map
frame, and onl y by dash at the sheet's cen tral meridian as far as the latitudes are
concerned. Graticule lines of long itudes are identi ca l and co unt ill the opp os ite way
compared to the pl aneto graphic syste m. Therefore the already g ive n long itudes are
labelled by a second we ll di scern ibl e number for the p lanetoce ntri c degree va lues in a
separate printing ink .
The generation of th e »Topographic Image Map« req uires the integration of graphical elements into the image. Thi s is a re lative ly new challenge for cartographical
des ign. The traditional approach to separate graphica l e lements li ke letters from th e
topographica l backgro und can not be applied if image data are concerned; th e image
wou ld be affected in an untol erable way. But it has been dem o nstrated in former
studies th at the hi gh fl ex ibility o f digita l image process in g is he lp fu l to so lve th e
prob lem (Albertz et al. 1992b). It ca n be deri ved from psycholog ical knowledge th at
the integration of black graphi ca l e lements is better than whi te ones . In order to
imp rove th e recog ni zability of bl ack graphi cs in dark image areas th e image data ca n
be modified thro ug h filter tec hniques in such a way, that a bri ghte ned seam around
the graphical element is generated. It do es not interrupt the image info rmation but it
enhances th e recognizability of the graphi cs (A lbertz 1993) .
The layout of the new map se ri es is based on prove n and traditional cartographic
experience , new ap proac hes and act ual demands (designed as an easy readable representation of the terra in , paying attention to a pl eas in g and attracti ve appearence),
and it is c lose ly co nn ected w ith the potential and the techni ca l sta ndards for dig ital
processing and produ ction.
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Fig. 2: Arrangement for map surface, map frame and marginal e le me nts for a sheet
based on Sinusoidal Proj ection. Latit11de ran ge: 8 10 - 83 0 north (left). And (on th e
right) a map, based on Lambert Azimuthal Proiect ion. Latitude ran ge: 85 0 _87 0 north.
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A nother poi nt of view is the requi rement fo r a comm on paper fo rmat for the series
with regard to a co nven ient ind ividual map fo rmat. As the res ul t of the deve lo pment
the paper format was determined to be 70.0 cm in height and ~3.0 cm in width . T hi s
format guarantees, in fac t, suffic ient space for the map-frame, all the necessary marginal annotations and illustrat ions, and the title incl ud ing the sheet numbers as we ll .
A profess ional fo lding co ncept is also part of thi s map layo ut, resu lting in a handy
size of 11.86 x 23.33 cm for the fo lded map. This a llows optimal hand ling and sto rage
characteristi cs. Thi s co ncept incorp orates the adva ntage of further space fo r a
separate fro nt page . Furthermore it offe rs additi onal spacc on the backs ide of the
fo lded map for necessary informations with regard to a »q ui ck loo k« to edi tors,
publi shers, copyri ght, general techni cal notes and the maps purposc.
It is intended to make the maps ava ilab le in co lor, or black & white. T he prod uctio n
will make full use of the flexibility of digita l image process ing and co mpu te r-a ided
mapping. T hus the reali zati on of the new map seri es prov ides a mod ul ar structure
containing all parameters and dig ital regul ati ons and standa rds for des ig n,
co mpilation and reprodu ction of any sheet of this new series, 0 11 every hard wa re
standard defined for this proj ect

6. Realization and Digital Production
The co mplete producti on line for this map seri es is layed o ut as an entire ly d igital
process. It compri ses all cartographic processi ng steps suc h as co mpil ation a nd
nomencl ature of the map co ntent, the determinati on and pl accment of graphical
elements (all names and symb ols) within the mapped area, and thc reprod ucti on of
the comple te map frame and all the marg inal elements, with its indi vidual features, fo r
every map sheet. The major part of th e cartographic software has already been deve loped and successfull y tes ted .
The co nception and design principles of this map se ri es were gene ra ll y acce pted b y
the Ph otogrammetty and Cartography Working Group of the Mars96 mi ss ion.

7. Outlook
The disastrous acc ident of Miss ion Mars96 ca used a very se ri ous loss fo r th e
internationa l Mars explorat ion. Fo rtunate ly the co mplete hard wa re eq uipmel1l of th e
Gennan camera experiment is still existing as a seco nd co py at the laborato ri es a t
DLR. European considerati ons up on another mission to planet Ma rs are a lready
be ing di scussed. Furth ermore the app licati on of th e cameras within an Ameri can
mission to Mars seems to be poss ibl e. T hus the new seri es » TOjJographic Image
Map MA RS 1: 200 000« ca n be co ns idered as th e gui de line fo r future mapp ing
activiti es o n pl anet Mars_
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Introduction
Methods for feature extraction from digital terrain models (DTMs) are important constituents in several spatial data handling applications. Derived features such as peaks,
pits, saddles, channels, ridges, drainage divides, or catchments are used in geomorphologic and hydrological modeling and mapping. Another example is cartographic generalization of terrain for which the features are considered a skeletal description of the
earth's surface allowing the application of generalization operators. The considerable
number of applications with their different requirements has led to the development of
many different feature extraction algorithms available in geographical information
systems (GIS), DTM or application-specific systems. The user of such systems is often
obliged to choose a particular extraction method without exactly knowing its peculiarities and impediments. Often, the choice is driven by the available data structure (e.g.,
grid, TIN, or contour lines), although the data structure might not be specifically suited
for the particular problem. Due to the variety of existing algorithms, particular emphasis has to be put on techniques which enable a comprehensive assessment of the algorithms and their results according to the requirements of a specific task.
Extracted terrain features currently are predominantly assessed by ways of ad hoc
visual inspection, without using an inclusive list of qualitative or quantitative criteria.
This paper aims at defining a framework for a comprehensive assessment of feature
extraction algorithms by examining the properties of an extraction method and its
results. The framework is based on the elements for assessing the quality of spatial
data (Guptill and Morrison , 1995) extended by an additional element called technical
quality which is especially suited for handling algorithmical issues. Since these elements are mainly defined on a conceptual level without standardized attributes, we
provide certain criteria which try to realize the concepts for the case of assessing the
quality of feature extraction algorithms. Because of space limitations, this paper will
restrict discussion to the definition of qualitative attributes.
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The feature extraction algorithms under study
Existing feature extraction algorithms support the delineation of many different terrain
objects from different data structures (Band, 1993, and Brandli, 1997). We limit the
study of methods and data structures to techniques that extract drainage channels from
gridded DTMs. Most of the corresponding algorithms can be classified into two broad
categories. The first group of methods can be summarized under the term local operators, which classify grid points based on the contents of a moving window (Peucker
and Douglas, 1975). Candidate points exhibiting the position of channels can subsequently be chained to build connected channel lines (Band, 1986). For the second set
of algorithms the term hydrological approach was coined since these methods basically simulate water flow on the terrain surface by calculating water accumulation.
Locations in the DTM with a high convergence of water can then be defined as places
where channels occur and are extracted to build drainage networks. Because this class
of algorithms is widely implemented in commercially available GIS such as ARC/
INFO, our study will cover two representatives of this class. The two methods differ in
the way the accumulation function is designed: The first approach routes water along
the direction of steepest descent (Jenson and Domingue, 1988), and the second along
multiple downhill directions allowing for divergent water flow (Freeman, 1991). Accumulation in both cases is calculated by either recursively or iteratively traversing the
grid along the paths of steepest descent or along all possible downhill paths by adding
the weights of the traversed grid points. A grid point usually has a weight of one. The
direction of steepest descent in the first case is calculated by selecting the adjacent gri'd
neighbour with the biggest downhill height difference. As a result of the first method,
accumulation is never partitioned along the downhill direction. In contrast to this, the
routing of the accumulated water for the second type of approach is not restricted to
the lowest grid neighbour but is distributed among all lower grid neighbours proportional to the corresponding height differences. The partitioning function is completed
by an additional coefficient to reduce distribution artifacts (Freeman, 1991).
At the end of both procedures a drainage accumulation matrix is available which
stores the accumulation at every grid point. In order to extract the drainage channels an
accumulation threshold has to be specified. Fig. 1 shows results for both approaches
using different thresholds. For the extraction of drainage channels in vector format,
broad streams - especially resulting from the divergent case - have to be thinned by
image processing functions. A detailed discussions of the results will be provided in
the assessment section.

Data quality elements for algorithm assessment
Technical quality as an additional data quality element
Today, the broad availability of spatial data puts the user into the comfortable situation
to have access to many different data sources. Unfortunately, the available data is only
sparsely described; this renders more difficult the evaluation of the fitness of use of the
data for specific requirements. Efforts in standardizing data transfer have led to the
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Fig. 1: Extracted channels using different methods and thresholds. a) and b): steepest descent algorithm with thresholds of 50 and 100, c) and d) multiple flow direction algorithm with thresholds of 50 and 200. Data: Digital height model DHM25,
reproduced by permission of the Swiss Federal Office of Topography, 25.2.1997.
requirement, that a dataset has to be accompanied by so-called metadata which report
on the quality of the transferred data. The Spatial Data Transfer Standard SDTS
(National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1994) specifies five major elements
consisting of lineage, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, completeness, and logical consistency to comprehensively describe the quality of a data set. The ICA Commission on Spatial Data Quality agreed on two additional elements for quality
assessment: semantic accuracy and temporal information (Guptill and Morrison,
1995). However, both components can be treated as extensions of one of the five
SDTS elements; temporal information as part of the attribute description, and semantic accuracy as an addition to specification of model completeness.
Metadata has the purpose of comprehensively describing data. In this paper, we
use the five data quality elements to report on the properties of methods or algorithms.
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Since feature extraction algorithms working .on OTMs produce data in form of channels or ridges, discussing the results of such procedures based on the above quality
elements should guarantee a comprehensive evaluation. Algorithm-specific issues are
not covered using these components, however. We therefore introduce technical quality as an additional element to include attributes that describe algorithm properties
such as runtime complexity, storage needs, robustness, control complexity and portability. These measures of technical quality together with the five SOTS quality components represent an extended structure to assess the data and algorithm quality of·
processing functions such as feature extraction methods.
Variables to assess the data quality
In order to assess the quality of the two feature extraction methods discussed above,
the conceptually-specified quality components have to be concretized and operationalized by a set of component-specific variables. In contrast to Aalders (1996) and the
different contributors in Guptill and Morrison (1995) who try to define a common set
of parameters applicable to a broad variety of spatial data, we focus on the identification of variables tailored to the case of feature extraction algorithms . As mentioned in
the introductory section, we restrict the discussion to qualitative parameters. One reason for this restriction is the difficulty to get reference data on which the extracted features could be checked, as geomorphologic features in many cases lack consistent
definitions, and the shapes of and boundaries between such features are often indeterminate.
The following selection of variables listed by quality component will be used for
the quality assessment of the two channel extraction methods :
Lineage:
• Lineage will not be treated in the algorithm evaluation. This component should
include a complete description of the algorithm, however.
Positional accuracy :
• Obj ect_Posi tion: Visual verification of the position of the extracted channels

based on contour lines or hillshaded OTMs .
• Obj ect_Direction: Visual verification of the azimuth of extracted channels.

This variable should for instance reveal artifacts caused by the OTM data structure.
Attribute accuracy:
• This component is of particular interest if a quantitative analysis can be performed. Examples of properties of channels or channel networks that could be
evaluated if reference data was available include the number of links, the mean
length and total length of links of an extracted channel network, the order
(Strahler, Horton) and density of a channel network and many others.
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Completeness:
• Threshold_Adequacy: The channel extraction algorithms used for this study are

both based on calculating an accumulation matrix on which a threshold has to be
applied. A visual inspection of the extracted drainage channels should allow to
ascertain the degree of completeness using a certain threshold value. A high value
will lead to the extraction of too little channel segments whereas a low threshold
will produce an artificially dense drainage net. The presented algorithms both use
a threshold which is globally applied to the total area of a DTM. The adequacy of
using a global instead of locally adjusted thresholds has also to be studied looking
at this variable.
• As we limit our discussion to methods which extract a single feature. no further
variables are specified. Algorithms which delineate additional objects such as
ridges could be tested on topological completeness between extracted features
specified by a topological or semantical model. Examples of models that topologically integrate channels and ridges are the surface network by Pfaltz (1976) and
the interlocking networks by Werner (1988). Both models specify topological
dependences between channels and ridges which should manifest themselves in
the result of extraction algorithms (as far as the assumptions of the models hold.
however).
Logical consistency:
• ConnectivitY_Check: This variable evaluates whether extracted channel links

build connected networks where it is indicated by the terrain. This test can either
be performed visually or by graph-traversal algorithms.
• Circui t_Check: This variables tests on circuits in the extracted channel networks. In mountainous terrain channels normally converge at junctions but very
rarely diverge. In other areas such as deltas channels may diverge and converge
several times. Repeated convergence and divergence of networks can be detected
by checking for circuits in the structure of the drainage networks.
• If extraction algorithms delineate additional elements such as ridges further tests
such as the detection of artificial intersections of different features can be performed.
Technical quality :
• Runtime_Complexity: This variable explores the data-dependent runtime

behavior of an algorithm. Such an evaluation should not consider the time the execution of a method needs using a specific processor but should be based on a theoretical calculation of operations needed according to the amount of input data. The.
variable therefore is an indicator for the efficiency of an algorithm.
• Storage_Need: This variable evaluates the storage needs to perform a specific
method including intermediate data structures and the amount of data which is
needed to store the results of a method.
• Control_Complexity: This final variable looks at the set of input parameters
which are needed to run a specific method. The more parameters a method uses
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the more complex it becomes for a user to provide reasonable parameter values.
The two algorithms under study use the accumulation threshold as a control
parameter, for instance.
Assessment of the two algorithms under study

Table 1 summarizes the assessment results of the two algorithms using the defined
variables . In general, these results do not show a clear superiority of one algorithm
over the other. Both have their advantages and disadvantages. The choice of a particular algorithm depends on the specific requirements of an application, however. If an
application asks for high positional accuracy, and logical consistency can be neglected
to a certain degree, a user would preferably choose the multiple flow algorithm. In
contrast, if fast execution and a high degree of logical consistency is required, he or
she would probably choose the single flow algorithm.

Conclusions
In this paper we presented a framework for the assessment of feature extraction algorithms - as illustrated by two channel extraction methods - based on the five elements
which serve for the description of the quality of spatial data. The five elements have
been completed by a technical component for describing algorithmical issues. The
assessment of the two algorithms has been performed by the specification and evaluation of component-specific variables. Although the paper concentrates only on two
feature extraction methods covering only one terrain feature, and only a small selection of qualitative variables has been evaluated the results show the potential of the
framework for a comprehensive assessment of algorithms that serve for the extraction
of information from DTMs . With the definition of additional variables the method
assessment can be made more complete and not restricted only to digital terrain modeling techniques . However, the results of the two algorithms presented here do not
allow a general assessment of fitness of use of a particular method but show advantages and disadvantages. If a user has to choose between several alternatives, the presented list of evaluation criteria has to be accompanied by an inclusive list of
requirements allowing the assessment of fitness of use of a method for a specific task.
Most probably, not all of the requirements can be met by a single existing method.
One possibility is to accept the weaknesses of an existing method. In this case, the
evaluation framework helps to identify the problems with the approach and to treat
extraction results accordingly. The second possibility is to develop new methods
which fulfil the requirements according to the specified variables. In this case, the list
of requirements acts as a checklist of issues the new methods have to solve. Such an
approach was chosen by the author for the development of new methods for the extraction of channels and ridges . For the extraction of channels and ridges preliminary conceptual models have been developed in order to assure completeness and logical
consistency (Brandli, 1996). Based on the conceptual models the actual extraction
algorithms have been implemented with emphasis on positional accuracy, attribute
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Variables

Single Flow

Multiple Flow

Object_
position

- Nodes of channel links limited
to grid points.
- Threshold dependent.

- Nodes of channel links limited
to grid points.
- Threshold dependent.
- Position of nodes influenced by
the characteristics of a thinning algorithm.

Object_
Direction

- Accordance of channel azimuths with the main axes and
diagonals of the underlying
grid structure.

- Due to the splitting of accumulation less accordance with grid
structure.

Threshold_
Adequacy

- Unique threshold for large
study areas is not adequate: An
adequate threshold in a small
portion of the study area leads
to the extraction of incomplete
or artificially dense channel
networks in other areas.

- As for the Single Flow method.

Connectivity_
Check

- Because accumulation is not
partitioned along a descending
path, a monotonous increase of
accumulation is guaranteed
which always leads to connected networks.

- Strong partitioning may result
in a decrease of accumulation
along descending paths. Channel paths therefore may vanish
in downhill direction.

Circuit_
Check

- Since no splitting of accumulation occurs, circuits are
avoided.

- Partitioning of accumulation
may circuits make likely to
occur, as Fig. I shows.

RuntimeComplexity

- Recursive algorithm linearly
dependent on the number of
grid cells.

- Algorithm is more complex: A
grid point may be positioned
along more than one descending path and therefore has to be
visited several times during the
traversal for accumulation calculation.

Storage_
Need

- Accumulation matrix and specific data structure for channel
network representation.

- As for the Single Flow method

Control Complexity

- Accumulation threshold.

- Accumulation threshold.
- Parameter for weighting the
partitioning (see Freeman,
1991).

Table 1: Evaluation results of two channel extraction methods.
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accuracy and efficiency (Brandli and Schneider, 1994, Brandli, 1997).
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Abstract
This paper explores the recent advances in GIS software, the ability of software to support
multiple data models, to convert spatial data among those formats and the impact on
cartographic design. Focus is given to how the flexibility of spatial data models provides
cartographers with an opportunity to create a variety of non-conventional products. These
products transcend the limitations inherent of working within singular data model and
open new opportunities for exploratory data analysis.

Introduction
Consider Joel Morrison 's reflection on the electronic revolution and the technological
implications it has for cartography (Morrison, 1994).

When the electronic revolution first began, it appeared that the basic
premises of cartography and the map would not be profoundly
affected and that the field was experiencing only technological
substitution. This initial assessment was in error and the somewhat
belated realization of the potentials for society of the paradigmatic
shift that is accompanying the changes in technology is creating
tremendous excitement. Cartographers may be in a period of the
"democratization" of the use of spatial data and a renaissance in
the geographic thinking ofthe general public. As a result it becomes
nearly impossible to have a clear vision of what the fields of
cartography and GIS will encompass even ten years from now.
Within the past five years research in the field of visualization has been incorporated into
the cartographic and GIS literature by examining phenomena previously in the domain of
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traditional cartographers. Wood and Brodie (1994) traced the origins of the field to a
National Science Foundation report on Visualization on Scientific Computing or ViSCo
Within the visualization literature several themes recur, reconstituted with a variety of
acronyms and accompanying definitions. Most research addressed topics such as: data
needs, algorithm development, formalization of cartographic standards, and application
areas including map generalization fuzzy spatial analysis, and the depiction of data quality
(MacEachren and Taylor, 1994; Hearnshaw and Unwin, 1994). This paper focuses on
the visualization framework and attempts to demonstrate, by example, how the integration
of different data models into cartographic products can expand visualization concepts.
(The examples will be based on ESRI 's ArcView™ version 3 with the Spatial Analyst
extension.)
Contemporary research in the field of visualization has begun to identifY a framework for
the role which software development plays (Gallop, 1994). Concurrent to this research
agenda are a host of new users boldly moving forward with their applications, armed with
a graphical user interface that provides access a black box of tools for displaying spatial
information. Consequently the traditional cartographic process has been invaded by a host
of application specialists who engage in data exploration and produce their own maps.
This paradigm shift identified by Morrison (1994) also results in derivatives such as the
"user/cartographer." How GIS aids the user with the basic components of cartography
(generalization, symbolization and production) identified by Weibel and Buttenfield
(1992) will remain a significant question for the cartographic community .
The paradigm change is being facilitated by an explosion of observational and modelderived data and the development of sophisticated visualization tools (MacEachern and
Monmonier, 1992). A struggle exists between Morrison's user/cartographer's innate
desire to be a data voyeur (Cowen, 1992) and the bounds set by software developers who
provide the tools. Early versions of GIS software may have provided a wide range of
options for cartographic design, however, they were cumbersome to use, and little thought
was given to default settings. Current GIS software has begun the process of formalizing
cartographic principles (Kraak et ai., 1995). For example, the arrangement of basic map
elements is incorporated into predetermined templates. Color palettes and symbolsets
have been given names that imply the appropriateness of their use such as Elevation,
Precipitation, and Land Cover. The specification of colors has been aided by use of
traditional color nomenclature (e.g. chartreuse ramp, reds to blues). Advances also have
been made in automated feature labeling routines which now include rules for handling
overlapping labels and other aesthetic enhancements for handling text. Finally, the GIS
vendors are also including a wide range of options for classifYing data values and some
even use natural breaks as the default class interval scheme.
While the improvements in GIS tools for cartographic production may be apparent to the
cartographer the advancements in data conversion may be more important. Until
recently, the user was faced with the raster or vector decision for each cartographic
project, with the cartographer usually opting for the better presentation quality of the
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vector model. The current generation of GIS significantly minimizes this data model
restriction. The flexibility of data model provides a new set of opportunities and
challenges that have not been fully addressed in the cartographic literature. For example,
how should feature generalization be handled as the user moves among these spatial data
formats? How does the data structure restrict the choice of symbology and are there
creative ways to overcome these restrictions? The remainder of this paper will focus on
the flexible data model and how it can impact cartographic design. The models will be
discussed by examining three examples which explore the possibilities for combining
spatial data formats to derive useful cartographic products.

Application of multiple data structures
The topographic map as a grid
The first example examines how a traditional map product, such as U .S. Geological
Survey's 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle, can be represented as grid data structure.
The quadrangle is the major product of the National Mapping Division and represents the
principle means of storing and representing a variety of physical, hydrological and cultural
layers. The USGS and several private vendors have scanned these maps and generated
raster image files which are often used as visual backdrops for data base creation and GIS
analysis. The utility of these images can be greatly expanded by converting them into a
true grid data structure. Since each color on a quad represents one of the original overlays
the conversion of each color into separate grid may be construed as a form of "reverse
engineering". For example, in figure 1 the black text and cultural features are separated
from the other colors. In a similar manner other map featur.::s, such as hydrological can
be extracted from the composite map. Since the cultural separation includes features such
as churches and schools it makes an interesting reference theme for depicting Census
population (figure 1d).
Remotely Sensed Data Within a GIS environment
The relationship between image formats and grid data structures represents the interface
between the fields of image processing and GIS and blurs the boundary with remote
sensing. As demonstrated in figure 2, a band of brightness values from a remotely sensed
image can be classified into a binary grid of manmade features . These grids can
subsequently be converted into vector based polygons. Without diminishing the complex
issues related to processing and classifying imagery, from a GIS perspective there is no
difference between a matrix of numbers generated in this manner and any other derivation
of a gridded layer. Represented as grid layers the bands of multi-spectral data can be
manipulated and displayed in infinite ways. In add ition to the typ ical options for
combining map layers via algebraic operations and enhancing the features with spatial
fi lters it is also possible to treat the brightness values as a continuous surface. The three
components of figure 3 demonstrate how GIS tools may expand the typical approach to
image enhancement and classification. In this example, brightness values from 2.5 m
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a) USGS Quadrangle -Irmge

b) Grid of QJltmal Features

c) Census Population with TIGER

d) Census Population with QJltmal Grid

Fig. 1. Conversion of USGS Quadrangle into a grid structure and use as cartographic
backdrop

Visualization Components:
The Effects of Generalization
and Filtering on Various Spatial
Data Formats
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One band of a false
color composite CAMS
2.5 meter aerial photo
represented as a grid of
grey tones by ArcView 3.0.

Same band reclassified
into a 2 class grid, based
on brightness values to
differentiate manmade
versus natural features.

Fig.2. Image to grid to vector conversion process.
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Conversion of
the grid to a
vector structure
with defau~
generalization
algorithm in
ArcView3.0

Conversion of
the grid to a
vector structure
supressing
generalization
by ArcView 3.0

A). Contour map of CAMS thermal band.

B). Slope map of CAMS thermal band.

C). Hi ll shade map of CAMS thermal band.

Fig. 3. CAMS 2.5 x 2.5 m thermal data treated as a continuous surface.
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thermal data from NASA's Calibrated Airborne Multi-spectral Sensor (CAMS) are
represented as a contour map, a slope map and a hillshade.
Mixing vectors and grids for cartographic display
The third example combines raster and vector data structures to produce a cartographic
product superior to when used separately (figure 4). The objective in this example was
to depict a continuous surface of property values in a neighborhood. The base data were
parcels with attributes from a tax assessment office. The original GIS layers were the
parcel polygons and their centroids. The property value per square meter was calculated
from the market value and the area of each parcel that had the same residential zoning
classification. The point locations were used to interpolate a surface of these standardized
values . While this surface provides an interesting depiction of the continuous surface of
property values it inappropriately calculates values for the road surfaces. Therefore, the
challenge was to create a mask of the streets that could be overlaid on this surface. In a
vector data structure one would have had to generate one polygon of the streets from the
parcel layer. By converting the parcels into a grid structure it was much easier to
determine streets and non-streets as a grid with two discrete values. The steps involved
converting the parcel into a two meter grid. These were then grouped into contiguous
regions representing the areas within each block. Since the grid layer for the blocks
included cells for the entire study area the streets were automatically allocated a no-data
value and were cartographically assigned a solid white color to create the mask. In
addition a vector representation of the blocks were generated by converting these grid
values into polygons. As a result of combining the data structures the desired outcome
was achieved.

Conclusion
The objective of the paper was to illustrate some of the features of contemporary GIS for
visualization . It has been argued that GIS software vendors have started to listen to the
cartographic community and have started to incorporate some of the findings regarding
good cartographic design principles. These developments are apparent in terms of more
intelligent defaults settings and formalized naming of options. Perhaps more importantly,
the user-cartographer can now utilize whatever data model is most appropriate for the
task. This flexibility also opens the door for some non-conventional procedures for
displaying spatial data.
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Abstract:
A large number of application areas of Geographic Informati on Systems, including
Cartography, presents inheren tl y geometric problems, for which efficient al~orithms
have to be developed. This paper describes the experience of representing relief using
known geometric algorithms. Problems as point location in polygons, finding the
convex hull, contour determination, and trian gulation are efficientl y solved using
available tools of computational geo metry .

1 Introduction
Computational geometry provides powerful tools for solving computational
problems of geographic data processing. Since its beginning (Shamos, 1978), well
known geometric structures and fundamental constructions have been (re)invented and
studied, independently, in the application area, in Mathematics, and in Computer
Science.
In the Geographic Information System (GIS) literature, papers abound on
terrain iss ues and the variety of existin g systems is very large, as well as the used
algorithms. Although ~eo metr i c computati on has hundreds of research papers
dedicated to GIS apphcations, commercially available GIS generally take little
advantage of the progress achieved in computational geometry; they use data
structures that ignore special spatial relations, like proximity, on objects embedded in
space, or incorporate only a few of the man y algonthms th at have been and are being
developed for efficient operations on geometric objects.
This work describes a simple methodology for th e representation of relief
using geo metric algori thms. Most of the algorithms were taken fro m a Brazilian
software library for geo metric computation (Figueiredo and Carvalho, 1991). At
present there are basic li braries avai lable whi ch offer a collecti on of implementations
of a large number of standard geometric algorithms and routines for general use. Some
examples of them are LEDA (Melhorn and Naher, 1989), XYZ GeoBench
(Nievergelt, 1993), and CGAL (Schirra, 1996). They all offer reusable algorithms for
many sys tems like GIS, or si mulation and vis uali zation in roboti cs .
In Section 2 we present the methodology for the representation of relief, while
in Section 3 we outline some information on the geometric algorithms used. In Section
4, we make some considerations on prac ti cal aspec ts of the work. Finally, Section 5
gives some concluding remarks.
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2 Representation of Relief
The aim of the representation of relief is to allow the 2-Dimensional
visualization of the terrain 's shape and, at the same time, to provide the numerical data
for the solution of problems like the determination of the contour lines in the
generation of topographic maps . For representation of relief in computers, a
mathematical model describin~ the terrain is required, and this description must be as
close as possible to the terrain s real aspect. For this, a digital terrain model (DTM) is
composed by points sampled from the region under study.
The adopted methodology for the representation of relief starts from the x, y,
z coordinates of the points gathered in the region under study and consists in the
following operations (Figure 1):
(1) partitIOn of the region in a number of triangles
a) Delaunay triangulation of the convex frontier
b) determination of a simple polygonal contour for the point set
c) elimination of the triangles outside the determined contour
(2) computation of the co ntour lines
(3) visualization
points of the ferrain

contour deleml imll ion

Dclaunay triangulation

computation of the
contour lines

(;)
J
tri angles inside

visuali7..alion

the con tour

Figure I. Operations for the representation of relief.

3 Use of Geometric Algorithms
3.1 Di gital Terrain Model
Digital terrain models are classified accord ing to the mathematical model used
for their representation. Thi s can be done in two large groups: approximation models
(analytical equations) and interpolation ones (network of points/tesselations).
Interpolation models are usuall y preferred to approximation ones (Sakude, 1992).
Based on the spatial distribution of the sampled points, the models can have a
regular di stribution (square, rectangular, triangular and hexagonal tesselations) or an
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irregular one (networks formed by different triangles). Since the most significant
points which characterizes the relief are irregularly distributed, the sampled points in
surveying generally have irregular distributions. Therefore, although being frequently
used, regufar meshes do not allow a good representation of terrain variations, because
they are artificially created (Buys et alii, 1991). Because the triangle is the minimum
polygon, the representation of relief usually envolves a triangulation. Triangular
networks of irregular distribution, based on the original points gathered in the terrain,
can define more precisely the region under study.
A surface representation using a gathering of trian~les is based on the
discretization of the surface domain as a set of triangles with vertices in the xy
projections of the sampled points. This procedure allows to define the surfaces as
21hD, which is equivalent to a 2-Dimensional surface, containing the z numerical
information of ea6h point. Then, a 2D trian gulation is sufficient, although a 3D one
can also be used (Choi et alii, 1988).

3 .1.1 Triangulation
There are many possible different triangulations for the same point set. A
good triangulation for the purpose of terrain modeling is the one in which triangles are
as equiangular as possible (Buys et alii, 1991). The triangulation considered as a
standard tool in terrain description is the Delaunay one (Preparata and Shamos,
1985), which is also known as TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) and Dirichlet
tesselation.
The Delaunay trian,gulation satisfies some interesting properties, such as:
long
a) maximization of the mmimum internal angle of the triangle, avoiding
and thin triangles;
b) the circunscript circle to any triangle does not contain in its interior any other
point of the set;
c) for any two trian,gles which share an edge, this edge is the smallest of the
two
diagonals of the mduced quadrilateral.
In order to obtain a good efficiency in an algorithm which calculates the
Delaunay triangulation, it is important to use an adequate data structure. The three
topological elements that define any triangular subdivision are vertices, edges, and
faces. A data structure to code a triangulation can be thought as a combination of
these three topological elements and a set of adjacency relationships which provides a
topological representation for it. There exists several topological structures which
deals with triangular subdivisions, like winged-edge (Baumgart, 1975), radial-edge
(Weiler, 1986), half-edge (Mantylii, 1988) and quad-edge (Guibas and Stolfi, 1985).
They may be implemented with iterative (incremental or sweep) - or divide-andconquer algorithms.
3.2 Contour Determination
In this subsection, contour means a boundary polygon which fits a region
containing a set of points. The domain of the Delaunay tnan~ulation is the convex hull
(Preparata and Shamos, 1985) of the point set, but in certain situations the region of
interest is not convex . In the case of sinuous regions like roads (Figure 2), for
instance, another kind of frontier is necessary to avoid computations that extrapolate
to places not known in the original re~ion. In this context, we need to determine
another contour, minimizing extrapolatIon errors. This problem is typical of those
considered in computational geometry. Avelar, 1997 gives a more detailed geometrical
interpretation of this problem.
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Figure 2. Example of road surveying and its convex hull.
The idea is to dynamically modify the known convex hull of the points,
looking for candidate points to constitute the new edges of the searched contour. Some
examples of solutions to finding the convex hull of a planar points set are the Graham
Sweep (Preparata and Shamos, 1985), the Jarvis Frontier (Lee and Preparata, 1984),
and divide-and-conquer algorithms, like Quickhull and Mergehull (FIgueiredo and
Carvalho, 1991).
Beginning at one of the edges of the convex hull, a circle having this edse as
diameter is found. The points of the set that lie within this circle are the candIdate
points. A candidate edge for the new contour is obtained by joining the candidate
point closest to one of the two vertices of the edge under consideration to that vertex
to which it is closest. To verify whether this is an acceptable edge, we form a triangle
with the two vertices that defIned the circle and the candidate contour point. Should
the formed triangle not contain any other point, the chosen point is accepted and the
candidate edge will form part of the final polygon sought. In this way, the edge which
was being considered can be discarded and reI?laced by two new ones, reducing the
area delimited by the contour. This process IS repeated recursively to one of the
generated edges until the circle drawn contains no other points. In thIS case, the edge
IS kept and the process goes on to the next edge of the convex hull. On completion of
the process, the contour sought is produced. Of course, if the polygonal regIOn of the
considered terrain is convex, the convex hull is the right answer. But, in general, this
is not true; the new shape may have vertices and edges that do not belong necessarily
to the original polygon .
The convex polygon may be processed in a clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction. The direction in which the polygon is processed affects the shape of the
final contour. It means tr.at there is an alternative solution which can be compared
with the first one, choosing the most convenient contour to the region under
consideration .
After generating a new contour, we need just to reduce the Delaunay
triangulation domain to the new frontier found . For thIS, we eliminate the Delaunay
triangles whose barycenter is not located inside the contour.
3.3 Contour Lines Computation
Contour lines are determinated by the intersection of horizontal plans of
constant elevation with the mathematical model used for the representation of relief.
Therefore, each contour line is the result of the intersection of a z constant plan,
which corresponds to its height level, with the determined plan of each one of the
Delaunay triangles of the terrain model. To simplify the computation of this
intersection, it IS sufficient to examine the intersectIOn of the z = k plan with the
straight lines given by the sides of each triangle. The following situations are possible:
•
•
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the whole triangle is coincident with the plan (three points);
an edge of the triangle is coincident with the triangle (two points);

•
•
•

a vertex of the triangle is coincident with the plan (one point);
the triangle is crossed in two edges by the/Ian (two POInts);
the triangle is parallel to the z = k plan an it is not coincident with it (no points).

We especify an increment in the range between the integer of smallest z value
in the sampled points of the terrain and the integer of maximum z value of the set. The
increment will define the equidistance of the contour lines, that is, the height values
for the plan to intercept the network of triangles. After computing the x, y points
which will generate the contour lines, the points will be ordered and joined in pairs,
for each curve. This has the goal of facilitatIng the ouline of the curves .

4 Implementation Issues
4 .1 Data Input
Most available geometric algorithms for general use were designed with the
implicit supposition that the data input was "well behaved". This means, for example,
that the values were integer and four cocircular points did not exist. For that reason, a
pre-processing in the point set was necessary.
To avoid the case of four cocircular points, we add in all points a random
value of 0.0001 order (tenth of milimeters), which causes perturbations big enough to
avoid the degenerated situations, but small enough for not changing the answer to the
problem.
Because the data input is constituted by terrestrial coordinates with several
significative digits, the necessary computations for the Delaunay triangulation and the
contour determination can cause overflow. The adopted strategy to overcome this
problem is to normalize the points. It consists in computing the maximum and
minimum x and y values and apply the following operation to all x, y coordinates of
tha data input:
x' = (x - xmm)/max(xmax - Xmm, ymax - ymm)
y'=(y-ymm)/max(Xm" -Xmm,ymax -ymm)
At the end of the process, the old values of all points are returned applying the
inverse operation.
4.2 Visualization
In order to visualize the relief, a drawing of the contour lines is done through
a linear interpolation of the points and by subsequently smoothing the generated
polylines with a Spline functIon. To perform such task, we can use any graphic
software package which allows to draw the curves given a file containing the
computed points. This has the advantage that we can benefit from the existing editing
facilIties of the graphic environment, which also offers compatible output for several
kinds of plotters.
4.3 Prototype
A prototype using the described methodology was developed . It presented a
good tradeoff between quality of solution and computation time, being able to solve
complex instances runninl): on a PC compatible microcomputer. The representation of
relief was implemented with C language and Gnu C compiler. The adopted algorithm
for the triangulation was based in the division-and-conquer approach and in the
winged-edge data structure.
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In practice, the method was applied in a system designed to generate
topographic maps in engineering projects related to roads . The prototype reached
satisfactorily the expected results.
5. Conclusions
Important algorithmic GIS problems can be solved with geometric algorithms.
Besides the representation of relief, including drainage networks and visualization,
geometric algorithms can be applied to solve questions related to label positioning and
sizing in maps, data structures for external memory, cartographic generalization and
precision in geographic operations .
The main advantage of the use of ~eometric algorithms of general use from
public software libraries for the representatIon of relief is that we can obtain a lowcost environment of computerized topography. Such environment can be useful in
small scale topographic applications and in cartography education. The developed
prototype allowed the generation of sketchs and onginal versions of topographic
maps, in the required size, in a much shorter time than that required with traditional
process.
Finally, representation of relief is a classic application of geometric
algorithms and a contribution for it is presented in this paper in the aspect of contour
determination. In most cases, the proposed solution has found a smaller polygon than
the convex hull, getting a more accurate representation of the region under work.
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Introduction
One of the design problems of today's mapping software is color specification.
The traditional cartographer was trained on the convention of color selection based on
Subtractive Color Systems, such as the Munsell and Ostwald systems. Most of
today' s map design and production are performed in software packages where color
selection and specification can be approached from several color models. Among
these models are the RGB, HSB, HLS , etc. in the Additive Color System and the
CMYK, and CMYK255 models in the Subtractive Color System.
The quality of a map largely depends on the proper selection and specification
of colors . With today's diversity of software packages, one can become easily
confused about color systems let alone their specifications and how to apply colors
effectively in a cartographic environment. A map that is designed for publication can
be a challenge to the cartographer during the design stage on the computer monitor.
While the viewing on the monitor is in the Additive Color environment, the final
printing of the map will be in a subtractive color environment. What prints on paper
often do not resemble the color being selected.
This paper examines some techniques that will allow map designers to make
color selections and specifications across color schemes more precisely and
accurately. These techniques were derived from a combination of visual experiments,
research results from others' experiments, and the author's personal experience as a
map designer and producer. A set of color gradation schemes based on the
specifications from primary colors will be established and documented with complete
specifications and reference. As far as color is concerned, high map quality can only
be achieved through the understanding of different color systems and through precise
selections and specifications.
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Perceptual differences between additive and subtractive systems
Much work has been done in defining the differences between additive and
subtractive systems (Robinson, Keates, Dent), these differences will not be re-defined
within the scope of this paper. Few studies pertain to the visual aspects of the two
color systems. Fewer yet would compare the differences in color specification
techniques, and their proper application to cartographic products.
Having a lot of experience in applying colors for maps to be printed on paper
does not necessarily mean that the same color specification methods can be used when
designing a map to be published on a web page or to be seen only from a computer
monitor or a television set. The intensity of the colors are generally higher in an
additive system since the final color sensation is composed from lighted color guns on
a CRT screen. Colors from printed maps are reflected colors such that generally small
amounts of difference in the percentage of inked area will cause enough visual
differentiation. As most experienced map designers will agree, each cartographer has
a "somewhat proven" set of color specification rules when designing a map for the
print media. These rules may vary slightly from one cartographer to another, but
generally do not differ greatly between experienced cartographers. Most of the past
psychophysical and perceptual studies pertaining to subtractive colors do not apply to
designing or viewing color maps on monitors.
As the need for electronic maps rises, design parameters change, color
specification techniques also change. The rapid burgeoning of electronic maps seem
to pass research cartographers by leaps and bounds. The cartographic community has
not looked seriously into how to design maps for the CRT screen; some of today's
cartography and GIS practitioners do not even understand the additive and subtractive
color systems let alone the digital specification systems. It is partly with the intent of
clarification and partly with the intent of deriving an applicable set of color
specifications that this study continues.

Previous Research
Most of the previous research on the perception of color and the specification
of color for maps are based on the subtractive color systems . Cuff, Brewer, have
intensively studied the use of color charts during the course of designing a map.
Along with the works of Olson, Robinson, Mersey, and Kimeriing, they form a basic
sets of studies on how subtractive color can be applied in print cartography.
Relatively recent articles (McGranaghan, Ray) represent a set of needed studies
of colors and cartography based on the additive color system. None of these studies
apply what has been learned in one system across to other digital systems.
Specifications derived from this present study will be documented in both
subtractive and additive systems.

Commonly used digital color systems
The most common subtractive color system in use today is the Munsell
System. For most software programs, three basic color specification models are used
to specify the hues based on its primary colors, namely the CMY, CMYK, and
CMYK255 models. Most cartographers are accustomed to the CMYK model in which
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the percentage of inked area calculations are used. In its 8-bit digital form, CMYK is
specified from 0 to 255. Thus a 10% cyan in the CMYK model is equivalent to a
specification of 25.5 or assigned as 26 in the CMYK255 model, and a 20% cyan is the
same as a value of 51 in the CMYK255 model.
Several additive color systems are commonly used; the one most widely used is
the RGB model (the red, green, and blue guns from CRT screens) . Others include the
HSB (Hue, Saturation, and Brightness) and HLS (Hue, Lightness, and Saturation)
models. Even though the RGB classification is based on 8-bit colors, some display
monitor systems today can show this 256 classification (of each primary color) in a
24-bit color system, which means 16.7 million of each of the three primary colors can
be displayed. There is certainly some difference between viewing a map on a monitor
with 256 colors and one with 16.7 million colors. Such differences are based on the
resolution and texture of the screen and its capability to portray the differences
between the color schemes . Specification values for each of the red, green, and blue
primary colors vary from 0 to 255 in value. While the ability of technology to refine
our hardware capabilities can increase in geometric progressions, the ability of the
human eye to perceive generally do not change. Even with an 8-bit (256) color
specification, subtle differences between a few value points of variation in the RGB
model can hardly be visually detected.
The HSB (Hue, Saturation, Brightness) approximates the way that the human
eye perceives color. In this model, hue varies from 0 to 360, saturation and brightness
values both vary from 0 to 100. The HLS model is a variation of the HSB model and
contains three components, hue, lightness and saturation. Hue value ranges from 0 to
360, both lightness and saturation varies from 0 to 100 in value.

Color Selection and Specification in Map Design
The first decision a map designer has to make is whether the final display of
the map will be viewed in printed media or on a CRT screen. Selection of color for
use on the map must be a function of this decision. If the map is to be published in
both print media and in the Worldwide Web, then, two versions of the map must be
designed separately with the proper color models for each. The linkages between the
additive and subtractive systems and most of the color models are actually rather
simple. It is just a simple translation from a 100 unit continuum to a 256 unit
continuum. Figure 1 represents a translation between the selected color models based
on one of any of the primary colors within each model.

Figure 1
CMYK255 specifications for each primary color
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A 40% black in the CMYK model is digitally defined the same as a
combination of R=153, G=153 , and B=153 in the RGB model. Even though a
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particular color or shade can be numerically translated from one model to another, the
visual difference of the same color or shade can be substantial if translated across
systems boundaries, that is, from subtractive to additive systems or vice versa.
Human eyes react differently when viewing transmitted light than reflected light.
Borrowing the terminology from psychophysicists, the "jnd" Gust-noticeable
difference, Stevens) between two gray shades can be expected to be much larger in
the additive color system than in the subtractive color system. Jnds normally
represent thresholds of barely visible difference, cartographers must use the "lpd"
(least practical difference, Stevens) or beyond when differentiating between two
shades or two colors. This lpd, will even be a larger visual difference thanjnds.
Color selection for the Munsell system has been well-documented (Brewer,
Cuff, etc.) and most map designers have rules of thumbs to guarantee that their
specifications will differentiate between color or shades that are meant to represent
different categories of map data. Little is known about how cartographers
systematically make color specifications for maps to be viewed in the additive
environment. Is it based on personal preference, personal experience, documented
research findings which is minimal up to the present, or even intuition?

Establishing a graded series of shades of black
Adopting findings from Castner and Robinson's study on dot patterns, this
author adds personal map design experience to systematically build a graded series of
shades of black. A starting point for this experiment is a personal rule of thumb
normally used for a CMYK series of gray tones. This personal rule begins with a 10%
black with the next darker shade being increased by 15%. Thus, we have a graded
series of 10%, 25%, 40%, 55 %, and 70%. In the days of commercial tint screens for
use in the darkroom, screens usuall y end in the fives or tens in percentages . This
graded series has proven to be successful in many monochromatic map projects.
Although not perfect, it did deliver four to five shades. The imperfection comes with
the use of 10% and 70%, both are near the upper and lower limits of controls of the
offset printer. Any dot size less than 5% may risk total non-impression if the printing
plate is slightly underexposed or if the number of impressions is so high that the
rubber blanket heats up and hardens and loses its ability to transfer 10% dots on to the
paper. Any percentage larger than 65 % may risk ink squeeze from the rubber blanket
in the press to result in the filling of the white dot and change the 65 % shade even to
100%. The use of 70% is always pushing the upper limits of the offset printer. Such
are precautions cartographers must make in ensuring the final quality of the map.
The onset of digital color systems enables more precise color specifications if
so desired. While a 5% black shade is visually distinguishable from the white
background of the paper, achieving a 5% black on a printed map is extremely
difficult. It is a risk no cartographer wants to take. A 10% black is a much safer
starting point in a graded series of black, it is now possible to consider lowering this
starting point to 8% since the CMYK digital model is capable of specifications of 1%
increments. Another flexible tool that was not possible from commercial tint screens
is that cartographers are no longer bounded by screen values that end in fives or tens
of percentages . Rebuilding my personal graded series may now begin with an 8%
black with the next darker shade being increased by 14%. Now the new rule becomes
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a new graded series of 8%,22%,36%,50%, and 64% black. Two other alternatives
exist: 1) begin with 9%, and progress to 23 %, 37%, 51 %, and 65 % and 2) begin with
10% and progress to 24%, 38%, 52%, and 66%. Even though the starting points and
ending points are only 2% apart, the last alternative has proven to be the most viable
and safe as far as printing on paper is concerned . It will also generate five different
gray shades for use in typical 5-class choropleth or isopleth map. A combination of
screening a 50% line pattern with a 10% screen can add another class if needed.
Theoretically, the construction of a graded series of black shades in the
additive system requires more visual difference between any two shades. A lpd of
12% difference appears hardly enough for a distinction. Again, experience suggests
that a 20% difference should insure distinctions. Starting with a 10%, the series will
proceed to 30%, 50%, 70%, and 100%. Although this graded series works, the visual
difference between two shades has exceeded the lpd too far, thus contributing to an
overall tone that is much darker than necessary when applied to a map. Reducing the
20% difference back to 15%, this graded series will become 10%,25 %,40%,55 %,
and 70%. This series achieves good distinctions between shades; the lower end of
10% separates from the white area on the monitor well; the higher end of 70% is not
visually too overpowering. This is a recommended series of shades of black.
Translating this series to the RGB color model, the 10% becomes R229+G229 +B229,
25 % becomes RI91+GI91+BI91, 40% becomes RI53+G151+BI53, 55 % becomes
RI15+GI15+BI15, and 70% becomes R76+G76+B76, as shown in Figure2.
Figure 2
Specifications for a recommended graded series of shades of black
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Establishing and specifying graded series of additive color sequences
Cartographers generally have more experience differentiating shades of gray;
the same experience, however, do not apply to different shades of different hues. In
fact, each hue has varyingjnds and lpds. It will be a monumental task to statistically
establish all the thresholds for all the hues. The rest of this paper reports an attempt to
utilize some map designers' subtractive colors experience and translate it into
applicable graded series of additive color sequences for the primary colors.
The logical starting point would be to use the lpds in the subtractive color system and
apply them to each individual primary color of the additive system, i.e. red, green, and
blue. Building a graded series of shades for each additive primary colors based on our
subtractive color difference of 10% between shades simply does not provide enough
visual difference. Knowing that thejnd is close to 12%, a 15% difference was used,
this is an equivalent of 38.5 value difference in the RGB model.
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To begin building the red series, a black shade (RO+GO+BO) was used as a
starting point, Shade #11 in Figure 3. An alternate of 38 and 39 values of red were
added to the black shade and subsequent shades while holding the green and blue both
at O. This creates a series that gradually reduced the chroma content of the red until
theoretically reaching a shade where R=255+GO+BO. But since a value difference of
38 or 39 was used, the series would only reach R=229+GO+BO, Shade #5 in Figure 3.
Seven shades could only be established if both green and blue were held to O.
The two darkest shades are deemed least likely to be applicable cartographically.
While the brightest red registered at R229+G+BO, it is still dark enough that lighter
shades can be obtained by decreasing the intensity component in the subtractive
system. Instead of decreasing the amount of chroma from black, it is possible to take
the brightest red and decrease its intensity by adding shades of green and blue. This
was a somewhat more difficult process because the addition of green and blue from
one shade to the next was not proportional to visual differences . Continuing on from
Shade #5 to Shade #4 was a transition that was based on trial and error, many
combinations were tested until the combination of R255+G 127 +B 127 (equivalent to
50%yellow + 50% magenta in the CMYK model) were considered the next light shade
that satisfied a practical visual difference. Again using the 15 % difference in the
subtractive system, the next lighter shade, Shade #3 became R255+GI66+G166
(equivalent to 35 %yellow+35 %magenta). Shade #2 was derived the same way.
Experience was once again involved in the decision on Shade # I. In the low
percentages of the subtractive system, a 10% difference often was enough to
distinguish between shades. Therefore Shade # I was set at lO%yellow+ 10% magenta,
translating into R255+G299+B299, resulting in a light orange/red shade that is
distinct from Shade #2 but enough to set itself apart from the white monitor
background.
Figure 3
Specifications for graded series of additive primary colors
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Using the same numeric values, the green and blue graded series were
established in the same manner.
It would be ideal to show these shades in color. This ICA proceeding is only
printed in black and white. Even if the shades of color are printed here, it would only
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represent what is seen as reflected light, or in a subtractive environment. To view
these colors shades as they were intended in the additive system, i.e. on a computer
monitor, please visit www.uwlax.edu/S AHIGeography/faculty/Chu/Chu.htm where
these graded series of shades and some other recommended series shall be posted in
color. One might also use these specifications to construct the shades from a drawing
program such as CorelDraw, Adobe Illustrator, or Freehand.

Conclusion
There are obviously other parameters that will affect viewing conditions of the
graded series of shades of these primary colors . The type of monitors, the intensity of
the RGB guns, the color scheme selected for the monitor (e.g. 256 8-bit colors versus
24-bit 16.7 million colors), brightness controls on the monitor, can all affect the
appearance of the colors. At present, technology still falls short of standardizing color
appearances on monitors . The shades recommended above for each graded series do
not have to be rigid, one might even increase the visual difference between each pair
of shades along any of the series by adding or subtracting the numbers in the
components of the shade. Decreasing the visual difference is certainly not
recommended since the visual difference is not much more than the lpd (least
practical difference). As for the usefulness of these graded series, they can certainly
be applied to choropleth and isopleth maps to represent quantitative series of data. The
combination of techniques in decreasing in value or intensity and at the same time
increasing in -chroma along the same graded series (as in Figure 3) successfully
yielded eight or nine graded shades of a primary color that can be cartographically
applicable. To the best of this author's knowledge, this has not been documented
before. On a furt her note of speculation, it appears highly likely that cartographers
can devise color gradation schemes to increase the number of classes of data intervals
in choropleth and isopleth maps. This is possible because the higher intensity of RGB
system allows cartographers to stretch the number of shades of the same primary color
to eight or nine usable shades, three more than the five or six shades achievable in the
subtractive system.
It is hoped that this paper can be used as an example to assist map designers in
their selection of colors. The graded black series along with the graded RGB primary
color series may serve as an anchoring scheme for a color selection process that must
be careful and thoughtful before it can be successful in rendering cartographic data or
geographic ideas to be understandable by the map user.
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